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Abstract
The

understanding of how processes in natural phenomena interact at different scales
a great challenge for humans. How information is transferred across
scales is fundamental if one tries to scale up from finer to coarse levels of granularity.
Computer simulation has been a powerful tool to determine the appropriate amount
of detail one has to impose when developing simulation models of such phenomena.
However, it has proved difficult to represent change at many scales of time and subject
to cyclical processes. This issue has received little attention in traditional AI work
on temporal reasoning but it becomes important in more complex domains, such as
ecological modelling.

of time has been

Traditionally, models of ecosystems have been developed using imperative languages.
Very few of those temporal logic theories have been used for the specification of sim¬
ulation models in ecology. The aggregation of processes working at different scales of
time is difficult (sometimes impossible) to do reliably. The reason is because these
processes influence each other, and their functionality does not always scale to other
levels. Thus the problems to tackle are representing cyclical and interacting processes
at many scales and providing a framework to make the integration of such processes
more

reliable.

framework for temporal modelling which allows modellers to represent
cyclical and interacting processes at many scales. This theory combines both aspects
by means of modular temporal classes and an underlying special temporal unification
algorithm. To allow integration of different models they are developed as agents with a
degree of autonomy in a multi-agent system architecture. This Ecoagency framework
is evaluated on ecological modelling problems and it is compared to a formal language
for describing ecological systems.

We propose a
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The central issue of this thesis

concerns

the

granularity of action and time. In

ticular, it is about how to specify and execute interacting

aligned and/or

processes

non-aligned in time, and working at different time scales. Rather than taking
traditional

par¬

a more

application domain, I investigate the problem of integrating simulation mod¬

els of ecosystems

where

a new

approach for tackling the complexity of

with such features is

particularly

Usually, such models

are

many processes

necessary.

specified in programming languages which hide the concepts of

actual systems

in very complex algorithms. This makes the task of integrating different

models

difficult

a

very

one.

It would be helpful if modellers could

use a

high level

representation framework to be used for building reliable prototypes of considerably
complex models of ecosystems. This would help them to test their ideas before they
translate them to
such

integration with others

more

on

good side effect of this would be that

the top of the

more

efficient

ones

in order

understandable.

chapter is devoted to the presentation of the central idea of this thesis starting by

hypothetical example
the

efficient architectures. A

high level descriptions could be put

to make

This

more

as a

possible problems

specifying

a

a

motivation for the work. A discussion is followed concerning

we may come across

when trying to tackle the challenge of

computational model to represent and/or simulate the scenario proposed.

Then, after suggesting the reasons why traditional approaches do not offer suitable
mechanisms to make them

more

useful, I address the solution this work

1

proposes.

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation

1.1

In this section I will present a

of

2

knowledge

as

to treat them.

hypothetical example which deals with the

same

kind

in actual ecosystems and the importance of having ecological models

It would be

extremely difficult to analyse

a

real example of

ecosystem in the space of this work, mainly because it would be

an

actual

necessary a

lot of

expert knowledge on ecosystems. Also, the complexity of knowledge of actual systems
can

be

approximated by examples such

as

the

one

below which raises enough problems

to be solved.

Example 1 John plants
every

tree's

week. After
growing

resource

pj,

some

but
a

few hours. The

and starts damaging the
use some

of research says

are

more

bug.demon returns after

sprayed. This

some

company

is much

effects in the tree

occurs

during the

months John meets

of chemical

chemical

resources,

a

some

same

time

period

friend, Elza who

and she

says pb

from

efficient against that type of pest and the side

less harmful.

John should

use

Minor, from

a

government institution

both pj and pb since it would be better for

the environment and for the economy.
a

appears

portion of pj stays on the leaves of the tree

some

month. After

Buyern's

her company

insect pest

daily scale. John decides to

chemical needs to be

of time every
works for

an

from Johnston chemical producers, against the bug.demon

which absorbs it in
more

time

process on a

which goes away,

and

tree, and begins observing its growing process

a

In the end, Angelina

tribe in the rain forests who suggests

that John

use a

appears,

natural

from

resource

bug.angel which attacks the bug.demon and its excrement fertilises the soil
around the tree,

In this
tree's
a

hypothetical story1 there

growing

process,

very

are

skeptical about

non

scientific knowledge.

different types of knowledge involved, like the

the influence of: trees upon other trees, bugs on the growth of

tree, chemical substances upon plants,

between
1

but John is

population dynamics of bugs and competition

bug communities. All of these processes are associated with different scales of

Any resemblance with real facts and names will be mere coincidence.
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time, repetition,

or

3

cyclicity of events. This becomes

more

complex if we also consider

other animals within the environment that could influence these processes.

important types of knowledge

are

Other

very

the knowledge John has about ecology of plants and

animals, about products from chemical producers, governmental policies for natural
management, and how they all should interact to guide his decision

resource

on

what

to do.

Research

institutes, universities, companies, industries and governmental institutions

have models of the environment in terms of

databases, spread sheets, simulation mod¬

els, etc. The great majority of those outside these communities,

can

only

access

these

through libraries and the media in general. With the advent of modern computer

technologies, such

as

multimedia and the world wide web (WWW)

different forms of media may
from

governmental and

of this
to

our

not combine
answers are

•

be used to communicate ecological information directly

more

accessible, most of the computer systems developed

understanding of ecological
a

wide variety

the Internet,

governmental institutions, universities, etc. Although all

knowledge is becoming

help

•

non

on

of

sources

processes

and how

we

interact with them do

of knowledge. Why does this happen? Possible

that:

usually directly specified in terms of complex algorithms, and so it is

they

are

very

difficult to extract the knowledge associated with them;

they

can

be modularly developed, but to compose their subcomponents in or¬

der to represent a

complex ecosystem

we are

forced into

a

rigid and invariant

structure.

•

they

are

closed systems, because they cannot be automatically integrated with

other systems,
program

•

i.e. to adapt them to new components we usually need to re-

them;

they do not allow us to freely intervene in the simulation
a

component of the model. This

from the real environment

they

makes
are

us

and interact with it as

look at these models as if we were far

supposed to simulate.

INTRODUCTION
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The natural consequence
as

helpful

as

4

is that traditional simulation models of ecosystems

they could be for making predictions. Even

worse,

they

are

are not

of limited

use

in

the

computational frameworks used do not offer suitable mechanisms for high level

helping

understand how the whole environment works. The problem is that

us

descriptions of models working at
also be
a

many

scales (of time,

space,

easily integrated with other systems and modellers,

high level framework could offer, for example, suitable

influence

(actions)

over ecosystems

during the simulation in

an

this does not

depend only

human action

as a more

with such systems

1.2

in

which allow

analogy to
on

or

decision makers. Such

means

for defining human

to actually intervene in parts

action

over

can

of/and

actual ecosystems. Note that

friendly graphical interfaces, but also in considering

active part

more

our

us

organisation) which

of the simulation. We

now

consider the problems

detail.

Why Traditional Approaches Fail

Traditionally, most of the scientific effort for modelling physical systems in computer
programs

has been to subdivide all of the knowledge involved, and then to investigate

each part

of it separately by

of this,

different assumptions

means
are

of particular frameworks for each domain. Because

made and conclusions on what to do are usually guided

by urgent decisions and interests of those who have more information (not necessarily
knowledge, which explains their decision). Unsurprisingly, such information does not
always reflect the

common sense

of all those people involved. Yet, it is impractical to

model the whole environment.

Although the development of computer systems has provided many tools for automat¬
ing much of the inference involved in situations like that of Example 1, the problem is
that each computer

system, based on complex mathematical models, assumes

scales of time, space,
made that

a

whole environment

only

to

on

and organisation. However, for each level, many assumptions are

usually do not take into account the influence, through the flow of time, of

other levels. As

seems

specific

occur

result, the scaling
seems

when

a

to be

up

of individuals and localised processes to the

nearly impossible. The same "human phenomenon"

decision about how to act upon

local knowledge about the target of the action.

the environment is made based

CHAPTER 1.
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of integrating ecological models is to prescribe how different models

information to

another. This practice does not impose

one

any

discipline

taking properties of the whole environment into account when defining sub-models
of it.

Furthermore, there is

no

guarantee that for any

piece of information the

new

overall model would not have to be updated. A modular way of

describing the overall

ecosystem in terms of its parts, and how they relate to each other, is necessary from this

perspective rather than
that the

an

efficient programming language. However it is

language should be efficient enough to meet the demands placed

order to offer these desirable

•

•

should

provide

within

them,

more

general

ways

it. In

of interconnecting the knowledge embodied

i.e. be able to react either when

introduced in the computer

•

upon

features, such systems

should be open systems,

from

necessary

environment in which they

new

components are
or are

moved

specified at different scales of time,

space,

are

running

it, with minimal effort of computer programming,

should be able to interact with others

structure, etc.
•

should represent

the concurrent and parallel aspects of interactions between

en¬

tities in ecosystems.

The

paradigm which is most likely to supply these features is the multi-agent system

(MAS). What makes MAS

a

good paradigm for representing models of ecosystems

rather than traditional simulation models?
terms of

interacting agents offers

a

Representing

processes

of an ecosystem in

better computational building block to compose

complex ecosystems from its subparts. The reason is because each agent can embody
its

own

picture about the environment and so the effort of the modeller is left to

investigate properties of agents, interactions between agents. This will help modellers
test their theories about how

affect the others at

things, which happen at lower levels of granularity, will

higher levels.

CHAPTER 1.

general,

oriented

an

agent can be

paradigm (OOP) to build

cifications that may not

specialised object, and

an

specifications that

are

into

go

are

a

the object

use

the OOP

deep chaining of class

spe¬

be relevant to the problem itself. For instance, in the Eco-Talk
worry

about

many

details of class

out of the scope of the problem, e.g. this system provides classes

Experiment and Simulator. Some other

OOP

so one can use

agent architecture. I chose not to

[Baveco & Smeulders 94], the modeller has to

system

very

interesting ad hoc models based

on

proposed in [Makela et al. 93], [Baveco & Lingeman 92], [Folse et al. 89], but

these involve similar

for their domain of

A

seen as a

specification language because I did not want

as a

like

6

Why OOP is not Enough

1.3

In

INTRODUCTION

problems. At best, they provide

some

libraries of classes suitable

application.

good attempt to provide

a more

general framework for ecosystems based

on

OOP

is the ECOWIN

approach [Ferreira 95] which provides classes to represent important

elements for the

specific domain it is applied to, such

ever,

be

its definition for the former is not based

really

which

seen as

just

limitations of the

special human feature and

can

specialisation of the latter, mainly because both have methods

approach supporting

usually require

based models
sources

Man and catastrophes. How¬

damage to the environment being modelled. The author addresses the

cause

models

a

on any

as

are

a

my

argument: "extensions and modifications of

profound understanding of the code. [This

frequently

very

of different processes

means

that]

user-

restricted, which does little to diversify the knowledge

involved". Thus

more

complex models cannot be easily

handled.

It is worth
based

on an

mentioning the Swarm system, [Hiebeler 94, Burkhart 94], which is also
ALife

approach. This is

current distributed artificial worlds.

a

A

general-purpose package for simulation of
swarm

is any

con¬

structured collection of interacting

agents, where an agent is defined by a data structure containing its state variables, a
step function called at each time step, and action functions to handle messages to

agent by other objects.
simulation. This
is

provided.

means

the

Its model of time is similar to that used in discrete event
that

no

explicit representation of time granularity or cyclicity

CHAPTER 1.
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methodological difference between Swarm and the architecture

given in this thesis is that the latter is heavily influenced by declarative description,
in

a

logic programming style. Thus, it employs

although the ultimate aims of both architectures
The strong
set of

different paradigm for modelling,

a

similar.

are

notion of MAS approach, [Wooldridge & Jennings 95], contains

concepts, which

a

limited

powerful enough for the needs of simulation models of

are

eco¬

systems, whereas OOP is a generic programming style and it would be necessary to
add such concepts.
elements of both

Shoham, [Shoham 93], pointed out

some

differences between the

approaches. In Table 1.1, I reproduce this and add

tures which have been

proposed in recent

some new

for example [Cohen & Levesque 90,

years,

Singh 94, Haddadi 95]. Note that inheritance is left out because, in the general
is not

an

essential concept

which in MAS has

a

of OOP. The essential thing to

richer

OOP

Object
unconstrained

here is encapsulation

(Strong view)
Agent
knowledge, capabilities,
goals, beliefs, desires,

state definition

Computation

Message passing and
response methods
unconstrained

message

on

it

MAS

BB Parameter for

Constraints

compare

sense,

(though constrained) vocabulary.

Approach
Building Block (BB)

Types of

fea¬

methods

none

intentions, know-how.
message passing and
response methods
inform, request, offer,
query, report, deny,
accept, reject, command.
honesty, solidarity,
benevolence

Table 1.1: Relation between OOP and

A

more

ambitious attempt to

achieve

[Olson & Sequeira 95]. This work
systems using the Artificial Life

more

uses

Strong view of Agency.

general classes of ecosystems is LAGER2

OOP to provide

2

as

of

specification for the behaviour of

an

programme

is

symbolic world model. Actually,

different from MAS approach if we consider ALife as a reactive

defined in

LAGER stands for

eco¬

a set

agent, and there is no representation of the central

architecture

platform for building

(ALife) approach. An ALife

self-contained abstract "machines" with the full

this idea is not very

a

[Wooldridge & Jennings 95]. The authors claim that OOP

Large-scale Automated Generic Ecosystem Replicator.
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enough to make the development of such systems
we

may

an easy

task. The prob¬

fall again into "a road of unconstrained tools" with little hope for

integrating different models. The
define models of ecosystems

reason

is because there is

using OOP which offer

easy

no

uniform framework to

integration of

new

models.

Along with these problems discussed above, simulation modelling activity could be
effective if modellers could abstract from the

more

gramming language and
define their models in
a

logic-based framework, and

The first issue is
grams

use

whose behaviour is

and this
atic

i)Why

can

be influenced

a

This raises three issues related to the

shall discuss it

we

logic anyway? As it is desirable to write computer

only by the form of such structures, then

knowledge from code of simulation models

declarative way so

features

This

as was

project

that it

shown in the

was a

we

need

we
a

we

need

a

pro¬

system¬

want to unpack

framework with

Then, this knowledge

can

a

some

clear

be expressed in

be easily accessible to modellers. Logic has all this

can

Eco-Logic project [Robertson et al. 91].

first attempt to explore extensively the

use

of logic

as a

high level

description tool for improving users' comprehension of simulation models. In such
high level notation, users' perspectives of the problem
linked to the solution of the

Logic

was

problem by

as

shall

see

Eco-Logic but which

comes

extended to

the second issue:

reasons

of

a

a

be better represented and

simulation model. However, Eco-

meta-interpreter in

a

more

with declarative

similar logic-programming

special terms to represent temporal entities. We

an

advance

on

the Eco-logic approach.

ii) if it is possible that Eco-Logic approach could be

provide inference mechanisms for the problem of integrating

interacting models and working at different time granularities.
we

a

that, then why introduce levels of granularity and cyclicity? The reason is

because it is necessary to

different

uses

in this thesis that this is

From this

means

can

concerned less with the diagnosis of simulation and

specification of the model. We show
style

of

function of the meaning of the structures they manipulate

relation between notation and semantics.
a

use

now.

relationship between form and meaning [Moore 95]. If

useful

pro¬

special languages with the appropriate constructions to

use

declarative way.

a

elementary instructions of

decided to

develop

a

For these

logic based framework endowed with the features

CHAPTER 1.
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lacking in traditional approaches. Why invest in another logic approach instead of
extending the existing ones?
First, the known works (see related work
be

on

Chapter 2 and Chapter 5) do not

easily extendible to offer such mechanisms. The

framework
ateM

of OOP

or even

(for example agent-oriented programming [Shoham 93]

[Fisher 94a]) does not offer

levels of

use

direct

a more

granularity. Second, in the

case

agents they are too general to be of direct
systems which can be executed, though

way

or

of

seem

some

to

MAS

Concurrent Met-

of combining models at different

of the existing languages for programming
use

for prototyping complex models of eco¬

we are

not concerned with the efficiency of

such models.

Finally, the third issue concerning

our

research is Hi) why

use

agents?

Models of

ecosystems need to be endowed with their own notion of time, local environment and

potential influences
these

new

so

that they

may

features mentioned above

logical modelling), I

propose a

be able to integrate with others. Along with

(I introduce into the application of logic to

Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) approach to

representation and mechanisms of execution. Logic-based DAI approaches
as

better alternatives to the

controversial
method of

This alternative
in the process

models. The

used for

be

seen

op.

cit.). These

are, a

programming language.
by the Eco-Logic project

as a

candidate for helping

of integrating and building complex prototypes of high level simulation

good side effect of it,

performance of execution
in this thesis

as a

not detected

was

can

application of standard logic because of the well known

applications of the latter (discussed by Moore

reasoning and

eco¬

rescue

a

as we

shall see, is

a

considerable improvement in the

medium-to-large scale simulation. The research presented

the hopes

that the good features of

a

logic approach

can

still be

building reliable prototypes of models of complex ecosystems in a declarative

way.

1.4

Research

Considering that

a

Questions

high level specification framework is demanded for prototyping

highly integrated models of complex ecosystems working at many

scales of time, we

INTRODUCTION
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things should be investigated. Assuming that the logic

start with is

logic programming for its well known clear rela¬

specification and semantics, the research questions this thesis intends to

answer are:

e

Is there any

standard pattern of reasoning for combining models? If so,

patterns be represented formally within

a

framework for

some

can

such

type of system

development?
•

Do these patterns
the

up

from simple to complex examples by making

use

of

modularity of specifications in logical languages? For instance, specifying

clauses for

•

scale

representing

coarse

To what extent would it
other parts

levels using clauses which represent finer levels.

help to separate temporal parts of definitions from

of clauses when representing the time dependent and

non

dependent

properties of ecosystems?
•

Is there
the

•

pattern for time scale definitions which more "naturally" represents

a

temporal phenomena in nature?

How does

temporal scale interact with structural scale when developing (maybe)

complex models at higher granularities to interact with (possibly) simple models
at finer

Aims of the Thesis

1.5

The main

•

granularities?

to

goals of this research

are:

present a time granularity theory which can be

easily integrated within a

multi-agent architecture, so that models can be specified in their own time scale
but easy to

•

to

provide

integrate with others;
a

standard

way

to specify processes at different scales

associated to

their

organisation scale, so that agents and groups of agents may present the

same

pattern of specification.

CHAPTER 1.
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framework for agent-based systems (ABS) able to represent

temporal reasoning capabilities, with

a

an

agent

notion of local environment;

investigate the suitability of using an agent based approach for fast prototyping

to

of simulation models in terms of expressive power
for

and scalability of the system

large scale simulation.

Overview of the Thesis

1.6

Chapter 2-1 shall address the challenges
simulation models of

work) by using
sion shows that
in

a

a

one

has to face when trying to represent

ecological systems (also named

as agents

throughout this

temporal representation and reasoning framework. The discus¬

a

certain class of

problems, in this domain,

can

be represented

particular form of clause for representing deterministic simulations and take

advantage of it for representing interacting agents. The limitations of this clause
scheme

are

presented. The chapter will be concluded with

done

far

on

so

a

review of the work

temporal (logic) representation and reasoning for dealing with the

matters this thesis addresses.

Chapter 3
and

-

We shall

see a

linearity of time

brief philosophical discussion which suggests that cyclicity
can

be modelled in the

hierarchy of modular sets. Such
different scales
nature

can

a

same

hierarchy offers

(or grains) of time. In this

way,

framework by
a

natural

way

means

of

a

to represent

models of observed phenomena in

approximate the continuous feature of the latter by

means

of a limited

hierarchy of modular sets. NatureTime is the logic I propose to represent such
concepts.

This main idea is to separate the task of defining relations within

the model from the task of

the

language

can

computing when such relations hold. In this sense,

be understood

simulation models of ecosystems
discuss the

Chapter 4

-

expressive

power

as a

quantified temporal logic because it suits

better than temporal modal logic. Finally, we

and limitations of NatureTime.

In this work, reasoning about time is considered as a matter of temporal

unification.

We shall

related to the

see

that temporal unification handles labels and terms

temporal universe in

a

special

way.

However, instead of having to

CHAPTER 1.
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equality between such expressions

shall be used.

I will describe

a

test for unifiability between them

special temporal substitutional framework to

a

representing such special terms and

a

meta-interpreter for NatureTime logic.

Then, I shall extend it with mechanisms for dealing with interacting agents at
different scales of time.
for

Finally,

we

shall discuss the suitability of this approach

large scale simulation and also point out the

reasons

why

a

multi-agent system

framework is demanded.

Chapter 5-1 shall
terms of

propose a

agents in

distributed architecture. Such agency is based

a

computational entity.
and

Such

The

potential

knowledge and it is

conditions hold.

a

entity is endowed with

sources

From this

an

of influences

degree of autonomy

ecoagency

Chapter 6

-

lated to

our

a

exert

upon

agent is part of

formal language for describing

approach

Neither it is reactive, and

within the recent researches

In this chapter,

over an

may

changes. I will then evaluate Ecoagency framework

ecological modelling problems and compare to

meaning of this term.

the ecoagent

ecoagent keeps its local environment updated

ecological systems. We do not consider

to

a

on

scheme of rules to derive relations only when certain

whenever the environment
on

an

ability to react according to the influence other agents

their behaviour.
its

conceptualisation of simulation models of ecosystems in

we

shall

on

as

deliberative in the usual

we

explain this by placing

distributed artificial intelligence.

see one way

of implementing the concepts

Ecoagency framework. The multi-agent architecture specified allows

re¬
one

represent and execute models of ecosystems with a degree of complexity which

would not be feasible to be executed in standard
in NatureTime.

In the end

some

computational logic, and

even

important properties of the system will be

demonstrated.

Chapter 7-1 will show
6

experiments with the architecture described in Chapter

applied to the modelling of ecosystems. The examples we shall see have the

purpose
to

some

of investigating the suitability of using our approach for building medium

large prototypes of simulation models with the same level of complexity of

typical ecological models. We also use them to evaluate the expressive power
and limitations of the

architecture, and in the end

we

shall

see

what could have

CHAPTER 1.
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the limitations of the present

architecture.

Chapter 8-1 shall address the conclusions of this work and the contributions I claim
this research has achieved. The
the

chapter will finish with

a

brief discussion about

goal to make simulation models accessible to people who must

to make decisions

(or to teach, etc.). In this discussion,

tions of this thesis in relation to such

further work to make it

a

a

we

use

shall see the contribu¬

long term enterprise and I

little closer than it has reached

the models

so

far.

propose some

Chapter 2
A

Challenge for Temporal Logic

the

forces governing life history evolution, shaped by competitive
and co-evolutionary interactions, are such that each species
observes the environment on its own unique suite of scales of space and
...

pressures

time.

Simon A. Levin

(The problem of Pattern and scale in ecology. Eco-

logy(73), 1993).

Introduction

2.1

In the last two decades theories for

temporal (logic) representation and reasoning

have been

wide class of problems from different

developed dealing with

application.
reactive

These

areas,

such

as

a

of

natural language, temporal databases, planning,

systems have not been much concerned with the specification of interacting

processes

at different time scales. Such processes, as we pointed out earlier, may also be

cyclic and be aligned
has been

or

non-aligned through the flow of time. Although some attention

paid to parts of this problem, there has been little attempt to address the

wider issue of interaction between different

This

areas

temporal properties.

chapter explains how modelling ecological systems challenges temporal represent¬

ation and

reasoning according to the features given above. I will show why

form of clause for representing
ues, may
reasons

deterministic simulations, which yields

use

of such

a

chapter concludes with

courses

of val¬

clause schema is not enough to provide the

desirable features that could make systems
Section 1.2. The

particular

I will also indicate the

be interesting for representing interacting agents.

why the simple

a

a

of this type

more

review of the work
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useful,

so

far

on

as

I proposed in

temporal (logic)

CHAPTER 2.
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representation and reasoning for dealing with these matters.

2.2

A

Simulation Clauses

large class of ecological simulation models

schema which

we

call

model to compute

can

simulation clause.

a

the value, V, of

an

be represented using a standard clause

Usually the specification of

attribute, Att, of

a

a

simulation

given agent, Ag, at

a

time,

P after T is in the form

value(Att, Ag,Vi) @ T).

(value(Att, Ag,V) @ (P after Tp)) <= (value(Att,Ag,Vp) @ Tp & R(VP,V)).
where the first clause states that the value of the attribute Att of
time

Tj. In the second clause, P is

Ag is V* at the initial

length of time of size 1 at

a

scale; after is

some

a

displacement function from Tp to the time P units later; and 1Z(VP, V) represents

a

sequence

of formulae which imposes constraints

subgoals which

may

Ag) and calculate

a

on

the clause (including recursive

be for values of the attributes of other agents, but not for Att of

value for V from that of Vp. So, the first expression

of the attribute is V at time P after

says

the value

Tv if (represented by <==) the conditions in the

body hold.
Note that the constraint

on

the existence of

only

one

recursive subgoal relating Att of

Ag establishes the threshold of the class of models of ecosystems
with. The main

reason

related to ecosystems

is because

a

we are

not concerned

large class of physical phenomena such

as

those

usually does not need to represent state transition taking two

past states into account. If one wants to extend the expressive power of the scheme it
has to be concerned with

One

possible problems which

may appear

such

as

incompleteness.

advantage of this representation is that temporal knowledge is separated from

knowledge about the state of the world. Standard computational logic does not allow
this,

e.g.

[Robertson et al. 91], and

assertions.

the agent

Also,

a

simulation model

so we
can

cannot make general claims about temporal

be expressed

as a

relation between the state of

in the past (or present) and its state in the future, given certain conditions

of state transition.

This

means

that

specifications of this kind

can

be executed to

A CHALLENGE FOR TEMPORAL LOGIC
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construct

a

model to

declarative past
Another

satisfy

advantage is that to

known value for Att of

we

we

Tp

the initial value and

work

forward

The simulation of the
or

holds at

a

Att,

we

simply follow

Basically,

initial time. Then, given

some

a

we

-

single

a

start from

known final time at

match the sub-term value(Att, Ag,

the head

recurse on

Vp) @

provided that R(VP, V) holds. This

chaining strategy for simulation clauses.

or

a

temporal sentence, at each time step, until the

query

is

a

throughout

meaning

same

com¬

for

program

temporal

given time,

solution" has the
it for

to the idea of

agent's behaviour through the flow of time corresponds to

running the

solution is found. A

we

have reached the desired time.

want to know the value of

assumes a

puting

with simulation clauses

reason

Ag at

which

on

future state of the world. This is similar

a

and imperative future [Gabbay 89].

chain of conclusions until
a

16

as

an

goal in which

we

want to know if some relation

interval of time. The term "computation of

in [Hogger 84] with the difference that

we

a

extend

temporal formula.

In what follows I show the

problems

we

have by using such

a

clause scheme in the

representation of interacting agents.

2.3

Agents Interacting

Consider the

example of Section 1.1. Let's explore three possible

models about

some

ways

to propose

of its components.

Example 2 "There

are

models of tree growth, t\ and <2, expressed on a

weekly time scale and t\ influences the growth rate of C and vice versa.
Both models

are

aligned in time, i.e. the update of the height of each tree

they represent happens at the same time".

In this
can

be

example only

one

scale of time is necessary, and so the elements of the language

just basic time intervals along with temporal operators, e.g.

simulation clause schemata their
tree

heights

are

after. Using the

specification could look as follows, where the initial

assumed to be 5 and 7 meters, respectively; C\ and C2 represent

CHAPTER 2.
constraints
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properties which must hold according to the values of Hi and H2- they

used to compute

Hf.

value(height,ti,5) @ 0.
value(height,ti, Hf) @ 1 after Tp 4=

value(height,ti, Hi) @ Tp &
value(height,t2, H2) @ Tp &

Ci{Hi,H2,Hf).
value(height,t2,7) @ 0.
value(height,t2, Hf) @ 1 after Tp <=
value(height,t2, H2) @ Tp &
value(height,ti, Hi) @ Tp &

C2(HuH2,Hf).
The inference mechanism
in

can

be

as

[Sterling & Shapiro 86], but with

simple
a

as

the Prolog meta-interpreter presented

different search strategy, i.e. forward chaining.

However, this solution cannot be used if another agent working at
time is

introduced, unless

we

Example 3 "There is
a

model of

an

a

flatten all the temporal scales to

model of tree growth ti, but

insect pest, say

&i which

moves up

different scale of

single

a

now

a

one.

it interacts with

and down

on a

daily time

scale, reversing direction when it reaches the top. ti has its growth rate
reduced
canopy

by

some

value

every

time the pest

moves up

to the level of fi's

of leaves."

Now, temporal language needs to represent scales. We might then
of scales,

and the inference mechanism should be able to

reason

working at different time scales. The models could look like
stands for first
of scale
a

hierarchy

about aligned

processes

follows, where t( 1,1,1)

day of the first month of the first year, p( 1, C) stands for period of 1 unit

C; altitude represents the vertical position of the bug, and S'-.-LTj represents

linear interval open on

on

as

assume a

the right, i.e. T is not included; Ci represent the constraints

ti's reaction to the attack of by, Cb represent the behaviour of bi according to the

height of ty included(T, I) is true if T is a time included in interval I.
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value(height,ti,5) @£(1,1,1).
value(height,ti, Hf) @ p(l,week) afterTp
value(height,ti, Hi) @ Tp &
P

[V | value(altitude,bi,V) @ T and included(T, Tp... [p(l, weefc) a/£er TPJ)] &

=

Ci(HuP,Hf).
value(altitude,bi,4) @ £(1,1,1).
value(altitude,bi, Af) @ p(l,day) after Tp <=

value(altitude,bi, Ap) @ Tp &
value{height,tii H\) @ Tp &

In this

example

models will

a

representation for non-aligned agents is not

always update their state at the

than the other. Note that in the
the values of

specification of ti

&i's altitude during

simple because both agents

are

one

time, in spite of

same

a

because both

necessary

being faster

one

list notation is used to represent

week, and the constraints to form this set

aligned in time. Complications

if

appear

we

are

need to

represent non-aligned processes.

Example 4 "There
£1 and £2
the

same

which
week.
moves

are

time. Both models also interact with

moves

up

and down

While £1 has its

moves

model of

an

every

every

day the pest

growth rate is reduced by 0.01 when the pest is

The pest moves

continuously

up

and down, at

horizontally either when it has enough of
in the

insect pest

daily time scale, and horizontally

day, reversing direction when it reaches the top

another one, or

case a

one

or

a

rate of

bottom.

tree and chooses

malentity attacks it."

situation, the elements of the language are the same but the inference

mechanisms must deal with

between £1 and £2
follows.

on a

a

growth rate reduced by 0.02

above 8 meters, £2

2 meters per

In this last

two models of trees, £i and £2, as before, but now

non-aligned, i.e. they do not have their attributes updated at

below 9 meters.

It

are

non-aligned

will result in

a

processes.

Because of this, the interaction

list of values for both. The model might be as
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value(height,ti, 5) @<(1,1,1).
value(height,ti, Hf) @ p(l,week) afterTp <=

value(height,t\,Hi) @ Tp &
Pi

=

[V | value(altitude,bi,Vi) @ T and included(T,Tp...[p(l,week) after TpJ)] &

P2

=

| value(altitude,t2,V2) @ T and included(T,Tp...[p{l,week) after TPJ)] &

Ci(HuPi,P2,Hf).
value(height, <2, 7) @ <(10,1,1).

value(height,t2,Hf) @ p(l,week) afterTp

s=

value(height,ti, H\) @ Tp &
Pi

=

[V | value(altitude,ti,Vi) @ T and included(T,Tp...\p(l,week) after TpJ)] &

P2

=

{V | value{altitude,bi,V2) @ T and mc/uded(T,Tp...Lp(l,u;eefc) o/<er TPJ)] &

C2(Hi,Pi,P2,Hf).
value(altitude, bi,4) @ <(1,1,1).
value(altitude,bi, Af) @ p(l,day) afterTp <=
value(altitude,bi, Ap) @ Tp &
value(height,tii Hi) @ Tp &
value(height,t2, H2) @ Tp &

Note
one

that, syntactically, there is little difference between the specification above and

made

by using standard computational logic. The actual difference lies in the

mechanism of inference for

dealing with non-aligned

processes

(and possibly cyclical

processes). The Table 2.1 presents the relations between the time scale of the interac¬
tions between agents,

the temporal elements

and the inference methods

we

Interacting Agents
Single time scale

necessary to represent

such interactions

need to treat them.
Inference

Temporal Elements
Basic time intervals

time,

after (before) function
Time hierarchy +
Pure Temporal Expressions

time,

As above

Basic

meta-interpreter

+

Hierarchical

aligned
Hierarchical

non-aligned
Table 2.1:

Aligned, hierarchical
meta-interpreter
Non-aligned, hierarchical
meta-interpreter

Interacting agents, representation and inferences needed.
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The Problems this Work Address

2.4

There
the

two main issues to be considered in these three

are

Example 4 there

-

"what

agent's attribute during

an

a

aligned and non-aligned periods in relation to changes
I

assume

that the state of such agents

granularity. One might

argue

that

differential

equations, which is

behaviour.

However,

a

an

a more

many

expressive

I chose the

same

line and

we

a

complex models,

start with

model at

ones,

and

so

model for

we

influences

may

hard to solve automatically.

produce results which

one

are numer¬

another [Gotelli 95]. Moreover,

discrete approach to approximate results.

one

is affected

we may

by the composition of different models

obtain consistent integration of them. Suppose

Example 2. Then, another modeller wants to introduce
scale,

we

then

progress

a

model to represent
may

the models of the
on

the action of

to Example 3. Finally, a third

a

pesticide, water-soil,

or any

other

suddenly change the state of an agent.

examples above do not represent, in general terms, the

the attribute of

an

agent.

For this it is necessary to find a way to

represent all possible influences over an agent,
influences

very

reach Example 4. We could make things more complicated if we decided

non-expected events that
course

of

wish to introduce other models with processes non-aligned to the existing

to introduce

Of

that

different time

a

person may

a

use a

use

only discrete models will be treated in this work.

The second issue is how the first
to form

the agent's attributes)".

of representing the continuity of their

way

qualitatively similar to

continuous models, in practice,

on

"realistic" representation would be the

continuous representation is

are

certain period of time? (for

changes at the time step of their corresponding

Although continuous and discrete approaches
ically different, they

specific time in between

steps at the agent's scale of time?"

the values of

are

at different scales

with the following questions:

"what is the value of the attribute of each agent at a
two consecutive time

-

processes

concerns

three interacting entities working at different time

are

scales. The mechanisms of inference should cope

ii

examples. The first

specification of interacting aligned and non-aligned

of time. In

i

20

and then obtain the progress of such

during the period of time the agent changes its state. To

do this I

propose
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of agent
of
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B influences attribute Attj of agent A, and R(Vp, VL, Vf) represents

a sequence

sub-goals which relates Vp, Vl and Vf.

Definition 2.1
an

(General Simulation Clause Scheme) Let Att be

agent A which changes

every

P units of time, and Atti be

an

an

attribute of

attribute of another

agent B which affects A. The general simulation clause scheme (GSCS) of A's beha¬
viour which

changes Att is

value(Att, A,Vi) @ T{.

value(Att, A,Vf) @ P after Tp <==
value(Att, A,VP) @ Tv &
I

=

Vl

{(Atti,B) | B is

agent and influence{Atti,B,Att,A) holds } &

an

{{Atti, B, [V | value{Atti,B,V) @ T and included{T,Tp...[P after TPJ)])

=

| {Atti, B) £ 1} &

n{vp,vL,vf).
where

value{Att, At,Vf) @ T is the initial state of Att.

However, when representing agents by
is

going to

use

means

of GSCS it has to be assumed, by whoever

it, that such agents have other inference capabilities along with the ones

necessary

for dealing with granularity of time. Depending

attribute

are

notions
or

or

being represented, such capabilities

not.

These

can

be

whatever better suits the

In the rest of this
resentation and

these

problems.

may

on

which kind of agent and

be constrained by human-like

computational notions of beliefs, desires and intentions

application domain.

chapter I will review the current theories for temporal (logic) rep¬

reasoning which could be thought as suitable frameworks for tackling
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A

2.5

our

daily life

We have

we

face phenomena happening at different scales of

developed the ability to perceive how things which

relate to those which
seem

to

levels is

are more

relevant.

more

To

increases.

moderate
proposes

To, into
Each

for

coarse-grained. What is most interesting is that

Of

our

course we

start

and interactions

among

agents involved in the phenomenon

knowledge, the first work to suggest that

intelligence should have
that granularity

can

a

theory of granularity

be obtained by mapping

a

a

machine endowed with

was

[Hobbs 85]. This work

global theory of time, called

"coarse-grained" theory Ti.

a more

built up.

A theory of granularity would be formed by

a

one

they articulate (or relate) to each other. No formal representation

important notions

were

from which

set of local theories and

connecting local theories and how they relate to the flow of time, and

One

we

losing this understanding when the scale

rule could be devised about relations between local theories.

was

proposed

so no

inference

Despite this,

some very

introduced which would influence later work.

important concept proposed is the notion of an indistinguishability relation to de¬

lineate the scope

associated with

of validity of local theories. For instance, the principles and processes

a

forest. But when
a

at finer-grain levels

coarse-grained theory, called local theory, collapses the complex

was

how

occur

and time.

space

automatically abstract detailed information, when the effects of it at higher

and the number of agents

it

the Granularity and Cyclicity of Time

on

Articulating Time Theories

2.5.1

In

Survey
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single tree

are

forest

be

can

we move

applied to

down to

a

any

piece of the forest and it will still be a

finer level, e.g. trees, the internal processes

not identical to those of the forest it belongs to. In this sense,

theories at the forest level do not hold at tree level. However,

point of view if
behaviour of

a

we compare

forest

(or

a

the behaviour of

an

of

local

from the organisational

individual tree (or animal) with the

population of animals), we may find similarities in the way

they behave. The computational model I propose in this work allows us to model both
levels in

a

similar way.
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Time Units of Real Clocks

2.5.2

Looking for

to represent real clock time at

a way

the interval calculus
convex

interval,

[Allen 83]. Allen's calculus has

interval with

an

many

no gaps.

as

scales, [Ladkin 86b] extended

the primary temporal object

a

Because of this feature it is not possible to

represent intermittent processes. Ladkin's approach introduced the notion of

a

union-

of-convex intervals (UoCIs). By using such intervals it is possible to define different
time

units, which

are sequences

of integers associated to sorts [Ladkin 86a],

This

system was called the Time Unit System (TUS).
The

completeness of TUS

it contains

proposed
the

demonstrated in [Ladkin 87], where Ladkin showed that

canonical model for the interval calculus. More

a

a

was

recently, [Bouzid & Ladkin 95]

temporal ontology of UoCIs represented in the TUS, and they addressed

advantages of

a

reified logic

over a

non-reified

one.

Along with the problem of combinatorial explosion of non-convex intervals (as Ladkin

showed), the claimed "natural representation" of time clocks does not
the nature of "natural clocks". Natural clocks
not be

represented

Besides the lack of

as a pure
a

proper

using TUS for computation

2.5.3

In

inherently cyclical. Thus time should

linear structure but combine linearity with cyclicity.

approach to this philosophical issue the pragmatics of

are,

at least so far, obscure.

[Leban et al. 86], Leban et. al. proposed a recursive way for building up

idea is to
and

use a

an

infinite

set of

contiguous

sequence

a

collection

of intervals called calendars. The basic

primitive collections to specify other collections by using slicing

dicing operators. Such operators allow the selection of intervals from collections of

intervals. Each

In this
are

to match

Granularity of Calendars

of intervals from

primitive is defined by specifying the intervals of which it is composed.

approach, circular aspects of time can be obtained from the S-values which

treated

useful for
of

are

seem

as

if

they

were a

circular list. Although this framework was shown to be

reasoning about scheduling, it does not really deal with different

time, and it does not allow the specification of relationships

defined

over

different time scales.

granularities

between propositions

CHAPTER 2.

pragmatic approach for dealing with time granularity

in order to

speed

up

the information retrieval

hierarchical framework of time
to the

be

scales, called

usual calendars. In this way,

a

on a

time

was

proposed in [Dean 89],

large temporal data base. The

map

system,

uses a structure

similar

information at temporal levels of abstraction

can

represented and retrieved.

The

hierarchy

way

over a

This is

scheme.

a

linear structure of time is obtained by the concept of a partitioning

sequence

that for each i <

time intervals in

n

of partitions P\,P2,

about

temporal queries

are

seem

interpreted

intermittent

might be possible to build

set of

appears

maintenance, representation and reasoning

to be possible. The main
as

a

a

reason

is that variables

existentially quantified rather than universally.
on a

linear view of

processes.

Furthermore, it does not offer

a

mechanism for prediction through time, although it

Since

one.

we

often want to obtain

some

prediction via

rules, and not only retrieve assertions about temporal knowledge, then this

approach is not suitable for representing

2.5.5

partition Pt, then there is

quantification is the mechanism used by systems based

time to represent

inference

a

Pn of the set of reals, in such

Pi+\ such that I is partitioned by it. Although this approach

cyclical events does not

Universal

■ • •,

if an interval I belongs to

to be useful in the context of data base

in

24

Granularity of Time in Temporal Databases

2.5.4

A
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our

simulation models.

Temporal Granularity via Topological Logic

Topological logic, [Rescher & Urquhart 71], extends standard prepositional logic with
a

parameter operator Pa.

at the

position a". We

The meaning of Pa{p) is that "proposition

can use

this framework to

reason

p

is realised

about knowledge which is

temporally and/or spatially dependent.

[Ciapessoni et al. 93, Montanari 94] proposed
culus within

a

a

many-sorted first order predicate cal¬

topological logic augmented with contextual and projection operations.

The first identifies the domain

or

level of time granularity at which a given

has to be considered. The second is used to constrain formulae to
The

formula

different domains.

gains from this "wedding" are the use of temporal operators and a metric on time
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deal with time

to

universe of
universe. A

granularity. The hierarchy of time is

domains, where

a

a

25

linear structure called the

granularity ordering relationship is imposed

over

this

partial ordering of disjointedness is also provided to relate domains at

a

different levels of

granularity.

This is similar to the

partitioning scheme of Dean's approach and to the local theories,

suggested by Hobbs (op. cit.). Temporal domains

are

related to

our

concept of modular

temporal class. Their concept of locally temporally valid is related to the meaning of
the

throughout temporal connective. Because

modular sets,
obtained.

we

define grains of time based on chain of

the cyclicity of events happening at different granularities is

Moreover, there is

no

more

easily

mechanism for dealing with non-aligned interacting

agents at different time scales.

2.5.6

For

Granularity in the Decomposition of Abstract Actions

specification and reasoning about reactive systems, [Fiadeiro & Maibaum 94]

posed

a

hierarchical (vertical) decomposition (or abstract implementation), of object

specifications in temporal logic. Such objects
ical reactive system
a

pro¬

are seen as

building blocks of a hierarch¬

design. At each layer of the hierarchy there is

a

logic dealing with

single time scale, isomorphic to the set of natural numbers, and there is a collection

of

objects that

may

be used for composing complex objects (systems) at higher levels

of abstraction.

In this way,

temporal execution of an abstract action is done by the temporal execution

of concrete actions of the level below.

by axioms which
finished.

say

when the concrete actions start,

This work does not intend

However, closer observation shows
the
be

The interface between both levels is given

us

are

being executed

explicitly to represent

or reason

or

have

about time.

that the granularity of time is embodied within

specification of actions at each level. It is not clear how cyclical processes might
represented in such

a

framework. Although

between abstract and concrete actions,
to be

we are

allowed to represent interaction

the opposite direction of the relation does seem

straightforward. The approach I chose, though based on explicit reference

time and different mechanisms,

directions.

is

more

of

general because interaction is allowed in both
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Time Granularity via Local Clocks

[Fisher 96]

a

mechanism for

logic is provided.

specification with

many

granularities within the

own

local clock represented by the predicate tick(O). To

problems of committing the logic to have

a

"next" operator fixed to

(multi purpose) granularity, Fisher used auxiliary predicates next-tick(O, X)
is true if X is satisfied within the next tick

In this
a

each of this agents construct its

asynchronous executions, however,
mantics of groups
to

a

of agents. This

(dense) linear

sequence

a

a

single

-

which

O, and analogously last-tick (O, X).

work, agents execute temporal specifications in

consequence

same

In this work, granularity (though not mentioned) is achieved by

providing each agent with its
avoid the

a

own

a

discrete model of time. As

temporal model. To coordinate

dense temporal logic is used to describe the

means

that local ticks of the local clocks

are

se¬

flatten

of global ticks (or global clock).

Granularity of action is related to agent's state which corresponds to tick intervals.
Because there
may

can

be different tick

intervals,

or

state transition at the object level, there

exist overlap of execution at the overall system level. This overlap of execution

corresponds to non-aligned periods of change of the agent's attributes (see Section 2.4).
Despite this solution,

no

mechanism is proposed for dealing with interacting agents

working at different ticks of the global clock. The mechanisms we could expect are
related to the kinds of inference

about its

own

be influenced

one

agent at one level of abstraction is able to perform

properties which others, at other levels, may access or even influence or
by.

Granularity in Temporal Logic Programming

2.5.8

Recently, [Liu & Orgun 96] proposed an extension of Chronolog
to deal with

predicates

multiple granularity of time, called Chronolog(MC). While in Chronolog all

are

defined

with clocks in which
program
and

c)

[Orgun & Wadge 92]

on

the global clock, Chronolog(MC) is based on a temporal logic

we can

associate

a

local clock with each predicate symbol. Every

in this language is composed of a) a clock definition,

a program

associated with

a

b)

a

clock assignment

body. In this way every predicate symbol which appears in
local clock

through (a) and (b).

(c) is
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A clock ranges over

natural numbers INTand it is defined by

where i is the identification

first and next

where

a

special predicate cki/l,

particular local clock. A local clock is specified

prefix temporal operators, E is

are

a

27

NTto INTwhich also defines the

grain

or

a

scale of the clock (a

as

follows,

single-valued function from
pure

number).

first cki(n).

cki(N)

next

A clock
p

is

<—

cki(M), N is E(M), N

assignment is simply done by a sequence of facts of the form is-ck(p, cki), where

predicate symbol and cki

a

> M.

Chronolog syntax which
because of the clock

uses

a

the

local clock. After this,

same

a program

is written using

temporal operators first and next. However,

assignment the interpretation of each predicate is according to the

local clock associated with it.

The execution of

Chronolog

programs

procedure. Basically, whenever
is matched

against

program

a

is based

on a

clocked TiSLD-resolution proof

clocked temporal atom is selected from

clauses and

a

goal, it

special unification algorithm performs the

matching of clocks. The successive application of such
solution which is part

a

a

rule guarantees to finds

a

of the minimum clocked temporal Herbrand model, if there is

one.

Chronolog(MC) has been applied in the specification of simulation systems, where (c)
is used for
are

describing the functionality of each process within the system; (a) and (b)

used to describe

temporal properties related to the behaviour of the

authors claim that the
is

no

the

granularity of time is

commitment that

a

grain of time is

a

more

processes.

flexibly represented because there

refinement of another

one.

Depending

on

application domain it might be true that such a flexibility can be an advantage.

However, for problems where there exists interacting processes working at
clocks this

can

be

a

in the

different

problem.

Another limitation of

not

The

Chronolog(MC) is that it cannot be used to specify processes

style of simulation clauses as defined in Section 2.2. The reason is

that it is

possible to define "clocks in terms of the same or other clocks", as Liu and

pointed out late.

Orgun
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Granularity and Cyclicity Combined

2.5.9

[Cukierman & Delgrand 95]

In

framework for representing calendars is proposed.

a

The basic idea is to consider calendars

as

cyclic temporal objects. A calendar is

temporal entity defined by using Ladkin's TUS. As TUs
hierarchy of linear intervals, recurrent activities
as

28

are

are

formally represented in

described by

non-convex

a
a

intervals

suggested in [Ladkin 86a]. Granularity is obtained by decomposing all TUS into

contiguous partially ordered

sequences

no

mechanism

inferences about processes working at different time scales and to representing

to obtain

interaction between processes at
This work and those

different grains of time.

presented above, treat time

natural numbers, or

on

of other TUs. However, there is

integers,

or

reals, etc.Almost

temporal logic theory based

mathematical structure based

as a

no

attempt has been made to

"natural" time. Such natural notions of time

develop

a

include

day, lunar month, and seasonal cycles. Furthermore, these theories do not

include

cyclical aspects of time in their models. Such

in

on

a

need has also been addressed

[Pachet et al. 95] for dealing with musical objects.

A framework is needed that allows

granularity). While

a

us

to

reason

about both aspects

(cyclicity and

linear structure is suitable for granularity, it does not resemble

cyclicity. All of these theories try to impose a cyclical interpretation on a linear view
of time. I
modular

prefer to take

a

different approach by defining

a

chain of modular sets (called

temporal classes) and thus obtain both concepts at the same time. The first

demonstration of this idea

was

proposed in [Mota 94], where I investigated the use of

theory to represent the temporal knowledge of a restricted class of ecosystems. In

this

Chapter 3 I shall present

a more

2.6

Summary

We

summarise the discussion

can

•

The

use

has two

1.

detailed description of this theory.

on

this chapter as follows.

of simulation clauses for

advantages

over

representing simulation models of ecosystems

traditional computational logic.

temporal knowledge is separated from knowledge about

the state of the
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world, indexed by the temporal expression.
2.

specifications in simulation clauses
struct

a

model to

can

be executed,

so

that

we may con¬

predict the state of the world in future based

on

the

present.
•

the main

challenges related to the granularity of time and the integration of

different models

i

-

(at different scales of time)

how should the value of
utive time steps

ii

-

how does

an

an

we

have to face

agent's attribute at

a

are

time between two

consec¬

at the agent's scale of time be computed?

agent's attribute

progress

during

a

certain period of time? (for

aligned and non-aligned periods at different scales of time in relation to

(updating) of the agent's attributes).
Hi- how

are

i and ii affected

complex agents,
•

so

that

by the composition of different agents to form

we may

obtain consistent integration of them?

A basic simulation clause schema is not

enough to represent interactions in

a

dynamic environment, where models of ecosystems may be moved in and out,
although it
•

A

more

ity" of
This

can

solve the challenges addressed above.

general simulation clause schema is necessary to express the "adaptabil¬

a

model with respect to changes in the environment to which it belongs.

brings conceptual problems, and in most cases computation is still prob¬

lematic.

Chapter 3
A

Logic for Time from Natural

Phenomena
What, then, is time? I know well enough what it is, provided that nobody
but if I am asked what it is and try to explain, I am baffled.

asks me;

Saint

Augustine (The Confession, Book XI, section 14).

Introduction

3.1

Most of the mathematical frameworks for

based

on

universal

method for

quantification

over

representing cycles, there is
problem is that it is not

interpretation of

a

we

saw

in

we saw

in Section 2.5

temporal variables. Although this is

themselves. The

As

representing cycles

no

syntactical representation of the cycles,

easy

for

users

to

see

cyclicity by

means

Chapter 2, there is

no

an

granular and cyclical aspects of time. This thesis

particular framework for accommodating granularity and cyclicity within

a

discrete

temporal representation, despite the possibility that the ecological

being represented

may

a

processes

be continuous. Approximating continuous change using discrete

commonplace in the ecological modelling community so this choice is not

controversial.
some

In this

of

temporal (logic) representation and reasoning

presents

raises

simple

potentially infinite set.

framework which deals with both the

models is

a

are

However, when combined with notions of cyclicity and granularity, it

interesting philosophical issues which are some of the aims of this chapter.

chapter

we

shall discuss these questions by presenting a mathematical structure

of time which embodies both

cyclicity and granularity. Its basic concepts

30

were

first
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proposed in [Mota 94], where I investigated the representation of temporal knowledge
of ecosystems,

NatureTime

mainly the aspects related to ecological
was

further proposed as

models of ecosystem

Time:

3.2

All

a

[Mota et al. 95], and

seasons.

The logic I called

suitable language for specifying simulation
we

will

see

it later

in this thesis.

on

Change, Cyclicity and Granularity

things from eternity

are

of like forms and

come

round in

a

circle.

Marcus Aurelius Antonius.

The

cyclic aspect of time has been present in philosophy since Plato who proposed

cosmic

cyclicity based

observations of

on

the motion of the sun1. As time is intimately related to

set

a

view is based

great influence in the advent of cosmological

on

was

a

linear time

later adopted by other religious doctrines of Europe.

the belief that time is

a

definite sequence

of events,

or a

history

[Newton-Smith 80].

In both
as

a

explain time. In contrast to the cyclical view, the idea of

originated in Judaism and
Such

our

changes in the physical world, the various religions' concepts about the

creation of the universe also exerted
theories to

a

views, the changes in the world can be observed at different grains of time,

Aristotle had

already proposed that change does

different sizes of time interval
closed-time structure

loops made such

an

occur

at many (possibly infinite)

2. Because the proposals for cyclical time

(i.e. time moments

are

isomorphic to points

on a

were a pure

circle), causal

idea incoherent. The problem is that the nature of directionality

in closed-time worlds does not exist

as

[Poidevin 95] suggests.

As

a consequence,

the most

investigated mathematical models of time concentrated only on changes at

different

grains of linear temporal intervals and left cyclicity out. Figure 3.1 represents

the three main influences

on our

concept of time, where dashed arrows indicate the

theory of joint change in a cyclical way and at many granularities, and solid

lack of

a

double

arrow

the combination of both

ending points in the same framework of time.

These two ancient ideas found scientific basis to support
1

2

Plato

-

them, but

Complete Works, Def. 411a, 411b, 411c, Hackett Publishing Company,

Aristotle, Physics, VI,

esp.

232620 ff

no one

has been

Inc., 1997.
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Granularity

Linear

Structure

Cyclical
Structure

Cyclicity

Figure 3.1: Time is a trinity of change, cyclicity and granularity. Cyclicity has not
been combined to other two concepts.

concerned with

a

possible alternative model to

cope

with them together. While the

discovery of the "almost" cyclical paths described by the planets and stars sustained
the

cyclical view of time, the second law of thermodynamics

gave

idea of strict linear flow of time. The

reason

is because there

that there

ending

one.

was a

starting time and

Two other branches from these

an

strong support to the

seems

perspectives evolved. The first is that time

despite the apparent degeneration of the universe. In the second the
in

a

steady-state universe but there

i.e. time starts and stops
idea had been

may

exist local degenerative

for each system but they

infinite. For practical

one.

Here, I

start

(which

are

progresses

macro cosmos

processes

is

[Davies 95],

not related at all. This

same

already presented in [Kardec 68], where time is seen just as a sequence

of events related to each celestial system.
or

to exist evidence

assume

may

reasons

The next issue is whether time is bounded

the time observed for ecological systems is

a

finite

that (at least for simulation models of ecosystems) there is a

be independent for each one) and no end in terms of the overall

environment.

The sort of

common

embodies both

sense

use

to propose a framework of time which

cyclicity and granularity are: the weather changes in a cyclical way, as

does the movement of the
our

knowledge I

moon

which affects the

seas

and

oceans,

and most noticeably

daily experience of the sunlight disappearing and appearing again, the recurring
and micro

level (at least as a

model). Figure 3.2

movement at the

macro

shows the natural

phenomena which "suggest" that granularity of time is actually a

cosmos

hierarchy of cycles: mathematically speaking, modular sets which are related by a
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kind of "inclusion

relationship". Reasoning about cyclical events

can

be done by using

simple modular arithmetic (also called clock arithmetic [Biggs 87]). In this
can

be

being cycles of months, [lunar] months of days, and

seen as

33

way years

so on.

Solar system

?

Figure 3.2: View of the natural events commonly used to refer about time. Years are
cycles of months, months of days, and so on.
Within this model
time is

we

assume,

also, at all levels, except the highest being considered,

closed, i.e. isomorphic to points on a circle. Note that if we consider all levels

as

circular

as

finite then such

we

end up

this framework
of discrete.

a

with the

hierarchy

pure
can

cyclical view of the universe; if we consider time

be mapped to the linear structure. In this respect

generalises all others. The final consideration is whether time is dense
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Discrete, Continuous
Same Thing

3.3

I

assume

realm of real

nature of time is

of ecosystems.
decide which
and

"Illusion"

of the

that time is discrete at the very lowest level of granularity. But this does not

prevent some one else taking such
as a

Dense?

or

34

hierarchy of cycles and considering the lowest level

a

rational numbers. This definition about the discrete

or

important when

one

or

continuous

has to model natural phenomena such

as

those

What sort of philosophical insights could lead one's mind in order to

approach to choose? In what follows I shall address

give support to

my

A reasonable argument

these matters

assumption.
philosophers and logicians

use

against the possibility of time

being discrete is related to causation and empty time. Imagine
change altogether

one

ceases

and

resumes

after

a

a

situation in which

finite period of time,

as

proposed by

Sydney Shoemaker [Shoemaker 95] in the context of continuous time. The issue is,
what

causes

the

resumption of change? Either

actions at

events

or

"there

are

a

etant

temporal distances. Shoemaker then

cause

But another

the cosmic

perspective

was

proposes

principle:uCe fluide universel,

l'agent qu'emploie l'esprit, est le principe

The situation in which

can

be uncaused

that and I quote,

changeless intervals

raised by [Kardec 57] who called

sans

ou

primitif,

ou

elementaire,

lequel la matiere serait

perpetuel de division et n'acquerrait jamais les proprietes

eral

that there

conceivable circumstances in which the existence of

could be detected."
such

we assume

que

en

etat

lui donne la gravite".

changeless intervals could be possible is supported by the Gen¬

Theory of Relativity [Newton-Smith 80]. Vacuum solutions to the field equations

suggests that empty spacetimes are physically possible. Such solutions are obtained
if

one assumes

whatsoever.

theory, there
some

that the universe

represented by the model has

no

matter or radiation

However, Newton-Smith emphasize that although this is a respectable
seems

to be some problematic situations

with the field equations and

physicists have been trying to provide theories to oppose Relativity theory ad¬

mission of

vacuum

conclusion of the

because, in fact,

solutions. This,

he

argues,

should be enough to block

any

abrupt

illogical possibility of continuity of time. I agree with that mainly
even

at the subatomic

level there is no proof that change is either

CHAPTER 3.
discrete

or
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continuous.

Research in Quantum Physics has been trying to find a Quantum Theory of Gravitation

[Feyman 92] in order to join quantum, gravitational and electro-magnetic forces in
single principle. At the subatomic level, "whenever

a

particle is confined to

a

one

small

region of space it reacts to this confinement by moving around, and the smaller the
region of confinement is, the faster the particle
of this movement

can

moves

be mapped into a discrete modular set

theory suggests in the following argument that I

Suppose

a

particle could be confined to

of it is to achieve

an

particle to

an

a

infinitesimally small

we may

space.

The tendency

the barrier 3 of

subdivide the time interval of
or we

It is at this point that

a

cannot confine a

particle cannot be

in form of "energy packets" (discovered

detected, but behaves either in

a

by Max Planck),

of probability. Therefore, physically speaking nobody

can

really

say

or as a wave

discrete

the limits of Einstein's

can cross

changeless period of time
space.

space

propose.

higher and higher speed. Since nothing

Thus, either there is

as

infinitesimally small

light [Einstein 23], there is a limit to which
movement.

around it" [Capra 92], The

way

that change is either continuous

or

discrete.

Why is this discussion relevant to the topic of this research and to our framework of
time? It is well known that when

developing simulation models of continuous processes

continuous differential equations. This does

one

has to

not

imply though that actual time is discrete but that even physicists come across a

impose discrete limitations

on

limit at the sub-atomic level mentioned above when
of

change. It is impractical to

go

down to the sub-atomic level to represent changes on

ecosystems. They can be modelled in a discrete
One
of

might

argue

trying to model "actual continuity"

hierarchy.

that such impositions can be seen as implementations (usually in form

algorithms) of the philosophical assumption that there exists some (yet undetected)

cause

for the

resumption of change. But we do not assume this. The issue is

relate scale of time with the event associated with such a
then make

a

choice of the level of

Einstein's
slower

as

scale. The modeller should

"accuracy" she/he wants of the results by specifying

the levels of time scale related to the processes
3

how to

theory does not deny particles travelling
Capra (op. cit.) explains.

involved.

faster than light, but in this case they never go
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This

if
be

argument does not deny
wants to

one

such

assume

perceptions of the continuity of actual change, but

our

a cause

for the resumption of

change it always has to

placed at the lowest level of granularity. The difference to continuous models is

that

they consider change taking
This

account.

flexible

means

more

(potentially infinite) levels of granularity into

that the algorithms for discrete models should not be rigid but

enough to allow the introduction of another level of accuracy in the

models have to be

After this
can we

philosophical exercise I

now

return to the main

represent change at many scales, and in

since computers are

lowing aspects of

1. A
a

a

a

cyclically
we

purpose
way

in computer programs?

need to impose

as

1980

or

is

-

moments. A collection

can

the

a

4. The

it is

theory

the

a

us

forming

to have multiply

a

moment of time or a collection of

be

a

cyclical

or a

linear interval. For example, June,

time

are

examples of temporal entities.

hierarchy should be finite. The highest can be

largest interval, and the lowest as the smallest. This is to make

tractable

one.

highest level of the hierarchy is not circularly grouped to form a
linearly ordered in

of the

so

a

reference to

all Sundays in 1997

3. The number of levels of
as

have the fol¬

granularity.

temporal entity (TE)

considered

we

restrictions

modular set of another temporal class,

hierarchy of modular temporal classes (MTC). This allows

year

some

Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of time.

Temporal class is defined

24th,

of this work: how

finite and discrete machines. Thus, in practice,

nested levels of time

The

other

integrated.

Taking these considerations above into account,

2.

case

Pragmatic Accounts for NatureTime

3.4

in

36

a

(potentially) infinite

sequence.

MTC, but

Thus, for each instance

highest temporal class there is one positive integer.

picture we

can

draw from this perspective of time is a sequence of cycles as

Figure 3.3. The inner circles represent the lowest levels

of granularity.

depicted
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Figure 3.3: The Linear-Cyclic structure of time.

The rest of this

chapter is dedicated to the technical details of the NatureTime

logic. Finally I shall present the expressiveness of the language, and briefly discuss its
limitations for

specifying and executing simulation models of ecosystems.

NatureTime

3.5

The main idea of the
from the task of

logic is
and

a

logic is to separate the task of defining relations within the model

computing when such relations hold. In other words, NatureTime

quantified temporal logic because there

are

quantifiers ranging

over

moments

intervals, where terms stand for temporal relations [Rescher & Urquhart 71]. This

does not

mean

that I do not accept

suit simulation models of

this

Syntax

tensed facts and modality, but that it does not

ecosystems (the domain of application being considered in

work). The language itself is Prolog-like with restricted forms of unification

on

temporal labels. Negation is allowed by failure under the closed world assumption
because this

language is not for programming

kind of systems

will be treated

on

open

agent-based systems yet. This

Chapters 5 and 6.

Standard

computational logic simply introduces an extra argument to each temporally

sensitive

predicate which denotes the time at which it holds (see [Robertson et al. 91]

for

examples). One problem with this is that nothing

aspects of assertions

can

[Shoham 88b]. Moreover, when dealing with hierarchical and
special treatment is necessary of the temporal components of

non-aligned

processes a

predicates.

Thus it is helpful to separate them from

and

so

the introduction of operators to

convenient.

be said about the temporal

the clauses which they label,

associate formulae to temporal terms is more
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In this way we can

tree is

distinguish the tasks of defining valid relations and the time which

Due to the necessity of dealing with pieces of ecological knowledge in

they hold.

such

sentences

38

"Coffee is harvested from August

as

observed

every

week,[..]

an

insect pest

to April", or "the growth of a

up

appears

and starts damaging the tree's

growing process on a daily scale" (Example 1), the framework of time should be able
to

offer mechanisms for representing cyclical processes at different scales of time. In

what follows

we

describe the syntax of NatureTime and its expressive power and

limitations. A formal semantics for NatureTime is

provided in Appendix A, and

a

meta-interpreter will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.5.1

Vocabulary

vocabulary is formed by sets of symbols for variables, Cv, constants, £c,

The

non-

temporal functions £/ and predicates Cv as in Prolog. This is extended with a countably infinite set of temporal variables £j„, where Si,t{,Ui are variables of Ctv; a finite
£tc of temporal constants defined as

set

Tci where 7c is
tion
is

a

{lowest, flow-time, infinite, smallest} U

set of names of temporal classes; a finite set Ctj of temporal func¬

symbols ft/n, where n is the arity of the function, an important subset of this

{.../2,p/2, i/2, t/k, of/2, before/2, after/2, plus/2}, the last three are written

using infix notation; a finite set £p of predicate symbols
arity of

p,

p/n, where

and special predicate symbols mod-temp-class /3,

n >

0 is the

future/3, precedes/2,

down-equivalent/2, equivalents/2, mod-decomposed/ 3, on/2; the logical connectives
for

negation, conjunction, disjunction, and implication represented

and <=,

here by

&, V,

respectively, where truth value for true is represented by T, and false by

_L; the temporal symbol @ (which connect terms to

their temporal labels); finally the

temporal interval demarcator |_ J •

3.5.2

Classes of

Expressions

(AF)

The definitions for

logical term and atomic formula

The first kind of

special expression we need is the

classes.

This is formed

where ~Errl represents a

are

the usual classical notions.

definition for modular temporal

by using the special predicate

mod-temp -class / 3 as follows,

modular set with m elements from the integers

starting from 1
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tO 771.

Up

(Modular Temporal Class) Let

Definition 3.1
sociate

temporal units to

modular

by

sefZm), then

x...y, x,y £

Ci

is

Z is

a

of sentences defining MTCs have the form

notation to denote

a range

(or

a

•

mod-temp-class(ci,Ci-i,mv), where I

•

mod-temp-class(ci, lowest, smallest), where

defines

I call

(which

any

we

with modular value

ct

valid

shall

see

MoTT there will

to

sequence

(the highest level)

Ck

other MTCs which do not

MoTT,

suppose we

or

cn €

Tc

< i < n,

then

follows, where

c\ 6

we say C{

€ Tc, and mv

eZ4".

Te¬

is

an

immediate descendant of

of sentences defining MTCs plus the temporal unification

in Section

always be

mv,

as

between these numbers.

modjtemp-class(f low Time, cn, infinite), where

a

units of Cj

modular temporal class (MTC) defined

a

•

ll C{-1

of

that

m

we as¬

modular set of Cj, written modJemp-dass(ci,Cj,m).

a

Cj.

and Cj be constants. If

Ci

and Cj so that each unit of Cj contains

Ci

we can say

An important sequence

c\
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a

4.5),

unique

as a

Modular Theory of Time (MoTT). In

sequence

a

of MTC definitions from (the lowest)

called the Main Time Hierarchy (MTH). When there exist
belong to the chain of the MTH, then I call this

an

extension

MoTT augmented (MoTTa for the sake of simplicity). For instance,

choose Tc

=

{day, month, year}, then

we may

assert.

mod-temp-dass(f low Time, year, infinite).
modJ,emp-class(year, month, 12).

modJ,emp-class{month, day, 30).
mod-temp-class(day, lowest, smallest).

These relations define
linear and infinite
is

a

are

a

MoTT where the flow of time,

(infinite)

sequence

represented by flow Time, is

of years, year is a MTC of 12 months, month

MTC of 30

days, day is the smallest (smallest) time interval. Note that

regarded

regular MTC. Although the logic allows us to

as

a

months

define real calendars
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with

non-regular MTC (if mv
because they

in this thesis

An

are

x ...y

and

which

can

extend this hierarchy to obtain

are

(or lengths) of time, but

example, the following

HA and

x <

y), I will omit the details

be found in [Mota et al. 96].

MoTTa by adding

a

not in the MTH. This work will

different scales

x, y G

less important when considering models of ecosystems.

example of how this might be done

One may

For

—

40

only make
we

use

more

assertions of MTCs

of this to allow

will not describe intervals

users
on

to define

this scales.

of assertions extend MoTT above.

sequence

mod-temp-class(f ortnight, week, 2).
mod-temp-class(week, day, 7).

Note

that, in

means

may

cases

like this,

that there will

define

a

must not define another highest level of time. This

always exist only

one

highest level being assumed, although

MTC with a modular value higher than the

the flow of time.

shall define

one

some

In this

example, 7c

was

one

one

for the MTC representing

extended with {fortnight, week}. Now, I

valid classes of expressions, where the capital letters

A, B, C

are

used

for formulae.

•

a

ct

temporal term (TT) is
6

7c,

or a

a

temporal variable

term of the form

s G

Ctv,

or a

ft(args) and ft £ Eft in

temporal constant

one

of the following

forms.

—

a

period, is recursively defined as a 1) single period p(s,m) where

and

m

G

7c;

and P' is
—

a

smallest

a

2)

a

composite period P plus P', where P is single period,

period term. Let V be the set of elements of this form.

temporal entity (STE) t(x\,..., Xk), where for n as the number

elements in
one

or

srf

7c, then k <

element of

n,

of

each JjG?, and each i correspond to exactly

Tc■ Let Tm be the set of elements

of this form (moments of

time).
—

a

linear interval s\...S2,

elements of this form.
—

a

collection interval

where

si

and

S2 are

STEs. Let Tl be the set of
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ft{n)j where ft

*

the function
I

*

Let

C-tfi and

n £,

and ft is

some a G

Tq- For instance,

symbol of week( 1) corresponds to first week of Tc

°f S, where I is

a

cyclical interval and and S is

a

collection interval.

C/ be the set of elements of this form.

cyclical interval i(si...s2,c), where

a

-

G

41

*

si,s2

e~Zm

*

si =

a(xi) and

c G

a(x2), where

s2 =

Tc, and either

Tc and

a G

xi,x2 G

^ such that

modjtemp-class(c, a,m) holds.
Let 10 be the set of elements of this form.

Examples of TTs arep(l, day),p(5, day) plusp( 1, week), t{ 17, 7,1994), i(9...2, month),

i(day(5)...day(l),week), and i(day(5)...day(l),week) of year{ 1996).
•

a

pure

temporal expression (PTE) is the set Vte

t is in the form p

ample of
•

a

a

after t', where

p

is

a

=

Tm UJz,UC/UX0U{f |

period term, and and t! G Vte}- An

ex¬

PTE is p(24, year) after t( 17, 7,1970).

non-explicit temporal moment is |TJ if either T G Tm

or

it is in the form

p

after T' and T' G Tm- This kind of notation is useful to delimit intervals where
the

right ending point is not included but the immediate moment before it. For

example, attack{bugjpest,tree) @ T...\p(l,week) after TJ.
•

atomic

temporal formula (ATF) is either

•

•

an

of the forms A & B, A V B, C

one

and C

ATF.

a

to

well formed

T,

or

an

AF annotated with

AF and T is

a

a

PTE

PTE, then A

or

-iC, where A and B

are

bodies

temporal formula (WFTF) is either an ATF A with body equal

A 4= B where A is

A WFTF whose its head is

Prolog clause with
of the

or an

ATF.

body is in
an

AF

i.e. if A is

by using the temporal operator
@ T is

an

no

an

an

ATF and B is

a

body. A is called the head.

AF, and whose body is formed only by AFs is a

temporal contents. An example of a WFTF is the part

specification of the attack of the bugjpest to the leaves of the tree in

Example 1.
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attack(bug .pest,tree) @ p(l, month) after T
4=

eating{bug.pest,leaves{tree)) @ T &
attack (pj,

bug jpest) @ T &

resisted(bugjpest,pj) @ T...[p(l,month) after T\.
This

the

means

bug jpest attacks tree 1 month after T if it

of the tree at T and it
of pj

1

attacked by pesticide pj

shall

we

see some

examples of how to

use

the language. I shall

some

appears

and starts damaging the tree's growth in

chemical

to be

a

but

declarations

a

After

some

time

an

insect pest

daily scale. John decides to

portion of pj stays on the leaves of the tree which absorbs

bug-demon returns after

occurs

some

time and

more

chemical needs

at the same time every month." In what follows the MTC

are

mod-temp-class(year, month, 12).
mod-temp .class (month, day, 30).

mod-temp.class(week, day, 7).

mod-temp.class(day, lowest, smallest).

Example 5 I chose t( 1,1,1)

as

initial tree's
0.5

as

starting time (1st day of the 1st month of

year). The fact that John observes the growth of the tree can be

understood

use

some

mod-temp-class{f low-time, year, infinite).

the 1st

a

from Johnston chemical producers, against the bug.demon

few hours. The

sprayed. This

the Example

pj,

resource

which goes away,

use

of its information: "John planted

tree, and started observing its growth every week.

it in

at T and it resisted the effects

since T until the moment before the current attack.

presented in Section 1.1 and represent

some

eating the leaves

Expressiveness and Limitations

3.6

Now,

was

was

John

measures

the tree's height every

height is lm; the insect pest appears at

days later. We

may

week. Assuming the

f(20,2,1) and it eats

have, for example, the following representation.
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plant(john,tree) @ t( 1,1,1).
observe(john, height{H), tree) @ T

<=

value{height,tree, H) @T.

value(height, tree, 1) @ f ( 1,1,1).
value(height, tree, H) @ p{ 1, week) after Tp •<=
value(height,tree, Hp) @ Tp &
influence{bug jpest, I) @ Tp...\jp{l,week) after Tp J &
resource-acquired(tree, soil, R) @ Tp...[p(l,week) after Tp\ &

g(Hp,I,R,H).
attack(bug jpest,leaves(tree,X)) @ t(20,2,1)

4=

leaves(Y,tree) @ t(20,2,1) &
X is 0.5

x

F.

attack{bug jpest,leaves{tree, X)) @ p(l,day) after Tp 4=

attack(bugjpest,leaves{tree,L)) @ Tp &
-■attack(-,bugjpest,pesticide(X)) @ Tp &
leaves(Y,tree) @ [p(l,day) after Tp\ &
X is 0.5

x

y.

attack{bugjpest,leaves{tree,X)) @ p(10, day) after Tp <=
attack(bugjpest, leaves(tree, _)) @ Tp &
attack^, bugjpest, pesticide(X)) @ Tp &
leaves(Y,tree) @ [p(10, day) a/<er TPJ &
X is 0.5

x

y.

Note how useful the

influence and
the influence
to

temporal interval demarcator is for representing the period of

resources

or

compute the

acquired from the soil by tree. The delimiter does not

that the
new

resource

value for

a

acquisition stops at the

bugjpeste

re-appears

time stamp, just that

certain time t only those influences which happened

before should be taken into account.
the

new

mean

To

complete the specification I

at the last period starting on Tuesday until

month.

Example 6

attack(j ohn, bug jpest, pesticide(pj)) @ T

assume

that

Sunday of every
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attack(bug-pest, I eaves (tree, .)) @ T &

has(john,pestecide(pj)) @ T.
attack (bug-pest,

leaves(tree, X)) @ last(i(day(3)...day(l),week)
of i(X...X,month))

attack(.,bugjpest,pesticide(X)) @ p(l, month) before
last(i(day(3)...day(l),week)
of i(X...X, month)).

A careful observation shows that

practice

we

will attack

the

we

have made many

temporal assumptions which in

cannot justify. For example, nobody really knows when
a

plantation

nor

a

for how long will it be free from such

plague of insects
a

plague. Thus,

language does not provide temporal connectives for uncertain temporal knowledge

(for this I

mean

duration and

temporal operators like O, etc where

quantification

over

temporal variables

no

are

explicit representation of time

necessary). Most of traditional

temporal logics (for example [Gabbay 87, Gabbay 89, Barringer et al. 89]) are based
on

this

approach and

an

interesting extension of NatureTime is to mix both kind of

representations. However, this
as

those above

are

was

not the purpose of this work and assumptions such

quite enough for the domain of simulation models of ecosystems.

Simulation models of ecosystems are

only useful if they

can

I show how inefficient the execution of simulation models

is

represented by recursion

over

be executed. In [Mota 94],

can

be when the flow of time

time points. This has been already pointed out in

[Robertson et al. 91] for standard computational logic. Moreover, the main problem is
that the value of
time steps,
next

things cannot be obtained for time stamps in between two consecutive

i.e. reasoning about processes non-aligned in time is not possible. The

chapter presents

a

temporal substitutional framework for dealing with temporal

be efficiently implemented, so that a

unification, and shows how NatureTime

can

considerable class of simulation models

be represented and executed.

can
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Summary
Prom the three aspects

related to time, change, granularity and cyclicity, only

the first two have been

investigated and mathematical frameworks proposed to

represent them. There was

no

alternative approach to treat them avoiding the

problems that traditional formalisations have found.
•

The

philosophical account for time is that it is

cyclical intervals. In such
imposing
models

a

are

a

a

linearly ordered hierarchy of

hierarchy, discrete models of time

limit in the number of levels of time hierarchy. As far
concerned this assumption is

possible by

are
as

simulation

enough to represent changes at

many

scales.

»

The closest mathematical framework for

of modular sets.

NatureTime

expressing this concept is

logic is based

on

such

a

a

hierarchy

framework and it is

expressive enough to represent temporal cycles and change at various scales of
time.

•

In order to

use

NatureTime to

sophisticated meta-interpreter to

representing simulation models
cope

we

need

with temporal unification and

a more

re-use com¬

puted goals during the search. To this search, a little of ingenuity must be added
in order to offer inference mechanisms to reason about processes

non-aligned in

time.

•

The

logic

uncertain
are

we saw

in this chapter does not provide mechanisms for representing

temporal knowledge where the use of operators such as "sometime"

necessary.

Chapter 4

Temporal Unification and
Meta-Interpreter
Introduction

4.1

NatureTime

logic

was

presented

as a

and simulation models of ecosystems
Mota & Robertson

be for

running at different scales of time [Mota et al. 96,

96]. In the last chapter

the mathematical structure of the
can

language for representing interaction of agents

representing

simulation models.

a

we saw

language.

We

its philosophical background and
saw

how expressive the language

certain class temporal knowledge, and also for specifying

However,

we

did not

see

how temporal unification works during

temporal deduction.
Temporal unification handles labels and terms related to the temporal universe in
special

way.

From the point of view of classical logic, temporal labels and terms

quantified (not necessarily ground). In this
constants and function terms.

expressions I

use a

[Frisch 91], where

Instead of

a

the deductive system operates

are

on

having to test for equality between such

test for unifiability between

them. This

was

originally suggested in

quantified term is interpreted as a schema for the set of its ground

instances. In that work, Frisch uses this
for

case,

a

idea to

propose a

substitutional framework

integrating logical deduction and sortal deduction to form a deductive system for

sorted

logic. In [Frisch & Page 95], this approach is extended to allow a constraint

theory

as

background information rather than a simple sort theory.

The approach I propose

here is not

a

sorted
46

one

because there is no need to define
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Sort theory provides mechanisms for making general claims about individuals

sorts.
in

certain domain class rather than the elements of the entire universe. I prefer to

a

make

general claim about temporal individuals in

a

and which

of how to

presented in this chapter along with

manipulate it to find

introduce mechanisms for

subset of the entire universe

answer

some

outlines about the correctness

substitutions for temporal queries. I shall also

dealing with interacting agents which will be the basis for

multi-agent architecture presented in the next chapter.

the

Temporal Variable and Substitutional Framework

4.2

Because

temporal reasoning in NatureTime is

well formed

can

temporal formula from its temporal terms

be handled apart

ATF is

replaced by

I treat the

a

variable (called

a

as a

a

will

see

in

different treatment when involving

some

consequence

of this is

t-variables. The standard

non-temporal part of

a

temporal formula,

components of temporal binding. There is

little difference

presented in [Lloyd 84], and temporal substitution

following definition will show.

Definition 4.1
Framework

(Temporal Substitutional Framework) A Temporal Substitutional

(TSF

or

t-substitution,) is

where each tvi € Ctv is a

The

that temporal unification

binding for that variable. The

between the usual substitution, as
the

so

temporal variable, t-variable for short). Then

notion of substitution is still used in the
as we

problem of unifying PTEs, it

from the standard unification. Every PTE which annotates an

temporal term

that substitution has

and

seen as a

control the part of the unification which deals with it. For this I separate

is necessary to

as

a

used to index possible states of the world. The framework used in this

are

work will be

a
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binding

but rather

or

a

finite set of the form {tv\/tb\,... ,fun/fb„},

t-variable, each tbi € Vte and tvi,...

instantiation of temporal t-variables is not

by instantiating the binding

are

distinct.

made in the usual way,

associated to it according to the underlying

commonly used in logic
programming jargon and a temporal variable being bound to a PTE, I shall call it tbound. A t-variable is t-free if its corresponding temporal binding is a t-variable, and it
is t-bound
temporally instantiated if its binding is a PTE. We should interpret such

MoTT(a). In order to avoid confusion between "bound" as

or
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schema for temporal information. This

as

cannot be

means
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that standard substitution

applied in t-substitution.

Suppose we have the formula A @ Ti and t-substitution {(Ti,i(1...4, month))}.
classical substitution instance for this would be A @

i(l..A,month). If

resolve this formula with A @ T2 & B @ T2 with t-substitution
then the resolvent formula should be B @

A

want to

we

{(T2, i(3...6, month))},

Tx with t-substitution {(Ti, i(3...4, month))}.

However, if we use the original notation for WFTF and apply standard substitution,
then either

we

fail in the attempt of unifying the temporal terms

unclear notion of substitution to avoid

[Mota et al. 96]. For this
delayed until the

reason

or we

have to

use an

problems with shared temporal variables,

the application of t-substitution, in the usual

as

in

sense,

is

end of the deduction and only the bindings will be manipulated

very

during deduction.
During deduction, the correct set of t-substitutions is composed by manipulating the

bindings of t-variables according to the underlying MoTT. Thus
form of

temporal formula

this the restrictions

over

so

the range

Restrictions

4.3

on

The restrictions operate on
we are

of classical

logic, and

When

are now

over

defined.

Normal Form

t-variables wherever they occur in a temporal clause. The

are some

may

be clashes of terms during standard unification.

levels of the arguments of such terms in which standard

Therefore, there

are

other restrictions on a temporal entity.

an

event, a process, an action, etc.,

7m OlL Ul0, where the restrictions

those

b.

t-variable and PTEs

dealing with sentences of the form A @ T, while A can be any

over

standard

the deductive system has two levels of restriction.

representing

a.

a

a

be consistently generated. For

T-variables and Temporal

there

so

unification is necessary.
In this way

of

may

need

going to impose are necessary as temporal entities are function terms

restrictions

However, there

that the substitutions

we

classical formula

T can only range either:

of the components for each case are

presented in Section 3.5.2, or
Vte, i-e.

a

term in the form

P after T. The restrictions here are more
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-
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are:

the set of elements of the

form

p(D,C), called

a

(simple)

period of time, where D e~£f and C eTcT ranges over

-

both P and T cannot be t-variables at the

-

same

time.

1. If P is

a

standard

2. If T is

a

free t-variable then P must be instantiated to

The last two restrictions
the TE

Vte U 7m UlL UIQ.

are

variable, then T must be t-bound
a

ground term.

useful to obtain which period of time is related to T and

represented by P after T, and to know which TE in the past (in this

related to

a

TE in the future

case

T) is

(in this case P after T) and the period between them (i.e.

P), respectively. In Table 4.1 summarises the allowed forms of PTEs (regarded in this

work) and their corresponding representation
follows CPTE stands for canonical
form

as

temporal variables in

PTE; X and Y

i{Z\...Z2i C), t(Xi,...,Xn); S...T where S,T

tv/tb is represented by
PTE
1

are

variables; expressions in the

G 7m, are CPTEs; a t-substitution

(tv,tb)Corresponding term in

a

Restriction

TSF

X

t(Zi...Z2,C7)

{(X,i(Z1...Z2,C))}

2

t(X1,...,Xn)

{(x,t(x1,...,xn))}

3

S...T

{(X, S...T)}

var(X), var(Y)
ZUZ2 GZ+, C eTc
or var(Zi) and
var{Z2)
Xi

G 7c or

var(Xi) for i

P

after T

{{X,P after T)}
-{(X,P after T),(T,Y)}
a

b

a

-

Table 4.1: Allowed forms of pure

b

-

-

T is

=

1,..., n

var(S)
var(T)

S,T G 7m
and

4

TSF. In what

a

a

or

CPTE

or

ground(P) and var(T)

temporal expressions and their corresponding normal

forms.

Now

we can

I shall

use

define the standard form

union of sets when

Definition 4.2

we

need for temporal formula. For sake of clarity

appropriate.

(Temporal Normal Form) Let A be a WFTF and T\, ...,Tn PTEs

occurring in A. A'

::

6 is the temporal normal form

(TNF) of A, where A' is the
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9

=

The

replacing

every

ATF Al @ Tt in A with At @ X{ where Xt is

a new
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variable,

{(Xi,Ti),..., (Xn,Tn)} is the t-substitution.
computation which transforms

a

temporal formula into its TNF is given in the

following algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Rewrite a Temporal Formula in to
Require: A is a WFTF.
Ensure:

A'

::

Rule 1: A is
A

—>

A

::

a

TNF using the following rule set:

6 is the TNF of A.
classical AF

a

0, or A —> A

Rule 2: A is A @ T1...T2

T :: 0, in the case A is also an assertion.
and T\,T2 6 7m UliUl0 U Vte

A @ XI :: 9I
A @ X2 :: 92
A @ T1...T2 -> A @ T :: {(T,Xi...X2)}U0I U02

A @ Ti

A @ T2 —^

Rule 3: A is A @ T and T is a standard variable

A @ T

A @ T

{(T, F)}, where V is

::

Rule 4: A is A @ Te

and Te is

a

a new

variable for the binding of T.

canonical PTE

{(T, Te)}, T is a new temporal variable with binding Te.
after Te and either P is a ground period and Te a variable
Te is a canonical PTE or Te € 7m U 1l U10
A @ P after Te —> A @ T :: {(T,P after Te)}
Rule 6: A is A @ P\ after T and T € Vte
A@T -> A@T2::62
A @ Pi after T —»■ A @ T\ :: {(T\, P\ after T2)} U 02 if T G Vte
Rule 7: A is A @ T\ :: 6\ & B @ T2 :: 02 and V is the binding of 7\ and T2
A @ Ti :: 6\ k B @ T2 :: 92
A @ T2 & B @ T2 :: 9i \ {(Tj, F)} U 02
Rule 8: A is Ai :: 9\ & A2 :: 02
A\ :: 6\ & A2 :: 02
Ai & A2 :: 6\ U 02.
Rule 9: A is Ai :: 9\ V A2 :: 02
A\ :: 9\ V A2 62
A\ V A2 :: Q\ 0 62.
A @ Te —>

A @ T

::

Rule 5: A is A @ P

Rule 10: A

::

9

A:: 9 <= B

<^=

8

B

A

::

5

<=

B

::

90S.

In what follows I show the transformation

of the WFTF of Section 3.5.2 by using

Algorithm 1 presented above.

By applying rule 6 to the head of the clause results in

attack{bugjpest,tree) @ T\

::

the following expression.

{(Tl,p(l, month) after T)} U {(T, V)}

eating(bugjpest,leaves(tree)) @ T &
attack (pj,

or

bug .pest) @ T &
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T.

By applying rule 3 to the first two ATFs and rule 2 to last ATF of the body of the
clause:

attack (bug .pest,

tree) @ Tx

::

{(Tup(l, month) after T), (T, V)}

eating(bug.peste,leaves(tree)) @ T2
attack(pj,bug.peste) @ T3

we

{(T2,T)} &

{(T3,T)} &

::

resisted(bug.peste,pj) @ T4
If

::

::

{(T4, T5...T6), (T6,p(l, month) after T5),(T5,T)}.

apply rule 8 twice in the body of the clause and then apply step 7 also twice

we

have.

attack (bug.pest,

tree) @ T\

{(Tx,p(l, month) after T), (T,V)}

::

eating(bug.peste,leaves(tree)) @ T5 &

attack(pj,bugjpeste) @ T5 &

resisted(bugjpeste,pj) @ T4
Note that

some names

::

of t-variables

{(T4,T5...T6), (T6,p(l, month) after T5),(T5,T)}.
disappeared because they referred to the

same

binding due to step 7.
Step 4

-

By applying rule 10 to whole clause

we

end

up

with the following WFTNF.

attack(bug.pest, tree) @ T\

eating(bug.peste,leaves(tree)) @ T &

attack(pj, bug.peste) @ T &
resisted(bug.peste,pj) @ T4
Note that
in the

a

case

temporal variable only
of

a non

CPTE,

e.g.

later, expressions of this type
as

the

are

::

{(T4,T...Ti), (Ti,p(l,month) after T),(T,V)}.

appears

in the binding of another temporal variable

{(X,p(l, month) after T), (T,Y)}. As we shall see
reduced, in

some cases,

temporal variable T is instantiated to some non

to a canonical form as soon

canonical form.
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now

a set
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of temporal clauses in their temporal normal form

follows.

as

(Temporal Normal Logic Program) A Temporal Normal Logic

Definition 4.3

Program

9i,...,Cn

(TNLP) V is
::

a

finite set of temporal clauses

&„}. I shall write V13

as a

in their TNF, i.e.

short notation for

a

{Ci

::

TNLP, where (3 is the

family {#i,... ,9n}.

Least Form of

4.4

A

a

PTE

temporal variable can be t-bound to

and there may
Hence

we

used

we

a

must

a

necessary

PTE in relation to

a

a

set is

now

being used I prefer to

use

the term least

can

a

PTE is the minimal

be reduced. Such
a

a

representation of it, i.e. the simplest structured

minimal form is called canonical

temporal entity

member of T0 U 1m U 1l according to the restrictions of Table 4.1

form, but rather

a

or

collection intervals do not necessarily have

minimal set of least forms. Because of such restrictions,

algorithm computes only those canonical forms established in this table.

means

that the termination of

a

least form

computation only depends

expressions of the form P after P (4th row of Table

on

4.1), which is finite. If the input

a

In the

following algorithm var(X) is true if A" is a standard Prolog variable,

well formed

is true if X is

a

temporal expression then the computation returns false.

classical

ground(X)

ground term, canonical-te(V) is true if V is a canonical

temporal entity, and groundjpte(9,T,

GT) is a computation which returns true if there

ground PTE instance GT of T is wrt the TSF

specification), and tJbind{T,9) is
T in 9

This

the length of

is not

a

set of

given TSF, and the reduction of PTE is called when

(rows 1,2 and 3). Note that cyclical

is

a

(Appendix B.3.2 shows the definition of reduce/2).

(CTE) and it is

the

bound to other terms.

restricted form of reduction of PTE which did not take into account

term that it

least

are

get their reduced form before temporal unification. In [Mota et al. 96]

The least form of

a

temporal expression, for instance P after T,

be t-variables within such expressions which

temporal bindings. Because such
form of

any

assuming (T, Bt) G 9.

a

9 (see Appendix B.3.5 for its

function which returns the temporal binding BT

of
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Algorithm 2 Computation of a least Form of a PTE
Require: 9 is a TSF and T is a temporal expression.
Ensure: A least form of T is Vf in relation to 9, written least.form(9,T,Vf).
It returns false otherwise.

least-f orm(-,V,V)

Case 1:

var(V)

or

canonical.te(V).

least-f orm(., P after T, Vf)

Case 2:

ground(P) and ground(T) then
reduce(P after T, Vf)

if

end if

least-f orm{9, P after T, V/)
ground(P) and var(T) then
ground-pte(0, T, GT)
reduce(P after GT, Vf)

Case 3:

if

end if

least-form(9, P after T, P after Ts)
ground(T) and var(P) then

Case 4:

if

Ts

—

else if

T

ground(P) and var(T) and

->

groundjpte(9,T,f) then

Ts is tJbind(T, 9)
else if

ground(P) and var(T) and -> groundjpte(9,T,L) and
tJ)ind(T, 9) is a non instantiated variable then

TS=T
end if

For

instance, if 9

{(T,p(l, month) after X), (X, t(l, 1,1))}, then the least form of

=

p(l, month) after X is t( 1,2,1). If X
not

bound to

a

variable the expression would

change.

The correctness of
Table 4.1 dealt

the form P
P

was

Algorithm 2 is based

by each

case

on

two things. First is the constraints of

of the algorithm. Second, is the reduction of expression of

after T, reduce(P after T, V). The formal meaning of an

after T is given in Appendix A.2.2, and it is

based on the up-wave modular sum

(Appendix B.2). The reduction algorithm (Appendix
which relates

a

moment of

expression like

B.3.2) relies on the computation

time, another moment in the

future and the period of time

between them.
Such

a

computation

(future(Tp,P,Tf)), always terminate because the up-wave modu¬

effect of the
sum (or
subtraction) stops in a parameter of t(x\,...,xn) which corresponds to the
highest (or lowest) level of time granularity. As the number of time scale is finite, if

lar

sum

(or subtraction if it is the case) either returns false or the waving
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obeyed, then the reduction finds

a

reduced form of the

54

expression

otherwise it returns false. Either P after T is the least form where restriction 4.b is

satisfied,

P after T is reduced to

or

term of the form

a

t(xi, ...,xn) because 4.a is

satisfied.

Temporal Combination

4.5

Suppose we have A <= A i A
At with

want to solve

...

A An

are

in 9 and a,

...

we

a

temporal clause, and
:: a.

we

Assuming

know that the corresponding bindings for Tt

respectively. In

a

classical resolution step

we

would need to

A Aj_i A C A Ai+i... A Bn and finally apply the MGU to them. The temporal

unification between Tj and T,
to

instance of

an

general unifier (MGU) for Xi and X, add C to the rest of subgoals

find the most

A\ A

9,

instance of another temporal clause B 4= C

an

Ai is Xi @ Tj and B is X @ T,
and T

::

perform

a

semantic unification (Appendix D.3) between Tj and T, and apply its

result to 9 and
to other

however, needs to take the underlying MoTT into account

I propose a

a.

method in which the application of the temporal unifier

temporal variables is performed during the

process

of constructing such

a

unifier.

We

can

understand this

Resolution of

in

these

as

similar to the clocked TiSLD-

Chronolog(CM) [Liu & Orgun 96]. The difference is that

Resolution" needs
cause

special resolution step

a more

ones are

not

elaborated unification

a

"NatureTime-

algorithm between temporal terms be¬

simply natural numbers. I will not compare both approaches

depth, but the correctness of their logic will be mentioned afterwards.

The idea of

with

unifying temporal terms is

as

follows. Given two t-variables X and Y,

respectively. A Temporal
temporally unifying X and Y is a set (0\{(X, Bx)}) U

bindings Bx and By, from two distinct TSFs 9 and a,

Combination between

a

and 9

by

(<A{(y,£w)}) u {(V, V))}, such that V is the temporal unification (Appendix D.3)
between Bx and
the

elaborated step because of
By, taking restrictions of Table 4.1 into account.

By. The temporal unification is a more

special forms of Bx and

We should understand

temporal unification as a semantic

terms of the Herbrand Universe which are in

unification between special

the form of PTE as we defined in Sec-
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Algorithm 3 Temporal Combination
Require: Temporal variables Ts and Tn and their respective TSF 9S and 9n.
If successful, returns a TSF containing a t-variable bounded to a temporal
resulted from the temporal unification between the bindings of Ts and Tn,
written as temp-Comb(Ts,9s,Tn,9n,9). Otherwise it returns false.
Case 1: temp-Comb(Ts, 9, Tn, a, {(Ts, V)} U 9 U a')

Ensure:
term

Bts is t-bind(Ts,9)
Btu is tJ>ind(Tn,cr)

(a\{(Tn,Brn)})\{(Ta,Br.)}
Bts = Bth and (var(Brs) or canonical-te(BTa)) then

a' is
if

V is

Bt3
Bts A Brn and canonicalJte{Brs) and canonical_te(i?x„) then
temp-unify(Bs, Bn, V)

else if

end if

temp-comb(Ts,9,Tn,cr,5)
t.bind(Tn, a) is of the form P after T2
B\ is tJbind(Ts,9)
a' is (cr \ {(T2,B2)}) \ {{Tn,t-bind{Tn,a))}, where B2 = tJ)ind(T2,a)
if canonical-te(Bi) and ground(P) then
f uture(B$, P, Bi)
tempjunify(B2, B3, R4)
S is {(Ts,Bi), (T2, R4)} U 0 U cr'
else if canonical-te(Bi) and -1 ground(P) and canonical Je(B2) then
future(B2, P, B\)
S is {(Ti,I?i), (T2, B2)} \j9 0a'
else if var(Bi) then
least-form(P after T2,a,B\)

Case 2:

S is

{(Ti,5i)}U0Ucr'

end if

temp-Comb(Ts,9,Tn,a,S)
tJbind(Ts, 9) is of the form P after T then
temp-comb(Tn, a, Ts,9, <5)

Case 3:

if

end if

tion 3.5.2.
to the

Thus, terms which in Prolog unification

same

would not unify, here may refer

temporal entities of a given MoTT, and so are

important idea for the understanding of the correctness of

algorithm I present
In the

the temporal combination

now.

Algorithm 3, "\" stands for difference between sets,

the time T and

a

equivalent. This is an

future time F to the

future(T,P,F) relates

unique period of time between

temp.unify(Bx, By,V) is true if the temporal

them, and

unification of temporal terms Bx and

By is V (see Appendix B.3 for its specification).
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example,

For

TSF 62

—

have

56

TSF 9X

=

{(T, z(9...6, month)), (Z,X)} and another

{(5*, i(4...7, month))}. Then

a

temporal combination between 9X and 62

suppose we

a

resulting from the temporal unification between the pair associated with T and S is

{(T, i(4...6, month), (Z, -X"))}. Another possible temporal combination obtained from
temporally unifying S and Z is {(T,i(9...6,month)), (Z,i(4...7,month))}.
Note that this
a

example suggests that

a

temporal combination does not necessarily find

unique temporal substitution. But this

only happens when involving collection

case

cyclical intervals because their least form

and

can

be

a

(minimal) set,

as

stated be¬

Thus, I will restrict the correctness of this algorithm only to temporal terms not

fore.

involving collection, cyclical intervals and linear intervals with variables.
The correctness of

of

Algorithm 3 is based

temp-unify/ which performs

restrictions of Table
false. But

we

Theorem 1

time matching (Appendix B.3.1). Because of the

4.1, then the algorithm either finds

The formal semantics of

and from this I shall
a

the correctness of Algorithm 2, and

temporal term

a

need to express this correctness in terms of the

terms involved.

expression

a

on

use

relative to

the notation
a

a

or

return

meaning of the temporal

temporal term is defined in Appendix A,

[a|'Mrit

to

mean

the denotation of a well-formed

NatureTime-Interpretation Rnt.

(Correctness of Temporal Combination) Let 6, dv, 6S be TSFs. Sup¬

(Tv,V) E 9, (TV,BV) G 0V, (TS,BS) E 9S, where V, Bv and Bs satisfy the restric¬

pose

tions

of Table 4.1, and 0

=

(9S\{(TS, Bs)}) U (0t,\{(T„, Bv)}) U {(Tv,V))}. Then, the

temporal combination between Tv and Ts wrt 6V and 9S is true and Algorithm 3 re¬
turns 9

ifffV}nnt

C

lBsjHnt

fl

lBv}Unt. Also, if Bv and Bs

are

PTEs which involve

only time moments (2nd and 4th row of the table), then V is unique.

The

proof of this theorem is not in the

how this
with

can

be done if

we

of this work, but we can have an intuition of

relate NatureTime

temporal unification (or combination)

Chronolog(MC) temporal unification. In this approach temporal atoms are not

annotated with

temporal terms, but they are clocked and the

definition and clock assignment
be

scope

seen as

into account. These, as Liu

procedures attached to

Chronolog(MC)

program

unification takes clocks

and Orgun suggested, can
body.
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NatureTime, this would be equivalent to split the temporal annotation of tem¬

porally sensitive predicates, and attach the temporal reasoning mechanism in to the

also,

programs,

NatureTime

as

procedure calls. The basic difference,

sophistication is

in

Chronolog(MC) is similar to

necessary

for unification. Furthermore,
an

another level

clocked fixed-time atom

ATF in NatureTime where the temporal term is

see now

the notions of

an answer

for temporal substitution and correct tem¬

poral substitution. The notion of answer substitution I

use

here is the same

as

presented

[Lloyd 84].

Definition 4.4

tion,

V13 be

(Temporal Answer Substitution) Let (3 be

TNLP and A

a

Answer Substitution

the

V@

U

::

0

a

{A

::

9} is

an answer

temporal goal formula in its TNF. Then
a

a

substitu¬

Temporal

t-substitution for t-variables in 0 obtained from

temporal combination between 0 using the elements of (3.

Definition 4.5
gram,

G be

substitution
a

a

so

moment of time.

We shall

in

I wrote before, is that

elaborated notation of temporal terms, and

uses a more

of

a

as

a

(Correct t-substitution) Let Vv be
goal <= Ai&...&An

::

6,

a

a

and 5 be

temporal normal logic
answer

pro¬

substitution and t-

for Vr U {G}, respectively. We say a and 5 are a correct substitution and

correct t-substitution

for "Pr U {G} if V(Ai&

...

&An)a

::

<5 is

a

logical

consequence

of Vr.

We shall

see now

a

meta-interpreter which implements a proof procedure to

correct t-substitution for

4.6

A

a

find

a

temporal goal.

Meta-interpreter for NatureTime Logic

In this section

we

shall

see

the

of temporal normal form and

based

on

in the

previous subsections.

the concepts

specification of a meta-interpreter for NatureTime

logic

temporal combination presented
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Meta-interpreter Specification

4.6.1

The meta-interpreter

is

an

extension of the

one

commonly used by logic

presented by [Sterling & Shapiro 86] and elsewhere. Because I

and

58

am

programmers

also interested

in

problems where the specification of the behaviour of agents through the flow of time

is

basically

a

clause where the state of the agent in the past is related to the (present

or) future, then I also allow the meta-interpreter to deal efficiently with this kind of
clause. This will be

presented in Section 4.7.

The main extension is related to a
the unification will still be done

special unification for PTEs. Note that most of

by standard Prolog unification, except when involving

temporal variables and their respective bindings, i.e.

Because of this, the

solve/1 predicate [Sterling & Shapiro 86] is changed to be

standard

solve/3, where the first two arguments
first is the

are

for

a

a

triple relation

temporal formulae in its TNF, i.e. the

temporal formula with temporal variables and the second is its corresponding

TSF. The third is

In what

PTEs.

an answer

substitution.

follows, temp-f ormula(X) is true if X is a wftf, var(X) is true if X is a

variable, body-of simu-.clause(X @ T) is true if the formula X @ T matches with part
of the

body of

clause with X
non

a

as

simulation clause, and clause{X <= Y
its head and Y

temporal formula

we assume

as

its body. If Y is T then

-

solve{T, 9,9).

2

-

solve(-iX,9,9)

3

-

solve(X, 9s,9f) <= clause(X 4= Y ::[])&

4

-

solve(X @ Ts, 9s,9f) <t=
-i

->

6

-

an

assertion, and for

solve(Y,, 9S, 9f).

body-of -simu-clause{X @ Ts) &
::

9P) &

temp-Comb(Ts, 9S,TP, 9P, 9n) &
-

X is

a

solve(X,9,9).

clause(X @ Tv 4= P

5

Un) is true if there is

that Un is empty.

1

<==

::

solve(P,9n,9f).

solve(A Sz B,9s,9f) <t=

solve(A,9s,9n) & solve{B,9n,9f).

solve{A V B,9s,9f) <=

solve(A,9s,9f) V solve(B,9s,9f)).

The second clause deals with

negation of temporal formulae using the standard negation
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by failure. The third clause deals with classical implication
The last two clauses are the cases for

usual. The fourth clause

are as

on

non-temporal clauses.

conjunction and disjunction and
be

can

seen as a

59

so

their meanings

NatureTime-Resolution which is

similar to clocked TiSLD-Resolution because the resolution step is also sub-divided
into two steps:

matching the predicate using standard unification and the temporal

combination. Its declarative interpretation for clause 4 is

4

X is true

-

X @

throughout Ts in 9S with

a

as

set of temporal

follows.

answer

substitutions Of, if

Ts is not in the body of a simulation clause, and X @ Tp is the head of a

temporal clause with body P and 9P as its TSF, 9n is a temporal combination
between
the

This

and

9S, considering t-variable Ts, and 9P, considering t-variable Tp, and 9f is

temporal substitution found by solving P with TSF 9n.

meta-interpreter shows

clearly than in [Mota et al. 96] where the standard

more

temporal unification are treated. The solution proposed here

operations

over

PTE and combining those stored with the

of deduction. This is similar to the idea of environment

seen as

storing

during the

process

can

new one

be

[van Emden 84] used in the

implementation of Prolog machines.
I will restrict the correctness of this

normal formulae.
t-bound to
more

a

By this I

mean

interpreter only to canonical instances of temporal

temporal formulae in which every temporal term is

moment of time. A similar idea to

complicated and of few

use

Chronolog(MC). The other

cases are

for the extensions of this interpreter we shall see from

Section 4.7.

Theorem 2

(Correctness of NatureTime Meta-interpreter) Let

poral normal logic

program,

G be

substitution and t-substitution for

interpreter will find

cr

and 5

as

a

Vr

a

U

like

tem¬

{G}, respectively. Then, NatureTime meta-

t-substitution for

member of all canonical instances of Vr.

This correctness is also restricted to the same
grams

a

goal <= Ai&... &An :: 9, o and 5 be answer

correct substitution and a correct

PrU{G} iff (Aib... &An)<7 :: 6 is

Vr be

limits of standard logic programs. Pro¬
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die(ti) @ T 4= -<die{t2)

::

{(T,V)}.

die(t2) @ T <= ~>die(ti)

::

{(T, V)}.

are

not

term.

considered,

even

if the temporal terms

This situation, which can be understood

the agent

architecture

we

shall

see

are

ground instances of

as a

a
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time moment

deadlock is also not considered in

afterwards. The proof of this theorem,

can

be done

by induction on the length of the derivation steps of the solve/3 procedure. In the
next section I

will show how to extend this meta-interpreter to

reason

about interacting

agents.

Reasoning about Interacting Agents

4.7

In this section I will present

mechanisms of inference which

are necessary

to deal with

agents interacting at many grains of time. The main issues to solve, as I addressed in
Section

2.4,

are

the value of an agent's attribute at

in between two consecutive time

certain

a

given specific time (which

steps), and the changes of such

be

attribute during

a

period of time. To tackle this I take advantage of the simulation clause schema

defined in Section 2.2.

as

The
we

challenge is basically to conveniently guide the search to find precisely the values

want, and for the period requested. First we shall treat the cases

value is

4.7.1

one

interactions between agents.

Agents Aligned in Time

For this kind of

problem I add two clauses as follows, where

variable, tempsubst(U,T,Ts) the substitution in TSF U
Ts.

-

where only

required, and this divided into aligned and non-aligned search. Then I shall

present my solution for representing and reasoning about

7

an

may

solve(value(Att, Ag,V) @ T,9s,9f) <==
temp..subst(9s,T,Ti) Sz
var(T\) &

body_ofsimu-clause(value(Att,Ag,V) @ T) &

var(X) is true if A is

a

of a temporal variable T is
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clause(value(Att, Ag,Vi) @ Tj

<t= T ::

61

9n) &

freesearch(value(Att,Ag,Vi) @ Ti,9n,value(Att, Ag,V) @ T,Os,Of).
the value of the attribute Att of the agent

Ag is V throughout T if Ti is the

temporal substitution ofT in Us, and T\ is

a

T

be matched with the

can

value (Att,

yields

body of a simulation clause, and there is

-4= T with TSF

a

clause

0n, and the search free of fixed time

solution for value(Att, Ag, V) at time T, with T in Os, and Of is its TSF.

a

The forward

Ag, V i) @ Ti

variable, and value(Att, Ag,V) @

chaining is actually implemented in freesearch/5 which

uses

the state

computed at the previous time to generate the next state, according to the level of

granularity.

As the

use

combination to generate
associates
new

new

instances of

a

simulation clause involves temporal

them, then I shall define it first. For this, instsimuLcls/5

Xv @ Tp of the body of a simulation clause and its TSF 0 to the head of this

clause instance,

from this

of

new

the constraints after Xp @TP, as well as in the new TSF resulting

instance. This is formalised

as

follows.

inst-.simu-cls(Xp @ Tp,9p,Xj @ Tj,Prec,0/) <4=
clause(Xj @ Tj <= Xp @ Tn & Prec

::

9n) &

temp.comb(Op, Tp, 9n, Tn, Of).
freesearch(X @ T,0i,X @ T,0,0j) <=
temp-comb(Oi ,Ti,0,T,0f).

freesearch(Xp @ Tp,Op,Xr @ Tr,Os,0f) <*=

instsimu-cls(Xp @ Tp,Op,Xf @ T, Constraints, 0S) &
subJsf ((Tp, Vp),0s,0si) &

temp-comb{(Tf,V),0f, {Ts, Vs), 9S>, 0n) &
solve(Constraints,On,Oe) &

free~search(Xf @ Tf,Oe,Xr @ Tr,0s,0f).
Note that T is unified with

gain efficiency if

Otherwise, for

we

a

free t-variable because for this

always keep the temporal variable

every new

the least form of the

time step required the

class of problems we

of the head in its least form.

unification would have to recompute

temporal variable of the head plus

the new instantiation of it.
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might ask "why only for this class of problems?" The

One

with simulation clauses
may cases

we are

not interested in the

in other kinds of temporal

extremely relevant. For instance, for

reason

is that when dealing

original form of a

query,

but there

where the original form of the

query

like "in which month

a query

62

query

may we

is

harvest

for hay two months after the first harvesting?", if we reduce its equivalent PTE

grass

p(2, month) after T and don't keep the original query, then we lose the initial meaning
and

we

may

obtain

For this

case,

the reduction

on

temporal

query

process

should

enough to compute the bindings.

should be just

4.7,2

a wrong answer.

Fixed

or

Non-Aligned Search

Considering the two kinds of question of Section 2.4, the deduction

try to satisfy a given query relative to an attribute's value at an specific time T. In

[Mota & Robertson 96], the policy proposed for such queries is simply to
wards from the first value of the attribute and
the

changes of the attribute, until either T

an

Tf

=

reason

for¬

instance of the simulation clause for

or

precedes(Tf,T), where Tf

—

P

after Tp. In the former case T is aligned to the time steps at which the attribute
changes. In the latter,

as

it is non-aligned, the last value is assumed. However, the

meta-interpreter used did not combine this policy with
acts with others.

time

granularity,

For
as

case

of

an

exist other interacting agents, may be at the same level of time, updating

What I propose

phase with the agent's,

as

process

value and the

in Example 3.

is to align the search so that the last time stamp

always be at the given T of the query, i.e. T

solving

agent interacting at a lower level of

has already affected the attribute being observed. Furthermore,

their attribute out of

the

in which the agent inter¬

in Example 2, the deduction process should take into account the

fact the other agent
there may

example, in the

cases

—

found,

Vf will

Tf will always hold. For this, first

needs to "know" the time Tj at which the attribute has its

period Pa of time between T and T. Why is this policy

previous one? Suppose one wants to know
for time T which is in between T{ and Tk,
the attribute's

or

better than the

the value of an attribute of an agent Ai

and precedes(ThTk), which is aligned with

change through the flow of time. If

Tj, and precedes (Ti,Tj) and

initial

another agent A2 is introduced at

precedes(Tj,T), and some A2 attribute affects A\; the
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naive

approach will not consider the influence of A2

definition, I force the search to take such influences into
Of

course

that this

limitations when

we

new

approach,

have

solution would be to add
from

-

an

as any one

new

policy, in the following

account.

which deals with approximation has its

attribute vary sensible to very small

more

changes. The natural

levels of granularity but this would not leave

using approximation at the lower levels. Formally

definition for this

8

at time T because A2 was

on

present at T, which is the value assumed. With this

not
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we

us

free

have the following solve/3

case.

solve(value(Att, Ag,V) @ T,9s,9j) <=
tempsubst{T,9s,Ti) &
-i

var{T\) &

bodymf simumlause(value(Att,Ag,V) @ T) &

clause(value(Att, Ag,Vi) @ Ti

-4= T ::

0/) &

tempsubst{9i,Ti,T2) &
-i

precedes{T\,T2) &

future(T2, Pa,Ti) &

alignedsearch(Pa,value(Att, Ag,Vi) @ Ti,9i,value(Att, Ag,V) @ T,9s,9j).

the value of the attribute Att of the

agent Ag is V throughout T in 9S with a

set of

temporal

not

variable, and the goal value(Att, Ag, V) @ T matches with the body of a

a

simulation

answer

substitution 9f if, T\ is the binding ofT in 9S, and T\ is

clause, and there is

a

clause value(Att, Ag, Vi) @ Ti <= T with TSF

9n, and T2 is the temporal substitution ofTi in 9i, and T\ does not precede T2,
and Ti is the future

ofT2 after Pa, and the aligned search considering period Pa,

the initial clause and its TSF

with T in

Note that the
case

yields

a

solution for value(Att, Ag,V) at time T,

9S, and 9f is its TSF.

meaning of this clause is similar to the previous one, except

it is necessary to

know when the search should stop. Also in

period assumed between T and Tt will always be some
the value of the attribute is

that for this

the 7th clause, the

multiple of the scale at which

changed, while in the second it is not and will

affect the

CHAPTER 4.
way

is
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in which the first value of the attribute will be computed. Thus, freesearch/5

simpler than aligned-search/d because there is

no

fixed point to which the search

should stop.
For the

aligned search the scale of time

Cj

of the

process

and also the equivalence between Pa and

necessary,

a

which changes the attribute is

time step at level i, i.e. p(l, c,),

and which of them is smaller then the other. In what follows
and their

we

show the possible cases

specification, where change{Att, Proc) is true if Att is changed by

Proc, scale(Agent, Proc,

C) is true if Agent has

a process

Proc which

runs

process

at scale of

time C.

1. If
a

Pa

—

0, then the valid formula has been found and it is just

necessary

to find

temporal combination.

alignedsearch(0, X @ Tn,9n,X @ Ts,9s,9f) 4=
sub-tsf((Ts,Vs),9s,9s<) &

subJ.sf((Tn,Vn),9n,9ni) &
temp-comb ((Ts, Vs), 9S>, (Tn, Vn), 9n>, 9 f).
2. If

Pa > 0 and it is not equivalent to p(l, c,), and it is a smaller period than

the

latter, then

a

valid formula

was

found and the current TSF contains correct

temporal substitutions.

alignedsearch(Pa,X @

_, _,

X @ -,9f,9f) <=

Pa> 0 &
X

=

value(Att, Agent, _) &

change(Att, Proc) &
scale{Agent, Proc, C) &
-i

equivalents(Pa,p(l,C)) &

smaller jperiod(Pa,p{ 1,

C)).

time is carried out because the time

forward search from the current
requested will eventually be reached.

alignedsearch(Pa,Xi @ Ti,9i,X @

T,9s,9f) 4=

3. If

Pa > 0 and it is equivalent to

p(l,ct), then

a
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Pa> 0&
X

=

value(Att, Agent, _) &

change(Att, Proc) &
scale{Agent, Proc, C) &

equivalents(Pa,p(l,C)) &
search(Xi @ Ti,6i,X @ T,9s,9f).
4. If Pa >

0 and it is not equivalent to p( 1, a), and this is smaller than Pa, then

have to

modularly decompose Pa into

cases as

follows.

1st

-

If the modular

a

period at the level of

decomposition yields

a

single period, then

c;.

a

we

We have two

forward search

from the current time is called.

alignedsearch(Pa, Xi @ Ti,9i,X @ T,9s,9f) <t=
Pa> 0&
X

=

value(Att, Agent, _) &

change(Att, Proc) &
scale(Agent, Proc, C) &
equivalents(Pa,p(l, C)) &

-i

smaller-period{p(l,C),Pa) &
modMecornposed{Pa,C, P\) &

Pi=p(_,C)&
search(Xi @ Ti,9i,X @ T,9s,9f).
2nd

-

The modular

plus p(D,C).

decomposition yields

In this

case,

a

composite period of the formp(Z>i, C\)

the difference that makes them out of phase (i.e.

p{Di,C\)) will be added to the initial time Tj of the attribute and its value for
that time will be assumed to be

equal to the initial value. This is the assumption

which has to be made that

mentioned before. Prom this point we start the

we

forward search.

aligned-search(Pa, Xi @ Ti,9i,X @ T,9s,9f)
Pa > 0 &
X

=

value(Att, Agent, _) &
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change(Att, Proc) &

scale(Agent, Proc,C) &

equivalents(Pa,p(l, C)) &

-i

smallerjperiod(p(l,C),Pa) &
mod-decomposed(Pa, C, P\) &
Pi

=

p(Du Ci) plus p(_, C) &

temp-Comb(Tj, [(Tj, V,)],T, [(T.p^, Ci) a/ter Tt)|0i], Oj) &
search(Xi @ Tj,9j,X @ Ts,9s,9f))).
The

search/5 stops when the the final time is reached, otherwise

a new

instance of

simulation clause is matched with the value of the attribute at the

previous time, the

constraints

Formally

are

solved and the search re-starts with this

search(X @ Tn,9n,X @ TS,9S,9)

new

value.

we

have.

4=

sub-tsf((Tn,Vn),9n,9n>) &
sub-tsf ((TS,VS),9S, 9si) &

temp-comb( {Ts ,Vs),9s>,(Tn,Vn),9n>,9f).
search(Xi @ Ti,9i,Xr @ Tr,9r,9f) 4=

temp-subst(9i,Ti,Vi) &
tempsubst(9r,Tr,Vr) &
precedes{Yi,Vr) &
instsimu-cls(Xi @ Ti,9i,Xf @ T,Constraints,9) &
sub-tsf ((T, V), 9,91) &

temp-combdTj, V3), [ ], (T, V),9', 9j) &
((precedes (Vr, Vj) & Xr

=

Xi & 9f

=

9f)

V

(-i precedes(Vr,Vj) & solve(Constraints,9j,9ji) &

search(Xj @ Tj,9y,Xr @ Tr,9s,9f)).
If T is not

t-bound, then the solver simply calls search because there will always be a Tj

such that the Constraints hold. Thus the clause for this case is

except that there is
the process,

no

need to analyse the relation between Pa

and search/3 is called immediately.

similar to the first

one,

and the granularity of
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4.7.3

Representing Interaction Between Agents

In what

follows, I consider that the attributes of

specified at

a

an

agent which depend

certain scale of time will have their state changed only

on processes

at that level. If

agent Ai acting at a coarse level of time interacts with another Aj working at lower

an

level

(or at the

same

level) and from this interaction

an

attribute Attj of Aj affects an

attribute Atti of Ai, then AL has to find out the list of values for
an

Attj. I will specify how

agent may observe the value of the attributes of other agents if such information

is relevant to its behaviour. The observer process

values of
is
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Attj, in

a

list L, during

a

(OP) will get the progression of the

specific period of time of the length of k. This idea

depicted in Figure 4.1.
A.

4.

state k

state 2

state 1

Figure 4.1: Interaction between agents Ai and Aj, where the OP of Az get the list L
of values of

Before
the

we

Attj during

present

a

a

period k units of time.

detailed specification of the observer process we have to extend

meta-interpreter to deal with the predicate

which

means

the progress

progress(value(Att, Agent) @T,P,L)

of the value of the attribute Att of Agent from T

period P is L. Why does this need to be

specially treated by the meta-interpreter?

Because the TSF needs to be carried out over its

ecosystems using this language does not

actually handled. We introduce
and calls the

This

a new

as

follows.

specification, but

a

modeller of

need to know how the temporal information is

clause to solve/3 which identifies this

predicate used to define the progress

specification is

during

of

an

predicate

attribute during period P.
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<=

progress-observed(value(Att, Agent) @ T,P,L,9s,9f).
The

specification of progress-observed/b, needs information about the

process

which

given attribute, and the corresponding time scale of the agent Aj in order

changes

a

to know

how to relate both scales of time. For this, the time interval T...P after T of

observation is open on the right. This means that the value of the observed attribute
for the

right ending point is unimportant to compute the state of the agent for that

time. The
P

reason

after T

can

know the exact

is because it doesn't make

sense

to

assume

the observed value at time

affect the change of the agent's state for the

same

point of time in which the observation should stop

length-of -time(lL, P) which associates

any

time. In order to
we use a

predicate

linear interval to its length (i.e. its ending

points inclusive). From this point there are two possible computations. In the first,
the

agent is present in the environment at the time T and in the second it may be

present within the period P or not. The first case is specified as follows.

progress-observed(value(Att, Agent) @ T,P,[V\R],9s,9f) <=
change(Att, Proc) &
scale(Agent, Proc, C) &

tempsubst(6s,T,Tp) &
length-of Jime(Tp...Tf, P) &

solve(value(Att, Agent, V) @ T,9s,6n) &
computejrest{value{Att, Agent, V) @ T, Tf, P, C, 9n, 9f, R).

The

specification above actually captures the case in which the agent's attribute being

"observed" is aligned to

the given initial time. However, it may be the case that

initial state of the attribute is either included within

there may be no value
some

should go we just
it

the given period (in which case

for the first time of the period), or the

time after the last time of observation. To

initial state occurs at

decide in which case the computation

need to find the time of the initial state

against the limit of observation. This is expressed in the

progress-observed(value(Att, Agent) @

the

of the attribute and check
following specification.

T,P,Prog,9s,9j) <—
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change(Att, Proc) &
scale(Agent, Proc, C) &

tempsubst{9s,T,Bp) &
lengthsf -time(Bp...Bf, P) &

-isolve(value(Att, Agent, _) @ T,QS,_) &
solve(value(Att, Agent, V) @ Ti,6s,6n) &
tempsubst(On,Ti, Bi) &
(-1precedes(Bf,Bi) &
pr05

=

[F|p] &

computejrest(value{Att, Agent, V) @ Ti, Bf, P, C, 9n, 9f, R)
V

precedes(Bf,Bi) &
Prog

=

[ ])

In the rest of the progress,
about the

relationship between the period P

the scale C of the process
or one can

is true if

For the
cases as

represented by compute-rest fb,

be greater

need the information

which the observation takes place and

that updates the attribute. They

can

have the

same

length

than the other (two cases). We will write smaller-period{P\, P2)

period Pi is

simplest

over

we

case

a

length of time smaller than P2.

where P is smaller than the length of C,

depicted in Figure 4.2. First, P starts at

a

we

have four different

time aligned to

an

updating time

step of the agent's attribute (a). Second, P finishes at an updating time (b). Third, it
is in between two consecutive

updating time steps, (c), and finally it includes

a

single

updating time step (d).
a)

}

}

P
5

I

h-Lj

W
1

I

5

[

cF_p_J
e—1

1

Figure 4.2: Case 1

-

1—2—,—s—|

a) P starts aligned; b) ends aligned; c) P is included in between
d) P includes a single time step.

two consecutive time steps;

For any of these cases, the

computation of the value of the attribute for the time Tf is
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the following specification.

us

compute jt est {value{ Att, Agent, _) @
-i

(Ci

=

Tf,p(D, CX),C2,9S, 0f, [V/])

<t=

C2) &

smaller jperiod{p{D,

C\),p{l, C2)) &

solve(value(Att, Agent, Vf) @ T, [(T,T/)|0s],0y).

The

meaning for this is the rest of the values of attribute Att of Agent until time Tf

considering period of time D at scale Cx, scale C2 and TSFs 0S and 0/ is
not

equal to C2 and period of time D at scale C\ is smaller than period of time 1 at

scale
of

[Vf], ifCi is

C2 and the value of Att of Agent is Vf throughout T in {(T, Tf)} U 9S with a set

temporal

The other

of P.

case

This

first case,

answer

substitution Of.

is the

can

lead

one

us

in which the
to other

possibilities which

depicted in Figure 4.3, P

it matches the

can

we

or

equal to the length

classify in two

ways.

may

(c) but not at the end,

In the

be modularly decomposed into C and either

actually updating time steps of the agent's attribute (a),

non-aligned (6). It

or

it

may

be

also not be decomposable and then it matches at the beginning
or

T

a)

length of c is smaller than

vice-versa (d).

T

p

|

P

J

T

p

T

P

o I

...

c

I

c

T

p

T

I

c

|f

E

I
I

Tj

P

|

/

I

p

T

b)

I

c

I

)'

■■■

I—I

Figure 4.3: Case 2 - The Period of observation is modularly decomposable into C, (a)
and (6), and P is not modularly decomposable, (c) and (d).
The final
are

case

is where P and

unitary length at

c are

totally aligned (starts and ends at the same time

This is

equivalent and either (a) they

step),

or

(b) they

are

non-aligned.

depicted in Figure 4.4.

What has to be done, in

length greater than

or

the context of computejrest/b, is simply to check if P has a

equal to the length of c, then it should compute the progression

of the value of the attribute until time

Tf, taking theses cases above into account. This
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T—*—?

')

9

I

Figure 4.4: Case 3
is

formally specified

-

W
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T—£—F

1

I

o) P is aligned to

c;

5

6) P and

1
c are

non-aligned,

follows.

as

computejrest(value(Att, Agent,V) @ Ti,Tf,p(D,Ci),C,9s,9f,R) <=
smaller-period{p{l,C),p{D,C\)) &

progression(value(Att, Agent, V) @ Ti,Tf,C,9s,9f,R).

Now, there

are

three possibilities when progression/4 is called:

1.

Ti is equal to Tf,

2.

Ti is not equal to Tf, then
and the

body of

then R should be associated with

a

an

empty list.

apply resolution between value(Att, Agent, V) @ Ti

simulation clause

value(Att, Agent, Vj) @ p(l,C) after Ti 4= value(Att, Agent, Vj) @ p(l,C)
after Ti & Constraints.
Either:

(a) Tf precedes Tj, i.e. T after p( 1, C) or the next value to be computed, then
find

Vf at Tf associate R to [Vf]

(b) Tf does not precedes Tj, then solve the Constraints, and associate

[Vj\Ri] and compute the rest of progression in R\ from Tj until Tf.
Considering this,

we

have the following specification.

progression^ @ T\,Tf, _, 9S, Of, [ ])

tempsubst(JJs,Ti,V\) &
temp-.comb((Ti,Vi), 0S, ('T2,Tf), \\,0f).
progression(value(Att, Agent, Vi) @

Ti,Tf,C,9s,9f,R) 4=

clause(value(Att, Agent, Vj) @ Tj
4=

value{Att, Agent, Vf) @Tpk Constraints ::

9P) &

R to
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sub-tsf((Ts,Vs),9s,9si) &
sub-tsf ((Tp, Vp), 9P, dpi) &

temp-Comb((Ts,VS),9S,, (Tp, Vp), 9P>, 6>s») &
tempsubst(9sii, Ts, BTS) &

next(BTs,C,Ti) &

(precedes(Tf,Ti) &
sub-tsf ((Tj, Fj),

,

0e) &

temp-Comb((T2,Ti), [ ], (Tj,Vj), de, On) &

solve(value(Att, Agent, Vf) @ T2,6n,9f) &
i?

=

[F/],

V

-<precedes(Tf,Ti) &
sub-tsf (('Tj, Vj), 0S«, Oe) k

temp-comb((T2,Ti), [ ], (Tj, Vj), 9e, On) &

solve(Constraints,6n,9ni) &
R

=

[Vj\Ri] &

progression(value(Att, Agent, Vj) @ T2,Tj,C,9ni,9f,R\)).
4.8

Application in Simulation Models of Ecosystems

In this section
model the

show how the

theory presented in previous sections

example of Section 2.3. We shall

deduction for

4.8.1

we

a

query.

see

can

be used to

how the system works to obtain

a

I then discuss improvements of this approach and its limitations.

Representing the Tree and Bug Interaction

The values for

growth rate and influence

idea of how

agent's behaviour specification should look like using our formalism. I

an

declare each agent along with the
and

we

introduce the agent t2 a

the growth of all trees

are

are

not realistic but taken just to give us

class it belongs to. Each agent has

initial value

bit later in relation to the others. We assume that

observed

on a

weekly basis and the bug's movement is daily.

The specification for each tree is taken to be as
their TNF.

a

an

follows, where temporal clauses

are

in
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scale(X, growth, week)

<=

agent(X,tree).

change[height, growth).

agent(ti,tree).
growth jrate{t\,t).h).

value(height,

,

9) @ T

-4= T ::

[{T, t(l, 1,1))].

value(height,ti, H) @ Tf

value(height,t\, Hf) @ Tp &

progress(value(pos,bi) @ Tp,p(l, week), L\) &
progress(value(height, t2) @ Tp,p(l, week), L2) &

growthjrate{t\,GR) &
influence(bi,GR, Li,GRi) Sc
influence(t2, GR\, Li, RealGR) &
(H is Hi

RealGR)

+

::

[(Tf,p(l,week) after Tp), (Tp,Vp)].

agent(t2,tree).
growth jrate(t2,0.6).

value{height, t2,7) @ T

<4= T ::

[(T, t(10,1,1))].

value(height,t2, H) @ Tf

value(height,t2, Hi) @ Tp &

progress(value(pos,bi) @ Tp,p(l,week),L) &

progress(value(height,ti) @ Tp,p(l, week), L2) &
growthjrate(t2,GR) &
influence(bi,GR,Li,GRi) &
inf luence(ti,GRi, L2, RealGR) &

(il is Hi
The

+

RealGR)

::

[(T/,p(l, week) after Tp), (Tp,Vp)].

influence/4 implements how the given agent will affect the tree's

growth rate for the given list of values. Say, the specification for the bug's
movement is

as

follows, where new-pos/3 simply changes the bug's position

according to its behaviour

as

specified in the Example.
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agent(bi, bug).

change(pos, movement).

value(pos, 61,6) @ T

::
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scale(b\, movement, day).

[(T, t(l, 1,1))].

value(pos,bi,PB) @ Tf

value(pos,bi,PBi) @ Tp &
value(height,ti,H) @ Tp &

progress(value(height,t2) @ Tp,p(l,day),L) &
average(L, H2) &
Aff is

(i?i +H2)/2) &

new-pos(PBi,H,PB)
A query

[(Tf,p(l,day) after Tp),(Tp,Vp)\.

is transformed into its corresponding TNF before solve/3 of the meta-interpreter

is called. In

@

::

Figure 4.5

we

show the first steps of deduction for the

query

value(height, tl, #)

f(13,1,1). The expressions separated by lines represent the resolution step, except

the

ones

which also have

solved the
the

The

temporal expressions inside boxes. When such expressions

are

non-temporal part of the expression is solved by standard unification, while

temporal part inside the

up

and down boxes

temporal formulae inside boxes

to this one,

and

we

are

unified by temporal combination.

solved subgoals. Their proof trees

do not show them for lack of

The first line shows the

are

are

similar

space.

goal in its TNF. In the second line, the initial state of the

agent's attribute is obtained (factual knowledge). Next, after detecting that the time
requested is specific and that it is non-aligned (the modular decomposition of Pa yields
a

composite period) wrt the scale of the attribute's update, the length of time for which

it is out of

phase is added to the initial time. The value for this time is then assumed

to be the last

one.

The third step
it
of

(shown in the partial proof tree)

uses

the assumption made and matches

against the body of the second clause for the agent's attribute (in this case height

ti). This is represented

standard

on

the top-left subgoal. The second subgoal uses only

unification, although it has temporal expressions as one of its terms they are

to be used for

guiding the temporal deductions of the observer process. The result

of this is inside the dashed box down

the solved

on

the left, where the expressions inside are

temporal subgoals for each time step inside the

period of

one

week. The
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value(height,ti, H) @ T :: 6 = {(T,t( 13,1,1))}
value(height,ti,9) @ T\ 4= T :: Bx = {T,t(l, 1,1))} (Factual Knowledge)
value(height,ti,9) @ T2 :: 02 = {(T2, t(6,1> 1))} (Aligned search assumption)
-

2nd clause + A2 of

value/3

as

follows 03

Figure 4.5: Partial proof tree for the goal

=

{(Tf,p(l,week) after Tp, (TP,X)}

value(height,ti, H) @ t( 13,1,1).
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points to the substitution found for L\. The next subgoal is another call for

the observer process,

which returns the

value found corresponds to

progress

of t2

as a

substitution. Note that the

exactly the time of f2's entrance into the environment. This

corresponds to Case 3.b explained in Figure 4.4. The last goal actually represents the
sequence

of goals which compute the

new

value of the attribute requested by the top

goal.
Discussion

4.8.2

The

approach

we

have just

seen

provides

a

mechanism for problems where there

aligned and non-aligned agents interacting at different scales of time. We
the situation of the
Because the

example presented in the last section

as

can

are

visualise

depicted in Figure 4.6.

period Pa, between initial state of the agent and the goal state, cannot be

modularly decomposed into the scale of t\ (it needs another scale) then the search is
"shifted" to

point in time (in this

a

case

t(6,1,1)) where

we can

start and reach the

desired state.

Assume

t\ initial state

Initial state

A§ent ^

Time Goal

\
*(6,1,1)

*(1,1,1)

*(10,1,1)

:

*(8,1,1)

:

*(13,1,1) *(15,1,1)
i

i

Pa

=

p(6, day) plus p(l, week)_

\

Figure 4.6: Time line and states for the example of bug ad tree.

assumption takes the agent f2 into account after its entrance. The

This

t2 that will affect both t\ and b\ between
with later values of t
say

—

1

having

no

only value of

t(6,1,1) and t(13,1,1) will be initial state,

influence. Suppose the goal state was a later time,

*(17,1,1) the influence of tx
between 7(13,1,1) and 7(20,1,1) would be

*(20,1,1), then for the period between *(10,1,1) and

upon t2

would be from two values, for t\

two values
case

where

Now,

as

well. However,

we

how would the accuracy of this

had other agents

suppose we

approach be affected in a

initially present at different time

had two other agents, say t$

stamps?

and 14, each introduced into the envir-
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f(4,1,1) and f(12,1,1), respectively. The goal is still the

i.e.

onment at times

same,

value(height, 11, H) @ f( 13,1,1), and both affect

t\ and £2■ What should be considered

the initial state for the search? This situation is

depicted in Figure 4.7. According to

the

adopted policy the initial state considered would still be f(6,1,1) and the value of

ti's height assumed for this time would the

one

for it actual initial state. This is

not

fully accurate because 13 will have affected t\ since f(4,1,1).
Where should

ti initial state

Time Goal

Agent t2

start?

u

*(1,1,1)

<(4,1,1)

<(6,1,1)

V

<(10,1,1)

<(13,1,1)

*(15,1,1)

<(12,1,1)

<(8,1,1)

t

Agent t3

Agent

Figure 4.7: Another situation in which two other non-aligned agents

An alternative

are

present.

approach could be to take the earliest initial state of all agents affect¬

ing (in this case) t\ and start the search from it. This would be enough for the search
takes

£3's influence into account. Note that in this situation the last change in t\ before

t(13,1,1) is i(ll, 1,1), and

we

do not

assume

ations for its state transition for different

fi height at

t(13,1,1) would be the

one

that

an

agent has two different specific¬

grains of time! Thus, the value assumed for

found at *(11,1,1).

However, this approach would not be more accurate (or less
proposed. The

reason

is that by doing this we would not take the

fi into account. This other agent has been

*(11,1,1) and *(13,1,1). Looking
the

sense

that I

apply

accurate) than the

a

more

influence of G

one

I

upon

introduced at *(12,1,1) which is in between

deeply this approach is symmetric to mine in

policy of last state of agent in the beginning and this one in

the end.

The other aspect

is the interaction between aligned

scales of time. The

provide

a

new

and non-aligned agents at different

abstractions and the new policy for

mechanism for problems of this nature.

however, is compromised when
environment.

a

non-aligned interactions

The accuracy of the approach,

number of non-aligned agents are introduced into

the
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of forward chaining avoids the re-computation of pure temporal expressions

use

already computed by the recursive definition, but only works for
However,

of clause.

even

a

restricted form

though this approach is better than unconstrained search

backwards through the flow of time, some inefficiency is inevitable because each agent's
behaviour

only

manages

interaction others may

its

own

values. No restriction is imposed

ask for previous values, in which

again. In this case, we may combine the solution

The main consequence

computation

Chapter 5
will

from this work is that the expressive

over a

shall

we

see an

see

set of agents, each

one

us

cache the results (see

power

of the language to

to think in terms of distributing

with its

own

time granularity.

In

the fundamental concepts of this approach, and in Chapter 6

architecture which implement them.

Limitations of NatureTime for

4.9

they have to be computed

case

we propose to

represent simulation models in a modular way allows

we

when during the

7.3).

Section

the

on

Large-Scale Simula¬

tion

One of the main limitations of

using

a

traditional AI based approach for modelling

ecosystems is the inefficiency of its use for large scale knowledge bases.

ity of

for
are

increases exponentially as a consequence of the increase in the chain of

query

dependency

The complex¬

among

rules. In the

simple applications such

as

case

of simulation models this becomes unreliable even

the models for Example 1. Because actual ecosystems

inherently parallel, it would be more natural if the models we build to represent

them could also present
the another

the

same

feature. Note that such a limitation also raises in

approach mentioned in the last section for taking the earliest

initial state

of all agents.

A natural

suggestion is to distribute the computation in

reduction in
process.

the

complexity by imposing some useful structure on

Though

one

problem, it is

There is

no

order to gain a significant

way

the problem solving

might propose that a parallel version of NatureTime

very

unlikely that this would help handle more

to guarantee that

could solve

complex ecosystems.

in every new extension of the ecosystem

the model

CHAPTER 4.
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soundly.

achieve such

can

how to represent

mechanisms
to

a

level of modularity only by means of

(Definition 2.1). However, such

GSCS
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are

the influences of

necessary to an

compute their influence

an

a

scheme does not

a

say

scheme such

as

the

anything at all about

agent, how they change through time

or

which

agent get the information it needs from others in order

upon

its

own

The conclusion from this is that the

behaviour and attributes.

computational entity being modelled should be

able to

1.

with

run

or

without the presence of

2. interact with other

others,

agents in order to obtain information they need (traditional

AI KBS enhanced with communication

3. coordinate its actions with others

capabilities),

according to the level of granularity of each of

its state transition process,

properly according to the influence other agents

4. react

may

exert upon its beha¬

viour.

Along with these features, it is desirable that such an architecture is endowed with
proper

structures to take advantage of the

domains

have, and

and group

4.10

•

so

obtain

an

hierarchical partition that

some

problem

understandable chain of dependency among agents

of agents.

Summary

The

Temporal Substitutional Framework proposed here separates

temporal unification. This allows a clear

standard and

and consistent treatment for shared

temporal variables.
•

The mechanisms introduced for

agents are very powerful.

dealing with aligned and

non-aligned interacting

CHAPTER 4.
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policy adopted to get the last state of

two consecutive time

an

steps is symmetric to the

agent for time stamps in between
one

which updates the initial state

of all agents every

time

limitations of both

approaches arise out of the fact that they simulate

a new
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agent is considered. Analysis suggests that the
groups

of

agents in a single computational model.
•

The

expressive power of the language to represent simulation models in a modular

way

allows

us

to think in terms of distributing the computation over a set of

agents, each one with its own time granularity.

Chapter 5
A View of

Agents in Ecological

Modelling
Introduction

5.1

In

Chapter 4

we saw a

framework to deal with temporal substitutions for NatureTime

logic, and I showed how to implement the logic and
models.

The

mechanisms for

they

may

have

a

In this

what I call

we

shall

see

an

the term

"agent" in this

environment

sense.

use

a

over

so

multi-agent architecture.

this term with this meaning, and I will

Also, by "environment" of

an

use

agent I mean a virtual

(possibly composed of inter-connected computers), where the agent

actual influences

new

ecoagent, which is a building block for

development of simulation models of ecosystems in

Throughout the rest of this thesis I will

I

be distributed. For this,

an

degree of autonomy and react properly according to the influence
their behaviour.

chapter

can

representing the interaction between agents must be introduced,

other agents may exert upon

the

it to represent simulation

modularity of the specification suggests that the computation of

agent's behaviour (or the execution of its actions)

that

use

senses

its behaviour.

argued in Section 1.1 that traditional simulation models do not consider human

actions

as

and

their actions should be modelled in some way.

so

part of the model. Here I assume that humans are agents

It will be clear during

exposition where the concepts of cognitive or rational agents
to interact with other kinds of

agents.
81

of the environment,
my

(for humans) is allowed
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Ecological Agent

5.2

The word agent, as

effect

an

or

considered in this work, is the thing that exerts

change,

simply ecoagent,

acts for another 1. Prom this point of view,

or

may

be associated with natural resources such as

and processes to represent
and internal

its behaviour. Such attributes

are

time independent properties while

dependent. Internal attributes

depends

on

now

tion between

to

we

is how

are

an

of such

a

messages

by

can

perform, and thus

agents exchange to perform such interactions. Fur¬

an

agent

of agents.

or group

means

represented
an

as

the environment and also upon its

of its internal processes. An action of an agent may succeed or fail
through

similar to the

messages

ones

it sends to the subject of its action. As

used in theories of multi-agent systems based on

Singh 94, Barbuceanu & Fox 95], then

1

time

information. On the other hand,

of actions they

speech act approach [Austin 62], for example

Changes to

are

grouped into classes according to their behaviour. The behaviour of an

these messages are

are

dynamic attributes

will be able to envisage dependency relations between classes of agents

and affects the environment

the

dynamic,

classification is to identify the kinds of interac¬

ecoagent is manifested by the actions it takes upon
attributes

or

agents of certain classes, and among agents of different classes. By doing

and actions within

Agents

be static

classify ecoagents according to their functionality within

can we

classify the sorts of
we

set of attributes

not the required information is supplied

will be able also to determine the range

thermore,

nutrients, to

externally visible to others.

are

the environment. The purpose

this

or

the kind of agent trying to obtain such

external attributes

The issue

or

"visible" to the external world but other agents

are not

ask about them. Whether

or

ecological agent,

water
a

produces

external.

or

Static attributes

know

can

power or

an

plants and trees, to animals, and humans. An ecoagent is defined by

may

82

we may

[Cohen & Levesque 90, Shoham 93,

also assume that actions in this work

speech acts.

agent's attributes are achieved by the agent

The Concise Oxford Dictionary

-

7th Edition, 1995

sending messages to its in-
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(or actions). The behaviour of an agent is affected by the environment

ternal processes

depending

the contents of the

on

messages

it receives from it. The kinds of message

agent is allowed to send and receive from the environment characterise it

•

A Passive agent

does not exert actions

something. Thus such

an

agent

upon

follows.

others but supplies them with

sends requests

never

as

an

or

queries to other agents.

It

only receives

or

queries it receives. Agents of this class represent things which offer pools of

resources

with

•

83

and is only able to send

messages

to other

agents. For instance, soil

can

answers

be modelled

to those requests

as a

pools of water and nutrients to offer.

Reactive

-

the agent may receive and send requests, queries, and information

about its internal state and situation in relation to the group to

Such

an

agent usually depends

its internal processes, as

well

on

as

as

presence

presence

reactive

which it belongs.

of passive agents

as resources

for

of others of its class. Examples of

are: a

tree, a swarm of bugs, a wolf

rabbit.

If necessary
move

this class

around

abilities

or

this way.
on

the

the

things which might be modelled
or a

passive ecoagent

the

or

need

may
a

species,

reproduce

mate to

necessities. For

However, from

or

be sub-divided in agents which have the ability to

an

example,

a

plant and

as an

animal

an

ecological point of view

be modelled

may

reproduce, and those agents which lack such

a

may

be classified in

plant (or tree), depending

agent which needs another individual to

present some form of movement. This

debate is not in the scope of

this work and I leave this decision for the modeller.

a

Active

-

the agent may,

action upon
not attend

which

are

other agents. Among individuals of this class an agent may or may

queries and requests, and may send requests,
not

necessarily related to the messages it

knowledge such
message

as

to express the effects

awareness

queries and information

receives but to its internal

beliefs, desires, etc.But even in this case, the agent

Thus, the classification of
level of self

along with the other kinds of messages, order some

an

sends

of its action.

ecoagent is determined by its

and how constrained are its

reasoning capabilities, its

abilities to transform the environ-
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of its actions. The philosophy behind this concept is that

means

passive

a

ecoagent when enhanced with autonomy, the ability to send queries, requests and
tain kinds of commands becomes

becomes

an

active

one

reactive ecoagent.

when extended with self

the environment. This is

wider the scope

a

Analogously,

awareness

and

a

reactive ecoagent

more

ability to change

depicted in Figure 5.1, where the vertical

of actions of

an

ecoagent the

more

self

aware

Self

cer¬

arrow says

that the

is the agent.

awareness

Scope of
Actions

Physical and Chemical
Processes only

Figure 5.1: Hierarchy of action and self awareness

Of course,

within living creatures, there

those with rich forms of

draw

in

are

an

modeller is going to

agent architecture.

use

agents.

those with limited forms of actions and

expression. Hence, the divisions

biologically than they

of ecoagents a

are

among

are

much

more

difficult to

Independent of the kind

for representing his/her view of

an

actual

ecosystem, each agent should present the properties pointed out in Section 4.9.
It would be ideal if

we

could leave the modeller only

with the task of specifying the

knowledge associated to the behaviour of the ecoagents she/he wants to develop. In
other

words, the modeller does not need to know how the computation is distributed

and its
cesses

underlying structures
are

or

how the mechanisms for coordinating concurrent pro¬

implemented. This is

an

issue of architecture which we shall address in

Chapter 6.
The rest of this
with ecoagent

chapter is dedicated to the description of the

specification, actions of agents, group of ecoagents.

set of attributes which

affects
and

knowledge associated

characterises ecoagents,

individually, and groups of them; what

them, how and under which circumstances; the

possibly the order and scale of time of such

work in distributed artificial

intelligence.

By this I mean the

actions an agent may perform,

actions. Finally, I shall discuss related
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Knowledge Associated with Ecoagents

5.3

In Section 2.4 I

suggested that it is

influence upon an

all potential

necessary to represent

agent's behaviour. This does

not

mean an

complete representation of the world and that it knows about
at least

an

classes is

near

should be

to the agent or

every

affect its behaviour. Whenever

is able to affect the agent in

a

general

I will

way.

now

a

other agent. But

an

some way,

instance of such

then the agent

relate the elements and structures

GSCS needs to the knowledge an ecoagent has.

In Chapter 6 I shall give

a more

description of them in order to show the underlying structures which represent

such local

knowledge and the inference mechanisms.

Potential Influences

5.3.1

This is

a

set of meta-relations about the

from different classes.
may

agent needs to have

of

of it. The general simulation clause schema proposed in Section 2.4

aware

formalises this idea in

detailed

sources

ecoagent should be endowed with knowledge about the circumstances under

which certain classes of agents may

a

85

affect it. I

assume

potential

For every ecoagent

of influences

among

agents

there will be set of classes of agents that

that such knowledge is time independent because it does not

represent the actual influences over time.
influence may

sources

affect the behaviour of

an

Actually, it represents only what sort of
agent when instances of those classes are

present within the agent's local environment.
There

are

process.

two basic ways

in which

an

attribute of an agent may affect another agent's

First, through the value of the attribute.

certain amount X of the value the attribute.

the attribute exerts influence

transfer of substance from the

special

case

can

Definition 5.1

Attj be

an

While in the former case the value of

the process, the latter

resource

introduces the notion of a

available. Although the latter can be seen as a

of the former, this difference will be

Formally, this

cess,

on

Second, if the agent absorbs a

stressed for representational purposes.

be described as follows.

(Potential Influence) Let A be an agent,

attribute of a class C of agents. To say

Pi be the name of a pro¬

that Pi of A is affected by

CHAPTER 5.
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either the value

of Attj of class C

under condition

Cond, and that this affect is computed by function

the kth parameter

•

Value

or

86

the amount X of Att of class C absorbed by A,
it

such that Att is

of it, I shall write af fect{Pu A, Value, Cond, Func), where

be either

can

value(Attj,agent(C))

or

absorbed(amount(X, Attj), agent{C))
Let

•

£„ be the set of terms with this form.

Cond

be either

can

1.

-

-

2.

-

holds(loc-envjrelation(LocEnvRel,A,agent(Cls)))

or

holds{loc-envjrelation(LocEnvRel,agent(Cls),A))

or

holds(Relation,value(Rel, value(Attj, agent(C)), value(Atti, A)),
Const)

—

where

Atti is

is the

name

this

•

LocEnvRel

or

holds(Relation,value(Rel, value(Atti,A),value(Attj,agent(C))),
Const)

kind

—>

attribute of A involved in the potential interaction, LocEnvRel

an

of

a

of relation

—» LocEnvRel,

relation with respect to the agent's local environment. I call this
a

local environmental relation. (Let Eh be the set of terms of

form.)

Func

can

be either

constraint

—

-

to

the condition is

mean

onment relation to be true.

This

case

a

necessary

constraint to local envir¬

is only applied to

second kind of Cond

above.

func(ir,n,k), where

-

pute
Let

n

is the name of a function with n parameters to com¬

Attj's influence, and, in this case, Attj is the k^ parameter of ir

Einf be the set of terms of the form

Note that

func{%, n, k) does not

it is domain

dependent, and

n

say

func(ir,n,k).

how the interpretation function works because

is just the identification of the function.

Thus there

CHAPTER 5.
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exists different

whatever the

When

an

ways to

be specified. This term is

kind of protocol interface for

language used to define it.

agent notices the entrance of a

message),

a

new

agent into the environment (via a sensing

another agent changes its location the agent makes

or

an

analysis of the

agent's features against its potential influences in order to detect whether
new

to
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(or moving) individual will affect its behaviour. But it will only

use

or

not the

the function

compute the influence if the condition under which the influence takes place holds,

and the agent

has obtained the required value. The interpretation

an

agent gives to

the condition for the influence is that:

•

the

simple

case

obtained via

•

the rule

case

current local

a

of Cond is found, the interpretation is that the value should be

sensing message.

of Cond is

found, the value should be obtained from the agent's

environment, i.e.

an

internal structure which represents the local

environment.

5.3.2

As

Local Environment

we saw

about

above, that when defining influences from the environment one should care

only information which may actually exert some power on the agent's behaviour.

From such

a

information

an

ecoagent is able to derive the actual influences during

the

period of time in which they take place. This is part of the agent's local environment.
A local environment is
influences
some

a

containing information about the instances of classes of

set

(basically agent identification) along with the nature of the relation and

possible value associated with it. This means that an agent is aware

the current

things happening nearby or those which are

of active ecoagents
The purpose

which

are

of representing an agent's local environment

anything in

relationships

internal to it (as in the case

affected by non-physical things such as beliefs).

possible relationships between an ecoagent
be

a

modeller must specify the sorts of valid

classes of ecoagents. Depending on

exist different sorts of local

is to reduce the space of

and the environment. As an ecoagent can

given environment, then the

among

only about

the kind of ecoagent there may

environmental relationships (I may refer to these just as
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local

relations). In what follows I list

possible examples of what I

some

relationships for each kind of ecoagent. Note that this is
and

88

mean

not meant to be

an

by local

exhaustive

precise ecological classification which is impossible to do.

•

Passive

-

Depending

relations. For
active

an

•

Reactive

on

example,

the kind of passive ecoagent there
soil

a

may

have trees

as

can

be

many

possible

clients for water and nutrients,

agent as owner, etc.
-

Among the possible classes of this kind of ecoagents this is work is

particularly concerned with
—

plants and trees
stress

-

-

usually the sorts of local relations

when other agent

interferes

on

are:

1) environmental

the plant ability to acquire

resource

(light and nutrient) [Mix et al. 92]. The modeller has to give the other
classes of ecoagents
this take

are

-

all other agents

and nutrients. In

Animals

(which

may cause

place. In [Niven 82] these

resources

—

that

-

may

modeller to

are

that

[Niven 82] these

common

such interference and the conditions for

called malentities. 2) environmental

may

are

be

called

source

of

resource:

soil water

as resources.

relations within this class

are:

prey,

predator, mate,

raise) competitors, offspring and malentities. It is

a

task for the

identify the classes of ecoagents which fall into these categories

in relation to others.

•

Active

-

Depending

on

the application domain there can be a potentially infinite

number of relations and
resent Cond in the

relation from

-

are

or

relations such

as

friends, relatives, neighbours, etc .(Angelina,

because of

(or other mental states) an agent has about them.

Job relations

for,

-

are:

examples of friends). They influence an agent's action

the beliefs
-

complex expressions might be necessary to rep¬

meta-predicate affect/5 (Section 5.3.1). Some examples of

Example 1

Social relations
Elza

more

-

the relation between Minor and

between Elsa and the Buyern company.

ployer, manager, director,

the organisation he works

They can be: boss, em¬

subordinated. Here, the influences upon an

agent's action may be related to

commitments and goals.
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Legal relations

-

"power" relations between active and the

89

other classes of

ecoagents. For example, John is the Landlord of the place where the insect
pest attacked.

Minor works for the government and he has

autonomy to execute
established for

An

of

actions against those who do not follow the rules

respecting the protection of the environment.

agent's local environment is

stantiation of
a

some

a range

a

dynamic structure, generated according to the in¬

potential influences affecting

an

agent. Two things are necessary for it:

language to represent such knowledge and specialised inference mechanisms. The

language should be able to represent schemas of reasoning about local relationships,
functions to compute

influences and state transitions

as

proposed in Section 5.3.1. By

accessing such schemas the agent is able to detect whether

agent is or not a

a new

potential influence and if it should be part of its local environment

or

not.

Sensing, Information Resource and Assimilating

5.3.3

Sensing is the ability of an ecoagent to capture changes in the environment which
affect its local environment,

and also to acquire

environment. In the first

the agent

potential

sources

one

of influence in order to figure out the agents which compose its local

environment, and the entrance

This

can

be formalised

Definition 5.2
states

of

the set
is

an

Once

as

or

uses

follows.

(Sensing External Environment Ability) Let A be set of possible

of external information, and E© be

of possible local environments of A. Then, sensing

an

a

function Sq

:

T

x

ecoagent has knowledge

expected that
its

the entrance of the agent itself into a

departure of agents from its local environment.

an

external information ability

A —> E©.

about its local environment it will be able to know

what kinds of resources there exist to suit its
it is

are

agent A, T be the set of possible states

defined by

information from the local

interacts with the environment and accesses its

environment. The events associated with it
new

resource

may

behaviour. As the environment is dynamic

agent's local environment also changes as

knowledge about potential sources of

time goes by. An agent

influence to sense such changes in the

CHAPTER 5.
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environment. This will allow
the classes of agents

The kind of
can

be

other

a

tuples

as

ecoagent to update its local environment according to

which become

knowledge

value

an

or are no

(numerical

not)

or

or a

values. The information

the external information. This will

as

longer

a source

agent has to acquire I call

an

be related to internal

the world.

an

of influence.

information

resource,

a

which

depend

on

however, is not necessarily the

how the agent interprets

or

or

same

filters the

knowledge. Such interpretation

capabilities, physical devices (if it is the case),

Thus, sensing is actually

resource,

tuple composed of numerical, qualitative

external information and transforms it into its internal
can
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mapping from the information

or

as

beliefs about

it is presented

by the environment to a useful or meaningful value for the agent. A good example of it
is

a

we

thermostat which transforms the kinetic energy

captured into

a

number to which

give the interpretation of temperature. This can be formally described as follows,

where the state of

agent is represented by the value of its attributes (whatever their

an

type).

Definition 5.3

of
on

an

agent A, *5 be the set of states of external information exerting some

A, and £p be

resource

After

is is

I

a

set of sets of information resource for

defined by

influence

A. Sensing information of a

function S : T x A —¥ Sp.

a

transforming external information into an information resource, an agent must

assimilate it in
pose

(Sensing Information Resource) Let A be the set of possible states

some

the set of influences

assume

that agents

information

resource

perform changes

This is related to the state of the agent and how it will com¬

way.

over

upon a

given attribute during a certain period of time. Thus,

sort of assimilation process

responsible for transforming

have

a

into

meaningful properties for its actions.

its attributes, I call the result of

As its actions

can

such assimilation an attribute

change factor.

Ecoagent) Let A be the set of pos¬
sible states of an agent A, Hp be a set of sets of information resource, and T be a set
of attribute change factors or information resource. Then assimilation resources of an

Definition 5.4

(Assimilation Resource of an

agent is defined by a function

:

A x Ep —> T.

CHAPTER 5.
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a

general definition and the exact structure of T is unknown. Depending

of the information

tuple of values

ent issue and there is

Chapter 6,
how this

we

shall

resource

no

acquired,

internal

or even an

or

change factor

a

can

external action. This is

a

be

a

numerical

domain depend¬

framework which provides a general assimilation function. In

see an

architecture which implements the ideas of this chapter and

problem is tackled.

Actions of

5.4

91

The actions

an

Ecoagents

agent is able to perform (according to its class) are those to change its

state, the state of the environment or to coordinate its actions. In the first two, other

agents may observe the actions unless they change internal attributes of the agent.

By internal attributes I also
As far

as

changes
an

agent

assume

change in the environment is concerned, only those actions which perform

on

external attributes

are

are

directly relevant. Changes

useful either when it is interacting with others

internal state, or

reasoning about its

Usually, changes

are

an

knowledge about beliefs, intentions, desires, etc.

considered

as

or

on

the internal state of

reasoning about others'

state in order to take some decision.

own

functions which

agent from one state to a subsequent one.

map

the value of the attributes of

Such functions should take the influence

of the environment into account. Recall that an

agent has a set of potential influences

(see Section 5.3.1), from which it is able to conclude whether or not environmental
information affects its behaviour.

Definition 5.5
an

(Action of

an

Ecoagent

-

I) Let A be the set of possible states of

agent A and T the set of information resource

A from A x T to A, written

It is not difficult to

see

that

A:A

an

x

of A. An action of A is a mapping

T —> A.

action is

a

composition of sensing, assimilating and

executing the action in itself, i.e. -4.(A, 5R(A, <S(A, \I/))) —>
generalises
In these

even

cases

those actions in which no sensing or

the element of T to which

Figure 5.2 shows

a

A. Note that this definition

assimilating seems to be involved.

the function is applied is the empty set.

graphical view of this definition, where sti

and Stj are the sets
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Att\,..., Attn and
actions

Att[,..., Att'n, respectively; and 9/

that there is

no

be taken in parallel from one state to another, assuming

dependency relation

specified at the

same

among

them. I will show that they do not need

scale of time.

Figure 5.2: State transition of

The set of actions of

could be

an

specified by

a

an

agent, no matter its class or which attribute they may change,

propose a

definition of an ecoagent by using the previous

concepts along with the specification of its behaviour.
some

etc.), actions
the actions

an

processes

to

sense

the

a

agent can recognise and send to

the

the environment, and I mark part of

is

(Ecoagent in terms of GSCS) Let

an

agent of class Cls,

the environment,
assimilation

of processes A

can

ecoagent(a, Cls) be the declar¬

Att\,..., Attn be the attributes of a, P\,..., Pk be

of a, Sq be the agent's ability

S be the agent's ability to sense

function of a, and Aext be the set

from the environment. Then, an a is an ecoagent

its set

assume

attribute definition (name, type of attribute,

responsible for changing k dynamic attributes

resource

nise

framework for agent

In what follows I

specification with @ and (B) to explain them afterwards.

Definition 5.6
ation that

Sec¬

set of general simulation clause schemas as proposed in

potential influence. I then

existence of

agent.

here, instead of influence/A we use may-influence/A to better represent

tion 2.4. But
a

is 7n/x,..., Infk\ and the set of

represented by Ai,..., An, each Ai for each attribute Att{. In this picture, I

are

show several actions which may

to be

92

be defined as follows

information

resource,

It be

of actions the agent recog¬

if along with these information

CHAPTER 5.
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value(Atti, Agent, V/J @ Ty
<^=

value(Atti, Agent, Vp) @ Tp &

®

h

=

Vli

{(Atti,Bi) | mayJnfluence{Atti,Bi,Atti,A)} &

=

{{Atti,Bi,[V | value(Atti,Bi,V) @ T and

included(T,Tp...[P after T„J)]) | {AttuBx) € /x} &
® Tlx(VP,VLl,Vfl) :: {(Tf,p(l,Sl) after Tp),{Tp,X)}.
Pk

:

value{Attk, Agent, Vfk) @ Tj
4=

value(Attk, Agent, Vp) @ Tp &

@

h

=

{(Atti,Bj) | mayJnfluence(Atti,Bj,Attk,A)} &

=

{ (Atti, Bj, [V | value(Atti,Bj,V) @ T and

included(T,Tp...[P after TPJ)]) | (Atti,Bj)
®

In the

nk(Vp,VLk,Vfk)

{CZy.pfM*) a/ier Tp), (Tp,X)}.

;;

specification above, @ is dependent

search for such values of other

€ h) &

on

interaction with the environment. The

agents' attributes (a deduction in

a

single computational

model) is obtained by communication via message-passing. But it also depends
the agent

interprets the values of such influences, i.e. how such values interfere

change of each Atti

or

the

changes

on

how
the

(using human like notions) the beliefs A has about the world

(see Section 5.3.3). On the other hand, ® depends
what it has

on

on

the

way

the agent assimilates

interpreted from the external environment and how this is used to execute
over

its attributes. In other words it is related to Know-How, Intentions

and Commitments.

Also the influence of the assimilation factor

determine the actions the agent

language will force

a

purpose

This

may cause

introduce such computational structures in

relationship between the

second is related to the causal

As the

resources.

modeller to think twice in terms of computation. The first

consideration is the causal

messages.

the process of acquiring resource may

needs in order to obtain such

interaction between internal processes. To
the

on

processes

of the environment. The

relationship between actions represented by

of this

the non-determinism introduced

new

means

of

representation is to distribute the computation,

by the order in which messages may arrive raises more

CHAPTER 5.
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complexity in the system development.
However, instead of providing such structures to

esting if

we

a

modeller it would be

problem. The modeller would be free

no

modelling the problem, without
lems such
as

those

as

inter¬

could offer schema for representing all this knowledge. The underlying

interconnection between concurrent processes and how the agent

would be

more

concerns

about

deals with

to concentrate

more

her/his efforts

a

set of GSCS in which

one

on

complex computational prob¬

deadlocks. The execution of such models should have the

specified using

messages

would have to

same

care

outcome

about these

complex matters.
For this it is necessary

tribute. After

that each agent knows about which action changes which at¬

this, for each of these actions, how they should be computed, i.e. which

function is to be used to
attributes

or

perform such

internal actions

tion. This and the details of

can

an

be

a

change.

Note that the relation between

specified in such

a

computational function defini¬

agent's internal computation

are

matters for the next

chapter. The kind of information which is needed is related to the scale of actions, the
ordering relationship

Scale and

5.5

The

among

them and how

a group

of agents should be treated.

Ordering Relations of Ecoagent's Actions

ordering of processes is related to the causal relationships between actions. Inher¬

ent to the

concept of causality is the concept of time

will influence the

ordering relationship that an agent needs to impose over

its actions. The scale of processes

when

we

name

of the process

An agent

defined the

possible

cases

for aligned.se.arch/6. Here, we may use just the

and of the scale.

the changes they produce over

through the flow of time of the overall system,

this, each agent has intrinsic and

relationship (POR). Such knowledge is
of each process

the set of

is declaratively defined as we saw in Section 4.7.2

needs to order its processes to synchronise

its attributes
time. For

granularity of each process. This

presented above.

also known as global

internal knowledge of its process ordering

obtained from the definition of scales of time

CHAPTER 5.
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Definition 5.7

of

agent A,

an

(Temporal Granular Scheduler) Let A be the
be the number of

n

1,n, where each P{ is

a process

of A, Vs be

processes

of A and

as

function IIS

((Ti,{Pim,

■ ■ ■

where each
in

:

A

Ps

x

',Pi}),

■ ■ •,

x

7m

set of pairs

a

{Pi,Si), i

=

Temporal Granular Scheduler defined

Tgs> where each element of Tgs

~t

set of possible states

the time scale of Pi, and 7m be the set

Si

of global time of the environment. Then, IIS is

a
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in the form

(Tn, {Pk-.. .;Pn})),

(Tj, {Py...; Pj+m})

means

that at time Ti all Pj,..., Pj+m

be executed

can

parallel.

Note that this definition is not committed to any
that the time framework used should allow
process

is allowed to be executed does not

intended

goal. In this

the failed

case

specific time representation, except

granularity of time. Also, the fact that
mean

process may

it is going to succeed

or

a

satisfy its

enter again into Tgs-

However, this scheduler does not represent the other important aspect which is the

causality relationship. In other words

a

scheduler

or

plan of action has to consider two

things:
Si
/

1. time scale of

2. causal

change

relationship

-

scale of

second, they

change

of

among processes

-

((PCl,... ,PCi),

■ ■ ■,

(2) is

a

concerned with the
can

(PCi,-■■■, Pcm))

the ordering of the processes. In Si they all have the

and do not have

any

causal relationship

among

them. In the

independent from

one

"strong scheduling policy" it may cause processes on the top

(1) not to be executed, and

agent's actions

s

not have the same scale of change but are

may

another. Because

s

A

((Ptl;...; Pti),..., (Ptk]...; Ptn))

These two lists also represents
same

Sn
/

v

so

postponed for some time later. This work is only

granularity of such actions, but other constraints on planning an
also be considered in the specification of the set

of potential sources

of influence.

An agent can
so

perform

a

subset of scheduled actions if it receives permission to

and satisfies its internal and

"social" constraints.

Such constraints

are

do

related
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to its interactions with others.

transformation

on

distribution is
Section

a

time-token. To

access

a

the time-token in

its next state, the agent "asks" for it. The policy for time-token

matter of group

a

The permission an agent must receive to execute

the environment is called

order to progress to

96

representation

as we

shall

see

in the next

chapter (see

6.7.6).

Whenever

agent is going to ask for the time-token it

an

its scheduler

so

that

waiting

processes may

accesses

have their turn

as

its POR and changes

well. There is

no

central

clock in the

environment, but each agent has its

whatever the

policy used for time-token distribution the current global time will always

be the

one

associated to those agents

own

version of global clock and

currently executing their actions. Such currently

global time is uniquely represented in the special agent which represents

a group

of

agents (see Section 5.6.2).

Group of Ecoagents

5.6

Environmental

5.6.1

Agent

commonly believed that the behaviour of individuals may be influenced, by some

It is

special property of the set to which they belong, after a period of time much longer
than the

period of their localised actions. This raises another important issue: there

be interactions between properties of a group of agents and the agents themselves.

may

The outcome of such interaction may
the group.
with

An

This

means

that

a group

produce

a

different behaviour in each agent of

of agents should be treated as an special agent

special features responsible for the influences upon its components.

approach similar to this, at the level of architecture, is

agent

defined

as

coordination

[Kreifelts & vonMartial 91]. The purpose of the authors is to take advantage

the fact that

reasoning about the coordination

Although in

many

the agents,
have its

of other agents demands few resources.

situations this coordination information can

for domains such as ecosystems the

own

overall system

also be distributed to

whole environment often appears to

properties and behaves like an agent

big leaf). Thus, it is almost fundamental to

of

{e.g.

a

forest can be seen as a

have an agent as the mediator for the

behaviour. This does not mean,

however, that such an agent will care

CHAPTER 5.
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kind of

message

exchanged between agents. It controls only the priority

according to their level of time scale, and also coordinates

change in the environment. I call such agent

environmental

5.6.2

as

has

some

does not need to be

envagent (which stands for

an

Envagent

knowledge about the agents of which it is composed. This

complete knowledge about the properties of agents but rather

description of the relationship between agents. This includes
between events, processes,
processes

when

an

some

important event happens. For instance, the growth

able to control the
is attacked

process

processing for the previous time. Furthermore,

by John it

may

possible attributes of

some
an

may

not

relation with,

envagent must be

leave the envagent, but
an

envagent E

may

get in later.

are:

and class of the environment,

name

•

number of agents,

their identification and class (possibly their location within

environment),
classes of influences among agents

•

dependency net

•

("compound") attributes

or

are

the result of the composition (sum, product, etc.)

of the attributes of its components
group

(may be) plus

some

special property of the

in itself.

Example: Biomass of a group of n trees

(or animals) f?i + ... + Bn

geometrical shape (possibly sub-divided into zones, sectors
fication and location of

•

of a tree

entering and leaving of ecoagents. For instance, when bug-demon

•

•

notion of causation

in themselves but to decide which agents should proceed with their behaviour

have finished their

the

a

and actions of agents. It is important not to control these

proceed within the flow of time until other agents, which it has

Some

events that may

agent).

Knowledge Associated to

An envagent

97

current

agents within it.

global time (local to the environment

vagents.)

etc.) with the identi¬

in relation to composition of en-

CHAPTER 5.
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be convenient to consider the subdivisions of

envagents, each
sake of

one

simplicity

an

98

envagenf s topology

sub-

as

responsible for coordinating the agents associated with it. For the

do not consider this possibility in this work.

we

In order to obtain the value of

one

of its

attributes,

say

A, E sends

a message

to its

components requesting the value of their attributes associated to A. Along with such
features there should exist the usual mechanisms for:

•

coordinating the entrance and departure of agents,

•

coordinating the

access

to the time-token

of external events should take

as

well

as

the order in which the action

place.

•

coordinating events that change state of agents of the

•

answering questions about which agents
how many

agents

are

a

of

net of

a

group

and

departure of agents is important because it is in

agents are informed about possible sources of influence. That is

dependency net is

why

currently member of the

there interacting.

The coordination of entrance and
these two events that

are

group

an

attribute of the envagent. Figure 5.3 shows an example

potential influences involving three classes of ecoagents, where a directed

edge indicates that the class of the starting node affects the class of the ending node.
The double directed

necessarily be the

edges indicate that there are two affecting relation which may not

same

in both directions.

Figure 5.3: Example of net of potential

Such information is
The agent

composed

every

time

influence among classes C\, C2 and C3.

a new

sends the information about its

potential influence. In this way whenever an

ecoagent enters into the environment.

class and the classes which are sources
agent is

CHAPTER 5.
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introduced,

just search for

we

class in the net and

a

99

get the groups of agents

we

should be notified about its entrance.

•

moved out, we

again just search for its class and get the

groups

which should be

notified.

We

can

then define

envagent

an

as a

special ecoagent which coordinates

a group

of

ecoagents. Formally it is defined identically to Definition 5.6. However, its special

coordinating role

means

its attributes

normally

are

assimilating processes

that in practice it is used in

dependency net

which

or

restricted way. For example,

function of the attributes of its members, its sensing and
the behaviour of the

compose

to handle: the location of

the

a

a

group.

Its main main functions

are

agents within the structure of the environment it represents;

classes of influences

among

agents; the scheduling of time-token

synchronise the actions of its members (events, entrance, etc.).

Similarities Between Envagent

5.6.3

Given that

we

is there any

have

a

theory of time granularity and

In what follows

any
we

similarity between the behaviour of
have

a

discussion

One natural intuition is that

of it

are

simple theory of ecoagents,

an

on

an

ecoagent and

agent can be seen as a group in which the various

But what is related to what when one tries to map from agent

and vice-versa? The important thing one has to note is how change takes

this is related to attributes and internal actions to

level). At the agent level

change it, which I shall represent

by ecoagent(Actions, Atts). At the envagent level this is related to
actions and

agents' state, which I shall represent by

At the individual

level,

we saw

executing changes based

among

envagentl

this matter and I propose an answer.

place at both levels (i.e. at the individual level and at group

not make

an

small agents, and the overall behaviour of them is related to the

behaviour of the agent.
to group

now a

pattern of interaction between temporal and structural scales? In other

words, is there

processes

and Ecoagent

sense

on

agents' external

envagent(Ecoagents,GAtt).

that change is a composition of sensing, assimilating and

the resource information acquired. At group level, it does

to talk in terms

of sensing and

assimilating, although this is distributed

the members of the group. But we may

allow the whole group to have observer

CHAPTER 5.
processes
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for each

observer process

group

100

attribute results from composing agents' attributes. I

here because it is

a

special kind of sensing

the

which does not

message

absorb information but is simply able to monitor. Instead of

use

resource

information, it

is called group resource.

After

this, in the

into attribute

that

same way

change factor

an

we may

agent

uses

refer to

a

information

certain

properties which

not

are

of this nature I shall call group

a

a

straightforward composition of

members. However,

we may

composition of the members of the

properties to

to assimilate it

"group change factor". For compound

properties like the example given above, this is just
the values of the attributes of the group

resource

mean

that they

wish to associate

group.

can not

Properties

be found in

any

individual.

This

gives

us

least from
of

a

a

state of

enough information to

structural
an

see some

similarity between agent and

group,

at

point of view. The important thing to note is the computation

agent and the

where observer processes

group

{OP) at

at

a

group

certain time. This is depicted in Figure 5.4,

level corresponds to sensing (S)

resources

agent level; group resource (GR) corresponds to resource information for agents
their assimilation processes

have the

same purpose

but

one

produces

a

at

{Res);

sort of group

change factor, and the other attribute change factor. Note that Group Property may
depend
How

not of the previous state of each ecoagent.

or

can

this

bring about

simulate the behaviour of

any

a

group

in time. If

we

look at process

level, then

we

end

(Pii {M\

• ■

•;

up

with

ordering within

an

agent and try to map it to the group

structure similar to:

global time stamp, and each associated Aj is the

agent whose next action is
have agents

the agent

a

in time, the actions of agents need to be synchronised

Ai}),..., (Tn, {Ai;...; Am})),

where each Tj is a

we

relation between temporal and structural scales? To

identification of an

expected to take effect at time Tj. Here, instead of processes

because at the group level it is not

should be executed for it is

encapsulated in the agent s overall behaviour. An

envagent does not generate the time stamps
components of the group and

relevant to "know which process of

of this scheduler, it receives them from the

will perform temporal reasoning to order

their request
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envagent(Ecoagents, GAtt)

ecoagent(Actions, Atts)

OPu...,OPi

{GRi,.

Si,..., Sk

GRi}

Assimilation Function

{Resi,

..,

Resi}

Assimilation Function
i

<

Group Change Factor

f

Attribute Change Factor

+

+

Group Property

Previous State

Group State

New State

Figure 5.4: Similarities between Group and individuals.

according to their scale of time.
Thus,

an

envagent has

not mean,

a

temporal granular scheduler similar to

any

ecoagent. This does

however, that the control of the overall system is centralised, for

does not interfere in the interaction among agents.

an

envagent

An envagent only controls which

agent is expected to change its state at a given time, but the result of their actions,
the messages

they might need to exchange in order to perform the action

are

left for

them to resolve.

The

gain with this comparison is that

both ecoagent

we may use

the

same

framework to defining

and envagent. They have similar internal representation, similar way to

coordinate actions related to their behaviour.

The differences will rely on the inter¬

pretation of their attributes and their model of execution. In Chapter 6 we describe
how this

can

be

done, and in Chapter 7 we show an application of it.
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5.7

In

Ecoagency

[Niven 82, Niven 87]

x

Formal Theory

on

Animal Ecology

formalisation of animal ecology

a

102

was

proposed, and the devel¬

opment of a symbolic framework for this conceptualisation was proposed in [Abel & Niven 90]
and

[Niven & Abel 91]. The basic goal of this approach is to define

by specifying the attributes of its environment. In this

objects, both animate and inanimate which
count

only those with

some

Niven's concepts are too

may

surround

way,
an

an

instead of defining all

animal, it takes into

relevant relation to the animal. However,

abstract to be used

as a

animal ecology

as we

an

see,

framework for specifying simulation

models of ecosystems. How are this and ecoagent theory related considering
influences of

shall

ac¬

potential

animal, from this the actual influences, and finally the composition of

each animal's influences?

Niven

the terms centrum to refer to the immediate influences

uses

to refer to the

on an

animal and web

network of interactions via other environmental entities. I will show that

they have correspondent structures in the Ecoagency approach. However, Ecoagency is
not

a new

theory for ecology, but rather a framework for developing simulation models

of ecosystems.

In this section

with Niven's formal
the

we

shall

see

that such

a

framework has

a

correspondence

theory for animal ecology. I will show that ecoagent theory has

advantage of being conceived to represent specifications that can be executed in a

distributed architecture. The
referred to

as

theory to be compared with ecoagent approach will be

Niven, after its author. For simplicity of notation, the

language will be used for expressing temporal statements rather than

NatureTime

Niven's original

syntax.

Potential and Actual Influence over

Niven

-

Uses

a

sort notation

for animal and

expectation of life of an animal or
cific time;

Animals

a pure

number to represent either the

the probability it has an offspring at an spe¬

Off(X,Y) @ T means that Y is an offspring of X at time T,

and

immediately physical, physiological or
behavioural response or change in the spatial position ofY at time T, because ol

£(X, Y) @T

a

close

means

that X provokes some

physical proximity. These are

used to define the influences over a subject
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animal, referred
•

Niven-I,

as

Res(r,a) @ T

is

r

-

as

follows.

a resource

for

at time t

a

expectation of life of a at T is greater than it

if£{r,a) @ T holds and the
was

animal, then its expectation of life decreases from
•

Mat(m,a) @ T

-

is

m

a
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mate of a at time t

probability that both have the

same

at
a

ct

before T. If r is

an

before T until T.

if£(m,a) @ T holds and the

offspring at time T + f3 is greater than

zero.

•

Pred{p, a) @ T

-

is predator of a at time T if f (p, a) @T holds and the

p

expectation of life of a decreases while of p increases from
•

Mal(c,a) @ T
the

-

c

is

a

malentity for

at time T if £(c,

a

expectation of life of a decreases while of c

may

a

before T.

a) @ T holds and

decrease

or

not from

a

before T.
Ecoagent-PI

-

Is defined in the set of potential influence and definitions of function

of influence
these

are

(Section 5.3.1). More specific than Niven-I, the semantics

potential

sources

says

that

of influence and also under which circumstances their

instances become actual influences.
There

advantages in the representation of influences

two

are

over an

animal by

using this. First, potential influences must be explicitly defined in terms of the
attributes and processes

depending

on

to determine

of

a

particular model, while Niven-I is highly general,

abstract (and undefined) concepts like expectation of life in order
potential influences.

Second, there

relations which Niven-I is not able to represent.
model of

an

animal

can

be defined in the

can

This

same way

be

more

means

environmental

that not only the

but other entities of the

environment, living and non-living organisms.

The Centrum of

an

Animal

Niven-C is the set of

things (or objects) which directly affects the animal.

composed of resource, mates, predators and
subject animal

a

at a given time t is

condition of Niven-I.

It is

malentities. The centrum C of a

the set of all objects x which satisfy the
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{x | Res(x, a) @tV Mat(x, a) @ t V Pred(z, a) @ i V AfaZ(®, a) @ i}

=

[Niven & Abel 91], Niven and Abel suggest that objects classified in these

categories should be understood

what it is used in every-English as potential

potential mates, etc.. What they

resources,

in Niven-I

seem to mean

is that the definitions

potential influences and the actual influences depend

are

instances of them
can

as

are

in the environment.

be obtained from their

Ecoagent-LE Is defined by

no

clue

on

which

how this

specifications.

an

agent's Local Environment (LE) (see Section 5.3.2).

This structure is distinct from
This clear distinction

However, there is

on

helps

us

Ecoagent-PI, although it is derived from it.

to envisage which mechanisms are involved in the

derivation of the former from the latter.

This is not the

case

in Niven-I and

Niven-C.

The Web of

an

Animal

Niven-W Are those

things which indirectly affect the animal, and they

ifiers. According to the order of the modifier it

order),
T to

it is

or

mean

called mod¬

belong to the centrum (zero

modifier of lower order modifiers. I will write mod+(w, a, M) @

that the set of

positive modifiers at level

n

of web

w

of an animal

a

is

T, analogously mod~/3 will represent the negative modifiers. These

M at time

modifiers

a

may

are

are

defined

as

follows.

mod^+1(w,a,M) @ T 4=
M

=

{x such that

x

modifies positively at level n either a or w @ T)

x

modifies negatively at level n either a or w @ T}

mod~+1 (w, a, M) @ T <=
M

=

{x such that

A modifier is considered to be
presence or

positive

or

negative depending on whether its

absence causes the lower order object to appear

Ecoagent-W As centrum and web are supposed to
according to ecoagency framework they can
environment. In the definition

of PI of

an

in the system.

be actual instances of influences,

only be represented in the local

ecougent there is no such a notion of
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or

positive influence, but this
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be easily obtained from the function

of influence associated with them.

If

we were

to represent

such modifiers in the local environment of

it would be

equivalent to representing the whole environment in

This

that every agent

means

an

a

agent, then

single model.

would have complete knowledge about the world.

However, the web of an animal is distributed in the representation of LE of group
of agents,

i.e. Web(A) is the union of the local environments of the the elements

of A's local environment

along with their web,

Suppose ecoagent A has {B\,..., B^}
t and there

are

we

may

are

=

agent X at level

{y \

its local environment at

given time

The modifiers of each Bu

and webn(X) be the web of X at level

n

an

n.

Then

agent A as follows.

X and Vz € lenvn(X) either

y

a

in its local environment. Let lenvn(X) be the local

recursively define the web of

webn(X)

shown below.

agents in the whole ecosystem.

n

according to ecoagent,
environment of

as

as

y €

lenvn+i(z)

or y G

webn+i{z)}
From this

Each

we

have that

webi(Bi)

webo(A)

be defined

can

=

lenvo(Bi) U

...

U lenvo(Bk)L)

{Jki=lweb2{lenvi{Bi)),

as

lenvi(lenvo(Bi))ll

n

in terms of lower levels and

defining modifiers at each level

Ui=i webi(Bi).

so on.

by

As each

agent has its own model of representation and there are only n agents in the
whole

environment, then the complete web of A is distributed in the web of its

local environment.
This view is

depicted in Figure 5.5, where A

{b, c, d, e}. The
the

arrows

and its local environment is

denote direct influences from the agent to the subject at

pointed end of the arrow. But those elements of a's local environment can

be modifiers among

These concepts
Niven's

= a

them.

of Ecoagency are more specific and directed toward

formalisation, but

we may

modelling than

obtain similar notions of web and centrum via an

ecoagenVs local environment.
The

positive side effect of Ecoagency

terms of execution

or

simulation of

representation is more evident if we think in

an

agent's behaviour. The concept of potential
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Figure 5.5: A net of modifiers of agent
di,d,2, fa, ei, e2}.

a.

web0(a)

=

{b,c,d,e}, web1(a)

=

{61,62,63,01,

C2,

influence
the
an

(PI)

be

can

seen as non

temporal meta-knowledge which helps

computation of searching for temporally actual instances
agent A changes. The

influences

over

A,

as

use

of

a

every

us

time the state of

general temporally dependent representation for

Niven's approach does (or just using NatureTime), requires the

knowledge, of all agents to be put in contact with A. This would impose
determinism
allows

us

5.8

We

to

on

ecosystem modelling task. The Ecoagent-PI is

reason

to reduce

an

a

strong

abstraction which

only about actual instances of PI.

Ecoagent Theory in the Context of DAI
now

artificial
then

we

place the ideas presented in previous sections in the context of distributed

intelligence (DAI). First,
shall

see

the

we

present a brief overview of DAI, MAS evolution,

propositions to classify agents, and formal languages to program

agents. During the presentation we shall compare

theory.

the concepts presented with ecoagent
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A Brief

5.8.1

Perspective

on

DAI and MAS

One of the first to propose an approach to model

knowledge-based problem solving experts
an

was

intelligence in terms of

a

society of

[Hewitt 77]. The ultimate aim that such

approach launched is to build systems able to model the

way we construct our

the¬

ories, communicate, test, and modify them. This ambitious enterprise found problems
on

its distributed

who

problem solving (DPS) framework,

proposed negotiation by

means

of

a

as

group

of agents

can

elaborate it and effectively

According to this view,
tasks

we

an

as

contract net to improve

solving techniques. DPS involves the decomposition of
a

well

a

[Davis & Smith 83]

efficiency in problem

problem in such

carry out a

are

agent can solve only few specific tasks, and to solve complex

able to solve each

one

agents of the

of them. This idea along with the interest of

exploring concurrency and distribution in Artificial Intelligence computations, at
levels

yielded the

area

many

of research called Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). The

bottleneck of DPS is that

and the system

that

solution [Minsky 86].

must sub-divide it into sub-tasks and allocate them to the

society which

a way

agents

or

informations

could not adapt itself to this

systems came about and

can

new

not be introduced

or

retracted,

situation. Then the idea of

open

[Hewitt 88] addressed the main points associated to such

kind of systems: concurrency,

asynchrony, decentralised control, inconsistent (may be

incomplete) information, autonomy, and continuous operation.
An autonomous agent
its environment.

environment, it
out. A

The

has its local (or individual) knowledge, and is able to act

on

According with the changes it produces and the reaction of the

may

change its local knowledge

as

[Kreifelts & vonMartial 91] pointed

composition of such agents was then called Multi-Agent Systems (MAS).

problem of what should constitute the features of an agent in the context of

KBS is addressed in
literature.

[Richman & Demazeau 92], and this is the most common in DAI

An agent emerges

from the KBS when it is introduced social reasoning,

perception, control, actions, and communication, as

shown in Figure 5.6. In fact, the

knowledge base is partitioned into knowledge acquired by communication exchanged
and

perceived in the environment.

The

important points

we

should consider about MAS from the KBS context are:
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Agent

Environment

Figure 5.6: Extracted from [Sichman & Demazeau92], a cognitive concept of agent.
•

the

description of possible connections and interactions between knowledge bases.

•

the

temporal properties which

successively satisfied during

are

an

agent's

reas¬

oning.
•

the static

or

dynamic properties of

a group

of agents, and their influence in the

temporal features of the agents and their reasoning process.
Along with this there is the problem of what is an agent, and which classes
can we

envisage for our purpose of developing MAS applications. I

of agents

discuss this in the

next sections.

How

5.8.2

Agents Have been Classified

[Wooldridge & Jennings 95] pointed out the current view of agent
have been the main directions of research in
of agency

mentalistic view of
entities

agents.

called

a

[Ferber 96] have also suggested that the computational

strong notions

reactive entities

are

social ability, reactivity and

Stronger Notion of agency which is based on

(or objects) of Distributed AI can be

to these weak and

•

this field. The first is called a Weak Notion

where the fundamental properties are autonomy,

pro-activeness. The second is

where two branches

divided into two classes which are related

of agency. These are:

those which do not have

representation of their environment

CHAPTER 5.
and act
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using

a

stimulus/response type behaviour: they respond

state of the environment in which

they

are

cognitive (or deliberative) entities do have

•

of their environment
decisions and

which

on

they
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to the present

embedded.

a

symbolic and explicit representation

can reason

and from which they

can

take

predict future events.

This definition of reactive agent

is different from what I call

a

reactive ecoagent.

Indeed,

ecoagent falls into the class of cognitive agents. However, according to this definition

agents like wolves and rabbits
does not make

from the

represented

as

reactive, not cognitive agents. This

ecological point of view because such species, and

to have their

"representation" of space-time [Levin 92], They

not also be included within the

category of cognitive agents because they not

seems

necessarily predict future events. The limitation of this division above is that it
that

even

own

some

can

plants

sense

are

having

a

assumes

symbolic representation of the world means the ability to make prediction

(or deduction) about it.

[Goodwin 92]
itself

proposes

that

we

should describe

an

agent system in terms of the agent

(its internal state, mechanisms for sensing and acting), the environment and

the tasks the agent can

perform

on

such environment. There is

a

formalisation of

concepts such as successful, capable, perceptive, reactive, reflexive, perceptive.

An

agent does not need to reason about others in order to be successful, but just observe
their behaviour. Godwin's

approach

uses

functions to estimate the external state that

agents have. Ecoagency approach does not require it as necessary, although they could
be

specified in the

[Shoham 93]
to

a

machine

way

proposes a
or

agents sense information resource and assimilate them.

concept of agents based on mental states which can be ascribed

computer program. The state of an agent is

defined in terms of belief,

choice, commitment, etc.. Again, ecoagent approach gives a more general and abstract
description of

an

agent and its interaction

to associate mental states to

mechanisms for

with the environment.

reasoning about beliefs and other usual mental

where mental states

are

may

want

internal attributes, but then one it has to add special

take the view of assimilation function because it
cases

One

attributes. I chose to

embodies all these concepts, and the

being considered can be treated as properties of active
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ecoagents.
Most of these work

the

as

(and

many

others in the literature) do not have

[Luck & d'Inverno 95], They
but it would have
purpose,

would be

an

as a

may

an

an

However, if it contains

a

object.

agent was proposed in

a

coffee-cup

a

liquid it will

agent. It could be used for other

a

mental state

purpose

serve some

and then it

purposeless position then it could not be

coffee-cup

as

transient, i.e.

subsequently revert to being

an

an

ours

when they consider

object which becomes

an

agent at

object.

in the ecoagent theory because active ecoagents do

sense

reactive, reactive do not become passive! The example given of a

cup

being

agent when it is serving a purpose (full) and an object when it is empty, does not

justify the generalisation of the concept. For
view of

agency)

as a

passive agent with empty

of it is another matter,

its actuator is not very
dead rabbit is still

a

Would it be considered
in their

resource.

empty can be seen (in our

What it is going to be made

a

robot which is without

helpful. Thus it would not be

an

power,

and

so cannot use

agent but an object. For

rabbit, but which is unable to respond to certain messages.
as

passive? Well, according to Luck and d'Inverno yes (object

case), but nothing is said in their theory that it could not be able to become a

reactive rabbit

ecoagent. However this is not plausible and it is

Therefore the transient feature for
stated.

a cup, even

but it is still passive.

According to this transient concept

a

ascribe to

as

agent". But this view differs from

However, this does not make
not become

entity

as an

agent. In other words, they consider that "an entity does not need to

intelligent for it be

time,

as an

one may

agent. If it is empty and in

as an

such entities

that

argue

usefulness.

no

and thus will act

considered

some

class of agent such

passive ecoagent proposed in this thesis, but they treat it simply

The closest idea that it could be useful to treat such

be

a

I agree

that

again, but in the

a

sense

an agency

does not

seem

biologically impossible.

to be a good one as it was

robot which has power supply restored may become an agent
of

ecoagency.
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Agent's Potential Influence and Environment

our

knowledge almost

into the nature of

no

relations, but rather

only when certain conditions hold.

absorbed(amount(X, Att), agent(Class))
account. The scale of time is the

one

components. McCarthy and Hayes,
functions

as

are

an

important aspect

an

actor in two

was

a

model of

asymmetric in the

mechanism to

between the agent

sense

entity of

a way

or

that takes time into
by these

[McCarthy & Hayes 81], call such time dependent

an

agent which considers the local environment

as

a

or a

finite collection of other

that the

an

ACQUAINTANCES. Such

reverse

of the relation

may

a

relation

may

not be the same.

ecoagent captures this idea. But we provide a framework
a

local environment according to the interaction

and the environment. This is the set of potential influences.
an

expression similar to our ecoagent is used to denote the

framework called Eco Problem Solving (EPS). An eco-agent is actor-

satisfied, the current dependencies between it and other agents which can be

master

or

EPS is

a

slave, and agents called jailers which prevent others from acting. However,

framework for distributed

full tasks should be
a

value(att,agent(class))

[Agha 86] and has local knowledge where the agent knows: whether or not a goal

has been

to

interpreted in

and its ACQUAINTANCES

change such

[Ferber & Jacopin 91]

based

The terms

By "knows about", he meant the actor knows the nature of the

The local environment of

basic

scheme of meta-rules to derive

defined for the process which is affected

relation between it and each member of its

In

This

[Hewitt 77]. Hewitt Actor's model, in general terms, defines

message

actors it knows about.

a

of influence.

aspects related to the behaviour of it: the actions it should perform

when it receives

and

a

sources

fluents.

A first work to propose a

be

DAI has proposed deeper investigations

or

knowledge associated with potential

describe not just potential
relations

work in AI

society

or

problem solving which has the limitation that the

previously specified to the agents, and so agents cannot be added

retracted from it. The local knowledge concept does not capture the

quality of the possible relationships between agents.

[Ferber 96]

proposes as a

model for multi-agent systems a quadruple composed of

agents,objects,environment,communications.

Agents are defined according to their
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ability to perceive specific kinds of communications, have skills in performing actions,
deliberation model

(if there is one),

ways to

relate perceptions to actions; objects

are

all

represented passive entities that do not react to stimuli (e.g. furniture); environment
is the

topological

space

of communication

where the agents

not

perception of certain actions. Also to treat passive entities

help in the

case

of complex passive entities which offer

abstract information about the group

Environment

5.8.4

are

categories

distinction between the classes of agents according

soil, river, etc.The view of environment is

In

located; communications

(sound/etc.).

This definition does not make any
to their

are

or

as

"objects" does

to others such

resources

as

restricted because it does not provide

very

of agents.

Group of Agents

[Goodwin 92], the model of the environment is non-deterministic and time is
discrete framework. The smallest time interval is associated to

repres¬

ented in

a

order to

keep track of the history (or Chronicle [McDermot 82]) of actions and change

of the state of

an

approximate discrete to continuous time.

schematically represented by "laws of nature". This should describe

The environment is

the valid combinations of states of the world

by

means

of probability distribution

on

things might possibly change.

[Fisher & Keane 95] also
should include the
a

integer in

agent. The size of such a smallest interval called quanta determines

the level of accuracy one wants to

how

an

group,

group.

propose

ability to send

that the properties of a group objects (or agents)
a message

to a group,

add/remove

ascertain whether a certain object is member of a group,

We

can see

5.8.5

Once
group

It only keeps track of the classes of groups

Languages for Programming
we we

have defined what our agent

object to/from

and construct a new

the construction of group in ecoagent theory as

according to their influence relationships, but the envagent
the group.

an

gathering agents

is not the one which builds

which may affect each other.

Agents

should be composed of and the way in which

of agents should be represented, then a

natural concern is how we are going to
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MAS application. The number of languages which have appeared is great

and it is very

difficult to find

language for agents. There
ation such

one

which is

are many

a

standard

or a

paradigm of programming

languages for handling inter-agent communic¬

KQML [Cohen & Levesque 95], and most of these have been used for

as

cooperation and coordination of actions of agents,
But most of them do not

e.g.

COOL [Barbuceanu & Fox 95].

provide mechanisms for execution for they

are

not concerned

with simulation of agents.
One of the first formal
was

a

logic-based language for MAS which meant to be executable

proposed in [Fisher &; Barringer 91]: concurrent MetateM

processes

(CMP) is

high level language for modelling distributed concurrent systems. The first aspect

of CMP is the executable
every

formula is in the form P =>■ F, that is, if the properties P hold in the past

then the
rent

temporal logic of MetateM, [Barringer et al. 89], in which

properties F will hold in the future. The second,

as a

framework for

concur¬

systems, processes specified in this language communicate to each other through

message-passing like in the Actor Systems.
Later on,

[Fisher 94a] defined this approach as a combination of an executable temporal

logic and concurrent object-model, where each object (or agent) is specified in this lo¬
gic, and the interaction with other agents is done by broadcast message-passing. No
formal

theory

was

proposed to address hierarchies of communication among agents.

imposition is made on the kinds of messages agents are allowed to send or re¬

No

ceive.

This

logic has been advocated as a framework to develop DAI applications in

[Fisher & Wooldridge 94] where its applicability to specifying protocols for cooperative
action is

presented.

Although CMP is logic-based and has meta-level capabilities, it
describe and
too

reason

about the time varying

properties of MAS. The language is also

allowed. Furthermore, its heavy logical
organise the components of an agent would not help

general in relation to kinds of messages

notation and lack of structures to
in

offers no framework to

creating discipline in the modelling process.

Another formal
ham's

language was proposed in

[Shoham 93], called AGENTO which is Sho-

Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP)

paradigm. This is based on a view of
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computation which depends of
AGENTO is
"time

society of agents (or objects).

The language of

simple linear temporal logic where predicate and modal operators

a

stamped". In the

interacting at

many

The fact that

we can

CMP it has

same way as

no

structure for

are

representing actions

scales of time.
specify the behaviour of agents by using languages which

directly executed, such
to offer

a
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as

CMP

or

can

be

AGENTO, does not imply that it is always helpful

language with general features. Although concurrent MetateM has been

a

proved to be useful for modelling reactive systems, in general, [Fisher 93], its straight
use

relies

on

skills of the

many

coordination of groups
to

programmer,

of agents. Let's

from modelling knowledge to the level of

assume

that such languages could be extended

satisfy the problems addressed in Section 2.4 (there is

not). Except from minor differences

on

simulation models of ecosystems

a

The level of agent

in

no reason

syntax notation,

scheme

programming that

seems

very

we

to believe they could

would end

up

representing

similar to GSCS (see Section 5.4).

to be most useful,

as

far

as

ecological

modelling is concerned is the how agents influence each others (potential influences),
what should
message

actions

the

they do in the

exchange), what

the actions

perspective of

or

5.9

Summary
chapter

we

correspondences between these features and

an

agent's attribute and processes is related to such

achieved half of one of the aims of this work (see Section

development of an agent based framework for

ecosystems with their own view
here is meant to be

more a

chapter. We

Agents

are

now

1.5) related

representing simulation models of

of time and local environment. The theory presented

guideline to develop ecoagent based simulation rather than

the framework in itself. An

•

agent's attribute (functions to compute

deliberative views.

mental

next

are

on

presented above. It would be interesting to investigate in more detail how

this "functional"

to the

are

of others (functions of influence plus appropriate

A). We have argued that there

ones

In this

presence

example of

a

possible

way

to implement it will be seen in

summarise the main point related to ecoagency.

grouped in classes according to their

behaviour and level of awareness
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about themselves. We

•

•

the term ecoagent in this sense.

use

An ecoagent

manifests its action

sends to the

object of its action.

Ecoagents
—

it

-

upon

the environment by

means

of

messages

it

be divided into three main categories:

can

Passive

115

never

sends requests or queries to other agents,

but always offers

something (resource) to others.
—

Reactive
some

—

•

it may

-

a

of its

own

kind of

any

about itself

may

send

class.
message as

those shown in Table 2.1, but

(actions, goals, beliefs, etc.) than the others.

has

set of

potential

affect the agent
—

send

more aware

An ecoagent

—

send requests, queries to the environment, and it

orders to agents

Active
it is

it may

-

of influences, where it is defined which classes

sources

in the

case

may

instances of them satisfy certain constraints,

local environment which represents

actual instances of potential influences

specified,
—

capability for sensing, interpreting and assimilating external information
into

—

meaningful information from the agent's perspective,

actions of

agents can be related to the execution of general simulation clause

schema which represent
lated to

•

An ecoagent

operations

has its

modular sets of

a

over

own

such actions. The execution of such actions is re¬

the structures and use of functions mentioned above.

scale(s) of time for its process(es). Such scales are

finite hierarchy of such sets.

of actions which may

This is used by its scheduler

consider other restrictions like causal relationship among

them.

a

An envagent
actions of

—

a

is

a

group.

special ecoagent with skills to coordinate or synchronise the
But it also holds important properties

number of agents,
within the

their identification and class

environment),

of the group such as:

(possibly their location
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classes of influences among agents

("compound") attributes

are

the result of the composition (sum, product,

etc.) of the attributes of its components (may be) plus some special property
of the group
—

in itself.

topological shape (possibly sub-divided into
identification and location of agents

—

current

zones,

sectors etc.)

with the

within it.

global time (local to the environment in relation to composition of

envagents.)
•

Ecoagency is specific and directed toward modelling than Niven's formalisation,
but

we

may

obtain representation for web and centrum via

an

ecoagenVs local

environment.

•

We have

argued that

ecoagency
to the

our

framework raises

an

interesting research question: how

functional perspective of attributes, processes and functions is related

usual notion of deliberative

agents? To what extend such alleged corres¬

pondence could help us to delineate limits for computability of such

theories?

Chapter 6
An Architecture for

Ecoagent

Systems
Introduction

6.1

In

chapter 5

view. We
schema
may
way
a

a

saw

theory of agents

was

that the structures necessary

needed for the ecoagent

were

presented from

be implemented in

an

for dealing with general simulation clause

theory, but they

different

ecological modelling point of

were

not detailed because they

In this chapter, I shall describe

one

of implementing the concepts of ecoagent and envagents. As passive agents

are

simple

case

many

of reactive,

we

ways.

shall not describe it here. In the end, I show that the

ecoagent based simulation of ecosystems in this framework is free of deadlocks.

6.2

6.2.1

Basic

Assumptions

Symbolic Architecture

The central

computational idea behind

the search space

(within

an

needs information about the

DAI

any

program or

agent) by distributing parts of it. Whenever
world, and this information does not

itself, then the agent interacts with the environment.
matter whether the architecture is

architectures in DAI
is

are

language is to reduce

symbolic

or

concerned the world

reactive

concern

an

the agent

This is always the
or

hybrid. As far

as

agent

case no

symbolic

(the external information of the agent)

symbolically represented, as well as the interactions happening. As an agent "feels"
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through such interactions, then

of view the environment is
receives. For

through

As far

as

things

are

can

an

seen as

observation of the

agent's specific request for information about the

of communication between ecoagents is concerned, the following

medium of communication, through which agents send and read

is like

(we could

An agent can

a server

entity to which

assume more servers as

only

access messages

every

agent (including envagents) is a

suggested in Section 7.6).

sent to itself, to the group it belongs or to

global pool of external knowledge.

The medium of communication is also used to put

interface to the system,
the

i.e. the set of external knowledge of each agent. Only

happen

as a

arrive

This is also true for messages
means

Whenever

of

messages

an

external information and

result of its interaction with the environment.

The order in which messages

by

information about the external

agent can destroy or update the contents of this

this may

•

an

information link.

The stream, or

the

•

an

the agent sends and

assumed in this work.

client

•

be

the process

messages

o

messages

Communication

6.2.2

•

represented by the sets of

that from the agent's point

example, in [Brazier et al. 95] it is suggested that

external world
world

we may say
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may

be different to the order they are sent.

about external events since they are represented

sent to the envagent.

agent sends a message it is

delivered, i.e.

an

ideal medium of

communication is assumed.

•

Whenever

an

this may not

agent is trying to

necessarily

time until the message

mean

arrives.

read

a message

it will eventually succeed, but

the agent will be in a waiting condition all the

CHAPTER 6.

an

Agent

simplify the design, the level of atomicity of

an

agent's overall computation is

limited to the level of message
will read and process
may

read another

read

more

than

another level of

just

one,

one

read from the environment. This

one message

and

so on.

message

and

complexity which

A

an

an

agent

a message

it

sophisticated system might allow agents to

process

them in parallel. However, this introduces

we

avoid in this thesis.

received is non-deterministic, then the outcome

agent's overall computation through the logical time should be similar to the

stated above, is

The only difference,

processors.

that the latter kind of agent architecture would need

specification of its parallel
The

that

Only after processing

at time.

generated by another agent with real parallel

one

means

more

As the order in which the messages are
of
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processes

of ecoagents

a

full

detailed

accessing shared knowledge.

implementation chosen to experiment with these concepts of

different from

a more

as

agency

parallel architecture. However, it is legitimate to

say

is physically

the behaviour

is concurrent because the non-determinism of message exchange and pro¬

cessing simulates concurrent processes on sequential machine. In fact, as [Frolund 96]
suggests in concurrent object-oriented paradigm objects

control, which

means

that only

one

method

can

(or agents) have

be executed

per

one

thread of

time by object. It is

proved that "the effect of internal concurrency is equivalent to executing the methods
one

at time".

Multi-Agent Coordination: A Pragmatic Solution

6.2.4

As

we

are

interested in simulating

gents, the only "computational
progress

agents to access the

envagent (see Section

A non-centralised
a

resource" common to all agents is the permission to

through the global logical time (or time-token as

The coordination for
the

the behaviour of individuals and groups of ecoa¬

policy is

resources,

more

presented in Section 5.5).

time-token is done by a special agent called

5.6.1).

approach for distribution of the time-token

useful in

a

could be used, but such

few shared
of ecological simulation. Furthermore, this

domain where all agents are competing for

which is not always the case

CHAPTER 6.
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point-to-point message passing approach which has two main disadvantages.

agent has to "know" about every other agent in the whole environment,

an

about those which its behaviour

model

an

open

or

internal states has

no

relation with.

even

Second, to

system would be much harder because each agent has to be able to

coordinate events not related to its
of
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own

behaviour. This may

lead

us

to a huge amount

replication of data.

6.2.5

Resource

An agent

Acquisition and Interaction

does not depend on the time-token to acquire the resource it needs to

its internal state.

An agent is

it needs with others

able to exchange and negotiate directly the

performs actions to change its state for it needs permission to do
does not need to send messages to
resources,

so.

Also,

mean
an

it

agent

all individuals within the environment to acquire

but only to those which belong to its local environment.

The best way to

level, there

are

understand this is to separate computations into two levels. At

the

related to changes (possibly at

ones

the attributes of the

on

resources

pointed out in Section 5.6.3. However, it does not

as

progress

At another level there

many

one

levels of time scale)

agents. This is the logical time at the ecoagent state level.

are

computations related to interactions between

an

agent and

those members of its local environment in order to obtain information from them that
it

might need. This

doubled
are

arrows

one

is the architecture state level as depicted in Figure 6.1, where

represent potential interactions at the architecture

functions of state transition

arrow), and the curved
Note that

areas

level, single

(^1,^2,^3) after permission being granted (dashed

at ecoagent state level represent state boundaries.

A4 does not change its state. This may happens because

its actions have been

arrows

the time scales of

specified to work at a coarser grain. It could also be that A4 is

non-aligned in time with the others agents.

6.3

Ecoagent Representation and

The first

definition

thing to introduce is the external
as

proposed in [Fisher 94a, Fisher

Definition

representation which is a sort of interface
94b]. In this approach, an agent interface
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Figure 6.1: Architecture and Ecoagent State Levels.

is

represented by its

This is defined

identification

of

messages

messages

it

can

recognise and

messages

it

can

(External Knowledge (or Interface)) Let Ag G Afag be

name,

for which Ag is

the

produce.

follows.

as

Definition 6.1

name,

Cls G Afcis be the

name

an

agent

of Ag's class, Env G Afag be the envagent

member, Msgr is the list of recognizable messages, Msgs is the list

a

Ag is allowed to send, and atts(AttVals) is the set of external time inde¬

pendent properties (or attributes) of Ag. Then, the External Knowledge (or

Interface)

of ecoagent Ag is ecoagent(Ag, Cls, Env, Msgr, Msgs, atts(AttVals)).

This definition is

represented in the medium of communication (say Q). An agent will

write its interface

on

fI by using a

the term defined above.

primitive write-ek/1 which takes as a parameter

As part of the agent

definition

attributes, internal processes with their time scale
functions of influence
of

an

over

processes.

agent. The set of definitions

Common Hierarchical

Typei

can

row

have the specification of

and computational functions, the

This is called the individual internal knowledge

for potential sources of influence composes a sort of

Knowledge (CHK) among classes of ecoagents. In what

be either external or internal and Type2 can

and the last

we

shows the CHK definition.

follows

be either dynamic or static,
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INTERNAL & COMMON KNOWLEDGE

PURPOSE

ecoagent(A, Cls)
attribute(Type\,Type2, Class, Attname)
initial-value{Att, Vi)
max(Att, Vmux)
change(Att, Process)
scale(Process, Scale)
compute{Process, How)

Define

af f ect(Process, Class, Value, Holds, Func)

Define

Table 6.1: Internal

agent's name and class
Declare attributes and their types
Initial value of

a

an

attribute

Maximum value of

The attribute

a

an

Associate

a

attribute

changes

process

The scale of time of

a

process

Process and

a

Knowledge associated to ecoagents.

be simply

a

statement. It

rule which determines, for each instance of that class what are

values for its

function

potential influences

Note that the initial value of an attribute does not need to

could be
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the initial

attributes, for instance initial-value{Att, Area, V) <= V is F{Area),

where F represents a
The other kind of

function which computes V according to constraints on the area.

knowledge is the mechanism for dealing with interaction or message

exchange, but this should be transparent to the modeller.
By using this ecoagency theory, modellers
als

or

groups

of them by using the same notation as presented in

have to define the domain

of such

functions). Then,

act, no matter their
what

we

call

an

Table 6.1. They also

specific features of the model or the definitions of the

compute change and influences

tions to

write their models for representing individu¬

we

(the modeller

can

func¬

take advantage of a library

offer mechanisms of execution to make such models inter¬

level of time or structural granularity.

ecological agent-based simulation that we

Such mechanisms compose
describe in the rest of this

chapter.

6.4

Messages for Ecoagent
Primitives of

6.4.1

An agent
either

a

Communication

from the stream of communication by using
predicate wait(msg(A,Msg)) or read(msg(A, Msg)). The
is that wait/1 keeps the agent waiting for any message sent

A will always read messages

communication

difference between both
to

Communication

it, while read/1 fails if

there is no message in the stream

and the agent may try
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another

task, for instance answering unattended queries. The first kind of reading

message

will be used in

before

receiving

enter into

cases

specific

a

message.

environment it

an

where the agent's control is not allowed to do anything

For instance, when

an

only start interacting with others after receiving the

can

permission for entrance. Other versions of read/1 and wait/1
external information without
To send messages

to

an

a

are

also used for reading

removing it from the medium of communication.

agent B

point communication to

agent asks permission to

an

agent A will

use

send(msg{B, Msg)), for point-to-

limited number of agents. For

a group

of agents it will

use

multicast(Group, Msg), and broadcast(Msg) to all agents waiting for Msg. But this
is

only allowed in situations where the whole environment has to be informed about

something. Whenever
that there

assume

are no

is sent to

an

agent it will eventually read it, i.e. I

faults in the process

of communication due to problems of

a message

transmission.

The informal

meaning associated to sending a message is that

in the stream of communication to which it is linked.
message means

agent writes a message

On the other hand, reading a

that the agent extracts a message from such

read external information from it without

an

a stream.

But an agent

taking it off. These concepts

are

may

formalised

in Section 6.5.1.

The

Simple Communication Language

A

6.4.2

language for agent communication is composed of two sets. The

represent the set of messages an agent is
messages an

agent is allowed to receive

using send/1, broadcast/1 and
into account compose

have

EMin. A

{Msg)

::=

message

allowed to send. The second, M.in is the set of

(or that it "understands"). The set of messages

multicast/2 taking the correct format of the envelopes

read/I and wait/1

the signature EMOUf Analogously, for

contents is defined, in BNF

style notation, as follows.

msg((Agent),{MsgEnvelop)) \ msg{Msg)

{Agent)

agent name

{MsgEnvelop)

{MsgType)

identification

{MsgType){{Agent),{MsgContent))
query

first is M.0ut to

| request | inform | answer \ demand

\

we
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offer | deny | command | reject \ accept \
propose

(MsgContent)

| report \ suggest

...

entrance((AgCls),(ClsInfs),(Location), (.IField)) |
entrance ((Perloc)

,(CurrentTime), (IndPotlnfs)) |

entrance(confirmed) \ entrance(not.possible)
token((NextTime)) \ token((Perloc),(NextTime)) \
noAnfluence \ inf((Inf Content),(AgCls),(AgState)) \

rel((AgCls),(Rel),(Value)) \ amount((Value),(Resource)) \
departure(...)
(IndPotlnfs)

::=

individuals who

(Inf Content)

::=

newsagent

are

potential influences

\ value((Att) @ (TimeMoment))

progress(value((Att))) @ (Timelnterval) \
OTHER POSSIBLE ACTIONS TO PERFORM

(AgState)

::=

state((Time),(Atts)) | (StateHistory) | imTn \
OTHER POSSIBLE

STATES,

e.g. angry,

happy, armed,

hungry, etc.

(Location)

(IField)

:=

(Perloc)

::=

agent's location (geometrical, structural, etc.)
agent's ratio of influence

denied \ allowed \ forbidden | suggested | accepted |

Note that there

this work

only

are

a

many

possibilities of combining the components of

in Section 5.2 not every

consider

6.4.3

some

a

well formed

envelope. In

message

envelope (WFME). As pointed out

agent is able to recognise all kinds of message. However,

we

of them according to the class of ecoagent.

Messages Allowed to Reactive Agents

In Table 6.2 Cls is the class of the
of

an

limited set of combinations is considered. Content which obeys the

syntax rules above is called

may

...

agent who sends the message, CInfs is the classes

potential influences of the agent, Loc is the location of the agent within the envir¬

onment, IField is an agent's field of

influence, Reason is

an

explanation for

a

certain

action, Env is the envagent to which a message is sent, T is the next time of which
the agent

is going to progress, Aq is the initial state of the sender, Ahut can be either

CHAPTER 6.
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are sent

an

attribute at the last time

only to

an

envagent, queries

are

as an answer

125
to

a

sensing

sent only to agents which

members of its local environment.

Request

Query
Answer

Inform

MESSAGE TO SEND

PURPOSE

entrance(Cls, CInfs)
token(T)
value(Att) @ T
prog(value(Att)) @ Ti...Tj
prog(value(Att,Vals)) @ I
value(Att, V) @ T
entrance(A, Cls, Loc, IField)
entrance (confirmed)
entrance(not-possible)
in/(newsagent, Class, Ao)
inf(Ahist, Cls, imjout)

Permission to enter into Env

no-influence
Table 6.2: Kinds of messages a

In what

time T

what is the value of Att at time T
progress

of value(Att) during Ti...Tj.

progress

of value(Att) is Vals during I.

value of attribute Att is V at time T
Place A of Cls at Loc with IField

Confirm the entrance of the sender
Inform entrance

possible
Agent is a new instance of Class
Agent moved out of the environment.
Agent exerts no influence on receiver.
was

not

reactive ecoagent is allowed to send.

follows, PIins is the set of individuals of those classes of potential influences

currently present in the environment, I

Request

Query

Inform

=

Ti...Tj, T is

a

time stamp

MESSAGE RECEIVED

INTERPRETATION

entrance(denied, Reason)
token(allowed, T)
token(denied, out(T))
value(Att) @ T
value(Att, V) @ T
prog(value(Att,V als)) @ I
entrance(allowed, T, Plins)
inf (new-agent, Class, Ao)
inf (Ahist, Cls, im-out)

Entrance denied because of Reason

no-influence
Table 6.3: Messages a

6.4.4

Permission to progress to next

Permission to execute

changes at time T
is out at time T

token denied and agent

what is the value of Att at time T
value of attribute Att is V at time T
progress

of value(Att) is Vals during I.

Allowed to enter at time T within Plins

Agent is a new instance of Class
Agent was moved out of the environment.
Agent exerts no influence on the receiver.

reactive agent is allowed to receive.

Messages Allowed to Active Ecoagents

The kinds of messages
ation domain.

In

allowed to active ecoagents may vary

[Haddadi 95] it is suggested as an

depending on the applic¬

example of these message the
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following

demand, deny, request, inform,

ones:

purpose

pro¬

of this thesis to investigate active ecoagents in depth. This has been covered

in other parts

of the literature (see Section 5.8).

A Model for

6.5

6.5.1

An

Ecoagent Based Systems

Ecoagent Architecture

An ecoagent

architecture is defined

as

follows.

(Ecoagent Architecture) An ecoagent architecture is

Definition 6.2

=

command, accept, reject,

report. I will not show the syntax of these in detail, mainly because it is not the

pose,

15

answer,
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a

tuple

{AfecotYi^,Pinf, J~inf, Ares^Tact, Ee,SQ,SCe,Sr,M),

where

•

Afeco

J\fcis u Mag U Mau u After is

=

Mag is

names,

attribute

o

a

names

o

set of names, where Afcis is a set of class

set of instance names (agents'
and

After is

ol

a.

set of

set of names of local environmental relations,

Ea is the set of all possible sets of attributes

•

Rinf is

a,

set of potential influences

•

fFinf is

a

set of functions of influence upon

•

E^rcs is

a

identification), AAau is

(or states),

agents' processes,

set of resource assimilation functions

related to resource assimilation

factor (RAF),
set of internal actions or

•

lact is

«•

E© is the set of all possible

•

Sq is

a

a

SCq is
tion

local environment 0.

function for sensing the environment

local environment

•

computational functions associated to actions,

a

(see Section 6.8.2),

function for sensing changes in

6.8.2),

and from it generate the agent's

the agent's local environment (see Sec¬

CHAPTER 6.
•
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•

Ad is
their
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function for sensing information

a

a

resource

NatureTime temporal model, and

so
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(see Section 6.8.3),

actions

ordered according to

are

granularity of time,

multi-ecoagent architecture is then Mu

-

(Sy, ©,ICext), where Ey is

a

set of

ecoa-

gents, @ is a distinguished special agent for representing properties of the environment
i—

—y

(i.e. envagent), ICext

—

(fi, out, in) is the Environmental Medium

knowledge and interaction

among agents,

where 0, is the medium of communication

—y

4—

represented

as a

messages an

agent may send/receive and 0 to Ll. This is defined

Definition 6.3

list of

messages,

and out/in is

a

function which
as

maps

the set of

follows.

(Communication Functions) Let Ejnin and Sy^out be the sets of
receive and send, respectively, E be

messages an

agent

of

of E, and G C E. Then,

messages

to represent external

may

an

envagent, LIe be the list

—y
•

out:

E,Mout X

->

12, which is defined

as

follows.

—y

out

(send(Msg),Q,E)

out

(broadcast(M),G,E)

out

(multicast(G, M), LIe)

out

(write-ek(Desc),LlE)

=

{Msg} U LIeLIe U {msg(A, M) \ A G E}.

=

=

=

^E U {msg(A,M) | A G G}.

&E U {Desc}.

i—
«

in:

EMin x 12 —>■ 12, is

a

JIM
\ o i
(reai(Msg),nE)

=

J ttE\{Msg}, iff Msg G LlE',

in

(wait(Msg),LlE)

=

12# \ {Msg} only when Msg G LIe-

in

(waitjrd(Msg),lte)

m <

The

partial function defined as

{

=

otherwise.

^

°niy when Msg G LIe-

meaning of the communication predicates an agent uses in

relation to its partial

follows.

model is defined

as

Definition 6.4

(Interpretation of Writing Interface and Messages) Let E be

an

envagent, Msg a well

Then the

formed message envelope, A and B be two ecoagents of E.

interpretation of messages is defined as

follows.
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write-ek(Desc) is true in A's

•

when the execution

of out
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model

(write.ek(Desc),QE)

succeeds.

send(msg(B, Msg)) is true in A's model

•

when the execution

of out

(send(Msg),ClE)

succeeds.

broadcast(Msg) is true in A's model

•

—y

when the execution

of out

(send(msg(B,Msg)),ClE)

succeeds for all B

E E.

multicast{G,Msg) is true in A's model

a

—y

when the execution

of out (send(msg{B,Msg)),$lE) succeeds for all B

E

G.

read(msg(A,Msg)) is true in A's model

a

4—

if Msg E I2e in the execution of in (read(Msg),Q,E)> and
otherwise it is

false.

wait(msg(A, Msg)) is true in A's model

a

4—

only when the execution of in (wait(Msg),HE) succeeds.
While this does not

wait jrd(msg{A,

a

happen A is not allowed to execute anything at all.

Msg)) is true in A's model
4—

only when the execution of in (wait-rd(Msg),ClE) succeeds.

6.5.2

Informal

An informal way to
This is

interpret ecoagent systems is to think in terms of partial models.

inspired by the work [Engelfriet & Treur 94, Gavrila & Treur 94], where each

agent has its
each

Interpretation of Ecoagent Based Systems

own

information state written according to

partial model is

a

we

local

a

model, at

communicate

signature. In their work,

mapping from the set of ground atoms to

{true, false, unknown}. Here I
The basic idea

a

use

three valued set

a

blocked rather than unkown.

follow is that not all

things which

certain moment of time,

may

can

be proved

on a

be proved by another

one,

single agent

unless they

exchanging such information. This means that communication primitives

(see Section 6.4.1) link truth values of literals

across

partial models. Thus, the model
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for the overall system
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is the union of the partial models of the agents taking the

environmental medium into account.

This is

one

way

to tackle the complexity of

reasoning about knowledge that traditional logics for knowledge raise [Fagin et al. 95],
Instead of giving a

formal semantics for ecoagent based systems

structures associated with

model for

an

an

informal

ecoagent architecture, and also in the definition of

State of

6.6.1

Now,

we

processes

evolves

a

executing specifications of such systems.

An Execution Model for

6.6

Ecoagent-Based Simulation

Computation of Reactive Agents

specify which knowledge should be taken into account by all the agent's

when

a

given

message

is read from the environment, and how such knowledge

through the flow of time. This knowledge is called the state of computation of

agent.

Definition 6.5
be the state
the

shall see

of interpreting them. This will be presented along with the definition for the

way

an

we

associated to

attend

or

an

ecoagent, A @T

of A's attributes at time T, Tf be the time-token A is waiting for, To be

information

sensing

{Ecoagenf s State of Computation) Let A be

resources

to be acquired by A, N be the number of waiting messages

F, Sf be the number of

messages

received

so

far, I be the interval of

observation, ®a be A's local environment and Q be the list of messages to

from the environment. Then, the state of computation of A is the structure

e(A @ T,Tf,ra{N,Sf,T @ T.-.Tj), ®A, Q).
Note that the
may assume

model. One

that it is kept in a specific structure for this purpose, e.g. a database. In

this structure,
an

history of the agent's attributes is kept as part of its partial

what could be considered as shared knowledge among all processes

of

agent are:

»

0

-

because whenever

to know which sort

environment.

of

an

OP of

resource

an

agent starts to seek for resource, it

it is going to look for within

needs

the agent's local
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Tj - because at

•

every
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change of state of an agent, its OPs need to seek for resource

just until the closest time stamp earlier than its next time stamp.
Xf

•

because whenever

-

resources

OP acquires

an

a resource

(Sf) has to be updated, and such

an

the current number of acquired

acquired

resource

has to be stored

for further computation.

An agent

consider
how

an

in the real world has
a

computational agent

control of

style

endowed with similar capabilities. The question is

agent which is responsible for reading such

means

of

messages

it sends

messages

and passing them

process.

A General

as

square

boxes

the

Meta-Interpreter for EABS

one

presented in Chapter 4. A graphical representation will be used, where

boxes gather computations related to the partial model of the agent, round
are

of

called
the

it is reasonable to

meta-interpreter for ecoagent behaviour will not be presented in the same Prolog

The

use

an

so

receive? This issue is addressed in the next section, and also the main

appropriate

6.6.2

as

working in parallel,

agent is going to interact with the environment by

and that it may

to the

many sensors

used to represent use

them, and

an

of communication primitives

or processes

that make

hexagon is used to represent a constraint being tested. The solver,

active-agent/2, needs two

names

agent is already connected to a

A G Afag and Env G Afcls- I assume that

Kext using some computer network protocol. Its

description is depicted in Figure 6.2, where

•

mayjinfluence(Atts, A, 11^) associates the attributes Atts of an agent A to its
set of

•

potential influences II4;

classes-inf(H-AiCInfs) associates IP4 to a set CInfs of names of classes of
influences within it;

s

location(Ao, Loc) associates an agent's initial state or goal to
within the environment.

its intended location
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Figure 6.2: Activation meta-interpreter of an Ecoagent.
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field-in fluence(n.A, F I) associates II/i of agent A to its maximum field of influ¬
ence.

This is the maximum

and

potential

a

(or minimum) constraint between

actions(T,Atts,Tj,Sche) associates the agent's initial time
actions

(as defined in Section 4.7.3) and

executed, 0^, II.4 and the interval of sensing

with the

resource

resource

those agents

Er0 and the number N of

or

list of scheduled

observation to the initial

messages

needed to execute Procs. This process

which

expected to fulfill T0

only sends

messages

to

currently present in 0^.

are

process

activation. Note that Q is empty for the agent has just entered

into the environment and

In this

figure,

we see

that

no

interaction with another ecoagent

agent sends

an

waiting condition until it receives

the agent

an

is running at this time. This

its local environment.

consider that the
the entrance

satisfy

some

A

more

has happened.

information to the environment and stays

an answer
answer

but rather information about those agents

(steps 4 and 5). No other
is not exactly

a

process

of

permission to enter

the agent should interact in order to build

sophisticated version of this meta-interpreter should

agent has to negotiate with the group in order to enter. In this case,

might be denied by the
constraint

or

group

because the agent's initial state does not

because it is not allowed to enter anyway. This would imply

split of steps 6 and 7 because Sq did not compute a valid 0 (see Section 6.8.2).

For the sake of

In the

a

lc(A, II4, Env, e(Ao @ T,Tf,ra(N,0,Ero @ T...Tj), &a, [ ])) is the agent's life
cycle

in the

and its attributes to

according to their time scale and (possibly) other constraints.

information

in

attribute of A

sensednf (A, Procs,oa,H-a,T...Tj,Y,r0, N) associates A, the next set of actions
to be

•

an

of influence.

source

the time limit of observation

•

132

answer

the group

simplicity

from envagent

consider that the agent always gets permission to enter.

the agent receives the current time of the environment and

of agents belonging to its classes of influence which are currently present. In

the next two steps

the agent sets up its initial scheduled actions. The agent multi-casts

its entrance to such
external

we

a

group

and then Sqa is evoked. The next step is to commit its

knowledge (or interface) to the environment, and

after that it sends its sensing

CHAPTER 6.
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to those members of its local environment. The last step of this phase is to

agent's life cycle

In this next

phase

process.

ecoagent reads any acceptable (or understandable) message and

an

properly. If the

reacts

message

is not recognizable the agent performs

might reply it does not understand it)
cycle the agent

•

133

read the

as

far

as

no

action (or

this work is concerned. During this

either:

may

global clock and unify it with the time-token it had requested to

progress

its internal state, or

•

read

-

a

which

message,

an answer

for its

can

be

sensing

messages,

represented in the contents of it,
-

a

query

an

local
—

a

environment,

negation to

and stop

o

be answered in the future,

information about

a resource

or

sent by other agents, the sent try to attend the

the query can
—

then the agent assimilates the

query os

stack it if

or

changes in the environment, the agent updates its

or

progress

its behaviour, then the agent attend

any message

left

its computation.

attend unattended messages

if the global time is not equal to its requested time-

token.

This is
sion

depicted in Figure 6.3, where startlife-cycle is a shor notation for the expres¬

lc(A,HA,Env,e(A0 @ T,Tf,ra(N, 0,Ero @ T...Tj),QA,[ ])), attend{M, e, e') ex¬

ecutes the attendance of

Q

or

store it in Q of state e updating it to

represents the execution of computations or message

exchange needed to change the

explained in Figure 6.4), update(e, Sp', e') updates

state of the

agent (this process is

the state of

computation given the new information resource,

reads all
ance

queries, requests

of messages

message,

in

e.

that it is out.

or

e', changestate(e, e')

finaLattendance(T, e)

informs for the agent in Ojg and makes the final attend¬

Then the agent informs Env, which should be waiting

for its
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Figure 6.3: Reactive agent's Life Cycle

Although

an

agent stops its activity when receiving

or

an

Main Activity.

"order" to get out of the

vironment, it could simply leave the environment and look for another

depend

on

the type of reactive agent

leave its environment except
could

we are

modelling. For instance,

putting in danger its life. The agent

remaining

lock, in the

case

messages.

one.

a

may

a message

saying

some

en¬

This will

tree can not

if it is cut off, making it stop its activity, but

simply leave the environment if it receives

to any

134

an

animal

malentity is

stop its activity but not before attending

This mechanism prevents starvation followed by dead¬

another agent recently entered into the environment is waiting for an

acknowledgement from the agent.
Once permission to progress

is granted the agent first attends any query or request left

un-attended. Then the agent may progress

to its next state or stays in a state called

Conversation, where it is going to either sense external information, or attend a new
query or

update its local environment with the news that some agent left and sent a last

information to it. The Conversation

build

a

proposed here is not meant to solve conflicts or to

plan for cooperative action as some systems do, e.g.

Rosenschein & Zlotkin

94]. In this

case

[Kreifelts & vonMartial 91,

the conversation is usually called negotiation.
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understand Conversation in this work

language and decision)

as

as

the

135

"process" category (the other

proposed in [Muller 96]. This category is sub-divided

procedural aspect of the agent's behaviour during negotiation and behavioural

analysis of the behaviour of the negotiation
quality of problem solving
to cope

i.e.

negotiation

with properties of the system such

approach takes
information

This is

process,

a

group.

as

The latter
x

case

influences in the

central processing which has

fairness and absence of deadlock. My

mutual supportive behaviour of agents during the conversation for
to achieve fairness and avoid deadlocks.

resource

depicted in Figure 6.4, where Procs is the set of processes of Sche with highest

time stamp

the agent

priority to be executed, cache.state(A @ Tj) caches the previous state of

and re-start is the beginning of

attend(_, e, e')

a

no

s/>-

yes

Conversation

\rea<d(msg(A,

T

{(Att,s) 15

=

<f>A(n,e,r)
Er}

=

3?(A)

Aj = A(Procs, Aj, T)
cachestate(A @ Tj)
re-start

M))^

answer(B, a)

no

=

computation for the agent.

and T 6

I
=

a new

T

=

<?r(a, A, r)

RSfar

query(B, Q)

—

RSfar + 1

attend(M, e, e')

inform(B,inf(irn.out,C,A))iSCQ{M^A^rA)

Figure 6.4: Agent's change of state and Conversation phase.

The re-start process

"decides" to

consists basically of planning a new schedule of actions if the agent

keep running in the current envagent. In this case, it is going to sense its

local environment and ask

a new

time-token, and then enters into its life cycle once

again. Note that the decision an agent makes about staying or leaving
will

depend

shows this

on

its capabilities to do so, i.e.

phase for

a

the environment

depend on its level of autonomy. Figure 6.5

reactive ecoagent where it is assumed there is no autonomy, i.e.
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the freedom to leave the environment which would not be the

Figure 6.5: Agent's re-starting

6.7
6.7.1

for active agents.

after changing its state.

Envagent Model of Execution
Initial Considerations

EnvAgent Behaviour

-

of the group,

have special

group.

process

case

136

but it

may

The behaviour of this agent is
processes

which

are

a

reflection of the behaviour

not found in any agent of the

This agent is responsible for coordinating the agents behaviour by processing

requests to access the time token, the entrance and exit of agents into and out of the

environment, and

any

other

query

Atomicity of Computation
of the

-

about properties of the whole

As in the

case

of

a

group.

standard ecoagent, the atomicity

computation is limited to the level of processing each incoming message.

Smallest Time Scale

Scheduling Policy (STSS)

the time scales of the agents.
its components.

Each

one

-

The policy adopted is based

on

But envagent does not need to know the actual scale of

of them just sends the time stamp of the top processes in

its scheduler of actions. The envagent

organises the requests according to the smallest

time stamp.

6.7.2

Group Representation

The internal
Table 6.1 for

representation of

a group

ecoagent. The external

corresponds to the declarations as presented in

knowledge (or Interface) for an envagent will be
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envagent(Env, Cls, MsgRecog, MsgSend, Time)
where Env is
can

an

Cls its class, MsgRecog and MsgSend

representation for the

a

are messages

group to

it

now

be used in the state of computation

agent. This representation affects the efficiency of accessing information about

properties of the
two

name,

recognise and receive, respectively, and Time is the current global time. We

have to chose

of

envagenVs

group,

agents and their location, etc.For this

things. First is the topological shape of the

will consider

and second is the structural

group

organisation of such shape. Note that such notions

reason, we

not related to geometrical

are

or

geographical shape and positions, but in more general terms. For example, the location
of

an

agent within the structure of a company.

I consider that the environment is sub-divided into

identified

dependent

are

on

the class of envagent.

rectangular shape and the boundaries
This will be

Definition 6.6
sets

and that each

zone

is

uniquely

by its boundaries and agents (grouped in classes) within it. The shape and

boundaries

corners.

zones

of ecoagent

are

For

our purpose we assume a

its left-bottom (LB) and right-upper (RU)

represented by the following structure.

(Group Structure of Ecoagents) Let Ags i,..., Agsj,..., Agsk be
names,

Cls\,..., Clsj,..., Clsk be the classes of Ags\,..., Agsk, re¬

spectively, LBi,..., LBi, RUi,..., RUi be points in the environment. A Group Struc¬
ture is the structure

Q

=

group(N, [(zone(LB\, RU\), [(Cls\,Agsi),..., (Clsk, Agsk)]),

(,zone(LBi, RUi), [(ClSj,AgSj),..., {Clsk, Agsk)])})
where N is the total number

Note that the second
structure. The zones'

of agents

over

each Agsi, i

argument of the term
boundaries

can

be used

=

1,..., k.

group/2 is not necessarily a list data
as

key for

a

fast

access,

for example.
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Envagent's Mechanism of Communication and Messages

The mechanisms of communication for

an

The kinds of messages an envagent may

envagent

send

are

Answer

Table 6.4:

Messages

an

possible kinds of requests and queries

domain of

ecological modelling is concerned,

Inform

Grant entrance into Env

Value of group

envagent

an

envagent may receive, as far as the

are

shown in Table 6.5.

Agent has effectuated movement
Agent remains where it is
Permission to progress to time T

Place A of Cls at

token(T)
value(Att) @ T
out{ecoagent{Agent, Cls))

a query

Value of group
Event to

move

new

attribute at T
Agent out of Cls

Messages

an

envagent may send.

is temporal and if the time for which it should be answered has not

Scheduler of

group

can

location

Halts the whole system

are

we saw

a

the envagent.

Group of Ecoagents

the structural similarities between

of agents. The representation of such a

be at the individual level. The reason

the number of agents

of non time

assumed to be related to the current state of the world,

not need to be stacked by

In Section 5.6.3

it

send.

then envagent put it in its list of unattended requests. In the case

6.7.4

as

may

confirmjmove

dependent queries, they

a

attribute at T

Place A of Cls at Loc and IField

Table 6.5:

may

T

offer Amount of Res

halt

so

agent.

entrance(A, Cls, Loc, IField)
movejto(Cls, CInfs, Pos, IField)

Command

come,

an

PURPOSE

Query-

and

those of

MESSAGE TO RECEIVE

Request

and

same as

Receiver get time-token at
Receiver must get out

notsnoved

Usually,

the

PURPOSE

entrance(allowed, Tc, Indlnf)
token(allowed, T)
token(denied, move-out)
value(Att, V) @ T
of fer(Amount, Res) @ T

Demand

are

shown in Table 6.4.

MESSAGE TO SEND

The
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the scheduler of an individual

scheduler is not a direct translation

is because we want to take advantage of

within the environment and the

number of requests associated to
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each time token requested. This will
and deadlock

an

to

use a

policy which is free of starvation
as

follows.

(Envagent Time Stamp Scheduler of Processes) LetTx,...,Tn

ordered sequence

mi,..., mn

us

(see Section 6.7.6). The scheduler is defined

Definition 6.7
be

help
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of time tokens requested for the sets of agents Ags\,..., Agsn,

be the number of elements of sets Ags\,..., Agsn, respectively. Then, the

Envagent Time Stamp Scheduler of Processes is the structure
P =

[{Ti,mi,Agsi),..., (Tn, mn, Agsn)\

6.7.5

Envagent State of Computation

The envagent state

computation will

total number of agents, a
and their

will
a

a

Definition 6.8

formally

we

a group

Whenever

or

structure

a

interval

or

have.

a

list of queries about properties of the

set of external events (or actions) which may change

of E. Then, the Envagent State of Computation is the

envagent receives a query about some property of the environment it has

keep information about this

Such information is

query

after broadcasting the

its components.

attribute (or property) at time T, N is the number

GrAttr is the

of components

to which envagent has to wait

is the number of

query to

kept in Q and has the following form, where A is the agent which

sent the query,

of envagent

an

in general,

s(T, Q, req(Nr, p), Q, Eact)

=

an

messages,

structure of an envagent E, p be a list of time token requests

environment, Eact &e

structure Sr

list of requests

(Envagent State of Computation) LetT be the current global mo¬

of time, Q be

the constitution

a

moment of time, i.e. a time stamp is not allowed to be

Nr the total number of requests in it, Q be

whole

to

tuple containing the number of requests and

collection interval. More

and

information about the current time, the

respective time stamps. Time stamps associated with

always be

ment

carry

group

for an answer about such a property, NSf

agent which have answered so

associated with GrAttr.

(A,value(GrAttr) @ T, N, NSf,T)

far, and V is the resource information
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already know that

an

envagent

140

Policy (TTDP)
STSS policy for scheduling the requests

uses a

according to their time scale. Actually the time scale is used by each agent to compute
their time stamp at

of real

which the request should be attended. But

clock, the envagent does not simulate

be liberated?

any

there is

as

no

concept

clock. So, when should the time token

Suppose the state of computation is

s(Time, group(N, Agents),req{NReq, [(Tx, N1: Reqsi),..., (T„, Nn, Reqs2)\), Q,Eact),
where

NReq

liberated whenever

or resources

is not

Ni +... + Nn, and NReq < N. Then, the requests should be answered,

=

NReq

going to be done by explicit

scheduler

=

N. The liberation of time-token, however,

message

passing to all agents

on

the top of the

(i.e. those in Reqs\). Those agents just need to read the external interface

of envagent,

and this

can

be done concurrently (or in parallel) by the

sensors

of the

agents. Thus, such a liberation means that envagent updates the value of the global
clock.

Other agents

in the rest of the scheduler will have to wait until they read

which unifies with theirs. If
to work at

coarser

they have to wait for this, it is because they

level of time scale than those in

flow of time. When those in

ask for the token
will be inserted

latter case, as

again

or

Reqs\

or are

a

global clock

are

supposed

not aligned through the

Reqs\ have processed their computation they will either

be moved out of the

group.

according to their time stamp, i.e.

we

In the first

case,

their requests

make insertion by order. In the

the total number of requests NReq will decrease, those waiting will be

answered because

NReq

—

N

may

hold, depending

on

the number of agents which

are

moved out of the group.
One

important thing

we

have to bear in mind for the specification of processes asso¬

ciated with those messages an
which

are

members of

give to them. By this
from

one

time to

needs, such

as

a

group

we mean

envagent may receive, is that the behaviour of agents

is not fully dependent of the answer the envagent will

that while

an

agent asks the token to progress its state

another, it stays active seeking for information or resource it may

other agents' attributes.
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Envagent General Meta-Interpreter

general meta-interpreter for

an

envagent is shown in Figure 6.6.

The predicate

active-envagent (E) activates envagent E (assuming it is already connected to
work

as

client.

a

The

Tcondl2 sets the initial conditions

or

net¬

state of the envagent

according to the specification given by the modeller (geographical position,
The

a

area,

etc.).

starting -time/1 gets the initial time of the model of time specified, and after

writing its external interface into JCext the agent enters in its life cycle where it will be
waiting for

messages

to processing them.

a)

b)

active-envagent(E) <=
envagent(E, Class)
-Lcond{E, Cenv)
starting-time{T)
write-ek(envagent(E, Class, Cenv, T)
envJc(E,s(T,group(0,[ ]),reg(0,[ ]),[],[]))•

envJc(E, S) <=
wait(msg(E, Msg))
(-iMsg — command(-, halt) &
process(Msg, E,Q,1s') &
envJc(E, Ss')
V
= command(-, halt) &
broadcast(move-Out) ).

Msg

Figure 6.6: Envagent general meta-interpreter.a) activation steps which ends with call
to b) envagent life cycle.

An envagent may

be specified to recognise and process a great number of messages.

In what follows I show
very

limited set of

rather

an

a

possible behaviour such

messages as

an

agent may have according to a

defined above (this limitation is not

a

condition, but

example). In what follows, zones-inf luenced(Loc, RI, Zones) associates an

agent's location and its ratio of influence to the zones within envagenVs topology which
have intersection with its ratio;

agents Jn f (Zones, Q, CInfs,
whole group
which

are

associates

Q and

a

insert(A,B,C) insert A into set B resulting in C;

AInf) associates

a set

of zones in the envagent area, the

set CInfs of classes of influence to a set

currently present in the Zones; and

of agents AInf of CInf s

insert-into-group{A, Loc,Cls,Q,Q')

A, A's location Loc, A's class Cls and a group Q to a new group

Q' added

with A.

process(inf orm{A, entrance(Cls, CI, Loc, RI)),E, s(T, Q, Regs,

Q, Eact), 9 ) <—
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Jnfluenced(Loc, RI, Zones) &

insert(Cls,CI,CInfs) &
agents-inf (Zones,Q,CInfs,AIn f) &

send(msg(A, answer(E, entrance(allowed, T, AInf)))) &

wait(msg(E,inform(A, Info))) &
(( Info

entrance(not-possible) & 5'

=

=

s(T,Q,Reqs, Q,Eact))

V

(Info

=

entrance(confirmed) &

insert-into-group(A, Loc, Cls, Q, Q') &
S

In

s(T,

=

tfeq-s, Q, Kci)))-

apply-policy / 3 below, if the condition for time token distribution is satisfied (i.e.

NReq

N). Then the envagent will first look at the Eact

=

event which may cause

change

on

the

progress

of

some

to

see

if there is

agent to be stopped

any

or cause any

its state. Only after doing this the token is distributed, if it is the

process(request(A, token(T)),E, s(Tc, Q, ReqSf, Q, Eact), 9')

external
sudden

case.

<t=

insert-req(E,A,T,ReqSf,NReqSf) &
apply-policy (E, s(Tc, Q, N ReqSf, Q, Eact),Q').

process(command(B, out(ecoagent(A, Cls))),E,
s(T,group(NE,Ags),req(Nr,p), Q,Eact),Ss')

<=

get-agents(Cls, Ags, AgentsCls) &
(A £ AgentsCls &

send(msg(B, answer(E, no-agent(A, Cls)))) &
9'

=

s(T, group(NE, Ags),req(Nr, p), Q,Eact)

V

A €

AgentsCls &

-•already-moved(A, Cls, E) &
S'

=

s(T,group(NE, Ags),req(Nr,p), Q, [out(ecoagent(A,Cls))\Eact])).

process(command(-, out(ecoagent(-, _))), _, 9, Sr).
The

remaining specification is related to the queries an envagent receives

erties of the environment. The query

about

prop¬

is multi-casted to the group and the agent keeps
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information about it
where

on

its list of

queries

as

said above. These

are
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specified

as

follows,

|G| is the number of elements of set G.

process(query(A,value(Att) @ T),E,
s(Tc, group(N, Agents), Req, [ ], Eact),

s(Tc,group(N, Agents), Req, [(A, value(Att) @ T, N, 0, T0)], Eact))

4=

mayJnfluence({Att},E, lis) &
Inds

=

{A | A is of class Cls and (value(Att, agent(Cls)),

multicast(query(E,inf(value(Att) @ T,
N is

Finally,

_,

_)

E

II#} &

Inds) &

\Inds\.

we

just need to specify the

functions used

are

similar to the

way

ones

in which the

used for

an

group

attribute is computed. The

ecoagent. The only difference is that

envagents do not have local environmental relations for the sake of simplicity. A more
elaborate architecture to deal with

this.

Then,

our

dynamics

final specification is

and test whether

or

not the group

as

among groups

follows, where dispatch/4

E,

s(Tc, Group, Req, Q, Eact),Q') <=

F'

=

=

Q\{(B, value(Att) @ T, N, Sf, T)} &

Sr(answer(A,inf(value(Att,V) @ T,

T)

NSf is Sf + 1 &

dispatch(E, (B,value(Att) @ T, N, NSf,V), Q', Q") &
Q'

=

s(Tc, Group, Req, Q", Eact)-

dispatch(E,(B,value(Att) @ T,N,N,T), Q, Q) <=
mayJnfluence(Att,E,TlE) &
a

=

{(Att,8) | s

T

=

K(A) &

=

process an answer

attribute factor has been completed.

process(answer(A,inf (value(Att,V) @ T,

Q!

of agents could consider

4?A(n.E, r)} &

change(P, Att) &
compute(P, F) &
(Att,Inf) E T holds and execute{F, Att, Inf, -,V)
send{msg{B, answer(E,value(Att,V) @

T))).

&
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dispatch(E, (.B, value{Att) @ T, IV, 5/, T), Q, Q U {(5, value{Att) @ T, N, Sf, T)})

<=

Sf < N.

The rest of this

the

chapter is dedicated to the specification of a possible

dynamic knowledge and functions of an ecoagent,

as

well

as

way

to implement

to prove some important

properties of the system.

Dynamic Knowledge of Ecoagents

6.8

Potential Influences:

6.8.1

In Section 5.3.1

knowledge in
changes

of terms

a

a

language for defining the potential sources of influences

It

was

dynamic structure,

over

so

said that it might be useful to represent that

that the architecture could be easily extended to

long periods of time. In what follows E„, S/, and Emy are the sets

according to Definition 5.1 of Section 5.3.1.

Definition 6.9
tribute

proposed

agent's behaviour.

upon an

allow

was

Dynamic Structure

(Dynamic Structure for Vinf) Let A be

an

agent, Att be

an

at¬

of A, Valuei E E„, Holdst E Eh,Funcinfi E Sjny and Pi is a process of A

(i

—

1,... ,n). A Dynamic Structure for Vinf over attribute Att is a structure

II

=

[(Att, [(Valuei, Holds\, Funcinff),... (Valuen, Holdsn, FuriCinfn)])]

such that

change(Pi, Att) A affect(Pi, A, Valuei, Holdsi, Func^) is true, for i

=

En is the set of elements of this form.

1,...

,n.

II is

generated from the sensing ability of an agent, given it local environment and

resource

the

information.

general

one

give

a more

detailed definition of sensing than

represented by the contents of the message read by the agent.

Local Environment: Data Structure

The local environment
the

we can

proposed in Section 5.3.3. The main difference is that the external

information T will be

6.8.2

Now,

(LE) is

a

dynamic structure which is sensible to the entrance,

departure of an ecoagent into and from the environment as

well as to changes their
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experience.

There

are
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three things of extreme importance for

an

agent's LE. First, is the identification of the members of LE. Second, is the nature of
the relation between every

member and the agent (see Section 5.3.2 for

some

examples).

Third, the information associated with the value of the relation between the agent and
a

member of its LE.

An agent
unless

will always

assume

they inform they

are

that those members of its local environment

going out

or

moving for

some reason.

are

present

This assumption is

confirmed whenever the agent

receive

of it is that every agent must

inform those members of its local environment whenever

an answer

to its sensing messages. A counterpart

they have to leave it the

.

only to those which

currently present. Also, this will avoid problems of deadlock

are

This policy guarantees that the agent will dispatch

messages

during the computation of state transition of the environment (see Section 6.8.5).

Definition 6.10
are

(Local Environment) Let A be agent, A\,..., Aj,..., Bk,..., Bn

agents which exerts

mental relations and

some

influence

on

A's behaviour,

p\,...,pn

be local environ¬

Inf\,..., Infj external information about Ai,..., Aj, and Infk,

■ • •,

Infn external information about Bk,... ,Bn. Then, the Local environment of A is a
structure

0

=

[(pi, [(Ai,Infi),, (Aj,Infj)]),

(iPn, [(Bk,Infk),

Since 0 is

■■■,

(BnJnfn)]),

dynamically updated it depends on the interactions between the agent and

its local and whole environment.
enters into the environment
to influence it.

and communicates with those agents which are

The set of such candidates are

of classes of influence

given by envagent which keeps a list

V\ and V2.

agent is already part

of a running environment the second case that 0 may

change is then related to transformations in the
environment. The

candidates

(see 5.6.2). In the Algorithm 4, eval(C,Vi, V2) is true if the

constraint C holds between

When the

The first instance of it appears when the agent

agent may then sense

topology and/or organisation of the

either the entrance of a new component or the
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Algorithm 4 Sensing Environment
Require: A is an ecoagent of class Cls, A0 is the initial state of A, G is a set of
ecoagents of class of influence CInfs to which A has multi-casted the message
inform(A, inf (newsagent, Cls, A0)), En is a set of potential influences, £© is the
the set of local environments, and 13 the partial model of A.
Base case: <S©([ ], _, 6,4) = 0a
Recursion: <S©([B|i?], IIa, ©a) = ©a if
wait(msg(A, inform(B, Inf)))
if Inf = noJnfluence then

©A =
end if

Sq(R, IIA, 0A)

rel(CInfs,Rel,Vr) and (af fect(-, A,value(Att,agent(CInf)),
holds(Op, value(Rel, _), V) -> p, _)) £ IIa and
eval(Op, Vr, V) holds then
(p, Le) £ 0a
©a = ©a \ {(p,Le)} U {{p, [(B, in, Vr)\Le])} U Sq(R, IIa, ©a)

if

Inf

=

_,

else

©A

—

SQ(R, IIA, ©A)

end if

departure of

an

agent from its local environment or the movement of an agent already

part of it. For simplicity sake this work

first, only the local environment may be updated and, if it is the case, the agent

In the

send

a

sensing

message.

In the second, local environment and resource information

updated. In Algorithm 5

are

set of

considers only the first two situations.

conditions(CIs,H,Conds) associates

potential influences II to the set, Conds, of conditions under

Cls exert influence,

a

class Cls and

which instances of

value(Att, A, V) associates Att and state A to the value V of Att,

eval{value{Rel, Vi,Vj),V) is true if the value of the constraint relation Rel
and

derstand, but these

information

an

exist

are

Furthermore, it is not

many

other kinds of information an agent is able to un¬

the only ones which cause change in the

our purpose

to give a detailed definition

an

an

local environment.

of all possible kinds of

agent is able to handle.

Afier be the set of local environmental relations, E© be the set

Epar be
of

between Vl

Vj is V.

Note that there may

Let

a

The sensing local environment
2E"ar. Henceforth, 2^ is the set of all possible

ordered set representing a domain function.

agent is 5© :

Afier

x

E© ->

of local environments,

domains of the functions of influence.
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Algorithm 5 Sensing Changes in the Environment
Require: A is an ecoagent of class C\ with state A a, potential influences Ha, local
environment ©a, information resource Ep to be acquired from Tt until T0, B is an
ecoagent of class C2 with recent history Hists, ^r1 is function of the agent to sensing
the external local environment.

SC&{inform{B, inf{newjagent, C2, s(T, A0))), ©a, IIa, Ep)
(holds(Op,value(Rel,value(Rel,value(Atti,A),
value(Attj,agent(C2))),Cons) -> p) G Cs do
value(Atti, Aa,Vi) and value(Attj, Ao, Vj)
eval(value(Rel, Vi, Vj), V)
if eval(Op,V, Const) holds then
(p, Le) G 0a

Case 1:

=

(0'^,Sr) if

for all

&A

=

@A\{(p,Le)}U{(p,[(B,V)\Le\)}

send(msg(B, inform{A, rel(Cx, Rel, V))))
else

0^

=

«s©(i?,nA,0A)

send(msg(B, inform(A, no-influence)))
end if

end for

(holds(loc-envjrel(p, agent(C2), A))) G Cs (p,Le) G ©a and (R,_) G Le do
send(msg(B,query(A,inf(progress(value(Att)) @ T...T0, _)))) or
send{msg{B,demand(A,inf (amount(X, Att) @ T...T0, _))))

for all

end for

SC&(inform{B,inf {im-out,C2,HistB),@a,Ha,Tt)) — (©'^Er') if
Vals\,..., Valsn are the values of attributes Att\,..., Attn from Tj until T0 in

Case 2:
if

Hists then
Ep/ = 5p((Atti,

©A =
end if

C2,Vals\), Aa, ■ • • ,Sr(Attn, C2,Valsn))

@a\{(P, (B,-)) i (Pi {B, _)) G ©a}

Information Resource Structure

6.8.3

In Section 5.3.3

we saw

that

an

agent maps external

entation called information resource.
the view

an

the

pair of

it.

The

value
as

agent has of 4/

messages

internal repres¬

According to assumption made in Section 6.2.1,

information about
this concept, where information value means a

used to request/query/etc and receive answer

other tuples
first-order predicate calculus function term or reified predicates if neces¬

(numerical

(i.e.

an

(the external information) can be simply represented by

following definitions capture

values

information to

or

not)

or a

tuple composed of numerical, qualitative or

sary).

Definition 6.11

(Information Resource) Let A be an agent,

Bx,...,Bn be ecoa-
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gents of class Cls, and V\,... ,Vn be
attribute Att

of each B, which

set

a

of information values associated with

of interest for A.

are
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Then the information

an

resource

acquired by A in relation to the influence of the attribute Att of each agent Bi,...,Bn
of class Cls is the structure
utes then T

=

each Ti is the

7 =

(Att, Cls, [(Bi, Vi),..., (Bn, F„)]). If A has

{71,... ,7„} is the set of information
information

resource

we

have the

ffds

Sensing is

J^Att

x

a

x

following operation. Let Afds

accessing information

composition of acquiring external information and give to it
one

the domain of

an

agent senses is the value of some attribute, either observed

interpreted and
the

In this

one.
a

an

internal in¬

application, the class of the agent and the sensed information. What

period of time. In the first
just

is

cannot generalise the interpretation function for it depends

on

the second

resource

2sp""\

Sr

terpretation. However

certain

associated to

names

information and 2s"ar be the set of all possible

resource

domains of the functions of influence of A. Then the
:

information of A, where

ecoagents, JVau be the set of attribute

Afds, Sr be the set of all

attrib¬

associated with attribute Atti.

In order to extract information from T
be the set of classes of

resource

n

case

way we

there

need

be

may

a way

more

or

than

absorbed, during
one

a

value, while in

to say how the value is going to be

meta-interpreter for the algebra used to implement the

way

in which

agent understand the external information. The only thing we may generalise here

is the

protocol for defining these things

Definition 6.12

of

state A

of the agent

Vals is

a

agent of

a

we

say

that the value of an attrib¬

some way

How, depending

on

the

write sense-ext-knowledge(value(Att),agent(C),A,How). If

agent interpret Att, and IVals is a

or

absorbed of Att, How is the

way

valid set of interpreted values then we

interpret(Vals, How, IVals).

The parameter

How is the

to the form in which the

such

class C is interpreted in

(possibly empty) set of values observed

in which the

write

scheme.

(Interpretation Scheme of 41) To

ute Att

an

or a

information,

e.g.

name

of

a

computation used to map external information

agent understands it. There can

each-one

-

be

many ways

of interpreting

the agent assumes the information as it is, average

-
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agent uses some algebra to compute the

the modeller. In
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other computation defined by

average or

have the general mechanism for sensing

we

resource.

Algorithm 6 Sensing Information Resource: Sr :
x Ea x Sp -» £r
Require: £a is the set of states of an agent A, Sr is the set of all resource information
for A, Sa is the set of (Att, C, B. Vals) where Vals is the set of values of attribute
Att of agent B of class C which A received as an answer a to its sensing messages,
and 7i = (Att, Cls, IVals) € Ta associated associated to A's ith attribute.
Case 1: Sr((Att, C, Vals), A, T^) = R4 \ {7;} U {(Att, Cls, IVals) U {(B,Infs)})} if
sense-ext-knowledge(value(Att), agent(C), A, How)
interpret(Vals, How, Inf s) holds for A.
In

fact, sense-ext-knowledge/A can be an assertion

assumed that the agent

will always

matter what its state A. In the

rule. In the first

the external information in the

case

it is

same way, no

second, the state of the agent is relevant. For example,

agent with dynamic internal attributes such as intentions and beliefs has different

an

ways

of sensing the

Depending
to be

on

same

information.

the architecture chosen, Sp

require

some

period of time in order

and it will be faster if for each sensor there is a processor working

parallel with others. In

then

may

fully completed. This period will be longer if sequential computation is assumed

within each agent,
in

sense

or a

a

answer

any case

the final

resource

information acquisition will be

composition of S (proof is given in Section 6.8.5), no matter the order in which
to

sensing

messages

arrive.

6.8.4

Assimilating Resource: Structures and Operations

We

in Section 5.3.3 that

saw

function

depends

received

over a

and there is
we can

do is to

which will
are

no

on

ecoagents have a sort of assimilation function.

the state of the agent and how it will compose the set of influences

certain

period of time. Such a function, however, is domain dependent

framework which provides a

generalise

depend

on

some

general assimilation function. The most

parts of it which can be used

the modeller's definition. The items

just interfaces (or schema of
1. the

by the architecture, but

which can be generalised

definition) for

specification of functions for information resource

2. the execution

This

assimilation,

(or solver) of the algebra associated to the

language used to specify
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3. the

functions,

composition of many instances of the same and different functions of influence.

Definition 6.13
G

7T

be

Mf, {pi,

an

■ ■ ■

(Function Definition Scheme) Let.A/> be

,Pn} e 2EPar be

expression involving

ition Scheme

and

(FDS) is

a

a sequence

when

some

used for two

was

reasons.

generating instances of such

position in such scheme, and
The execution

algebra. Then

so

The first is to take

Function Defin¬

the generation of function instances is straightforward.

mean

associated with the

advantage of unification

potential influences (see Section 5.3.1) is related to its

an

expression

of defining meta-interpreters (see Section 4.6 for

resources

can

be similar to the usual

example). We shall

use

the

the evaluation of Expr is V, and if V\ and Vi

are

two

same

an

function of influence then V\ 0 Vi is the composition

of V\ and V'2

specified in the algebra which executes eval/2.

To make

of the function definition scheme it is necessary to

use

structures to allow its

straight

use

information
where

resource

supply intermediate

by unification. Such structures should represent

information extracted from the set of

potential influences (position of parameters) and

from 0 and T. A formal description

of them is given

as

follows,

p^ stands for the i-th parameter of the j-th instance of the k-th function.

Definition 6.14

(Influence Function Parameter Schema) Let iri,...,nn G Mf

functions of influence

be sets parameters

Parameter Schema

of

an

p\^ and i

—

over a process

of the form

(IFPS) of agent A

upon

agent A due its attribute Att, Pi,... ,Pk

1

Then the Influence Function

its attribute Att during a certain period of

time is the structure

=

a

is applied, Expr

definition. The second is because the subject of

a

(or evaluation) interface of

predicate eval(Expr, V) to

6

ir

names,

declaration of the form function^, par (p\,... ,pn), Expr),

the influence in the definition of

be

set of function

of parameters to which

defined in

pi,...,pn

a

Tinf is the signature of expressions of this form.

This notation

way

150

(Att, [func(Tri,ni, [[Pn>-,Pim]> • • • > bmi>
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func(nk, nk, [\pkn,

],..., [p*fcl,

The elements in the second argument

of 8

are
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J])])

members of

a

set S<5, and

are

called the

function parameter scheme (IFPs). The third argument of function func/3 is called
parameter scheme and SPsch is
then A

=

a

set of elements of this form. If A has n attributes

[Ji,..., 8n], where each 5i is the IFPS

This should be

interpreted

functions 7n,..., 7r k,

each

as

the influence

one

with

n\,...,nk

list with all candidates to the first up to

here

we

do not

This is

a

ute of

an

care

how many

agent during

a

a

the last parameter for each function. Note that

instances

are

there, and how they should be combined.

we

need to do is to show

agent's IFPS and then what it is used for. The construction of
by the following function. Let Ein; be a set of protocol

according to Definition 5.1 and 2Y"'",T be the set of all possible domains

of the functions of influence of

The

parameters, respectively, and there is

certain period of time. Now, what

each element of A is obtained

:

the attribute Att is computed by using

dynamic structure because it represents all information relevant to the attrib¬

how to generate an

interface

upon

associated to the i-th attribute.

an

agent.

Then the IFPs generation of

an

agent is

Einf x 2sf"- -> Ea.
generation of

an

agent's IFPS is given according to the following algorithm.

Algorithm 7 IFPS Computation - $a : En x E© x Er —> Ea
Require: En is a set of potential influences, E© is a set of local environments, EGamma
is a set of all information resource, and Ea is the set of IFPS of an agent, Att £ A
is an attribute of agent A, Oa € E© is the local environment of A, Tyi £ Er is the
resource information acquired by A from the environment during a certain interval,
Rel £ Cenw, F £ Einf, <F7 is the accessing information resource function.
Case 1: $A([
= 0.
Case 2: $A([(-,
Rel,F)\R], eA,VA) = {$S(F,SQA{Rel, 0))} U $A(R, &A, TA).
-

Case 3:

$/±([{value(Att,agent(Cls)), -,F)\R\,0A,TA)

=

{$s(F, $j(Att, Cls, T^))}
U

$a(R,Oa,Ta)

&{[{absorbed(amount(X, Att), agent(Cls)), _, F)|R], 0a, Ta) =
{$s{F, $j(Att,Cls,TA))} U
Case 5: $&([(value(-, Agent),-,F)\R],0A,TA) = {$s{F,0}) U $a(^)©a,Pa)
if Agent is not a term of the form agent(f).
Case 4:
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is to translate

an

easily associated to

IFPS into
a

a

structure

set of FDS. Such

gathering the parameters from each list in <5 in

term

a

a
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composed of elements which
translation consists

term where their

corresponds to the list they belong in 8. In other words

we

basically

position in the

have the following

structural transformation function.

5

{Att, [func{ 71-1, m, [bllv,PlJ,

=

func{irk,nk, [[p^,

,

(Att, [func(TTi, barbllr

V =

• ■

we

[PnjH -.Pnxm]]).

[p£ti> -,PnkM)

>Pnil)» ■ • ■ 'Par(p\mi ■ ■ ■ ,Pmm)}),

func(Trk, \par(pkn,...

To this second structure

• ■ • ,

call

,pkkl),... ,par(pku,... ,pkkl)})])
influence function matrix (IFM) of attribute Att, and

Eu to the set of all IFM of an agent. I shall refer to IFM just
v.

The transformation function will be written

as

:

as

the second argument of

£a

Finally, Epar is the

set of terms of the form

par(p\,... ,pn). This structure should be interpreted

influences upon

obtained by using functions

at each

one

As

we

may

Att

are

time, have

the

and these functions,

list of instances of the parameters to be used.

already know, from 8, the number of parameter instances of each function

nl we

think in terms of both structures being accessed and generated in parallel. This is

possible because they
the

a

ni,... ,irk,

as

access

are

modularly defined in

to the elements of

one

a

matrix format and

we may

associate

(5) made by different threads of computation. The

generation of the elements of the other one v could also be associated to independent
processes.

We

now

show how all of this is used to generate instances of functions of

influence.

The

following example will help us understand these structures and the use

of such

functions.

Example 8 Suppose

a

tree t\ has the following structures

scheme definition for shadow.

and

a

function
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Algorithm 8 Instance of Influence Function Definition -//<*: £a x Pinj —> Tpinf
Require: £a is the set of all IFPS of an agent A associated to a given attribute,
Et.

is

,

mj

set of all sets of influence function definitions of

a

A, and It.in} is the set of
,

>

sets of instances of function definition in the form

and

is

a

set of substitutions

a

func(n,par(xi,... ,xn), Expr)a
{x\/p\,... ,xn/pn} from £a> and PSch E Epsch and

Pars E EPar.

Ifd([ ],_) = 0.
Ifd([func(i:,n,PSch)\R], FinfA)

Case 1:
Case 2:
Pars

Finf

[J{Fa | F E FinfA and

=

a

is the

where P E Pars and

nti

=

{Finf} U Ifd(R,FinfA) if

Qu(func(ir,n, PSch))

=

mgu

between F and function^, P, Expr),
a free variable }

Expr is

[(height, [(value(position, agent(tree)),

=

holds(<, value(distance, value(position, agent(tree)),
value(position,ti)),6)

-»

light-contender,

func(shadow, 2,2)),
(value(height, agent(tree)),
holds(loc-envjrel(light-Contender, agent(tree), t\),
func(shadow, 2,1))])]
0tl

=

[(neighbour, [(t2,3), (t3,5)])]

rtl

=

[(height, tree, [(f2,9), (f3,8)])]

Finfti
Eah

{function(shadow,par(H,D),—(H/(D * 1000)))}.
= [(height, [func(shadow, 2, [[9,8], [3, 5]])])]

=
=

[(height,[func(shadow,\par(9,3),par(8,5)})])\
Ifd(EUti,Finftl) = { function(shadow,par(xi,x2), ~(xi/(x2 * 1000)))(mi/9, x2/3},
EUti

=

^(SAtJ

=

function(shadow,par(yi,y2),-(yi/(y2 * 1000))){yi/8,y2/F}}

Because

Ftl is interactively generated, then one may

along with Ftl
reason

or

to leave it as part of the

assimilation process. There is no obvious

why the former would be more efficient

architecture had been used.
processes

change factor is a structure

Definition 6.15
attributes

of

an

than the latter even if a real parallel

I took the latter choice in this

transform the resource information

The attribute

choose either to generate EUti

work. The assimilation

acquired into an attribute change factor.

defined

follows.

as

(Attribute Change Factor) Let
agent A, and ACF\,..., ACFn

be

a

Attx,..., Attn G A be a set of
set of (numerical, tuples, etc.)
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of attribute change factors assimilated during

The assimilated

of A is the structure T

resources

The assimilation function is domain

=

dependent,

provided by the modeller. In the Algorithm 9,
assuming that for each function there exists

an

a
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certain period of time.

Then

[{Attu AGF\),..., (Attn, ACFn)].

so a
we

scheme of definition must be

have

scheme for assimilation

a

algebra to compute it.

Algorithm 9 Influence Assimilation Scheme - 5R : Ea —t S-r
Require: Ea is the set of IFPS and ET is the set of assimilated resource, and IFPs G
Ej, Fi C Ejr.n/ with k instances of functions of influence.
Base

case:

Recursion:

5R([ ]) = 0.
9f?([(Aif, IFPs)\R\)

— {{Att, Fjn/)} U 9?(f?) if
Every function scheme in IFPs is defined in Fi and

Ifd{IFP s, F)
Vinf

As

=

—

Fi

l±Jj=i Vj such that eval(Exprj, Vj) holds for all Exprj whose function ir

soon as

the set of attribute

on

the attributes may

be

applied to

changes based

every
on

G Fi.

change factors has been computed, then the changes

be executed. Once again there is

domain. Thus,

a

no

general function which

modeller must define

a

can

scheme of execution of

the agent's previous state, the set of processes to execute the changes

and the IAS of the agent.

For this

we

have to

assume a

scheme of definition to compute

changes. I shall write compute{Proc, F) to say that the computation of process Proc
is done

by F, where F is either

function

•

a

•

an

name 7r

G

Afp,

or

expression involving att(Ai),..., att(An) where each A{ is an attribute of the

agent. This could be, for example, an arithmetic
to

expression or

any

other calculus

compute one attribute in terms of others.

The other scheme definition relates the function F to compute a process
an

attribute Att associated with

P, its previous value Vi and the influence assimilated

Inf from the environment to the value Vj of the attribute in
be

to change

the next state. This will

represented by execute(F, Att, Inf, Vi, Vj).

The

specification of

relationship

an

action in Definition 5.4 does not depend on

among processes.

the ordering

However, to specify a general scheme of execution

of
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need to consider the temporal granular scheduler of an agent (Definition

5.6). This scheme of execution is implemented in the Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 Action

-

III

-

A : E-php x A x St -i A

Require: E-php is set of sets of processes with highest priority of execution in a Tgs
of an agent A, A is a set of possible states of A, and Ef is the set of assimilated
resources, P G VhP, RP C Thp, and A C A is A's set of states.
Base case: A([ ], A, _) = A
Recursion: A([P\RP], A, T) = {(Aff, V))}U A(RP, A \ {(Att, V";)}, T) if
(.Att,Vi) G A such that change(P, Att)

compute(P, F)
(Att, Inf) G T holds
execute(F, Att, Inf, Vi, Vj).

Important Properties of

6.8.5

In every

DAI

or

EABS

an

distributed computed architecture

one

has to avoid the system stop

running caused by deadlock situations, and also ensure that agents have equal oppor¬

perform their actions (fairness). Note that these concepts here

tunities to
the

sense

of distributed computing. To

in Section 4.6.1 I shall say

a

modeller

change its state, then

not

change. Even in this

change, i.e. time clock is always updated by envagent.

We

assume

we may

case,

reach

a

situation in which the whole group does

agents will keep asking for time-token and exchanging

that:
by the modeller are computable,

•

the functions defined

•

the meta-relations in the set of potential
which may

•

the

mentioned

specifies that under certain circumstances or state of an agent it should

not

messages.

as

used in

here that the architecture does not stop running, even if

the state of the world does not
If

avoid confusion with deadlock

are

lead to

an

eternal loop

or

influences do not contain any rule scheme

perpetual

process,

only kinds of messages agents "understand" are those

specified in the protocol

of communication.

I shall

now

give

an

informal proof that the meta-interpreter for

System (Eco-ABS for short) framework has the property
ously. One important fact used in the

Ecological Agent Based

of fairness and runs continu¬

proof is that information resource is 5p, i.e.
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rn

=

(an_i,A,<Sp

<Sr

This is not difficult to
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(an-2, A,..., <Sp(ao, A, To))).
see

since each

the index of the messages Oj

<Sf (aj, A, IT,) generates the next F+1. Note that

does not impose

an

order

on

the sensing message of the

agents within the agent's local environment, it is just to associate "message slot" in the

expression above with the number of expected
that this is

Let's

always the
that

assume

B's message,

an

case even

when

a

messages.

given agent leaves the local environment.

agent B leaves 0^ of agent A.

which would correspond to

Another thing is to guarantee

a,.

Suppose A waits forever for

But according to

an

agent's life cycle in

Figure 6.3, B attends all queries in Q and those it has not read yet. Then, B attends
A query

before it

A waits for

if it

ever.

goes

out, and A eventually reads

Thus, A will not stay for

ever

in

a

which is absurd for

we

assumed

waiting condition in this situation

happens with all agents in 0^. Therefore A will read all answers to its sensing

□.

messages.

(Eco-ABS is Free of Starvation) Every ecoagent A of

Theorem 3

an

Eco-ABS

Ej; with state of computation S will eventually be granted resource information and
time-token.

[Proof]

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there is an an agent whose

-

request will
sent.

never

We must consider the situations in which this

Eco-ABS does not
could

be attended by other agent to which a query, request or inform was

happen

might happen. Since the current

implement sensing of movements, the only situations in which this

are:

1. A multi-casts its entrance to

received

a

GI and is waiting for reply while B € GI just

command to leave. A Stays forever

step 7 of EABS meta-interpreter
Assume this is true.

waiting for B, i.e. Sq(GI,Ha) of

(Figure 6.2) is undefined.

If A multi-casted its entrance it has

received permission

from envagent (step 5) and by the envagent

meta-interpreter of Section 6.7.7, A

already part of the group. By the agent's

life cycle (Figure 6.3) B will attend

is

A because either A € 0s or B
case

is

reads all messages addressed to it. The former

only possible if B G ®a> and so

A received B's reply. In the latter, B will
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attend A.

2.

an

This contradicts the assumption.

agent is waiting for time-token and

Assume this is true. This
scheduler.

can

By the TTDP,

never

happen only if A

even

receives it.

never

reaches the top of envagent's

if A's behaviour is specified at the coarsest time

scale, it will eventually reaches the top, unless the rest of the
time-token

again. Suppose A is part of

for i > j Ai

Aj

—»

no

chain A\

-» ...->■

group never

asks

An of agents, where

from Aj. According to agent's

resource

cycle in the chain for agents attend queries

they do not receive time-token.

in the

a

A, is waiting

means

life cycle (Figure 6.3), there is
while
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When they receive, they leave this chain

negotiation phase by supportive attendance of others (Figure 6.4), and

at least

one

at time will

As the number

always

progress

so

and ask for time token (Figure 6.5).

of agents is finite, then all will ask time token according to their

time scale and A will

eventually be granted with time-token. This contradicts

our

assumption that A waits forever.
3.

agent A gets permission to
the

attended.

in ®a will eventually

of the situations above

are

resource

answer

possible, there is

no

no one

is

we are

granted. This

interested is when all agents

means

is Sf this is a contra¬

it.

agent which will

never

have asked for

group

and the

permission from envagent. The issue is what could cause such
that

our

One

possibility is that

be
□

a

time-token

that envagent would not have satisfied the TTDP

(Section 6.7.6) and it is waiting for requests from the

a

group

is waiting

situation and to

prove

meta-interpreter avoids it.

does not have the
will stay

answer.

Therefore, the Eco-ABS meta-interpreter is free of starvation.

The deadlock situation

but

receiving

never

By the fact that information

diction since all agents

none

and T^ is not complete. A stays forever in

negotiation phase attending others but

Assume this is true.

As

progress

an

agent receives a sensing message from a new component but

right mechanisms for that class of agent. As it fails, the other agent

waiting forever, causing the envagent also to wait forever for its request for

time-token. This is not

a

problem of the architecture, but of the modeller who might
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have

specified

potential influence to

a

the influence of the other
since

as

class without having given the counterpart of

Moreover, such

agent may simply reply that

one

As far

one.

a
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a

a message

situation would not happen

anyway

could not be processed.

the architecture proposed here is concerned I

assume

that deadlock could

happen only in the following situations shown in the proof.

(Eco-ABS Meta-Interpreter is Free of Deadlock) The Eco-ABS meta-

Theorem 4

interpreter is free of deadlock.

[Proof]

-

The proof is also by contradiction. Assume that env-agent

time-token because agents stop
we

1.

might

occur

in the execution of

meta-interpreter.

all agents
token

updates

their interaction and do not ask for time-token. Again,

have to consider the situations in which deadlock

the Eco-ABS

never

have requested for time-token and

requested and envagent is waiting for

never

read

messages

a

global time with the

from them.

Assume this is true. From the Time Token Distribution

Policy of Section 6.7.6,

if all agents have requested time-token those on the top of the envagent scheduler
will be

eventually read

This contradicts the
be

2.

a

a

global time which unifies with their time-token requested.

assumption above. Therefore it is not the case that they will

waiting for each other for ever.

of G\ of agents have received time-token and have incomplete I\ They

group

stay forever in the negotiation phase because

sensing

they

receive answer for their

messages.

Assume this is true.
messages

from G\

such messages

Suppose those in

are

a group

G% which should

in their life-cycle phase (Figure

it is because they either have

any query

the initial

G2

certainly

sense

go

the final attendance and then

made to them, including those made by

to change their state.

queries

or

sensing

6.3). If G2 has not read

hypothesis that G1 does not receive any answer.

those in

answer

been sent out or have also been

granted the time-token. In the first case, G% go to
answer

never

G\. This contradicts
In the second case,

If they do not sense any answer they

informs, and so answer G\ by solidary attendance.
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But

if they

sense

their

answer

for the next step, and then
to progress

may

change their state, ask time-token

back to life-cycle. However, because G\ is waiting

and have not asked time-token, then envagent do not release the

new

time-token. Because

of this those in G2 eventually read the previous queries and

the others messages,

and

initial

As

go

first, they
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none

so answer

the queries from Gj.

This contradicts the

assumption G1 does not leave the negotiation phase.

of this situations above is possible, therefore the Eco-ABS meta-interpreter is

free of deadlock.

6.9

□.

Summary

We propose a
individuals

framework in which the modeller writes her/his models for representing

or

groups

of them by using the

same

notation

as

presented in Table 6.1.

Along with this, the modeller also has to define the specific domain features of the
model

or

take

can

the definitions of the functions to compute

advantage of

a

library of such functions).

execution to make such models

Such mechanisms
in

a

distributed

are

change and influences (the modeller

interact,

no

Then,

we

offer mechanisms of

matter their scale of time

structure.

transparent to the user's definitions, and they are implemented

symbolic architecture for multi ecoagent systems in which:

ideal medium of communication

was

assumed,

•

an

•

agents are connected to such a medium to exchange messages
could be

or

more

than

one

(optionally, this

medium),

•

agents execute one message at time and the order messages arrive is non-deterministic,

•

multi-agent coordination is made by an special agent which has the function to
represent properties of the group. However, envagents
action in

e

only synchronises their

time,

agents interact with others while they are
interaction

they

may

waiting for time-token. During such

acquire resource or negotiate if necessary.
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•

we

have

a

set of

names

(for class, agents, attributes, and local environmental

relations), set of all possible sets of attributes (or states),
fluences,

a

set of functions of influence

assimilation functions related to
actions

or

the

agents'

a

set of potential in¬

processes, a

assimilation

factor,

computational functions associated to actions,

a

a

set of resource
set of internal

function for sensing

the agent's local environment,

sensing changes in the agent's local environment,

formation resource, a

•

upon

resource

the environment and from it generate
for
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Naturetime temporal

a

a

function

function for sensing in¬

reasoner.

meta-interpreter proposed is free of deadlock and starvation.

Chapter 7

Application of Ecoagent-Based
Simulation

7.1

Introduction

In the last

chapter

architecture.

In this

this architecture
stands for
into two
an

chapter,

was

possible
we

way

shall

see

to implement

an

the results of

ecoagent based simulation

some

categories. Both have the

purpose

level of

concerned with this

the architecture

7.2.1

shall

see are

grouped

of investigating the suitability of using

complexity of typical ecological models. The first category is

suitability in terms of the scalability of the system for large scale

simulation, while the second is concerned with the expressive

7.2

we

approach for building medium to large prototypes of simulation models

same

been done to

experiments in which

applied to the modelling of ecosystems (henceforth Eco-ABS

Ecological Agent Based Simulation). The examples

Eco-ABS

with the

we saw one

power

and limitations of

proposed in Chapter 6. In the end I shall suggest what could have

overcome

the limitations of the present

Application

on

architecture.

Small Scale Simulation of Ecosystem

Scenario One

Let's consider that the tree of
with ten trees

the square

as

Example 1 which is actually a small portion of a forest

depicted in Figure 7.1. I assume each tree is placed in the middle of

it belongs, there is a cloud of bug-demon which moves up and down in a
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Figure 7.1: A hypothetical forest with ten trees and

weekly scale and horizontally in
since I have not

proposed

any

a

a

cloud of bugs.

fortnight scale. No passive agent will be represented

model of execution for this kind of ecoagent. Thus, I

consider that nutrient and water

by

a

uptake

processes

of trees

are

abstractly represented

change rate of the height. This example is deliberately simple but I scale it

up

later.

7.2.2

An

Ecoagent Model for Tree

I will not describe every

another
for

one

for

a

single model of tree but just

bug. All other trees

attribute

relation, scale of

processes

Using ecoagent description notation
to

see

and the
we

ecoagent for one tree and

similar except they have different values

are very

height, specific weight etc.We will first

an

the specifications for attributes,

names

of the functions to compute them.

have, where logistic is the

name

compute growth, average is the name of the function which takes a

compute the average among the values.

ecoagent(t\, tree).
attribute(external, dynamic, ti, height).
attribute(external, static, t\, position).

attribute(internal, static, t\, specific-weight).
attribute(internal, dynamic, t\,biomass).
attribute(internal, dynamic, t\, growth-rate),
maxlheight, 7).

process-

the function

list of value and
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initialjvalue(position, .,pos( 1.5,7.5,0)).
initial-value(height,

_,

1).

value{specificjweight, 10).

change(height, growth).
change(biomass, biomassJncrease).

change^rate(height, 0.01).
scale(growth, week).
compute(growth, logistic).

compute(biomass-increase, att(height)
Now

we

have to

*

att(specific.weight)).

specify the potential influences

have said that the trees

over

by. However, it does not

This influence
such

a

depends

are

represented by

a

on

the distance

among

defined in

as

time goes

exist

among

them and their height. I then abstract
one

single function called shadow

parameters. This and other functions and how they

Appendix C. This sort of influence

among

trees will be

local environmental relation I call contender.

The other sort of influence I consider is the

complex model

may

as

change.

height and distance

executed

standard rate of

is uniform

anything about the competition that

competition for light and nutrients in just

which takes
are

say

resource

a

of this agent. I

they compete for light and nutrients, and that such competition

can assume

reduces their rate of

processes

being represented in this example have

changing height, perhaps because the amount of soil

trees. We

the

one

is not relevant for

possible

presence

of bug pest. In

a more

might consider other kinds of classes of potential influence. This

our

The influence of bug pest (named bugjpest) will be

purposes.

computed by pest function which takes the value of the altitude of the cloud of bugs
as

parameter. This is supposed to represent

to the attacks it

trees is that of

a

can

perform

malentity

on

as

that the altitude of this agent is related

the leaves of the tree. This influence of a bug over

far

as

the trees

are

concerned. We will see that from

the

bugjpest point of view this relation has other name and semantics. We then have

the

following representations and I explain their meaning as well.

af f ect{growth, ti,value(height,

agent(tree)),
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holds(loc-envjrel(contender,agent(tree),ti)), func(shadow, 2,1)).
The

growth of agent ti is affected by the value of the height of an agent of class tree

if such agent

is

a

which takes this
refers to any

contender of t\ and this influence is computed by function shadow

height

as

first parameter of its two. Note that agent of class tree

instance of this class of agent which is

a

contender of t\.

af fect(growth, t\,value(position, agent(tree)),

holds(<, value(distance,value(position, agent(tree)),

value(position,ti)),b)

-t contender,

func(shadow, 2,2)).

The

growth of agent t\ is affected by the position of
that if the value of the distance between the

the

case

the

position of t\ is less

the influence is

or

an

agent of class tree if it is

position of such

equal than 6, then this agent is

a

an

agent and

contender of t\ and

computed by function shadow which takes such distance

as

second

parameter of its two.

af f ect[growth, t\,value(altitude, agent(bug.pest)),

holds(loc-envjrel(malentity,agent(bugjpest),t\)), func(pest, 1,1)).
The

growth rate of agent ti is affected by the altitude of an agent of class bugjpest

if such

an

agent is

a

which takes altitude

malentity for t\ and this influence is computed by pest function
as

its

only parameter.

af feet (growth, t\,value(position, agent(bug jpest)),

holds(<, value(distance,value(position, agent(bug^pest)),

value(position,ti)),2) -> malentity, constraint).

The

the

growth of agent t\ is affected by the position
case

that if value of the distance between

of an agent of class bugjpest if it is

the value of the position such an agent
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and the value of t\ s position is less

or

equal than 2, then this agent is

a
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malentity for

t\ and this is a sufficient constraint for this affect relationship.

finally define how t\ assimilates the value of such influences

I

as

follows.

compute-influence(value(height, agent(tree)), average),
compute-in fluence{value{altitude, agent(bug -pest)), aver age).

An

7.2.3

I

assume

Ecoagent Model for Bug Pest

that the maximum horizontal and vertical ratio of movement of

bugs being considered

are

represented by

means

of internal attributes. I

agent b\, and its initial position will be represented by
the

measures

of the sides of the forest

influences should be read in the
The full

same

as

the function to compute

relation between

a an

name

this

random function which has

as

for the specification for agent t\ above.

follows, where block-move is the

name

of

how the height of a tree interferes in the movement of bugjpest;

up-zigjzag and flat-zig-zag
horizontal movement of

cloud of

parameters. The meaning of the potential

way as

description of this agent is given

a

a

are names

for the functions to compute the vertical and

bugjpest, respectively; and

resource

agent of class tree and bugjpest

is the local environmental

1.

ecoagent(bi, bug -pest).
attribute(external, dynamic, b\, altitude).
attribute{external, dynamic, b\,position).

attribute(internal, static, b\,ratiox).
attribute(internal, static, bx,ratioy).
max(altitude, 5).

value(ratiox, 3.0).

value(ratioy, 2.5).
initial jvalue{altitude,

3).

initial-value{position, s(Lx, Ly),pos(X, Y, 0)) 4=
random-value(f).f), Lx, X) &
1

This relation is counterpart
instance of a tree.

of the malentity relationship between

and instance of bugjpest and an
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random-value(0.0, Ly, Y).
change(altitude, up-movement).

change(position, flat -movement).
scale(up-movement, day).
scale{flat-movement, fortnight).
compute{up-movement, up-zig-zag).
compute{flat-movement, flat-zig-zag),
af feet {up-movement, b\,value(position, agent{tree)),

holds{<, value{distance,value{position, agent{tree)),

value{position,b\)),2)

—>•resource,

constraint),

af feet {up-movement, b\,value{height, agent{tree)),

holds{loc-envjrel{resource, agent{tree), b±)), func{block-move, 1,1)).
7.2.4

I

An

assume

Envagent Model for Forest

that the forest is

sub-divided into
this envagent
corner

zones

fully controlled, and

of 9m

its size is static.

The forest is

each, starting at coordinates (0,0,0). As attributes of

I consider the sides of the forest, the abstract position of its left bottom

(considering the picture of Figure 7.1), the biomass of the trees which are placed

within the

forest, and its top-level. This last attribute is usually used

calculate the way

of the trees. I

could extend the

as a parameter to

in which the whole forest interferes with individuals after long periods

of time. But another purpose
canopy

so

assume

might be to know which sorts of pest could attack the

the last

one

is the only

purpose

of this example, but

potential influences of a tree by including this information.

envagent{f\,forest).
attribute{external, static, fi,sidex).
attribute{external, static, f\,sidey).

attribute{external, static, /i,position).
attribute{external, static, f\, zonesize).

attribute{external, dynamic, fi,topJevel).
attribute{external, dynamic, fi, biomass).
attribute{external, static, f\,area).

one
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value{position,pos{ 0,0,0)).
value(sidex, 15).

value(sidey, 15).
value(zonesize, 9)
change(top-level, group-growth).

change{biomass, groupJbiomass).

compute(group-growth, average).
compute(group-biomass, sum).
af fect{group-growth, f 1, value{height, agent{tree)),true, func{same-value, 1,1)).
af f ect(group-biomass, fi, value(biomass, agent{tree)), true, func(samevalue, 1,1)).

compute-influence{value{height, agent(tree)), each-one),
compute -influence(value{biomass, agent{tree)), each-one).

With these

specifications I

ran

two sorts of simulation.

agents (trees and bugs) enter into the environment at the
introduced them

same

time. In the second, I

(by groups) at different times to show the non-aligned behaviour and

the reaction of the system to

these simulations

In the first, all classes of

were

the introduction of

new

carried out and what sort of

agents. The conditions in which

analysis I made

are

explained

as

follows.

7.2.5

Empirical Measures of Computation Time

One of the
is that

possible advantages of the agent based architecture described in this thesis

we can

distribute parts

of the computation of the model to different machines.

Different forms of model will be able to
all models have great

which

can

gain from this to different degrees, since not

potential for concurrent processing. The degree of time saving

be achieved

by distributing the agents to different machines is therefore an

empirical question, which is sensitive to the choice of model. My evaluation of the
computational performance of the system is therefore confined to the analysis of test
runs,

using

a

There is also

model which I consider typical of this domain.
a

cost to

distributing the computation, since the machines containing

the different agents must

communicate and communication delays cost time. In other
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words, the normal

measure

of CPU time

picture of the cost for the system
about the time each agent

as a

each machine would not

on

whole.

For this

be

as

competing for their

such variations, the results we shall
same

used.

kept information

wall clock time. This

measure

problematic because of possible variations in the speed of machines being used

due to the number of processes

the

an accurate

had to compute its state transition plus the system time

plus communication time. This is usually known
can

I

reason

give
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here

see

are

resources.

In order to reduce

from simulations executed during

period of time, at different days when most of the machines

However,

we

still have the possibility that the usual

management (e.g. backups, email

servers,

processes

etc.) have exerted

were

not been

of file system

influence

some

on

these

measures.

In order to simulate different modellers
onment each

of these

of the

integrating their models in

agent, including the envagent,

being

client to

a

a

was

installed

central server). For each

on a

one a

file

a

distributed envir¬

separate machine (each
was

generated

as a

log

history of the simulation. I next present the outcomes of these simulations.

7.2.6

Simulating Behaviour Aligned in Time

In Table 7.1

we

no

other agent

be considered

bug-demon'1 s state until f(15,1,1) where its

changed its position. Note that its local environment (0) is empty

slowest process
because

show the evolution of

as

satisfies the conditions described in its potential influences to

actual influences.

Figure 7.2 shows the running of the bug where the axis x represents the states of it in
represents the waiting time plus executions

days, the axis

y

munication

interaction with other agents.

or

of the system
The

the

us

to observe the behaviour

when I scale it.

higher peaks (A)

occur

because of the extra effort needed to change the bug's

position at weekly scale. The peaks
up

This allows

time plus time for com¬

(B) close to the

and down movement of the bug takes to be

bug had these

slower than the

processes

x

axis point out the time that the

executed. Those higher peaks indicate

aligned in time with the process of tree's growth which is

bug's movement. Because the trees

had to change their state, we then

CHAPTER 7.
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Time

Attributes

0
0

*(2,1,1)
*(3,1,1)
*(4,1,1)
*(5,1,1)
*(6,1,1)
*(7,1,1)
*(8,1,1)
*(9,1,1)
*(10,1,1)
*(11,1,1)
*(12,1,1)
*(13,1,1)
*(14,1,1)
*(15,1,1)

[(altitude, 3), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 1.84), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.82), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.08), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.91), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 1), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.08), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.12), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.17), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0.22), (position,pos(34.3,17.95,0))]
[(altitude, 0), (position,pos(35.01,18.78,0))]

0
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

Table 7.1: State transition table of

Figure 7.2: Graphic of wall-time to change state
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0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

bug .pest.

through the flow of logical time.

CHAPTER 7.
had

a

higher traffic of

the other

which explains why the bug has to wait

message

more

170

than in

cases.

highest peak of all indicates the time this agent had to wait because the knowledge

The

about
the
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some

property of the environment

following

query,

where solve/3 is

was

being accessed. This

extension of solve/3

an

queries for the distributed version of the system. There
represents the wall time for the
to wait the

final

answer

sent

answer

are

was

done by sending

before to deal with

seen

two additional variables: T)

given and T2 represents the wall time measured

by the envagent.

solve(value(topJevel) @ t(29,1,1), Ai,Ti) & solve(value(biomass) @ t(29,1,1), A2, T2)
-

-

-

-

Ai

=

value(top-level, 1.04) @ t(29,1,1)

Ai

=

value(biomass, 103.08) @ f(29,1,1)

7i

=

227.82s

T2

=

228.27s

For this

example the local environment of each tree is static, and

it here.

Figure 7.3 shows the time the state

observe that

progress

during the initial phase where all agents which

Note that these agents

environment

they

were

was

I do not show

of each tree had to wait. We

to communicate in order to build their local environment

time.

so

we

may

influence each have

have the

longest waiting

did not have to wait long when the knowledge of the

being accessed

as

in the

case

of the bugjpest. This happened because

actually involved in the knowledge accessing, answered the query and kept

interacting to obtain
traffic of messages

resource.

On the other hand, bugjpest had to wait longer for the

increased by 2n, where

n

is the number of agents involved in the

property of the environment.

Simulating Behaviour Non-aligned in Time

7.2.7

In this

three,

experiment I introduced ecoagents which represent trees

one

of three.
enter

of two and three of

one.

into two groups of

The agent b\ was introduced after the first group

Because it behaves faster than the

others when I introduced the rest they

non-aligned in time in relation to the ones running at

agents entered into the environment in

the time of entrance. The

the following order: G\

—

{ti,t6i^io}> &ii ^4>
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t1

OH

1

1

1

1

0

5

10

15

20
States

1

I

I

I

I

25

30

35

40

45

50

through time

Figure 7.3: Graphic of wall-time to change state through the flow of logical time.
Interval

0tl

@t6

®tio

*(1,1,1)--.*(16,5,1)
*(17,1,1)...*(18,1,1)
*(18,5,1)...*(16,7,1)
*(20,7,1)...*(3,12,1)

0

0

0

{*2}
{<2}
{h,h}

0

0

M
{h,H}

0

Table 7.2:

*5) G2

=

Progress of local environment of group {*i, *6» *tio)-

{^2)^7} and G3

=

in the local environment of

In Table 7.2

we

see

{£8,M

(*3,*8,M- The important thing to observe is the change
agents as new components are introduced.

the changes

in the local environment of G\.

behaviour of all of its members is observed in

a

weekly basis.

I recall that the

Note that the time

t(17,1,1) at which 0tl changes for the first time is in between two consecutive time
steps of its growth process, i.e.
also

i(15,1,1) and *(22,1,1). A similar non-aligned entrance

happens with *6 at *(18,1,1). Later, at

*(20,1,1), both *i and f6 have another

change in their local environment at another time non-aligned with their update, i.e.

*(16,7,1) and *(23,7,1). Before this event ©i and 06 had no intersection, and after
this *i and *6

interfere, indirectly, with one another's

The local environment of b\

behaviour.

remains empty from the beginning

until the simulation

CHAPTER 7.
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stopped at f(7,12,1).

In this experiment

which the pest appears is not

However, if the ability of
its 0 would

sense movement

we see

the

introduced

are

we can

Again, t2 becomes part of 64 in

a

were

allowed then

malentity.

e*4

f(30,3, l)...f(ll,5,1)
f(17,5,l)..i(20,7,l)
t(20, 7, l)...f(30,11,1)

0

Table 7.4 shows the progress
new

observe the

ones

changes

and vice

on

its local

time step non-aligned to f4's update.

Interval

Table 7.3:

middle of the

actual influence.

G\, its position does not influence those

Only when G2 and Gz

by the introduction of

as an

changes of f4's local environment. Although f4 enters the

environment after those in

environment.

as

the position in

one

of others

certainly change and the trees would regard it

In Table 7.3

versa.

sufficiently close to be considered
ecoagent to

an

in the previous

as
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{t2,h,h}

Progress of local environment of f4.

of £5, and

we can see

it is the agent which is

more

affected

components. It is not a surprise since it is placed in the

of the forest

(see Figure 7.1 of Section 7.2.1). Note that 0t5 changes

twice in between the time steps

t(13,5,1) and t(20,5,1) because of t2 and tj's entrance,

area

respectively.
The agents

of G2 also enter at different time

local environment

are

as we can see

in Table 7.4 above. Their

shown in Table 7.5.

Table 7.6 shows that the last group

have their local environment unchanged until the

computation of the whole system is shut down. One important thing to notice is that I
have

their

presented how ecoagents

are

sensible to changes in the environment and by using

potential influences they quickly respond to such changes. It is worth saying
Interval

©*5

t(l,4,l)...f(13,5,l)
f(17,5,l)...f(18,5,l)
f(18,5, l)...f(15,7,1)
f(20,7, l)...f(2,12,1)

0

Table 7.4:

{hH?}
{t2,h,t7,ts}

Progress of local environment of t$.
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Interval

t(17,5,l)...f(6,12,l)
t(6,12,l)...t(7,12,l)
Table 7.5:

that in

©*7
{^6,^5}
{^6,^5}

Progress of local environment of group {^2, tj}.

similar to this example, where

cases

®t2
{*1, *5, *4}

173

we

have

a

non-aligned interaction

among

agents, I adopted the policy presented in Section 4.7.2 for the sequential computation
in NatureTime.

Interval

©t3
{^6)^1,^5}

t(20,7,l)...t(7,12,l)
Table 7.6:

7.3

now

in

Progress of local environment of group {tsHsHs}-

Scenario Two

extend the

example of Section 7.2.1 with

from the

one

hundred trees and the bug

now

also

previous example and introduced more trees. For this new example, the

values for

sidex and sidey change

which will

give

The

us

both to 45, but I keep the same size for each zone

25 zones.

representation of the agents follows the same pattern of Sections 7.2.2, 7.2.3

7.2.4.

I take those

assume

features, but this is a modelling issue

interesting question for the purpose of analysing the
ran

two classes of

beginning. In this I could evaluate the worst case

moved

some

agents out of the

events. In the second class

I

model different classes of
which does not raise any

architecture proposed.

simulation. In the first I put all agents

agents have to build their local

into the environment at the

of message exchange which is when all

environment at the same time. During this

environment to show how the system

ran

of

all other trees have same set of potential influences,

functions, etc.One might consider it relevant to

trees with different

and

descriptions except the one for the forest which changes some

attributes, and also

assimilation

I

>

large numbers. Figure 7.4 shows the new example where I simply considered a larger

area

its

©t9
{*4, *10» *8}

Experiments with Large Scale Ecological Models

7.3.1

I

{t 9, £5, £4, f 10}

simulation I

responded to such

models varying the number of agents in

order to show
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1

<22

<23

<33
<24

<20
<19

<25

<17

<34
<47

<27

<28

<35

<15

<14

<13

<49

<36

<12

<43

<11

<8

<2

<3

<32

<64

<46
<53

<90
<83

<96

<75
<84

<91
<97

<76
<85

<67

<92

<77

<59

<52
<38

<74

<66

<68

<78

<60 <69

<79

<61

<80

<45

<10

<7

<6

<44

<31

<5

<1

<37

<9

<50

<89

<73

<65

<51

<30
<4

<63

<58

<95

<82

<57

<42

<40
<29

<72

<55

<48

<88

<81

<56

<39

<18
<16

<71
<62

<26

<21

<54

<41

<70

<98
<99

<86

<93
<100
<87

Figure 7.4: A hypothetical forest with one hundred trees.

<94
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the

scaling

7.3.2

up

of the system when

from small scale to large scale simulation.

Simulation of Large Scale Problem

I did not

the property of the environment in this example, but made another

access

sort of action.

progress

we move
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I moved groups of trees out of the environment. Figure 7.5 shows the

of the bug.pest for this

new

example. The waiting time for local environment

generation has increased considerably if compared to the time showed in Figure 7.2.
The increase is

This also

proportional to the number of agents

happens during the

the faster processes

progress

as we

shall

see

in Section 7.3.3.

of the agent's state, although in the

the difference is not

so

case

of

big in considering the number of agents

running.

Figure 7.5: Graphic of wall-time to bug's update its state. A - corresponds to bug's
slower process to change position; B - bug's faster process to change altitude.
We will

see now

the progress

behaviour of the system.

through time of some trees just to give an idea of the

In Figure 7.6 we have the progress of the trees

f60 Note that the maximum time these agents have to
■

almost three times

more

than bugjpest,

from tn up to

build their local environment is

and the minimum is within the same range of

change, i.e. between 20 to 30 seconds. This difference of time among

this group exists
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Change in the environment

Initial local environment and first update

30
40
States through time

Figure 7.6: Graphic of wall-time of trees' change of state through time.
because

of them have

some

than others. The order of
to the small

more

agents to consider as part of their local environment

magnitude of this waiting time is polynomial if compared

example (see Section 7.3.3 for

in which all agents are

more

details). During the period of time

running, the waiting time also increases for the change in the

agents' state.
At

t(9,7,1) the

ment.

This

group

hMHuHizMbHnHw] is removed from the environ¬

corresponds to the first peak at A indicated in the graphic. Then the

computation time for the remaining agents decreases (as well as for the rest of the
overall

group). Some steps later (corresponding to four weeks) at time f(6,8,1) the

rest of this group

([t2,tA:te,tsHio,ti2HuHi6Hi8H2o]) is removed (at the second A

peak). At the third A peak,

group

foij *24; ^27j ^30; ^33> ^36! ^39i *42> ^45, Ajs] is also moved

out.

Then, at the fourth A peak another group is moved out.

The

phase from the marks C to D corresponds to a

we

look at the

waiting time
section.

number of agents around ten. If

graphic of Figure 7.3 we can see that this phase

as

the agents of that figure. But this is better

has the same average of

explained in the following
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Scaling Up of time

7.3.3

I

now

is the

present the results of the experiment to analyse the scaling effect. The scenario
same as

of agents

before, and I

from 11 agents

(or bug of clouds) just

ran

up

as

In

scaling

before and other to the
on

a

group

a

bug

of trees. The relevance of

this analysis is to show how the granularity of action

up process.

Figure 7.7 I plot the scaling

bugjpest. We observe

(10 to each group) varying the number

to 101 agents. One of these agents corresponds to

putting two classes of agents
is reflected in this

100 simulations

up

of the first update and initial local environment for

slight decrease in the worst

case

(Maximum values) from 31 to

Figure 7.7: Scaling up of the initial local environment and first state update of bugjpest
considering the total number of agents.
A similar behaviour is observed in
There is

an

the worst

interesting variation between the best case

case

agents. Although this can be
seem

(minimum waiting time) and

(maximum waiting time). There are some agents that have a very

short waiting time to generate

does not

Figure 7.8 for waiting time of the group of trees.

to be the

real

their initial local environment no matter the number of

related to the number of agents per zone of influence, it
reason

because this number does not have a great range
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of the initial local environment and first state update of the

trees.

of

change from

group

to group.

I attribute this behaviour to the limitation of

ation, which is usually implemented

as a

having just

buffer. In this

one

case

medium of communic¬

those

processes

(at the

system level) granted with permission to search for messages may have their message

only in the end of the buffer. If the order of messages is the
queued to take their

messages

more

and processes

than

one

same

multi-server approach (i.e. agents could

a

envagent) then the bottleneck

as soon as

are n

the number of messages

later. Let's call A the first group
time to generate

of

they enter into the environment, assuming they all enter at the

envagenVs knowledge about the current

agents first will have less messages to multi-cast

same

on

agents in a group which can be within the same net

time. Those which have first access to

at the

processes

waiting could be reduced considerably.

Let's consider that there
influence

of those

then those in the end of the queue will have to wait

longer than others. If I had implemented
be linked to

reverse

and to receive than those accessing

and B the latter. Thus, those from A will need less

their first local environment (0) than those

time, those from A will end up

from B. As they all enter

exchanging the same amount of messages
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with those from B before
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they get their first time-token.

This will affect in the generation of the local environment of the whole
group.

Table 7.7 I summarise the necessary number of
messages

represent the number of messages

sent/received to

In

exchanged, where Sq/Rq

generate the first 0,

Renv/Senv

represent the number of sensing messages received/sent from/to the environment, and

S/R(gj the number of messages sent and received to/from

Table 7.7:

The

sum

is 2n.

Agent

SQ

Re

®i

0

0

n

—

1

n

—

1

2

02

1

1

n

—

2

n

—

2

2

2

2

n

—

3

n

—

3

2

3

n

—

3

2

2

®n—1

n

—

2

n

—

2

1

1

2

n

—

1

n

—

1

0

0

2

2

to exchange among ecoagents in

messages

messages

permission to

2n2_ as the

do not increase

so

drastically, and it is not

intersection of the

geometrical

zones

zones,

n

agents.

an(j the last

before they

group

are

in the logical time is then 2n + 4

x

of influence for each agent of the example above
even so

big,

then the only

even

reason

waiting time must be the limitation in the medium
case

with

^

exchanged by this

progress

or

that, in the

zone

column, from the 2nd until the 5th, is

^

for those agents in the

for such
as

a

wide variation

proposed above. Note

of having multiple mediums associated with sub-envagents of each

geometrical (or geographical)

zone,

idea of the number of messages

One

S/R(Q)

—

in condition to receive

in the

Senv

n

Thus, the total number of

(i+(n—l))x(n—l)

H-env

On—2

Necessary

of each

envagent.

then the numbers presented in this table give

exchanged

an

per group.

important thing to note is that after generating the local environment, the number

of messages

each agent has to exchange is even smaller than in the beginning. Of course

that this number may
the system

change

as

time of simulation flows according to the dynamics of

up

for updating state after each tree has built its initial

being modelled.

Finally, I present the scaling
local environment. As in the

previous graphics, we have the minimum, the average and

the maximum number of messages

exchanged. This is depicted in Figure 7.9 where we
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Figure 7.9: Scaling
the

can see

The results
tion of

an

of agents

same

we

50
60
Number of

up

have

seen

is

on

large scale simula¬

the number of messages exchanged when the number

on

a

surprise since the price

the this issue. However,

one

some

has to

pay

for

improvements

I have already suggested above.

Eco-ABS approach is
cification of

expressive

as

NatureTime for representing and executing spe¬

interacting simulation models at various scales of time. The mechanisms

interacting agent have the same semantics of those proposed in Section 4.7.3.

A

be used to specify classes of ecoagents which would then

be

friendly

user

interface

can

translated to the notation of the Eco-ABS

framework.

Although I have not demonstrated how to represent cyclical process in
few

110

Expressive Power of Eco-ABS Approach

7.4

for

100

for updating state of the trees.

increases. This result is not

as

90

in this section show that the bottleneck for

Eco-ABS system

possible

80

pattern of decrease in the wall-time and then increase again.

distributing computation is usually
are

70

Agents

changes

are necessary

lical behaviour of

a

to deal with it.

water in

Eco-ABS,

very

Suppose we want to represent the cyc¬

the soil of the forest represented in

the examples above.
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According to ecoagent theory (Chapter 5) water would then be
or

simply

a

pool of

from

a

NatureTime specification.

specification could, for example, be

initial-value(water-pool, 10)

value(waterjpool, soil, V) @ T

as an

agent, its

follows.

4=

*

Max)

[(T, i(12...2, month))].

max

<==

(water-pool, Max)

[(T,i(3...b, month))].

value(water-pool, soil, V) @ T
max

<=

(water-pool, Max) &

(V is 0.4
::

have just the soil

<= true.

value(water-pool, soil, Max) @ T

::

as

we

(water-pool, Max) &

(V is 0.65
::

Assuming

a process

4= true,

initialjvalue(nutrientsjpool, 10)

max

resource,

attribute of soil. We could simply associate the change of water stor¬

an

to a NatureTime execution which should get the specification of such

age

181

*

Max)

[(T, i(6... 11, month))],

chang e(water-pool, water-dynamics).

compute(water-dynamics, nature-time).

Of course

some

of agents

should be required, mainly when passive agents have users (or other agents)

for its

pool of

minor

changes in the execution mechanisms for change on the attributes

resources.

The structures

proposed to represent local environment, potential sources of influence

and

to be

resources

acquired (r) allow changes in a running Eco-ABS application

without the need to drastic
any agent can

that the

changes at the code or specification level. This means that

interact opportunistically with others through

specific routes for communication need not to be

potential influences,

pre-programmed.

so
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Limitations of Eco-ABS

7.5

This

approach has

most

important. The first limitation is related

some

Section 6.8.2 in which

an

limitations in

terms of representation.

agent's local environment (0)

agent has to sense others moving around
may

become part of their

example,

1. A

as

own

now

possible situation from

change. This is when the

those moving around

sense

may

envagent about which agents

3. A multi-casts to
in their local

4. A waits for

if it is the

to this limitation could

have their local relations with A changed,

are

within its field of influence if it

move

and to 0^ it intends to be

moves

a new

agent

environment,

reply from QAi U &Av to build its

0A

new

or

negotiate its movement

case.

of the result of its movement.

generality of this specification stops in the point where negotiation
This is because the sort of negotiation
care

be, for

QAv-

0Ai it intends to

5. A informs envagent

should

those which

0/1;,

to the desired location. Call it

sary.

discuss the

follows, where A is the moving agent and QA its current local environment.

2. A asks

The

or

may

environment. A solution

gets the agents in 0A which

call it

to the third

I

about

may vary

possible deadlocks that such

though, is not relevant for the
tion of it would increase the

purpose

a

may

be

neces¬

from domain to domain, and

one

negotiation could face. This issue,

of this work. To describe

a

detailed specifica¬

sophistication of the architecture, so this is left for further

work.

A second limitation is that there is

changes
a

over an

tree off

half of its
measure

one

no

mechanisms to perform the simulation of sudden

agent's attribute. For example, suppose that instead of simply cutting

wants to simulate

the action of cutting the canopy of the tree or just

height. This action could be represented as

of

cut{height,X) where X is the

height to be cut off. This might be problematic

if the action takes place

CHAPTER 7.
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time moment in between two consecutive time steps of the process in
question

in

a

as

depicted in Figure 7.10, where (H + AH) represents how the change would happen

without the action.
H

H-X

(H + Ah)-X

1

1

ti

tj

-

tk

cut(height, X)
Figure 7.10: An action suddenly changing the height H between ti and tk.

The

only problem here, if compared to the non-aligned inference examples

in Section

4.7.2, is that

we

need to extend the constraint

attribute. Without such sudden events,

depends
is then
a

changes

basically to allow

like the

may

have

one
on

light "properly" if its
messages

an

above.

Also,

some

one

on

the attribute affected when it receives

has to

care

about the

other abilities of the agent. For example,
canopy

has been damaged. As

a

consequences

such

tree cannot absorb

a consequence,

the processing of

agent is able to recognise from the external

an

changes to this kind of event. However, I avoid the specification of

such mechanisms for this involve

a

much

deeper investigation

on

other matters that

natural extensions of this research.

How

the

the execution of processes to change attributes

agent to reset

associated with the actions

world needs

are

agent has to change its

the time-token the agent needs to read from the envagent. The extension

on

message

an

we saw

expressive is Eco-ABS approach if

one

one

wants to simulate a situation similar to

proposed in Example 1 of Section 1.1 ? A considerable good representation

of what is

going

actions

shown in Table 7.5.

as

on

in that example should consider the following agents, events and
In this table

we

have two classes of reactive ecoagent

(tree and pest), two passive (soil of the forest which is not mentioned and pj) and five
active. It has information which could be

represented by using the current architecture,

things which would be difficult to represent and things which we could not represent.
Representation of the four time scales is easy since we would need only to specify a
time

hierarchy with the four scales given, assuming that we ignore

number of

days for month and leap years.

irregularities in

CHAPTER 7.
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Agent

Event

Action/Process
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Scale

Reason
John

tree

Meet Elza

Plant tree

Meet Minor

Attack pest with

Enter into environment

growth
main goal

Attacked

Pj

by pest

pest

week

day
absorbs pj
Enter into environment

hour

attacks tree

day

need food
Run away from pj
Come back to attack

Pj

Used

Elza

Meet John

month
month

against pest
suggests John
to

use

pb

less harmful than pj
Minor

Meet John

suggests John
to

Angelina

meet John

pj + pb
keep products and jobs
suggests John
to use bug-angel
attack pest and
use

fertilises soil

Agents, events, actions and correspondent scale to be considered
modelling Example 1.

Table 7.8: Table of
when
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Among things that could be represented

by trees. We would just need to include

we can

include the absorption of chemical pj

canopy or average area

of leaves, introduce

chemical

resources as

such

an

influence, and how this would affect the growth of the tree

case,

how this would affect seed

potential

source

or

185

of influence along with the functions to compute
or,

if it is the

fruit production (where amount of seed and fruit

production would be time dependent attributes of an ecoagent, tree). Things like plant
tree, attack pest with pj

by the

messages

the autonomous

running

away

cification,

e.g.

effects of

using

how

can we represent

as

explained above,

by using the simple framework of

spe¬

the knowledge Angelina has about the

certain kind of natural resource? In other words,

a

we are

not

knowledge about causal relations between certain actions and

the effects of them

the autonomous

are

and coming back behaviour of pest since I did not

the characterisation of active ecoagents

able to represent

•

would be represented

things to represent using the current architecture

provide mechanisms for sensing movement
•

are

they send to the objects of their actions.

The most difficult

•

and suggestions made by some agents

on

other agents.

dialog

among

structures and mechanisms

active ecoagents would need more sophisticated

for representing dialog and negotiation to

deal with

the kinds of information involved.

7.6

As I
on

Discussion

pointed in the end of Section 7.3.2 the bottleneck of the system

the number of messages.

communication.
more

than

would be

The architecture is constrained to just one medium of

An alternative is to extend this one to

allow agents to be linked to

medium, and sub-divide an envagent into

sub-groups where each one

responsible for coordinating messages of its members

by making
a

one

use

only. This could be done

of the already partitioned topology of the environment

sub-envagent to each

would be necessary.

zone,

proposed is

in which case a more elaborated

and associating

coordinating algorithm

CHAPTER 7.
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measure

would be to separate the external knowledge into another medium

of communication since agents would be allowed to be connected to

than

more

one

The good side effect of this would be the straight use of this medium for

medium.

building

186

a

friendly

user

interface

on

the top of the specification of classes of ecoagents

and execution of models.

Despite the considerable increase in the time of computation, the results

are

extremely

promising if compared to previous approaches using standard computational logic, for
example [Robertson et al. 91, Mota 94]. [Robertson et al. 91] showed how inefficient
is the simulation of models

expressed in

a

standard Prolog style with normal execution

strategy and also with meta-interpreters which cache intermediate results.
cases no

specialised guided search

at different time

proposed to consider interacting agents working

scales.

In this work I have

(Chapter 4). But

was

In both

proposed

even

simulation of many

in this

an

case

special search algorithm to

overcome

the exponential explosion of the search

interacting models

a

this problem
space

makes

problem. The problem araises because of

dependencies between various parts of the model. To make clear what the problem
is I shall consider the

which compute

their

use

Hi, ft2, and IZ3 to represent the function

the values of the height of fx, t2 and 6X at a previous time according to

scale, and Tvrog the function which composes a sequence

to wrap

For

Example 7 and

the body of

a

of values. This is just

simulation clause and show just what matters on this analysis.

example,

value(height,ti) @ p(l,week) after T

=

TZi( value(height,t\) @ T,

progress(value(pos,bi) @ T,p(l, week)),

progress(value(height,t2) @ T,p(l,week)))

The innermost

expressions of the indentation mean

that they are the derivation of the

progress/3 (defined in
Section 4.7.3) wraps a sequence of calls to solve/3 according to the aligned and nonaligned search strategy. This means that for a query value(height,H) @ f(13,1,1) we

computation of the expressions above.

have

We already know that

CHAPTER 7.
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value(height,ti)@t(13,l,l) =R\{ value{height,ti)@t(6,1,1),

progress(value(pos,bi)@t(6,l,l),p(l,week)),
progress(value(height, t2)@<(6,1, l),p(l,toeeifc)))
value(height, fi)@f(6,1,1)

=

value(height, tx)@t(l, 1,1)

progress(value(pos,bx)@t(6, 1, l),p(l,u;eeA;))
=

FProg{value(pos, bx)@t{Q, 1,1), value(pos, bx)@t{7,1,1),
value(pos, bx)@t{8,1,1),..., value(pos, bx)@t{l2,1,1))

value(pos, bx)@t(6,1,1)

7l3{value(pos, bx)@t(5,1,1),

=

value(height, tx)@t(5,1,1))
value(pos, bx) @ t(5,1,1)

=

TZs(value(pos, &i)@f(4,1,1),

value(height,t\)@t(4,1,1))
value(pos, &i)@t(4,1,1)

=

7Z3(value(pos, bx)@t(3,1,1),
value(height, tx)@t(3,1,1))

value(pos, bx)@t(3,1,1)

=

ll3(value(pos,bx)@t(2,1,1),
value(height,ti)@t(2i 1,1))

value{pos, bx)@t(2,1,1)

=

77-3(value(pos, bx)@t(l, 1,1),
value(height, fi)@i(l, 1,1))

value(pos, bx)@t(7,1,1)

=

7^3{value(pos, bx)@t(6,1,1),
value(height, tx)@t(6,1,1))

value(pos,bx) @ t( 12,1,1)

=

R^value^pos, &i)@t(ll, 1,1),
value(height, tx)@t(ll, 1,1))

progress(value(heightit2)@t((), 1, l),p(l,week)))
=

Fvrog(value(height, t2)@t(6,1,1), value(height, t2)@t(12,1,1),

value(height,t2)@t(6, 1> 1)

value(height,t2)@t{l2,1,1)
Notice that computations to obtain
those required to compute

= non
=

existent

TZ2(value(height,t2i10))

value(height, tx)@t(l3,1,1)

are very

similar to

value(height,ti)@t(10,1,1) because the non-aligned search

strategy will require the search to start from f (3,1,1) until f (10,1,1) for values of height
of t2 and of

position of bx. In this

case

all computations for value(pos, bx)@t(l0,1,1)
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will be similar to those above.

[Robertson

just two models interacting pointing that
can

et al.

a

91] made

analysis when there

an

number of times

188

a

value

can

are

be calculated

reach the order of 1013 times, when the branching rate of the search tree increases
and the number of levels needed to achieve the goal is 20.

to 5

A solution to this

problem, as they suggested, is to cache the results of quantities which
impossible to have

more

than

one

value at the

same

time.

are

Such results

physically

were

called

lemmas.

implemented

I have

lemmas. In
where T is

not

price

we

version of NatureTime meta-interpreter of Chapter 4 caching

Figure 7.11

we see a

plot of the simulation of a query value(height, t\,H)@T

t-free. The time steps

instance of
was

a

a

simulation clause is

possible to
have to

pay

run

were

we

so

that

a new

generated taking the previous value into account. It

models with

when

generated by forcing backtracking

more

than 3 agents interacting because of the

cache results.

300

250

8

w

200

B
to
OT

0)
o>
c

(0

•s

150

0

|
o>
c

1

100

50

Number of time steps

Figure 7.11: Performance of
One very

a

a

NatureTime interpreter which cache lemmas.

like these ones mentioned above, the

solution increases at each time

with ECO-ABS architecture

as

20

from initial time

important thing to note is that in works

waiting time to obtain

but

15

10

5

0

could

we see

step! This does not happen

in the results presented in this chapter,

only when the number of agents increase. Even in

this case, Eco-ABS is by fai
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superior than these approaches when

we compare

189

the performance of a NatureTime

interpreter in Figure 7.11 for 3 agents with Eco-ABS performance running with 10

agents, Figure 7.2. This sort of analysis had not been made by previous work, and

gratifying achievement was to

rescue

the hopes of using

a

logic based approach

a

as a

framework for prototyping of more complex models.
To

of

knowledge this is the first medium to large scale simulation of the complexity

our

typical ecological models made with reasonable performance using

approach. A question which naturally

comes

is: would it be possible to

a

logic based

use

Eco-ABS

approach to model unreasonably complex model of an actual ecosystem? For example,
the

one

modelled in

referred work is not
model is very

[Brilhante 96]? The
a

answer

continuous model of

similar to the

ones

an

is

yes, we

could do it because the

ecosystem, and the structure of the

suggested by [Robertson et al. 91, Mota 94] using

NatureTime.
There

build

are

a

two main differences.

framework to

architecture offers
time much

reason

more

First, Brilhante

about uncertainty.

uses

the results of the simulation to

Second and, most importantly,

efficient mechanisms to simulate such

a

our

model for periods of

longer than that one. All of this means that the avenues of research opened

with this thesis

complement previous work as I point out in the next chapter.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

We

were

motivated to carry out

this research by the prospect of offering

a

high level

specification framework for simulation of ecological models which could be executed.
Our major concern was to
describe
be

provide structures of knowledge which allow modellers to

complex models involving

easily integrated. We have used

processes
a new

working at

many

time representation theory to

problem of granularity and embodied its concepts in

ecological modelling. We

Chapter 1:
tional

a

a

was

used to motivate

our

as

follows.

discussion on why tradi¬

high level descriptions of models working at

organisation) which
or

can

many

scales (of time,

also be easily integrated with other systems and

decision makers. We also presented

some

similarities between

object-oriented approach and multi-agent systems and why

Chapter 2:

with the

approaches to simulation of ecological models do not offer suitable mech¬

modellers,

based

cope

distributed AI approach to

summarise the previous chapters

hypothetical scenario

anisms for
space,

may

scales of time that could

we

have used

a

an

logic

approach. We then pointed out the research questions raised.
we

presented the

reasons

why modelling ecological systems challenges

temporal representation and reasoning considering the problems raised with the
representation of
a

processes

simulation clause scheme,

interacting at

many

scales of time. We presented

addressing its advantages in terms of separating

temporal and time independent parts of knowledge and in terms

of executing

specifications. We then suggested that more general simulation clause schema

(GSCS) is

necessary

to express the

"adaptability" of

190

a

model with respect to
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changes in the running environment (i.e.
may

191

environment where ecological agents

an

be moved in and out).

Chapter 3: a brief theoretical discussion

was

made concerning the problems of rep¬

resenting cycles and different scales of time.
alternative to model both aspects

in

a

Following this,

we

proposed

an

Linear-Cyclic hierarchy which avoids the

major problems the known temporal logic frameworks have found. NatureTime
logic
in

was

Chapter 2

Chapter 4:
and

we

was

power

to represent the problems discussed

evaluated.

proposed

temporal substitutional framework

a

temporal unification in order to make

shared
a

presented and its expressive

temporal variables within the

same

a

adopting

a

specification clause. We presented

in relation to alternative solutions. We finally argued

single computational model,
a

simulate groups

matter what approach is used.

no

on

the concept of ecoagent, which is

Ecoagents

are

a

building block

the first two

grouped into three main classes: passive, reactive and

are

related to concepts we

usually associate to ecological

entities and the third is related to human notions of

els. The main features of

an

acting

over

ecological mod¬

ecoagent are: a set of potential sources

where it is defined which classes may

of influences,

affect the agent in the case instances of them

satisfy certain constraints; local environment which represents
of

of agents

development of simulation models of ecosystems in a multi-agent archi¬

tecture.

active,

we

perspective of agents from ecological modelling point of view was pro¬

posed. The theory is based
for the

ex¬

steps. We discussed the limitations of this approach and

that the main limitation arises out of the fact that

Chapter 5:

We then

policy which takes the last state of an agent for time stamps in between

addressed its symmetry

a

programs.

language to deal with aligned and non-aligned interacting agents by

two consecutive time

in

standard

clear and consistent treatment for

meta-interpreter to execute normalised NatureTime

tended the

to separate

actual instances

potential influences specified.

Actions of agents can
schema which
ations

over

be related to the execution of

represent such actions.

structures to

model

an

general simulation clause

Executing specifications is related to oper¬

agent's potential influence and local environ-
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ment. An envagent
or

is

a

special ecoagent endowed with mechanisms

synchronise the actions of a

group.

are

specific and

more

directed toward modelling we may obtain sim¬

representations of web and centrum via

the

one

Chapter 6:

an

a

an

ecoagenVs local environment

architecture which implements the concepts related to

medium of communication; such

one

a

medium is

message

reaches its destination; agents execute

arrive in

a

non-deterministic

order;

an

given

an

resources

ideal

an

one message

an

can connect to
one,

i.e.

every

at a time and these

may

interact with others in order

to execute their actions when their turn

informal proof that

ecoagency was

envagent synchronises the actions of agents

through time token distribution policy; agents
to obtain

as

formal language for describing ecological systems.

developed considering the following basic assumptions. Agents
just

prop¬

despite the fact that the concepts of

ilar

proposed by

to coordinate

It is also important to keep relevant

erties of the group. We have shown that

Ecoagency
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come.

We have

Ecological Agent-Based Simulation (Eco-ABS)

interpreter is free of deadlocks and starvation.

Chapter 7:

we

showed how to

ted the results of
scales up
sense

use

Eco-ABS to develop ecological models and

presen¬

executing small and large models. We showed how the system

when the number of agents increases. The results are gratifying in the

that it

rescues

the

goal of using

a

logic based approach for prototyping of

complex large models. We discussed the expressive power of Eco-ABS for repres¬
enting knowledge similar to the one involved in the beginning of the thesis. We
finally addressed its limitations and suggested some ways to overcome them.

8.1

Contributions

We claim that the main contributions of this work can

8.1.1

A

Logic Framework for Building Prototypes

The experiments we
tribution to
simulation

be summarised as follows.

carried out demonstrates that we have

previous efforts of providing

of Complex Models

given a considerable con¬

logic-based tools to ecological modelling and

[Robertson et al. 91, Mota 94, Brilhante 96, Mota et

al. 96]. By using the
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Eco-ABS approach one may have various specifications of combining models, with po¬
tential to interact, distributed

(agents)
or

can

over a

computer network. Instances of such specification

be executed and, during execution,

new

components may be introduced

components may be retracted from the system.

This

means

that modellers

simulation, but rather in the

of the

describe their
The

longer need to get too involved in computational aspects

no

use

of the expressive power of logical languages to

understanding about how actual ecosystems work in

a

declarative

way.

importance of this has been already addressed in [Robertson et al. 91] and

we

quote

"It

seems

that the

resentation scheme is
model

The

of

use

comprehension systems

cification schema
no

well

understood, soundly based knowledge

particularly important

logic notation proposed

where

a

on

are,

as a means

of ensuring that

rep¬
our

themselves, comprehensible to others."

Table 6.1 plus the domain dependent functions

spe¬

(Definitions 6.12-6.14) provides a high level representation framework

knowledge about elementary instructions of a programming language are go¬

ing to be used to manipulate this knowledge. This provides proper abstractions for
modellers to build their models in
The

effective way as pointed out in

8.1.2

A Declarative

as

addressed below in Section 8.1.3.

Theory of Time

separation of the temporal part of the knowledge

to make modellers of

ecosystems think first

supported by

a

easily represent

hold. Such a separation should be

framework of time which has as much

temporal phenomena in nature. With
many

from other parts of it is helpful

about relations between components of

models, and then think when such relations should

with

Section 1.3.

underlying mechanisms of execution can be any one, but this thesis provides a

multi-ecoagent architecture

The

a more

such

a

structural similarity as possible

framework we should be able to

scales of time and cyclicity of processes.

This work proposes one

framework which meets these criteria.

By using the declarative theory of time we propose

modellers can specify the levels of

CHAPTER 8.
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she/he wants to work with; and the separation between

time

and when such relations hold

relations among objects

through time is represented by using a logic programming

augmented with special operators and temporal labels. This fits nicely in

notation

a

general simulation clause representation.
Cyclical processes

are

elegantly represented by using syntactical representation of tem¬

poral cycles. This means that modellers do not have to
processes

by

means

see

the

recurrence

of such

interpretation of universally quantified temporal variables

over

(a

potentially) infinite set.
Patterns for the combination of models

els have to

reason

depend

the mechanisms that such mod¬

on

about processes aligned and non-aligned in time. The framework

proposed here is neatly extended to allow this.
A Distributed AI Solution to

8.1.3

For

more

complex problems, due to the well known computational limitations of clas¬

sical AI in relation to the

huge increase in the search

representation is used. As

a

teraction scale from finer to

result

we are

coarser

into groups.

of defining

sorts of
ence,

8.2

multi-agent architecture

levels of time and structure. We propose a
are

called ecoagents and

can

theory

be combined

The specification of groups can be done in a similar fashion to the specific¬

ation of its components.

The set of

space, a

able to investigate how such patterns of in¬

(Section 6.5 until Section 6.8) where models

way

Integrate Different models

This provides

a

(Section 6.3), and

groups

standard
so

way

scaling

of defining models in

up can

be

more

a

similar

easily obtained.

potential influences of a class of ecoagents suggests that we may have other

interacting agents, provided they all agree in their underlying

i.e. what ecoagents are and how they

theory of influ¬

relate to each other.

Discussion and Further Work

It is hard to construct

without any

a

high level description formalism

influence of the features of the domain. To

features and patterns

for ecological simulation

establish clearly where domain

of representation and inference meet

is easily obtained by the

CHAPTER 8.
use

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

of schemes such

the

as

ones

proposed in Chapter 6. Given that

of these thresholds one natural question is how far
the

are we

we

have

seen some

from the goal of making

arguments embodied in simulation models accessible to people who must

models to make decisions
in

195

our

[Robertson et al. 91]

or

to other sorts of

representing

a

representing

a

a

set F of reactive and passive ecoagents

a

we

economical and legal models about E. Then, it would be ideal if

would have by achieving such

The purpose

of this work

was to

which fall into F category.
of autonomy

a

we

It is unquestionable the

long term goal.

provide a more structured formalism to develop models

As ecoagents

are

supposed to

run

with

a

certain degree

and modularity, it is expected that further work to investigate the most

convenient ways to represent
models

a

given community living in F, and another set E of active ecoagents

could test the possible interactions between these models.

the interactions with other categories should not affect

developed for E.

Prom the results obtained in this research there are some

interesting

avenues

which

are

investigating in order to make this goal a little closer than we have reached so

far. We summarise of

•

discussed

model of an ecosystem, another set S of active ecoagents representing

social model about

worth

the

motivation in Section 1.1?

Suppose one user (or group of users) have

gains

users as

use

What sorts of
from

a

some

these roads

as

follows.

temporal knowledge assessment (or queries) would be interesting

modeller's

point of view,

a

student point of view, a decision maker point

of view?

•

Would this need
entities such

•

complex temporal expression

queries influence the performance

of system applica¬

large and complex models of ecosystems?
queries involve qualitative or

uncertain knowledge? In this cases, is

representational framework expressive

enough? What sorts of structures and

Would those
the

involving other temporal

collection intervals?

To what extent would such
tions for

•

as

more

inference mechanisms should be

added to the architecture to cope with it?
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In the

case

of qualitative reasoning, an

interesting

196

avenue

of application is model¬

ling [Salles & Bredweg 97] approach to qualitative modelling of the interactions
between
the

populations and environmental factors. How this

potential influences of

Are there patterns

«

Eco-ABS

an

ecoagent as proposed here?

of Eco-ABS specifications that

could gather in

a

sort of

patterns of logic programming techniques generation for ecological

modelling [Castro 95] suits into

as

we

technique library to be re-used? An interesting investigation is to find

out how the

As far

would be related to

our

approach.

Eco-ABS paradigm is concerned we identify the following directions for further

work.
The

potential influence definition scheme needs

ture

knowledge about

to be

an

more

expressiveness to be able to

cap¬

envagent and the attributes of it. Such attributes do not need

represented in the envagent but distributed in the set of agents which

composes

it.

ecoagent theory needs to consider that assimilation, sensing and acting function

The

should have

general mechanisms related to processing messages. This might be

more

the link with the

investigations

on

languages for agent communication and interaction

for

negotiation.

An

explicit representation of Net of Potential Influences is necessary

siderable number of different classes is

this

might be the

took

a

case

few classes

processes

for models of ecosystems, the examples

only to show the fundamental ideas of the

and functions is related to the

what extend could such

investigated in this work
theory.

functional perspective of attrib¬

usual notion of deliberative agents. To

alleged correspondence help us to delineate

computation of such theories?

a con¬

expected in the application domain. Although

Finally, it would interesting to know how ecoagency
utes,

when

limits of efficient

Appendix A
NatureTime Semantics

A.l

Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of Time

This work

by

a

assumes

set with only

elements

as

the

points
one

as

primitives temporal entities. A point will be represented

element. An interval is

a

set of points with the first and last

ending points of the interval. This approach is similar to [Shoham 88a],

For the purposes

of this work I

£), but other choices

are

assume

that points range

possible (e.g.

one may assume

over Z (which

it just

as a

I shall also write

set of states of the

world). In the following definitions 2£ represents subsets of £; 1mi represent the set i
of

integers modulo

Definition A.l
~2.the set
maps
Xi £

m;

(simply modular set).

(Linear Collapsi Function) Let/Zm 1,7Zrn2,... ,7Zmn_1 be modular sets,

of positive integers. Then the Linear Collapsi Function

Zni

X

> • • •

Z712

• •

^^

1

Po(xi,..., xn)

^

to Z i.e. fJ,0

■Zmn-l ^

= xn x mn-1...

X2 x mi

A sequence of assertions
a

Ztxi ^ ^rri2 ^

■ ■

is

a

'~^rnn— 1

function which
^

^

^ If

then

x m2 x mi +

x„_i x mn-2 x

related to

'.

p0

...

7712 x mi...

+

+ x\,

defining elements of the language we call MTCs is actually

temporal structure of time defined as follows.

Definition A.2

(Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of Time) A Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of
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Qh

Figure A.l: Induced graph of time granularity. The MTCs inside the innermost dashed
box compose Th-

time

8

CCh is (Qh,@), where

Qh is

a

tree where the vertices V

node with labels

we

end up

Thus, augmented Qh has
the

9

a

@mi is

set of

Cf to Vn
rp :

structure like the

subset Th which defines

partial order relation

a

non

temporal model is

Cp xP"

x
a

over

distinguished leaf

depicted in Figure A.l.

one

a

a

unique directed path from,

a

the nodes of Qh-

structure M

temporal individuals, ipc is

S

->

from Cc to V, tpf is a map from

from Ctc to V,

is

a map

{T, J.}. A NatureTime-Interpretation is

a

triple Hnt

of NatureTime such that g :

< V2, hih G

(D,ipc,ipf,£CH,Tc,Tp), where V

Linear-Cyclic hierarchy of time,

temporal model and

Definition A.3

a map

=

rc

—> V, CCh is a

where Ad is

x2

a

modular sets. By adding

highest set of integers to the root.

A NatureTime
is

a

with

are

g

is

a

Is■

(Inclusion between two Intervals) Let x\,yi,X2,y2

Then, Ix is included in I2 if I\ is

=

a

{z \

(M, g, h)

function which assigns values to the variables

Cv -» V and h : Ctv

2£ such that h

=

xx

< z < yi) and I2

subset of I2, i.e. I\ C I2.

=

{z \

x2

<yi,
< 2 < y2}.
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Denotation of Well Formed Expressions and Formu¬

A.2

lae

The denotation of a well-formed expression a relative to a

is

Unt, written as

mapping from Cv U Ctv to V U 2£ defined

a

as

follows.

Denotation of classical terms

A.2.1

•

if

v

G

Cv, then

[uj^nt

=

g(v)

•

if

c

G

Cc, then

[c|^nt

=

V>c(c)

•

if

/ G Cf and n is the arity of / then

I/Oxu...,xn)fint

=

ipf{f)(lx1}Hnt,...,lxn]Hnt)

Denotation of temporal terms

A.2.2

In what

NatureTime-Interpretation

follows, if 5 is

set then

a

IS"! is the number of elements in S.

•

if

v

G

Ctv then

fw]]Wnt

=

h(v)

•

if

c

G

Ctc, then

lc\Unt

=

rc(c)

•

if t is of the form

-

-

t(x\,..., xn), then

xn)jHnt

=

{t*0(xi,xn)}

y oOci,

...,xn) <

z

U{|*(«1>

that ux G

• • •'

uj-1'®' wj+i'

...

Uk

G

,

is

< y0{yi, ■ ■ ■ ,yn)}-

£ A; then |[i(x...y,Cj)J

nt
• • • >such

i(x...y,Cj) wherex,y G^i, °fcj G Ac and
is

—

,

t(si,..., xn)...t{yi,..., yn), then p(xi,..., xn)...t{yu..., yn)

{z GZ |
—

/(...) for / G Ctf then in the case t is

• • •

«i G

!vk)---t(vi7 • • •)
■ ■ -

vk G

}

of Cj and |[cj|^ni ^ 7/u
then li(ci(x)...Ci(y), Cj)IWnt = Ufc=o,i,...{z I kxrrij+x < z and if a; < y then
< kxrrij+y, otherwises < (fc+1)xrrij+y and mod-temp-class(cj, C{,mj)}.

i(cj(x)...Ci(y),Cj) where c,,Cj G Ctc and a;,y G

2;
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x(ci{x1)...Ci(x2),Cj) of i{y\...y2,ck) where a, Cj, ck

-

[Ci\Hnt, \ck J^nt
[cj]Wnt g Th then li{ci(x1)...ci{x2),cj) of %i...y2, cfc)fnt = is
Hci(xi)...ci(x2),cj)fint n [%i...y2,cfc)lw,,<

p(s, ci)i
root of

s €

if

r

is

^, Cj

G Ctc,

•

■

■

,^i is path from the level of

Cj

until the

Qh, I £ II and it is ground, then

[p(a»c)lWBt
•

G £tc and

Th and

G

•
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a

|[/JWb1|

=

temporal entity,

|p after r|Wre'

is

p

[r]^nt

=

\llfint\

such that
a

= s x mi x m^i x

...

x

1.

period of time then

[p]^nt,

w®

where

is the

o>®

up-wave

modular

sum

(Appendix B.2).
•

if

r

is

a

temporal entity,

[p before r}nnt
subtraction

•

if T G

Tm

is

p

a

period of time then

[rJHnt

=

we

[p]^nt,

where

we

is the

up-wave

modular

(Appendix B.2).

or

T

= p

after t and

ci G

Th, then take |TJ

as

shorthand for p(l,ci)

before T.

A.2.3

•

if

Denotation of Classical and

a

G

Cp and

n

is the arity of a, then

la(xi,...,xn)fint

•

that this AF is

with

PTE.

if

•

if A and B

are

lAkBf1^
{A V BjUnt
Definition A.4

iff

time-independent, and

a(xi,..., xn) @ T is

Msi, ...,xn)@

every

iETp(a,{lxifint,...,lxnfint),t)

=T

means

a

Temporal Formulae

an

TjHnt

=

ATF and T
T iff Vf G

a

T for allf G £. This

does not need to be annotated

so

PTE, then

[T]W"< Tp(a, [zifnt,..., M*"'}, t)

=

T

ATFs, then
=

=

T iff

T iff

|A]Hnt

[A]Wni

=

=

T and

T or

T.

=

-

T.

(Logical Consequence) A formulae B follows from a formula

temporal model A4 and variable assignments g

makes B true.

=

A

and h where A is true also

appendix a. naturetime semantics

Auxiliary Procedures

A.2.4

Assuming that the
tion

•

3.5.2,

if

201

has given

a

auxiliary procedures

some

r =

user

t(x\,..., Xk) and

r

—

time hierarchy description

are

defined

as

as

defined in Sec¬

follows.

t(y\,..., y^), then precedes(r, s) is true if either

Xk < Vk or
xt < yt

•

if

r

and

and Vxj,yj(i <i <

s are

moments of

time,

if P

—

p(A, a), A ez1- and

p a

[s|Wn(

future(r,p,s) is true iff
•

V Xj < yj)

a €

period of time then
=

\p after

r^nt

Etc and P' G V then

down.equivalent(P, P') is true if either
-

-

-

P

P'

P'

=

=

p(A

and mod-temp-class(ci,Ci^i,m).

x

down-equivalent^(A

x

m,Ci_i),P') is true and

mod-temp-class(ci,
•

if

Pi, P2 G V then

equivalents(Pi,P2) is true iff 3P G P such that down-equivalent{P\,P) holds
and

•

if

down-equivalent(P2, P) holds.

P, P' G V,

Ci,ci G

Etc then

mod-decomposed(P,Cii P') is true iff either
-

P is

a

single period and

down-equivalent(P,p(A\,c\) holds and

down-equivalent(p(l,Ci),p(A2,ci) holds and

-

Ai mod A2, and P'

p(A', ci) plus p(A, q).

A

=

Ar div A2, A'

=

P

=

P1 plus P2 and

down-equivalent(Pi,p(A\,ci)) holds and

=

down-equivalent(P2,p(A2,ci)) holds and

down-equivalent(p(l,Ci),p(A3,ci)) holds and for A
either

P'

=

p(A, Cj) just if Ai + A2 mod A3 = 0 or

=

Ai + A2 div A3,

TTTTITPTTA/TT? QI?A/f A KTTWQ
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Appendix B
Some

Important Properties

Modular Inclusion Relation

B.l

Properties of 0
establishes

a

In what follows, Cj

-

sub-division

means

the MTC at level i.

This relation

relationship between MTCs. The @ relation has the following

properties.

if

•

transitive

•

reflexive

•

anti-symmetric

B.2

-

-

Cj, Cj and Ck are MTCs and Ck @ Cj and Cj 0 Cj, then Ck 0 Cj.

if Cj is
-

a

MTC then Ct 0 Cj (every MTC

if Cj, Cj are MTCs, and i

be subdivided by itself)

j, and Cj 0 Cj, then Cj 0 Cj.

Up-Wave Modular Sum and Subtraction

Definition B.2.1 Let P
The up-wave

Iw©P

modular

=

sum

p(A,Ci), mod.temp-class(ci+i,Ci,m), and t(si,..., s^).

between P and I, I

=

P, is defined

if Si + A <

m,

w©P' if Si + A >

m,

where A'

Definition B.2.2 Let P
and I

can

=

=

Sj

and P' = p(A',
+ A div m.

Cj+i),

p(A, cj, and Cj defines another MTC as mod.temp.class(ci+i,Ci, m),

t(si, ...,sk). We call the

P, defined

Iuq P

=

=

as

up-wave

modular subtraction between P and I, I ue

as

t{s1,...,si-A,...,sk), iff A <

Sj
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IOJQ P
A'

=

t(si,...

A div

=

,Si ©

A,... ,Sk)

UJQ

P'

,

iff A >=

Si

and P'

=

p(A',ci+1), where

m.

Temporal Unification

B.3

Specification of tempjunify/3

B.3.1

In this section I shall define the unification of

consists

basically

on

reducing

reasoning to check whether
wrt

204

pure

temporal terms

or

temporal expressions and performing

not two temporal terms have the

or

time matching. It

same

a

temporal

interpretation

MoTT.

a

temp-.unify(T, T, UT)

temp-unify(Ti,T2,UT)
Ti

-

=

reduce(Term, UTerm).

<=

-4=

T2 &

reduce(T\,RTi) &
reduce(T2, RT2) &
reduce{UT, RUT) &
unif yjunits(RT\,RT2, RUT).

The reduction of

B.3.2

temporal terms is given

Reduction of

The the reduction

as

follows.

Temporal Terms

algorithm is divided into two groups of clauses. The first consists

of the clauses to deal with canonical forms of

temporal expression. The second deals

with

we mean

t is

complex forms. First

a

we

temporal variable if it is

of PTE where all its elements

reduction

a

are

by temporal variable:

logical variable, i.e. if t G

or a

a

term

canonical form

logical variables. Based on it we have the following

algorithm.

Definition B.3.1 Let tx he
to

introduce what

a

PTE, and t2

t2, written reduce(t\,t2) iff one of the

a

canonical PTE. We

following holds.

say

that ti is reducible
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ti

•

=

t2, and ti is

temporal variable, temp.var(tx).

a

temp-var{ti) and tx is in

»

t\

•

= S1...S2,

and t2

=

the form

rsi...rs2

5i

is reducible to

rsi

s2

is reducible to

rs2.

t(xx,

..

.,xk),

so

t2

=

tx

where

and

i(s...t,c)

•

t\

—

t2

•

tx

=

A after t and

—
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t\ is reducible to rt\ and
t2 is reducible to rt2 and

future{rt\, A,rt2) holds.
Unification of Time Units

B.3.3

In what follows

we

poral entities.

This level

ing

process

present the
can

cases

be considered

as

the

core

true if the function

is true if LI is

one

name

are

given

as

or

tem¬

of the temporal reason¬

of the whole temporal unification. The simple matching for all

unifyjunits(T,T,T). The others

class

for temporal unification of time units

cases

is

follows, where functor (Term, F, N) is

of Term is F and Term has

linear time interval instance

arity N, tirneJnstace(I, C, LI)

1 of the cyclical interval I of modular

C, level(C,N) is true if the level of modular temporal class C is N.

•

Matching of Linear Intervals
unifyjunits (Ti.. .T2, T3.. .T4, TR) <^= linear -unify (T\ ,T2,Tz,Ti,TR).
where linear .unify f 5

implements the well know matching relations of inclusion,

overlapping, etc.[Allen & Hayes 85].
•

1

This

Matching cyclical
is

according

to

[Rescher & Urquhaxt 71]

or

modular intervals

the

principle

of linear

realizability

a

circular time structure
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<=

mod.temp-class(.,C,M) &
integer(M) &
modular-unify (R, R, IR).
where modular -unify/3

implements the cyclical version of the matching relations

proposed by Allen and Hayes (op. cit.) and described in Section B.3.4.
•

Matching cyclical intervals to get

one

unify-units(i(I\,C),i(l2,C),TR)
-1

linear instance of it

<=

var(TR) &

functor(TR,..., 2) &
mod-temp-class(C, M) &

integer(M) &

modularjunify(I\, I2, IR) &
timeJnstance(IR, C, TR).

unify-units(i(I,C),T\...T2,TR)

<=

time-instance(I, C, T3...T4) &

linear-.unify(Ti,T2,T3,T4,T R).

unify-.units(Ti...T2,i(I,C),TR) <=
timeJnstance(I, C,T3...T4) &
linear Junify(T\,

•

Matching

a

T2, T3, T4, Tf?).

moment of time with a

cyclical interval

unifyjunits(T,i(I,C),T) <=
functor(T,t,-) &

mod-temp-class(flow-time. Class,infinite) &

level(Class,N) &
arg(N, T, Arg) &

timejinstance(I,C,Ti...T2) &
unif y..momentJnterval(T, N, Arg, T1...T2).
unif y-,units(i(I, C),T,T) <=

unify-units(T,i(I, C),T)
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Matching Relations Between Cyclical Intervals

B.3.4

In this
same

work, matching between cyclical intervals is made considering they

level of time hierarchy. The possible

cases are

LAPPING. In the following analysis of cases
the

207

we are

are at

the

EMPTY INCLUDED and OVER¬

considering two things. First, that

ordering of the circular set is like the clock, and that

Ii and S2---0 is the range of interval I2. Second, we will

is the range of interval
assume

linearity between the

elements, by picking the first without the circular link with the last.

1. EMPTY match

result,

-

there

are

two different

shown in figure B.l. For each

as

cases

with the empty result, or one fail

case we

have the following conditions,

and the result of the match for all of them is the same,

(a) t2 >

S2

(b)

t\ and t\ > si and si > £2

S2 >

and

t\ and t\ > si

S2 >

0

0

Figure B.l: Empty matching of modular

2. INCLUDED Match

th other

as

there

-

showed in

are

figure B.2. For each case we have

(a) ti > <2 and £2 >

^2

S2

(c)

si >

t\ and t\ > £2

(d)

S2

>

si

and

and

si >

the following conditions,

of them is the same, that is S2---t2-

> «i

and £2 > s2

t\ and t\ > £2

3. OVERLAPPING Match
modular intervals.

S2

included in

> si and si > t\

(b) t2 >

S2

intervals.

four different cases of one interval is

and the result of the match for all

and

that is the empty set.

They

-

there are 6 different cases

are

divided in two groups

of overlap between two
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(a)

-2

-1

Figure B.2: Matching of one interval including other.
i the

cases

showed in

figure B.3. For each

case we

ditions, and the result of the match for all

have the

following

of them is the same,

con¬

that is

s2...ti

(a) t2

> t\ and t\ > s2 and

(b) fi >

s2

and

s2

(c)

s2 > si

and

Si > t2

(d)

si >

>

si

cases

si >

shown in

t2

and t2 >

t2 and t2 > t\ and fi >

Figure B.3: First Four
ii the

and

s2 > s\

cases

s2

of overlapping between intervals.

figure B.4. For each

tions, and the result

are

si

(b)

t2 and t2 > si and si > t\

s2 >

In this case,
answer,

si >

have the following condi¬

two possible intervals s\...t2 and S2-..fi

(a) t2 >

and

case we

t\ and ti > s2

when matching the intervals we expect to obtain only one

and the other

can

be computable as an alternative matching. Com¬

putationally speaking it is normally done by backtracking.

B.3.5

Ground Pure

Temporal Expression
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Algorithm 11 Ground Pure Temporal Expression
Require: T is a temporal variable and 9 is a TSF.
Ensure: Either T is t-bound to a ground pure temporal expression V in relation to 6,
written ground-pte(T,9,T,V), or it returns false otherwise.
Case 1:

ground-pte(T,9,V) if

var(T)
V is tJ)ind(T, 9)
var(V).
Case 2: groundjpte(P after T,9,P after V) if
var(T)
tempsubst(T, 9, F).
Case 3: ground-pte(P after T,9,P after Ti) if
var(T)
ground(T)
ground-pte(T, 9,T\).
-i

-i

-i

Appendix C

Library of Functions and
Interpreter for Examples
In this

appendix I present

tions showed in

C.l

some

examples of function definitions used bye the simula¬

Chapter 7.

Function Schema

function(logistic,par(H,Hmax,Gr),H * (1 + Gr * (1
function(blockmovement,par(H),H).

function(shadow,par(H,D),—(H/(D * 1000))).
function (peste, par(Pos),

—

(Pos/10000)).

function(samejvalue,par(V), V).
function(average,par(L), average(L)).

function(sum,par(L),sum(L)).

C.2

Library of Execution Functions

execute(logistic, Att, Vi,Infs, V) <=
max(Att, MAX) &

changejrate(Att, CR) &
RealCR is CR + Infs

&

210

—

H/Hmax))).
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function(logistic,par(Vi, MAX, RealCR), Expr) &
eval(Expr, V).

execute(up-zig-zag, Altitude, Ap, Infs, Af) -4=

max(Altitude, Max) &

((Ap > 2 * Infs/3 & Af is Ap

-

(0.8 + 3 * Ap/(5 * Mas)))

V

(Ap =< 2 * Infs/3 & Af is Ap + 1 +

Ap/Max)).

execute(flat^zig-zag, Pos, Pp, Infs, Pf) <4=
max(movementx, Maxx) &
random..value(0.0, Max-X, Dx) &
max(movementy, Maxy) &

random-value(0.0, Maxy, Dy) &
RDX is Dx + Infs &
is

Dy + Infs &

translade(Pp, d(RDx, RDy, 0.0), -P/).

Appendix D

Glossary
Mathematical and

D.l

•

•

•

(Temporal) Logical Symbols

M- The set of natural numbers

"Zm
-i

Set modulo

-

m or

modular set with modular value

Negation by failure

-

•

-

Logical implication (reverse notation)

9

&

9

V

•

T

-

Truth value true

•

_L

-

Truth value false

•

Cv

-

Set of symbols for variables

«

Cc

-

Set of symbols for constants

©

Cf

-

Classical functions

•

Cp

-

Predicates

•

Ctv

-

Set of symbols for

®

Cu

-

Finite set of temporal constants

Logical conjunction

-

Logical disjunction

-

temporal variables

212

m
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•

Tc

•

Ctf

•

Cv

•

7m

®

Pl

•

X0

•

Pte

•

@

•

[J

-

Temporal interval demarcator

•

M

-

It is

•

13

•

AUco

•

Nds

-

names

of temporal classes

Set of temporal function symbols

-

Finite set of predicate symbols

-

Set of temporal terms which represent

■

moments of time.

Set of temporal terms which represent linear intervals.

-

Set of temporal terms which represent cyclical intervals.

-

Set of

-

pure

temporal expressions.

Temporal symbol to annotate

-

a

a

classical formula

NatureTime temporal model.

An ecoagent architecture.

-

The set of all

names

The set of all

names

of classes of ecoagents, and Mcis C Afeco-

•

Afag - The set of all

names

of ecoagents, and Afag C Afeco-

•

A/"a«

»

Afler

-

•

Ea

The set of all possible sets of attributes (or states).

•

Pinf

-

The set of potential influences.

•

Pinf

-

The set of functions of influence upon agents' processes.

•

SAres

-

-

-

The set of all

name

The set of all

names

-

-

of

an

ecoagent architecture.

of attributes of classes of ecoagents, and A/am C Necoof local environmental relations, and Afier C Afeco-

The set of resource assimilation functions related to resource assimilation

factor.

•

Pact

~

•

©

An ecoagenf s

-

The set of internal actions

or

computational functions associated to actions.

local environment.

GLOSSARY
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•

E©

-

The set of all possible local environments.

•

<5q

-

It is

a

function for sensing the environment, used to generate the agent's

initial local environment.

•

SCq

It is

-

It is

•

-

•

Mis

•

©

a

a

function for sensing changes in the agent's local environment.

function for

sensing information

The tuple which represents

-

a

resource.

Multi-Ecoagent architecture.

The special agent which represents properties of the environment

-

or

the

envagent.
•

So

•

ICext

-

A set of of ecoagents.
-

The "artificial" Environmental Medium to represent external knowledge

and interaction among agents.

»

0,

•

out

The medium

-

of communication.

—y
-

The function function which maps

the set of

messages an

agent may send

Q. to a.

•

in

The function which maps

-

the set of messages

an

agent may receive and 0 to

a

•

A

-

The state of

an

•

r

-

An ecoagent

information resource structure.

«

Q

«

Q

-

The group structure

•

p

-

A list which represents an envagent time stamp

The list of messages an agent

-

•

ecoagent.

-

has to attend.

representation of an envagent.

The set of terms of the form

scheduler of actions.

value(Attj, agent(C)) or

absorbed(amount(X, Attj), agent{C)).
•

5]^

-

The set of terms of the form

holds(loc~envjrel(R, A, agent(Cls))) or

holds{loc-env jrel(R, agent(Cls), A)).
a

-

The set of terms of the

form

func(ir,n,k).
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Special Constants, Terms, Temporal Functions and

D.2

Predicates

•

lowest

-

Special constant used to limit the lowest

level c\ of a

hierarchy of modular

sets.

•

flowJime

-

Special constant used to limit the highest level

cn

of

an

infinite sequence

a

hierarchy of

modular sets.

•

infinite - Special constant used to
of events of the

•

smallest

say

highest level of time.

Special constant used to

-

that the flow of time is

smallest interval

or a

say

that the lowest level of granularity is the

moment in time.

•

.../2 - Special constant used to represent the range between two positive numbers.

•

p/2

-

Special constant used to represent the length of time (first argument) at

a

given scale (second argument).
•

ij2

-

Special constant used to represent

cyclical interval (first argument) at

a

a

given level of time (second argument).
•

t/k

-

Special constant used to represent

a

moment of time in a time hierarchy in

which the MTH has k elements.

Special constant used to compose collection intervals.

•

of j2

•

before/2

-

Special constant used to represent a displacement function which

computes

a

moment in time in the past

-

given

a

current moment and the length

of time between them.

•

after/I
putes

-

Special constant used to represent a displacement

moment in time in the

a

function which com¬

future given a current moment and the length of

time between them.

•

plus/2

-

Special constant used to compose

lengths of time at different scales.
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•

mod-temp-das s / 3

gument)

as

being

Special predicate used

-

a
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modular set of another

to declare
one

temporal class (first

a

ar¬

(second argument) with modular

value defined in the third argument.

•

future/3 - Special predicate to relate
and

«

a

a

temporal entity in time,

a

period of time

temporal entity in the future.

precedes/2

-

Special predicate to represent

a

relation of precedence between two

temporal entities.
•

•

down -equivalent / 2

-

Special predicate which associates

given scale, with

an

equivalents/2

Special predicate used to

-

equivalent period at

a

a

period of time, at

a

lower scale.
compare

if two periods of time

are

equivalent to each other.
•

mod-decomposed/3
scale of time to

•

a

a

•

or

proof procedure

-

Special predicate used to classify formulas which have
a

simulation clause.

-

temporal normal form.

Special predicate used to classify clauses which have a form of

simulation clause.

/reesearch/5
used

®

an

logic.

body of

clause in its

inst-simucls/1
a

•

period of time and

clause/1 - Special predicate used by the meta-interpreter for testing the existence
of

•

a

decomposition of the given period at the given scale.

body -of simu-clause/1
instances in the

•

Special predicate used to associate

solve/3 - Special predicate used to define the meta-interpreter
for NatureTime

a

-

-

Special predicate which implements a

forward chaining search

by the meta-interpreter.

sub-tsf /3

groundjpte/I - Special predicate used to classify temporal terms which are ground
instances of pure

temporal expressions.
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temp-comb lb
their
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Special predicate used

-

respective TSF to

a

to associate two

TSF which is the result of

temporal variables and
a

temporal combination

between such t-variables.

•

tempsubst/3

•

alignedsearch/6

•

change/2
which

•

-

an

scale/2 - Special predicate used to relate

a process

process

and the scale of time at which

works.

smaller-period/2 - Special predicate used to test whether
(the first argument) is smaller than another

•

agent's attribute and the

changes the attribute through the flow of time.

the process

•

Special predicate used to relate

search/b

-

one

or

not

a

period of time

(the second argument).

Special predicate called by the meta-interpreter to derive

of models which

satisfy

a

simulation clause in which the head is

a

a sequence

fixed moment

of time.

•

length-of -time/2

-

Special predicate used to associate

a

time interval and the

length of such period including both ending points of the interval.
•

compute-rest/I - Special predicate called by the meta-interpreter to compute the
rest of the progress

of the value of

an

attribute after having computed its first

value.

®

progression/6

-

Special predicate called by the meta-interpreter to which imple¬

ments the observer process

•

progress/3

-

of

an

agent.

Special predicate of the NatureTime language

observer process

of

ana

which wraps the

agent.

external interface of an ecoagent.

•

ecoagent/6

-

Special predicate used as the

•

attribute/4

-

Special predicate used to define an

•

initial-Value/2 - Special predicate used to

agent's attribute.

define the initial value of an attribute.
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max/2
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Special predicate used

-

to define the maximum value of

agent's at¬

an

tribute.

•

compute/2

-

Special piedicate to relate

used to compute

•

affect/5

•

send/1

-

to other

•

•

message

meta-predicate to define potential influ¬

a message

Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to broadcast

-

Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to multi-cast

-

-

Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to write the
an

agent on the environmental medium.

read/1 - Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to read (and extract)
message

from the medium of communication. If no message is present, then a
predicate fails.

wait/1 - Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to read (and extract)
a

message

the

from the medium of communication. If no message is present,

agent execution is blocked until a message

waitjrd/1
message

-

from the medium of communication. If no message

A

a message

e

•

may -influence/3

-

potential influences.

classesjinf /2

-

a

is present, then the

of computation.

A special predicate which associates the attributes of an agent

a to its set of

influences to

just read a

is available.

special term which represent an ecoagent state

•

-

until

then

is available.

Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to

agent execution is blocked

•

as a

to other agents.

messages

call to this

•

process.

to other agents.

write-ek/1

a

•

of the function

agents.

external interface of

•

name

Special predicate used by ecoagent meta-interpreter to send

multicast/2
a

and the

agents.

broadcast/I
a

•

Special predicate used

-

ences over

the action of the

a process

A special predicate

set of names

which associates an agent s set of potential

of classes of influences

within it.

glossary

appendix d.
•

location/2
to its

•

A special predicate which

-

associates

field-influence/2

A special predicate which associates

-

actions/4

Special predicate which associates

-

scheduled actions

an

agent's initial time and its

sensing

an

messages

and

a

list of

agent, the next set of actions

potential influences and the interval of sensing

information

lc/7

the set of potential

executed, the agent's local environment, its information

its set of

•

goal

according to their time scale and (possibly) other constraints.

senseJnf/7 - Special predicate which associates
to be

or

its maximum field of influence.

attributes to the time limit of observation of its

•

agent's initial state

an

intended location within the environment.

influences of agent to

•
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resource

resource

messages

structure and the number of messages

structure,

to the initial

expected to fulfill it.

Special predicate called by the agent's meta-interpreter which starts

-

an

agent's life cycle.
•

envagent/5

»

Ss

e

active.envagentt/I

-

A

-

special term which represent

execution of

•

Special predicate used

an

starting-time/I

the external interface of an envagent.

as

an

envagent state of computation.

Special predicate which call the meta-interpreter for the

-

envagenVs behaviour.
-

Special predicate which takes the initial time of a multi-

ecoagent simulation.
•

Dcond/2
state

-

Special meta-predicate to represent the set up

(geographical position,

•

env-lc/2

®

process/4
tion to

•

-

area,

etc.).

Special predicate which activates the
-

Associates

a new

state of

zones-influenced/ 3

-

a message, an

life cycle of an envagent.

envagent and its current state of computa¬

computation after processing the given message.

Special predicate which associates an agent s

its ratio of influence to the zones

with its ratio.

of an envagenVs initial

within envagenVs are which have

location and
intersection
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insert/%

-
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Special predicate which associate

an

element and

set to another set

a

equal to the first but added with the element.
•

agents Jnf /4
area,

Special predicate which associates

-

the whole

of agents and

group

from this class which

«

insert-into-group/h
its class and

•

a

apply-policy / 3
of

•

set of

currently present in the

a new

in the envagent

a new group

a

set of

agents

zones.

Special predicate which associates

structure to

zones

set of classes of influence to

an

agent, its location,

added with this agent.

Special predicate which associates

computation to

distribution

-

group

-

are

a

a

an

envagent, its current state

state of computation after applying the time-token

policy.

insert-req/5

-

Special predicate which associates

an

envagent, and ecoagent, the

agent's time stamp request and the scheduler of actions of the envagent to

a new

scheduler of actions.

•

already-moved/%

-

Special predicates which test whether

class has been moved from

•

dispatch/4
answer

-

given envagent

execute/5

-

a new

sequence

dispatch(

or

not)

associated to the message received.

call a domain
the value of an attribute, taking the previous

Special predicate used by the ecoagent interpreter to

value and the influences

function/3

information and the list of

list of queries after having processed the

dependent function which changes

or

not.

received from the environment and the group

of the query

•

or

agent of a certain

Special predicate which associates an envagent, a term with an

queries made to

•

a

an

-

over

the attribute into account.

by its name, its interface (a
typing theory is assumed), and and expression

Special predicate to define a function

of parameter where no

body which relates the parameters.

GLOSSARY
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D.3

•

Temporal Substitutional Framework (TSF)
resents

•

a

-

a

-

a

set of pairs where each pair rep¬

temporal formula written in

temporal terms and their bindings

t-free

-

temporal variable and its binding.

Temporal Normal Form (TNF)
its

•

221

A temporal variable in

a

are

a

way

in which

all gathered in the TSF of the formula.

TSF in which its binding is

a

non-instantiated

variable.

e

t-bound

-

temporal variable in

a

TSF in which its binding is instantiated to

a

the unification between two function terms which takes

a

a

temporal term.
•

Semantic

Unification

-

special theory about them into account.
•

Temporal Unification
terms

according to

a

-

a

semantic unification which interprets specially labelled

specific structure of time. This

process

matches them by

performing temporal reasoning which considers their meaning in the given time
representation.
•

NatureTime-Resolution

parts:

-

A

special resolution rule which is composed of two

i) standard unification step involving

non

temporal terms, and ii)

a tem¬

poral combination involving temporal terms and their bindings in the TSFs of
both formulas involved in the resolution step.

•

Ecoagent

-

Is

a

short

name

for Ecological Agent which is a building block for the

development of simulation models of ecosystems in a multi-agent architecture.
<•

Potential Influences
ence

•

among

a

set of

meta-relations about the potential sources of influ¬

agents from different

Local Environment
tential influences

•

-

-

is

a

affecting

classes.

dynamic structure containing the instantiation
an

of po¬

agent.

Special ecoagent endowed with

Envagent

-

of agents,

and keeps general information

mechanisms for coordinating a group

about the whole environment.

APPENDIX D. GLOSSARY
•

time-token

•

Time Token
have the

-
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A time stamp requested by

an

Distribution Policy

expression to

preference to act

are

-

Is

an

agent and offered by envagent.
mean

that agents which

those which (also) attend the policy of having the

earliest time stamp for request of execution.
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Abstract.

Granularity of time is an important issue for the understand¬
ing of how actions performed at coarse levels of time interact with others,
working at finer levels. However, it has not received much attention from
most AI work on temporal logic. In traditional domains of application
(e.g. databases, planning, natural language, etc.), we may not need to
consider it as a problem, but it becomes important in more complex
domains, such as ecological modelling. In this domain, aggregation of
processes working at different time granularities is very difficult to do
reliably. We have proposed a new time granularity theory based on mod¬
ular temporal classes, and have developed a temporal reasoning system to
reason about seasonal cycles. This time theory may be a suitable frame¬
work for an executable temporal logic for the specification of ecological
models, where each ecological entity is an active agent.

1

Introduction

Temporal reasoning systems usually treat time as a linear sequence of discrete
points or linear intervals, and the representation of different levels of time granu¬
larity is done by grouping intervals in what are called convex intervals [Allen 83],
[Allen & Hayes 85], [Ladkin 86], or non-convex intervals [Leban et al. 86]. In
such ontologies of time, cyclical processes are normally represented by using
recurrent intervals

as

in

[Koomen 89].

of these theories are formally well developed, very few of
them have been used for the specification of simulation models of problems we
normally find in nature. The main reason may be the fact that the temporal
concepts which people normally use in such domains do not seem to have a
direct relation with those of temporal logics. Many phenomena in nature cannot
be easily understood in only one scale of time, and using different scales is
essential to their comprehension.
Although

*

many
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Nowadays, integration of ecological models is an important issue. There are
individual models of parts of systems, and people want to solve problems
which require the behaviour of a number of different models to be combined.
However, there is little standardisation in the combination process. This is crit¬
ical when the models were conceived for different levels of time granularity to
simulate processes working at different levels of abstraction, but which are some¬
how related. Meanwhile, some temporal logics for the specification of reactive
systems do not deal with time granularity, and so there is a gap between these
areas which we aim to bridge. This cross-fertilisation might result in a new way
of modelling ecological systems, and raise other types of temporal problems.
many

This paper

shows a temporal logic which deals with time granularity based
ontology of time called Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy. The logic was successfully
used in the representation of seasonal cycles in agroforestry problems, and can
be used as a programming language to develop simulation models working at
different levels of time granularities, particularly for eco-systems. We also address
some points about our current research. This concerns the development of an
executable temporal logic for the specification of different simulation models of
eco-systems to be integrated. We argue that our hierarchy of time is a suitable
base for this logic, where each ecological species is treated as an agent (in the
sense of multi-agent systems), each with its own scale of time. In this way,
the behaviour of these systems may emerge from the interaction between their
on an

component agents.

follows. In Section 2, we present the
example of a eco-system model, high¬
lighting the problems raised when simulating such domains. We also present a
brief review of temporal logics applied to the ecological domain. In Section 2,
we present our theory of time granularity. In Section
4, we show how it can be
used to specify simulation models in ecology, particularly in the example shown
in Sect. 2. We also address its drawbacks and why its direct use does not lead us
to feasible solutions for simulating the interaction of many ecological species. In
Section 5, we explain how our time theory could be used in a multi-agent systems
architecture to provide an executable temporal logic to attack the problem of
integrating different simulation models working at different time granularities.
Finally, in Section 6, we present some concluding remarks about the current
The rest of this paper

motivation for the research

state of our

is organised
by showing

as

an

research and its future.

2

Motivation

The

objective of this section is to show the complexity of

system, the agents involved, and the effect of their actions
and assumed at various time granularities. At the end of
describe related work and why we
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did not

use

modelling a real eco¬
which can be observed
the section, we briefly

traditional temporal logics.

2.1

The Biomass Increase of

a

Forest

I trample I.

A piece of forest., from now oil /,, composed of 10 trees, each one
a square with sides of 3
meters, where the shape of the tree is
assumed to be unimportant. Each tree has a
growth rate r,-, per some unit of
time, which varies according to the season and the level of nutrients in the soil.
The growing process of one tree may affect the
growing of its neighbours because
of the competition for nutrients and light, assuming the absorption of
light per
area of the canopy of the tree. To
give an intuitive idea, the situation is depicted
in Figure 1. Each tj, i = 1,..., 10 represents a tree.
allocated in
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Fig. 1. A simple forest.

The

problem of interest in this scenario is to predict the change of height, of
a. weekly scale of time, and as a consequence their biomass and the
biomass of the whole forest. Due the great complexity of the processes involved,
what is usually done is to develop a single simulation model, for each process,
at. an appropriate level of abstraction and time granularity, and after simulating
all of them separately the results are joined. But as mentioned in Sect. 1 this
practice is very unlikely to give accurate results. For example, the height increase
of a tree U might be represented by an equation of the form
the trees in

dH.
dt

where MAX Hi

life, and

r,-

assumed to

Hi

'

MAXh,

is the maximum height that

a

(I)

tree <,■ can reach during its whole

is the growth rate of f,-, and 77, is the height of 7,-. Usually, »■; is
be an average value per some unit of time. It is intended to represent
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all necessary

"information" about the growth of
However, this does not model
explicitly the interaction among trees, which may affect this rate. So, a more
sophisticated simulation model for this problem should consider as a relevant
part of the scenario the following processes:
-

-

-

the rate of water

-

on

the features of the soil where the

the influence of the concentration of water, nutrients, etc., in the

ing to the

-

uptake, based

tree is

placed. This rate would be at some scale of time. Note that the water in-flow
of the soil would also change according to the season of the year. So we may
need to represent it as a cyclical process.
the rate of the absorption of nutrients (or uptake), e.g. carbon (photosyn¬
thesis) and nitrogen (roots). Another time scale may be needed for this.
soil, accord¬

of the forest. It will be responsible for stopping the increase
of tree biomass. Another time scale may be needed.
the competition for light, assuming the absorption of light per area of the
canopy of the trees, and also its height. Another scale may be needed.
the action of external events which change the environment
•

•

age

natural events such

fire, storms, epidemics of insects,
pearing due to natural production of seeds, etc.
cutting some trees down, reforesting some areas, etc.
as

new

trees

ap¬

Let's consider the process
an intuitive analysis of

involving the leaves and the roots of a tree, and
their effect in the growth rate. The effect of pho¬
tosynthesis changes in a scale of minutes, since the incidence of light changes
minute by minute within a day. On the other hand, the effects of water uptake
and nitrogen absorption by the roots are more effectively described on a hourly
time scale. The processes clearly work at different time granularities and we need
to integrate them to properly represent their influence in the growth rate of a
make

tree.

of this paper, we will concentrate only on the influence of
growing process of another tree. The influence on a tree
by
other trees is approximated as a function of their height and their distance from
This is intended to represent how the acquisition of biomass of other trees
affects t{. Basically, the taller a tree tj, the more effect it will have on the growth
rate of t,-, and the further tj is from <,• the less effect it will cause. This will be
represented by the quantity kj^, where A: is a constant which would normally
be determined empirically, and d,j is the distance between /,• and tj. Equation
(1) now becomes
For the purpose

one

tree on

the

where nb is the number of tree

neighbours of t,.
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2.2

Related Work

A direct, at tempt, to

model temporal aspects of ecological phenomena in lei ins of tem¬
proposed in [dray 93], using a linear point structure representation
of time. Such an approach does not have any mechanism of inference to reason about
simple temporal knowledge, and also nothing about how to solve temporal conflicts on
seasoned cycles.
poral logic,

The

was

problems of reasoning about cyclic events were found when we tried to
logics, such as Gabbay's temporal logic [Gabbay 87]: the temporal
logic with Since and Until and fixed point operators [Gabbay 89], [Barringer et al. 91].
Furthermore, these approaches have no commitment to both the "durational" aspects
of temporal logic and with different levels of time granularity, but with the specification
of possible states of the world in a single time scale.
Another possibility would be Allen's system [Allen 84], [Allen & Hayes 85], where
the problem of reasoning about cycles could be implemented using the work on reason¬
ing about recurrences [Koomen 89]. However, these approaches do not clearly explain
how to use, in practice, the inference mechanisms they provide to model cyclical events
in a "natural" way to obtain appropriate inferences. These logics treat time as a mathe¬
matical structure based on natural numbers, or integers, or reals, etc. Almost no attempt
has been made to develop a temporal logic theory based on notions of time which we
can actually conceive in the natural world, such as day, lunar month, and seasonal
cycles, all together. Any temporal logic application, based on whatever mathematical
structure, must choose which scale is being regarded. Since we have established that
the integration of temporal scales must be an interactive process, it is essential (hat
use

same

other well known

the notation used to do this

can

be communicated to the

users.

intend to look at the world at different levels
one level to another it is necessary for the
comprehension of the phenomena being observed [Hobbs 85]. This has been applied in
the context of temporal databases, in order to obtain efficient maintenance of them
[Dean 89], and planning systems, to achieve plan actions at different scales of time and
reduce the computational complexity of such systems [Badaloni & Berati 94]. In reac¬
tive systems, few temporal logics deal with granularity of time. Recently, [Montanari 94]
proposes a many-sorted first order logic augmented with temporal operators and a met¬
ric on time to deal with time granularity.
Granularity is

of

very

important if

we

abstraction, and when switching from

theory we developed in [Mota 94] was an attempt to provide a logic based
language to represent concepts of time, following closely the forms of expression used
informally in descriptions of ecological systems in a target domain. In the next sect ion
The

we

3

will present

the main rationale of this hierarchical theory of time.

NatureTime

In this section

showing

some

Logic

we will present our hierarchical theory of time in a very informal way,
formalisms only when it becomes necessary. A more formal description

[Mota 94]. To give a better intuition of how such theory of time
we will show a simple temporal reasoner interpreter we called
This is a standard Prolog meta-interpreter with restricted forms of

can

be found in

can

be

implemented,

NatureTime.
unification

on

temporal labels.
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3.1

Basic Assumptions

Although our logic for reasoning about time and change through time is declarative,
it has a procedural (or executable) interpretation because the rules are in the form
future <= past. Furthermore, the language used to implement the meta-intcrpreter was
Prolog, which has been the basis for some executable temporal logic definitions due to
its procedural interpretation.
In terms of time ontology, instead of simply introspecting on what might be techni¬
cally possible, and then trying to find examples of such temporal constructs, we did the
opposite starting with some domain examples in the form of English text. For instance,
about the example showed in Sect. 2.1, one might say "the tree grows faster
during the
rainy season (say February) than in any other season'1. By analysing simple statements
like this, we first detected the sorts of expressions we normally use to refer about in¬
herently cyclical temporal classes, and that are hierarchically related. Afterwards, we
attempted to fit them within a many-sorted logic formalism.
This was done by using a different mathematical framework to model temporal
classes like "seasons", or cyclical processes. The framework of time we suggested is
to model such a hierarchy of cycles using modular arithmetic, which is also called
clock arithmetic [Biggs 87], In this view, each cyclical temporal class is defined by one
modular set, and so we permit the succession of time in a cyclical way, where the last
element is followed by the first. The theory is based on the following assumptions.
1.

2.

i.

temporal entity (TE) - is a reference to a measure of time, e.g. June, 24th, 1980.
are grouped and circularly ordered, forming modular temporal classes (MTC),
e.g. December and January are TEs of the class "month", and the last element,
December, is followed by the first, January.
Temporal classes are modularly sub-divided in other temporal classes by what we
call modular value. For instance, 60 is the modular value which sub-divides hour
TEs

into minutes.
4.

5.

G.

The

specification of one modular temporal class defines one level of a time hier¬
archy. There may exist as many levels of hierarchy as we want. For instance, one
could be interested just in days and hours, and so there would be two levels where
the second (day) would be defined by the first (hour).
The number of levels of a time hierarchy must be finite. The highest can be con¬
sidered as the larger interval, and the lowest as the smallest.
The highest level of the hierarchy is not circularly grouped to form a modular
temporal class, but it is linearly ordered in an infinite sequence. Thus, for each
instance of the highest temporal class there is one positive integer. In the example
of the previous item, day would be a temporal class with its instances linearly
ordered, but not those from minutes which would be circularly ordered.
The first allows

to introduce the

us

idea of "previous" and "next" time without

the same level of time
granularity. For instance, "next month" would refer to another month, as "previous
year" refers to another year.
The second provides a short and elegant mechanism to refer to intermittent in¬
tervals. In a pure linear structure of time they would be represented by collections of
inconsistencies, since they will refer to temporal entities at

intervals.
The third

provides

us

For instance, if one has

with

a

facility to divide

defined week
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a

as a sequence

temporal class in the way we need.
of seven days, then we can create

labour-week

another modular

temporal class. How these two classes would related
hierarchy is beyond the scope of this paper.
Hie fourth allows us to have multiply nested levels of time
granularity. For instance,
from the example 1 we could define levels of time from
years down to minutes, or from
to each

as

other and other elements of the

months down

to

hours.

I he fifth makes the time

there would be

no

way to

ontology

a

tractable

one,

compute the operations

since without this restriction

over our

analysis is beyond the scope of the present paper.
finally the sixth allows us to have the flow of time. If no level
then this time framework would loop for ever.

3.2

time expressions. This
were a

linear sequence,

Logic Definition

In what

follows, we will use this font to refer to the elements of our language. Our
extension of Prolog, and so its syntax is assumed to be same, but enhanced
with some special symbols, terms, and a unification algorithm for temporal labels.
We are going to show the extensions introduced at the same time as we present our
hierarchy of time theory. Afterwards we will show how the logic is implemented.
The vocabulary is formed by the same symbols for variables, constants, functions
and predicates as in Prolog. The set of propositional connectives for conjunction, dis¬
junction, and implication are represented here by &, or, and •£=, respectively. A classi¬
cal formula can be ''annotated" with temporal expressions, and in this case it is called
an atomic temporal formula if the associated classical formula is atomic. In the case
of a classical well formed formula, when each of its elements or the whole formula is
annotated, then we call it a well formed temporal formula (WFTF). When a classical
logic is

an

formula is not annotated, then it is assumed to

mean

that it is true in all states of the

world.

Temporal expressions, which we also call pure temporal expressions, represent the
temporal entities of the hierarchy of time which is composed by modular temporal
classes, or simply MTC. MTCs are defined by using the special predicate
mod_temp_class (CI ,C2,HodularValue),
where this relation says that CI is modularly defined by HodularValue elements of the
class C2. The hierarchy of time we can define is always a finite one in relation to the
number of levels. More formally, a Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of time is a finite ordered
set Th of modular temporal classes {mci,..., mcn}, called the set of time levels, where

raod_temp_class(flow_time,Cri, inf inity), where flow.time and infinity
special constants.
-me, = mod_temp.class (a, c;_i, m„), 1 < i < n, where a is a constant symbol
called the name of the class mc,, and c,_i is another constant symbol, c,_i ^
lowest, which is a special constant, and ra, is a natural number.
mc i = mod_temp_class(ci,
lowest, smallest), and ci is one constant symbol,
and smallest is another special constant.
ni.Cn =

are
-

-

Example 2. A simple version of the calendar model of time can be defined as follows

mod_temp_class(flow_time,year,infinity).
mod_temp_class(year.month,12).
mod_temp_class(month,day,30).
mod_temp_class(day.lowest.smallest) .
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This sequence of relation defines
the flow of time,
represented by f low_of_time, as
infinity (infinity) sequence of year,
year as a MTC of 12 month, month
as a MTC of 30
day2, day as the smallest (smallest) interval. Within this
we have the
hierarchy
following recursive definition of sorts of PTEs:
lineal' and

a

t(xl,.

,xn) to represent one
single smallest interval of time through the whole
hierarchy. For instance, in the hierarchy defined
above, the number of levels is

-

and
-

so

.

t

.

is

a

n=3,

function with 3 arguments.

i(Range.Class) to represent cyclical intervals. For
example, i(11.. .2,month)
which represents
every instance of the interval from
November up to February, or
the class of all intervals between
the November of one
year to the February of the
next
year.

-

P

after T to relate

a
temporal entity T and another temporal
entity in the future,
separated by a length of time P. P is a
period
of time if it is
in the form
p(Value.Class), or p(Value.Class) plus P, where
plus
is a con¬
structor of composed
lengths of time, and P is a period. For instance,
p(15,day)
after i(2. .2.month)
represent "fifteen days after
February", and p(10,day)
plus p(3,month) after t (23,3,1994)
represent "3 days and 3 months after March
23, 1994".

in which

they

are

.

The temporal operator we use is the
throughout "6" operator, which means that
classical logical formula is true
throughout the whole interval. It can lie defined in
terms of the at
operator[Fruhwirth 94], for instants of time, or intervals with
length
zero. In this work we
prefer to treat such "instants" of time as small
intervals that can
always be sub-divided, and so the "6" is quite
enough to refer to them.
a

3.3

The Enhanced

In this section

Meta-interpreter

for Temporal

Reasoning

will show the specification of the
simple meta-interpreter of the NatureTiine system. We will show the clauses of the
extended temporal
meta-interpreter,
with an explanation for each extension.
we

A

Solver to NatureTime The
meta-interpreter, denominated by temp.solver,
extension of the one presented
by [Sterling fc Shapiro 36]. The extensions arc
the introduction of the
logical connective to
is

an

represent conjunction and disjunction; as
have temporal Horn clauses, we will
change the predicate clause for a convenient
representation for temporal Horn clauses; and
finally, the introduction of a unifica¬
tion predicate to unify the PTEs. Because of
the need to control the unification over
PTEs, the standard solve/1 predicate is changed to be a
binary relation solve/2. The
first argument is the temporal formula to be
solved, and the second the result of the
computation for the first argument be true. The enhanced
meta-interpreter is shown
below.
we

solve(A, A):\+ temp_formula(A),

'/. A is
A

A.

'/. and is

solve(A 6 Tl, A 6 T3):—
2

This

was

done for the sake of

to deal with

if

true

is not

temporal formula

a

true

as

'/, A0T1 is solved

simplicity. An

irregularities such

as
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extension of this
the real calendar.

a

to

Prolog goal.
A0T3

if

logic is being developed

\+ A

=

(_&_),

A

A « T2,

is not

temp_unify(Tl, T2, T3)

T3

.

solve(A 8 T,A 8 T)
X = (A1 & A2),

composite event

a

there is

some

A8T is true
A

Al

is true

A2

is true

terap_unify(Tl,T2,T).

T

throughout Tl
throughout T2

is the MGU of

solveCA & B, A1 & B1):—

A & B

solve(A, Al),
solve(B, Bl).
solve(A or B, R)

if

A

if

consists of Al & A2 events

solve(A1 8 _,A1 0 Tl),
solve(A2 8 _,A2 8 T2),

: -

A8T2 and

is the MGU of Tl and T2.

Tl

and T2.

is solved to Al & Bl

A

is solved to Al,

B

is

or

B

and

solved to Bl
is

solved to R

(solve(A, R) ;
solve(B, R)).

if A

is solved to R,

if B

is solved to R

solve(A 8 Tl, A 8 T3)

A8T1

is solved to A8T3 if

A

8 T2 <==

Precondition,
solve(Precondition, _)

The

temp_unify(Tl, T2, T3).

T3

A8T2

,

is the head of

or

a

THC

body of THC is true
is the MGU of Tl

and T2.

The first clause

simply verifies if the formula is not a WFTF, and solves the goal by
standard Prolog goal. The second clause consults the Knowledge Base (KB) to
check whether we can directly deduce A 6 Tl or not. The third clause is to deal with
composite events, where we want to know if there is some time interval throughout
which they can happen all together. Clauses 4 and 5 are just another way to re-write
the standard clauses for logical conjunction and disjunction, and so do not need any
detailed explanation. The last clause is the clause for logical implication, which gives an
alternative for the first two clauses if they fail. To understand their semantics we need
to understand the declarative interpretation of each one; they should be interpreted as
calling

a

follows.
2

-

A is true

throughout T3, if A is not a composite event, and A is true throughout T2.
true that T3 is the temporal unification of Tl and T2.
A is true throughout T if, A is a composite event consisting of Al & A2, and AI is
true throughout Tl, and A2 is true throughout T2, and T is the temporal unification
and it is

3

-

G

-

of Tl and T2.
A is true

throughout, T3 if, the A 6 T2 is the head of a temporal Horn clause with
body Precondition, and the body can be solved, and T3 is the temporal unification

of Tl and T2.

Unification

Algorithm The specialised unification algorithm

we developed to
PTE is reduced to a canon¬
temporal unit are unified ac¬
cording to the relations between intervals. Unification is represented by the relation
tempjinify (Terml ,Term2,RUTerm), where its meaning is RUTerm is the temporal unifi¬

PTEs consists of two steps. First, every complex
ical form of temporal unit. Second, canonical forms of
treat

cation of Terml and Term2 if
are equal terms, and Terml can be reduced to RUTerm.
equal to Term2, and Terml can be reduced to RTerml. and Term2 can
reduced to RTerm2, and UTerm can be reduced to RUTerm, and the unification of

1. Terml and Term2
2.

Terml is not

be

the units RTerml and RTerm2 is RUTerm.

AS

Hie reduction of
1.

is

2.

is

one

term reduce

(Term, RTerm) is time if Term

a temporal variable, given by t ime_var, and RTerm is
equal to Term. The t ime_var
interpretation is a term is a temporal variable if it is a Prolog variable, or a canon¬
ical form of time unit where all its elements are Prolog variables.

to

linear interval T1. ,T2, and T1 can be reduced to RT1, and T2
RT2, and RTerm is equal to RT1.. .RT2;

a

.

can

be reduced

3.

is

4.

is of the form Delta after T, and T can be reduced to TExpl, and RTerm can
be reduced to TExp2, and the relation future (TExpl,Delta,TExp2) is true. The

a

cyclical interval i (Range.Class), and RTerm equal to Term.

future/3 relation

means

that the future of TExpl

after the period of time Delta

is TExp2.

For instance,

period(l.week) after (period! 1.week) plus period(3,day) after t(14,2,1994)
is reduced to t (1,3,1994).

Example 3. Suppose

we

have the following sentences in

a

knowledge base

foo(corn) 6 i(5...6.month).
foo(tea) 6 i(2...10, month).
foo(coffee) 6 i(8...4.month).
foo(rice) 6 I <== (foo(tea) & foo(coffee)) 6 I.
In what follows, the

symbols

and ">>" represent the

query

and

answer

prompts, respectively, of the NatureTime system. When a query is done the dia¬

log interface call the solve/2, and show only the second argument of it

as

the

answer.

:| foo(corn) 6 i(6...9.month).
foo(corn) 6 i(6...6.month)

>>

:1 foo(corn) 6 i(3...5.month).
foo(corn) 6 i(5...5.month)
:I more.

>>

>>

Sorry, no further solution is possible.

I: foo(rice) 0 T.
>>

I:

foo(rice)0i(8...10,month)
more.

>>

foo(rice)0i(2...4,month)

1:

more.

A:

Sorry, no further solution is possible!
The

4

command is just a special command of NatureTime to allow all possible
by backtracking (analogous to the
command in standard Prolog).

more

solutions

Application to Simulation Models

a direct application of our logic language to develop a simulation
growing process of the trees of the example of Sect. 2.1. After this, we
point out the drawbacks of this implementation and of the language.

This section shows
model for the
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Simulation Modols in NatureTime

4.1
In

previous scenario, as the scale of time use was week, we could define an¬
hierarchy defined, that is mod_temp_class(week,day,7)'1. The
rainy season, assumed to be only in February, can be written as season (rain) 0
interval (2... 2 .month)
So, in every instance of February, within a MTO of year
our

other MT(J within the

.

it will rain.
The

height of a tree can be calculated by using the Equation (1), but we have to
growth rate r, a function of the interaction between the tree and its neigh¬
bour trees as in Equation (2). To do this, we first define a predicate to represent the
neighbours of a tree along with the distance between them. The height must be calcu¬
lated for each time step. This will be represented by the following predicate definition,
where the base case is the initial height for each tree.
make the

height(Tree,H) 6 p(l,week) after T
height(Tree,HI) at T
max.height(Tree,MAX)
real.gr(Tree,T... (p(l,week) after T,RGr)
neighbours (Tree,NTrees)

k
k
&
k

influences(NTrees,T,R)
sum(R,TR)

k

(Gr is RGr

k

(C is Gr«Hl*(l
(H is HI

+

k

TR)

-

-

HI/MAX))

k

C).

The influences/3

predicate represents the influence of the neighbours of a tree
predicate represent the relation between a list of values and
sum of these values. The real.gr/3 gets the supposed "real"

since the time T. The sum/2
a

number which is the

growth rate of the tree throughout the interval of one week. The real_gr/3 can be
defined in a standard Prolog style, for example, as follows

'/. Gr is the growth rate if

real.gr(Tree,T,Gr)
solve(season(rain) 6 T,_)

grouth.rate(Tree.LowGr)
Gr

is

'/. T is

,

a

rainy

'/. Lowgr is

,

'/. Gr

1. 2*LowGr.

=

a

season

standard Gr

LowGr«1.2

real_gr(Tree,T,Gr)'/. Gr is the growth rate if
\+ solve (season(rain) 0 T,_)

growth.rate(Tree.Gr)
Note that
we

saw

we

in Sect.

'/. it is not true that T is

,

a

.

rainy season, and get Gr

call the solve meta-interpreter to use
3.3. The

complete knowledge base of

its facilities of unification
our

as

example is shown in the

Appendix A.
Below,

we

show the simulation of the growing process. Note that when the simula¬
season of raining, the growth rate decreases, as expected.

tion "leaves" the

I:
>>
3

height(tl,H) 6 T.
height (tl, 1) 6 t(14,2,1994)
In

a

logic we are going to treat the nested notations over
of the main hierarchy of time.

further extension of the

MTC which

are

not part
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I:

more.

»

height(t1,1.0097385444743936)6 t(21,2,1994)

I:

more.

»

height(tl,1.019549379017451)6 t(28,2,1994)

I:
»

I:
»

I:
»

I:
»

I:
»

more.

height(t1,1.0294326000485676)6 t(5,3,1994)
more.

height(tl, 1.0376322103100148)6 t(12,3,1994)
more.

height(tl, 1.0458800768343346)6 t(19,3,1994)
more.

height(tl, 1.054176211878584)6 t(26,3,1994)
more.

height(t1,1.0625206230928805) 6 t(3,4,1994)

Drawbacks of the NatureTime

4.2

System

These include
-

The limitation of the

meta-interpreter which does not allow an explicit specification
temporal aspects of certain processes, e.g. the growth rate.
The unification over the after operator causes a serious problem of time consump¬
tion. The reason is because recursive specifications on time steps produce big pure
temporal expressions to be reduced. To be more precise, in the kernel of our uni¬
fication algorithm, every time an expression of the form P after T is found, T is

of

reduced to a canonical form, but it can also be another P' after T\ which is not
canonical, and the reduction is applied, and so on.
The problem with this is not the reduction algorithm itself, but the redundant recomputations of such pure temporal expressions. This could be solved as discussed
in [Robertson et al. 91], if we had used some technique of recording the results of
satisfying particular goals.
The representation of different agents, e.g. forest, working at different time gran¬
ularity would cause an exponential explosion in the search space of the deduction
process. For instance, to produce information for forest in order to compute its
influence in low levels, it would be necessary to regenerate this information.

All of these problems are much more related to the sequential computation of the
logic-language used than to our theory of time granularity itself. Another way to attack
the problem may help us not only to obtain efficient specifications, but also to achieve
better integration of simulation models. We believe that our Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy
of time is suitable for this new approacli which we will briefly point out in the next
section.

Ecological Simulation in Multi-Agent Systems: Some
Insights
5

From the representational point of view, simulation models in ecology, developed in
programming languages where the computation is sequential, do not feel particularly
natural, mainly because, in such kinds of systems, many processes happen concurrently
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in time, and

ecological entities have their own behaviour (in a particular time scale),
constantly reacting to the influence of their environment[Levin 92]. In this way, we
propose to consider an eco-system as a very complex reactive system, in the sense
ol [Pnueli 80], since the behaviour of ecological entities are represented by simulation
models. In ( his Section we address some insights about the ecological agent view of eco¬
systems, ami we also suggest our time granularity theory as a basis for an executable
temporal logic for simulation models in ecology.

From

5.1

Logic-based to Agent-based Simulation

In the

logic-based simulation of the Sect. 4, the clauses for the growth rate and maxi¬
height of a tree can be seen as "individual knowledge" of each tree, and the clause
for height as common hierarchical knowledge (CHI<) for all species of tree, since the
growing process of all trees are assumed to be same. In this way we may consider the
previous set of clauses as a collection of agents. This view, similar to that of agent as
part of expert systems as described in [Dieng 91], we say is a weak agent definition.
The clause for forest biomass can been seen as the knowledge from all agents, or
the forest if we consider it as an agent as well. Our knowledge base would consist of
a set of sets of clauses, each set for one
agent, in a hierarchical way. For instance,
in the previous example the biomass of a forest depends on the bio mass of the trees,
and the biomass of one tree at a given time depends on the its specific weight and its
height, and its height depends on the influence of its neighbour trees at previous time.
However, nothing in the language of specification is related with the view of the world
as
consisting of active agents.
The paradigm of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) seems to fit quite well as a framework
of modelling ecological systems. By using MAS, the behaviour of complex eco-systeins
is expected to emerge from the interactions between agents. As a consequence, in¬
tegrations with higher accuracies can be done, and improved comprehension of how
processes working at different levels of time granularity can be achieved. In this way,
we propose to treat each ecological entity as an ecological agent, with its individual
knowledge (internal and external) to represent its own state descriptions. We will need
to specify the external description of an agent. This means which information about
one agent is worth making available to other agents of its environment. We will also
need to represent OHK about the relation of its processes with other species and the
environment (some kind of "social reasoning").
The idea now is that instead of using a linear point structure of time, we can use
the Linear-Cyclic structure of time, as defined in Sect. 3, because:
mum

us to easily define as many levels of time granularity as needed. Further¬
each agent could have its on clock, and we need to synchronise the clocks

it. allows
more,

of different agents

when integrating,

or

creating macro-agents by composing small

ones.
-

it allows

us

to define

temporal cycles, also important in such simulation models.

By using this theory, we can assume that the time stamp T of the specification
can be in one of the time units 4, e.g. year(3) for the third year. In this way,

above

assuming
1

a

time hierarchy with day, month, and year, the value of the tree's height for
ontology we are introducing mechanisms to
all levels without using the representation t(ti,..., tk )•

In the current extension of our time

represent entities of
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a

given time could be "asked", for instance, value (height, tree (tl) ,H) at month(3),
means "the value of the
height of the tree tl at the 3rd month of life is II".
To allow the definition of the time scale of the processes of an
agent, the (-HK of
group of agents related to a process, should contain the following predicate

which

a

scale(time,tree,Process,HClass),
where Process is to say

which process of the tree works in the level of time defined
by the modular temporal class HClass. We also need to say which attribute of an
agent is changed by a process. This can be defined by another predicate which is
change (Attribute, Process). As an example, the definition of a tree as an agent could
be

Agent

:
Attributes:

Process

Time

:

Scale:

tree

height, growth.rate, area_of_leaves,
length_of_roots, spatial_position, specific_weight
growing, water_up_take, nitrogen_up_take, photosynthesis

scale(time,tree,growing,week).
scale(time,tree,water_up_take,hour).
scale(time,tree,nitrogen_up_take,hour).
scale(time,tree.photosynthesis.minute).

Relation between processes

and attributes

change(height.growing).
change(growth.rate,water_up_take).
change(growth.rate,nitrogen_up_take).
change(growth_rate.photosynthesis).

Based

such

high level of description, the time theory we provide may be
computational features of the model. However,
due to the inefficiency of computation of systems like NatureTime, the theory may
not. be useful or provide mechanisms to allow complex models to be implemented.
Furthermore, the concurrent aspect of eco-systeins could be better understood if we
had a language to specify the behaviour of ecological agents, i.e. the processes related
with such agents. These processes may work at different scales of time and also in
parallel. For instance, water and nitrogen up take, and photosynthesis may happen at
the same time, with their effect noted in different time scales.
The efficiency of distributed systems as used in MAS is what we intend to use, and
explore how to fit our time granularity theory, where each agent "acts" according to its
own time scale. Now the problem is how to provide the logic with mechanisms which
deal with different time granularities.
on

a

considered with

5.2

no

commitment to the

What Would be Needed?

knowledge, temporal logics for reactive systems developed so far do not worry
working at different levels of time granularity. Our suggestion is
that the use of an executable temporal logic, to specify simulation models in ecology,
could help to make the points of contact more obvious, and the problem of integra¬
tion more tractable. However, to our knowledge, the state of art in programming lan¬
guage for MAS is much more concerned with the tense aspects of agent's properties
and behaviour through time than with the "durational" aspects of these features, e.g.
To

our

much about processes
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[Fisher 94]. One approach which

seems to worry about it is AGENTO [Shoham 90], but
explicitly with time granularity.
An executable temporal logic for the
specification of simulation models for eco¬
systems, in the sense o( MetateM [Fisher 94] but with time-stamped temporal opera¬
tors, should have the following features.

t his does not

deal

the

temporal operators should be consistent in all levels of time granularity.
the processes of transition, in any level, from one state to another should be
rep¬
resented by interaction with other processes
occurring in other levels as well. For
instance, if we want to introduce soil as an "agent" to control the resource of water,
then it should be done by message passing from a tree to the soil.

-

-

In this way, each process

rately specified

related with the behaviour of

at different time scale. This

an

agent could be

sepa¬

that for each agent

there exists a
set of "reactive systems", working and
interacting concurrently in time, and at differ¬
ent levels of time granularity. We have implemented a very specialised MAS for the
Example 1, by using Prolog as specification language, and the tuple space of Linda
[Garriero & Gelernt.er 89] to represent the external description of agents and also as
medium for passing of message. However, this does not completely correspond to what
we
really want to do, and to explore our time granularity theory within this architecture
is

our

6

next

means

step.

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we

presented

theory of time granularity which can be easily under¬
levels of time hierarchy as needed. We also showed
theory is useful in the representation of cyclical processes in simulation

stood and used to define
that such

a

a new

as

many

models for eco-systems.

Although this theory has been implemented in

a very

simple temporal reasoning

system, we suggested that it can be used as a basis to develop a time-stamped exe¬
cutable

temporal logic for the specification of simulation models, by involving agents
working at different scales of time. This language should be based on a non-sequential
computation in order to better represent agents interacting and concurrently working.
By using an executable temporal logic with such features, a modeller could specify
his/her simulation model as an agent, with its own knowledge and scale of time. In
this way, complex simulations would be expected to result from the interaction among
different ecological agents.
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A

KB Definition for the Tree's

Height

'/.
'/.

NEIGHBOURS DEFINITION

neighbours(tl,[(t2,4.24),(t3,4.24),(t5,6)]).
neighbours(t2,[(tl,4.24),(t3,6),(t4,4.24),(t5,4.24)]).
neighbours(t3,[(t1,4.24),(t2,6),(t5,4.24),(t6,4.24),(t7,6)]) .
neighbours (t4,[(t2,4.24),(t5,6),(t8,4.24),(t9,3)]).
neighbours(t5,[(t1,6),(t2,4.24),(t3,4.24),(t4,6),(t6,6),(t7,4.24),(t8,4.24)]).
neighbours(t6,[(t3,4.24),(t5,6),(t7,4.24)]).
neighbours(t7,[(t3,6),(t5,4.24),(t6,4.24),(t8,6)]).
neighbours(t8,[(t2,6),(t4,4.24),(t5,4.24) ,(t7,6),(t9,3),(t10,3)]).

neighbours(t9,[(t4,3),(t8,3),(t10,2.24)]).
neighboursftlO,[(t8,3),(t9,4.24)]).
•/.
•/.

INITIAL HEIGHT OF EACH TREE

t(14,2,1994).
t(14,2,1994).
t(14,2,1994).
t(14,2,1994).
t(14,2,1994).
height(t6,l) 6 t(14,2,1994).
height(t7,1) 8 t(14,2,1994).
height(t8,1) 8 t(14,2,1994).
height(t9,l) 8 t(14,2,1994).
height(tlO.l) «) t(14,2,1994).

height(tl.l)
height(t2,l)
height(t3,l)
height(t4,l)
height(15,1)

8
8
8
8
8

'/, initial height of
'/, initial height of
initial
initial

i initial

'/, initial
'/, initial
'/, initial
initial

'/, initial

height
height
height
height
height
height
height
height

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

I
•/.

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF EACH TREE
max

max_height(tl,7).
max_height (t2,10) .
max_height(t3,12).

93

'/,

max

'/,

max

height
height
height

of

tl

of

t2

of

t3

tl

t2
t3
t4
t5

t6
t7
t8
t9

tio

max_height(t4,5)
max_height(t5,5)
max_height(t6,7).
max_height(t7,12).
max_height(t8,6).
max_height(t9,4).
max_height(t10,13).

'/,

.

max
max

.

'/,

max

'/.

max

'/,

max

'/,

max
max

.

height
height
height
height
height
height
height

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

t4
t5
t6
t7
t8
t9
tlO

7.
7.

STANDARD GROWTH RATE OF OF EACH TREE

growth_rate(tl,0.01).
growth_rate(t2,0.012).
growth_rate(t3,0.015)
growth_rate(t4,0.0009)
growth_rate(t5,0.008)
growth_rate(t6,0.011)
growth_rate(t7,0.015)
growth.rate(t8,0.01)
growth_rate(t9,0.006) .
growth_rate(t10,0.018)

'/, rate growth
rate

'/, rate

.

'/, rate

.

.

7. rate

.

7, rate

.

7, rate
7, rate

.

7. rate
7. rate

.

growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth
growth

of

tl

of

t2

of

t3

of

t4

of

t5

of

t6

of

t7

of

t8

of

t9

of

tlO

,
•/.

INFLUENCE OF OTHER TREES IN ONE TREE

influences([] ,_,[])

'/, 0 tree has

.

no

influence

ind_influence(Y,Time,Rl),

'/. the influence of each
'/, individual tree and

influences(T,Time,TR).

7. the influence of rest

influences([YIT],Time,[R1ITR]):-

ind_influence((Tree,D),T,I)
(I is H/(D*1000)),

This article

was

7. Tree's influence is I
'/. H is Tree's height 6 T
'/. I = H/ (D+1000))

: -

solve(height(Tree,H) 6 T,_)

,

!.

.

processed using the
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macro

package with LLNCS style
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Abstract

The

In this paper we

describe NatureTime logic which
we use to represent and reason about the behaviour
of interacting agents (in an ecological domain), which
behave at different time granularities. Although the
traditional application fields of temporal representa¬
tion and reasoning still raise many interesting theor¬
etical issues, we have been investigating some prac¬
tical problems of ecological systems which suit different
representations of time than those embodied in tradi¬
tional simulation models of ecosystems. These seem
well suited to reconstruction using temporal logic pro¬
grams.

Introduction

1

An
way

understanding of the world generally needs

a

to represent processes at different levels of granu¬

larity [1], This

be done in relation to time, space,
organisation of things we are in¬
terested in observing, representing and in many cases
simulating. In relation to time and space, it is com¬
mon that that processes working at finer levels of time
can only be observed if we also change to a finer level
of space, in order to observe the changes they may
produce in the environment. An interesting aspect
of these levels of abstraction is to observe how things,
which happen at the lowest levels will affect the others
at higher levels of granularity. This process is usually
called scaling up. Things become complicated when
the higher levels also affect, at longer periods of time,
may
and the structural

the lower levels.
'This work and the first author (on leave for PhD from the
Department of Computer Science of the University of Amazonas, Manaus, Brazil) are sponsored by the Brazilian Ministry
of Education,
grant no 01723/93-8/CAPES.

scaling up process is highly relevant to the
development of of simulation models of ecosystems.
Many factors make scaling difficult for ecological mod¬
ellers but a major obstacle is that each individual
model is devised to run on its own, single-level, time
scale. It is argued in [2] that the use of a temporal
logic-based language to specify such simulation mod¬
els as agents can provide better representations for
the behaviour and interaction of eco-agents working
at different scales of time.
The usefulness of using
NatureTime logic for the specification of such agents
has already been shown [3].
In this paper we present some results on the repres¬
entation of interacting agents developed in [4], which
extends the NatureTime logic. We also address some
new problems to be tackled when asynchronous agents
are

introduced into the environment where there

other

are

interacting objects.

In Section

2, we present one example as a motiv¬
work, and we also address some related
works. In Section 3, we make a brief presentation of
the NatureTime logic. In Section 4, we show how
ation for this

to enhance the

logic with mechanisms for the repres¬
interacting eco-agents. In Section 5, we
show an application of NatureTime to the specifica¬
tion and simulation of eco-agents working at different
time granularities. Finally in Section 6 we give some
concluding remarks.
entation of

2
2.1

Motivation and Related Works
Two

Interacting Ecological Agents

Example: "We have a model of tree growth,
expressed on a weekly time scale. This must
interact with a model of a insect pest which
moves up and down the tree on a daily time
scale. The tree has its growth rate reduced

by 0.02

day the pest moves above 8
pest moves continuously up and

every

meters. The

down, at

a

rate of 2 meters per day, reversing

direction when it reaches the top or bottom".

example shows an interaction between two en¬
working at different time scales. The types of
question that we might want to answer in problems
This

tities

"what is the value of the attribute of

like this are:

each agent at an specific time?" or " when will some
attribute of either agent have a certain fixed value?".
The behaviour of each of these agents could be rep¬

resented by means of differential equations, which is

expressive

an

way

their behaviour.

of representing the continuity of

But

a continuous representation of
always best for ecological models. For ex¬
ample, if we want to represent the behaviour of agents
which immigrate and emigrate from one population
to another, then it is difficult to represent this using
continuous functions. A more usual way of modelling
the changes in the state of such agents is to perform
them at the time step of their corresponding granular¬
ity. This yields a discrete approximation to continuous

time is not

models.
a discrete approach does not allow us
compute the value of some attribute at a time in
between two consecutive time steps. To overcome this,

However,

to

case we have to
interaction between the agents

interpolation could be needed. In this
assume

that there is

that may

no

affect the attributes in question. Otherwise,

cannot estimate the next

we

value in the consecutive

time step. Such a future value will depend on the
value we are trying to find for the time in between
the future and the past.
value of the most recent

In this work we just take the
temporal entity in the past.

Related Work

2.2

Granularity is

very

important if

we

intend to look

levels of abstraction, when

at the world at different

level to another may be necessary
for the comprehension of the phenomena being ob¬
served [1], A theoretical analysis of hierarchical time
intervals was proposed in [5], where an elaboration
over the interval calculus [6] is done to achieve a time
framework where units of time can be specified. This
switching from

one

work extends the idea of

intervals
vex

[7], where there

may

to

union-of-convex

exist gaps between con¬

representation of collec¬
intervals and limited expressions of cyclicity.

intervals. This allows the

tions of

However, it
so

convex

the

was

not implemented, as far as we

know,

pragmatics of using it for computation are ob¬

scure.

A similar

approach

was

proposed in [8], where the
of primitive

basic idea in this approach is to use a set

collections to

specify other collections by using two op¬
erators, slicing and dicing, in order to select intervals
from collections of intervals. Each such

a

primitive is

defined

by specifying the intervals of which it is com¬
posed. In this approach, circular aspects of time can
be obtained from the 5-values which

they

were a

are

treated

as

circular list. Although this approach

if

was

shown to be useful for reasoning about scheduling,
does not deal with different granularities of time.

it

In [9,10] there is proposed a many-sorted first order
logic augmented with temporal operators and a metric
on time to deal with time granularity. This is achieved
by introducing contextual and projection operations
into topological logic [11]. This has been applied in
the context of planning systems [12], to achieve plan
actions at different scales of time and reduce the

com¬

putational complexity of such systems.
In a parallel work to ours, [13] proposes an interest¬
ing framework of time based on the notion of calendars
as being cyclic temporal objects. The difference is in
the way in which such temporal objects are conceived.
This approach, as the others does not include the cyc¬
lical aspect of time in their models.
The theory developed in [14] was an attempt to
provide a logic based language to represent concepts
of time, following closely the forms of expression used
informally in descriptions of ecological systems in a
target domain.

Many of these descriptions include

the idea of

cyclical processes at many levels of time
granularity. In the next section we will summarise the
time theory developed to deal with these.
A

3

Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of Time

In this section

will

briefly present the time
hierarchy of the NatureTime. We refer to [14] for
more details about the temporal reasoning interpreter,
which is basically a standard Prolog meta-interpreter
with restricted forms of unification on temporal labels.
3.1

Basic

we

Assumptions

By analysing the temporal knowledge about sea¬
sonal cycles of ecological knowledge [15], as in sen¬
tences like "Coffee is harvested from August up to
April", a hierarchy of time cycles was proposed in
[14] in order to represent and reason about cyclical
events. A natural mathematical structure

for repres¬

enting cycles is modular arithmetic (also called clock
arithmetic [16]). For instance, years are modular sets
of months, [lunar] months are sets of days, and so on.
Note that this hierarchy of cycles also allows us to
define many levels of temporal granularity.
3.2
Elements of the Language
The language is Prolog based enhanced with some
special symbols, terms, and a unification algorithm for

temporal labels, which also works

over

terms of second

temporal term (TT) is a temporal variable s £
Ctv, or a temporal constant ct £ Ct, or a temporal
function symbol ft £ Cft in one of the following
a

,

order which not include predicate symbols.

Vocabulary - It is formed by symbols for variables,
as follows.

forms.

constants, functions and predicates

period, recursively defined as a 1) single
period p(s,m) where s £ 7L and m £ 7c;
2) a composite period P plus P', where P is
single period, and P' is a period term.
a

—

countably infinite sets of variables Cv, and
Ctv, where Xi,yi,Zi are variables of Cv, st,ti,Ui
are variables of £tv-

•

two

•

a

finite set Cc of constants.

•

a

finite set

Cf of non-temporal function symbols

of the form

/", where

n

cyclical interval i{s...t,m), where
HT and m S 7c

a

—

smallest

a

—

is the arity of the func¬

where for

tion.

temporal

n

as

entity

s,

t £

t}t\,..., t^),

the number of elements in

n, each ti £ 7L+, and each i
correspond to exactly one element of 7c-

7c, then k <
•

a

finite set Ctc of

temporal constants defined

as

a

—

{lowest, flowtime, infinity, smallest} U 7c,
where 7c
{ci,.. .,c„}, and each Cj is a special

linear interval S1...S2,

in the form

—

constant

•

a

of temporal classes.

or names

a

—

where

n

is

«

finite set

•

the

*

n

the set 7L of integers

the

propositional connectives for conjunction, dis¬

it may

.

.

a

variable

a

constant

x

£

Cv is

£

Cc

a

a

pure

term
—

—

—

c

and f £ Cf and has
then fn}t\, ■ ■ •, tn) is a term.

if ti,..., tn are terms

arity

n,

Examples of logical terms are maize, grass,

height{tree{t\)), biomass}f orest}fi)).

for example, i(11...5, month)

of time

between

November

define cyclical and noncyclical intervals.

of week of month}2) of year} 1996) is not cyc¬
lical because it represents the sequence of days
5th,12th, 19th, and 26th of February 1996.

logical term is recursively defined as
—

are,

interval

For instance, day}2) of week of month repres¬
ents all Mondays of all months. However, day}2)

Expressions - By using these symbols
classes of expressions where
the capital letters A,B,C are used for formulae.
a

mean

May, p{l,day) after t{ 17,7,1994) one day
after 17th July, 1994, day{ 1) of week means all
Mondays, and last(day(2) of week of month{2)
of year}1996)) means the last Monday of Feb¬
ruary of 1996.
The collection interval is more
general than a cyclical interval in the sense that

define the following

.

a(n) of S, where ft £ Ctf (same as pre¬
vious item), and n € Z+, and 5 is a

and

Classes of

we

Tc-

week of 7c

Examples of TT
to

is also part of the vocabulary.

temporal symbol

a

where

collection interval.

junction, and implication are represented here by
&, V, and 4=, respectively. The truth value for
true is represented by T, and false by _L.
•

£

ft £ Ctf, and n £ 7L+,
ft corresponds to one unique sym¬
bol a £ TcFor instance, the func¬
tion symbol of week(l) corresponds to

using infix notation.

1, where

where

a

and

Cp of predicate symbols pf, i >
> 0 is the arity of pi, where
mod.temp-class is special predicate symbol of ar¬
ity 3, and on is a special predicate of arity 2.
a

S2 are

*

a
•

and

*

i2 ,tn ,...2 ,plus2, after2, before2, of2}, where ...2,
plus2, after2, before2, of2 are all of arity 2 but
written

Si

collection interval

finite set of

temporal function symbols /",
the arity of the function, Ctf — {p2,

where

t{t\,... ,tk).

—

temporal expression (PTE)

t, if t is a TT, but not a period term.
p

after t, where p is a period term, and and
a pure temporal expression.

t is

of PTE are p}3, month) after
i(10...11, month), p(24, year) after t(17,7,1970),
hour}4) of day} 1) of week} 1) of month}3).
Examples

atomic formula

an

.

T and J.

—

are

(AF) is
atomic formulae

if termi, termn are logical terms and
pn 6 Cp, then pn{termi,... ,termn) is an

-

atomic formula

classical atomic formulae

.

can

be annotated with

a

hierarchy (the properties of this relation are described
in the Appendix A), T is the set of integers ordered
by the binary relation of precedence <. The set Th
is composed of two sets Mh and T {mci,... ,mcn}.
The second is called fluctuating MTC, and the former
is the main time hierarchy which is induced by the
following relations.
mcn+i =def mod jtemp-class( flow-time, cn, infinity),
.

PTE

by using the temporal operators
form¬
ing an atomic temporal formula (ATF), i.e.
—

-

For

,

A, if A is

an

A @

T, where A is

is

ATF

an

an

an

ATF.

AF and T is

a

PTE,

throughout the whole interval of time from
January.

mc\

time-between(i(2...4,month),p(3,month)) &
harvested(maize, highdands)
@
z(12...1, month).
well formed
—

-

if A is

ATF, then A is
empty body

if A is

an

ATF and B

a

Z+

as

follows.

mod-tempjclass(day, lowest Jevel, smallest).
A view of this

N.

[
/ /£flT\

an

\

hierarchy is depicted in in Figure 1.

year(1)

...

/

± T, 1, and B is

€

mod-tempjzlass{month, day, 30).

/

WFTF with

mv

modJtemp.class{year, month, 12).

/

temporal formula (WFTF) is

an

To, and

=dej

modJempjdass(f low-time, year, infinity).

is

a

modJtemp-class{ci,Ci-\,mv), where 1 < i <

of time could be defined

body is in one of the forms A & B, A V
B, or C, where A and B are bodies and
C an ATF. A typical example of a body

.

€ Tc

modJemp-class(ci, lowest, smallest), where
ci 6 Tc.
Each c, is called the name of the class
mci. The flow of time is a sequence of instances of cn,
where each one denotes a stage in a cycle and therefore
can recur. For instance, a simple hierarchy which in¬
cludes temporal classes for a simplified calendar model
.

December up to
.

c„

md =def

.

n, Ci,a-i e

harvested(maize, highlands) @
means that maize is harves¬

instance,

i(12...1, month)
ted

AF, then it is

where

(Sj

monlfi(1)

year(m)
\

^

\

lu//_.

month(2)(I^

|month(12)

JT

a

body then
A

-£=

B is

a

WFTF, and A is called

the head
an AF, and body is
only by AF is a Prolog clause with no
temporal contents. An example of a WFTF is

A WFTF where its head is
formed

harvested(Crop)@ p(D,C) after T
<= planted(Crop) @ T.
Which

means

3.3

The

planted throughout and
harvested a D units C of time

if a Crop is

interval T, then it is
after T.

Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy Struc¬

Figure 1: A view of the Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of
time. The inner circles represent lower levels of time
granularity like day and month, while the outest
circles represent the highest level, like year.
These relations define the flow of time,

represented
by flow-time, as a linear and infinite (infinity) se¬
quence of years, year as a MTC of 12 month, month
as a MTC of 30 days, day as the smallest (smallest)
time interval. Note that in this hierarchy we consider
months as regular MTC, which is not the case in the
real calendar. Although the logic allows us to define
real calendars, we will omit it from this paper.
3.4

ture

The temporal structure

used is

(Th,S, >-,T, <), where Th is
set of modular

a

a

5-tuple CCh

on

=def

finite partially ordered

temporal classes (MTCs), £ is a non
t

of time), >binary relation of temporal succession within the

empty set of temporal entities (or units
is

a

A Meta-Interpreter

In this section

we

for NatureTime

present a meta-interpreter based

[17] for the NatureTime rather than

mantics. As

a

formal

se¬

temporal reasoning as a problem
of unifying PTEs, then we need to control the part of
the unification which deals with it. Because of this,
the standard solve/1 predicate is changed to be a bin¬
ary relation solve/2. Basically, the meta-interpreter
we

treat

accepts queries which are temporal formulae. It suc¬
ceeds if the query holds throughout some interval
within the given PTE. Since it may not hold across
the entire interval it is necessary to also show what
the restricted PTE is - hence the second argument. In
this way we

2. S

i(s 1
fi,C) and T = i(t\... t2,C), and
mod-temp-class(-, C, M) holds, M is an integer,
and i(s...t,C) is the modular match between S

3. S

4. T

collection

This section shows

: -

4.1

5

-

just another

way

to re-write

throughout T3, if A is not

a

throughout T if, A is a composite event
consisting of Al k A 2, and Al is true throughout
Tl, and A2 is true throughout T2, and RT 1 is
the temporal unification of Tl and T2, and RT
is the temporal unification ofT and RT 1.
throughout T3 if, the A @ T2 is
a temporal Horn clause with bodyPrecondition, and the body can be solved, and
T 3 is the temporal unification ofT 1 and T2.
true

the head of

Briefly, the temporal unification concerns
reduction of PTE to canonical forms of TT,

with the
and then

unifying them by performing modular or linear match¬
ing using the usual relation between time intervals [6].
The TTs S and T unify if one of the following cases
applies.
1. S

=

lap

S1...S2

Eco-Agent Specific¬

an

of the meta-

extension

call simulation clause.

we

cification of

a

and T = t\...t2, then either they over¬
is included into the other.

in a simulation
standard clause
If A is the spe¬

simulation model it is

usually in the

form

A' @ P after T
A@T k

7l(A,A').
normally in the form p(l,C) and C
temporal class of the time hierarchy,
and the predicate R, is intended to represent the
sequence of formulae which involves A and A! to
produce their relationship within the flow of time.
Finally, A and A' have the same predicate sym¬
bol and the same arity.
Usually they are in the
form value( Attribute, Agent, V), i.e. the value of an
Agent's Attribute is V. In order to allow NatureTime to reason about those queries of 2, taking into
account this particular type of clause, we have the fol¬
lowing solution.

where P is
is

a

modular

1. check if the

given temporal entity is

2. check if there is

a

a

fixed time

simulation clause such that the

some part of its body, and
proposition A has the same structure (i.e.
the same predicate symbol and same number of

formula matches with
that the

or one

a

Dealing with Simulation Clauses

schemata

composite
the

A is true

A is

linear instance of

The type of temporal knowledge
model can usually be represented in a

temporal unification ofT 1 and T2.
-

one

As a cyclical interval represents a
of linear intervals, there may exist many in¬

interpreter of the NatureTime for reasoning about
the state of an agent at any time in between two con¬
secutive time steps. To this, we take some advantage
of a common way of representing simulation models.

event, and A is true throughout T2, and T3 is

2

i(si...S2,C), then S and T

ation

logical conjunction and dis¬
junction, we assume their usual interpretation. We
have the following interpretation.
A is true

=

NatureTime for

4

the standard clauses for

-

of S, and T and S1

stances of it in the level of linear intervals.

solve(Precondition, _),
temp-unify(T 1, T2, T3).

1

t\...t2, if there is one

unify.

The timeJnstance creates

Precondition,

are

=

S3...S2

cyclical interval.

;

As clauses 3 and 4

ti...t2 and S

=

also

_,

A @ T2 <=

=

unify.

: -

temp-unify(Tl,T2, T3).
solve(A @ T, A @ RT) : —
A = (Al & A2),
solve(A\ @ Al @ Tl),
solve(A2 @ A2 @ T2),
temp-unify(Tl,T2, RT1),
temp-unify(T, RT 1, RT).
solve(A & B,A1 & B1) : —
solve(A, Al),
solve(B, B1).
solve(A or B,R) : —

solve(B, R)).
solve(A @ Tl, A @ T3)

i(si...S2,C) and T

—

time instance S'

A @ T2,

(solve(A, R)

...

and T.

have the following meta-interpreter.

solve{A @ Tl, A @ T3)
->A = (. k .),

—

arguments),

3. find

one

solution for AI @ Ti, where Ti is

a

A.

vari¬

able

/Att. =

1

A

L

4. if the solution found is the proposition searched
within the the specified interval, then the search

J

Jv OP (Observer Process)

stops.
5.

otherwise, it the PTE of the head of the simula¬
tion clause is the future of T then the last state

of A is assumed to be the required
search stops.

value, and the

6. otherwise the constraints

represented in the 1Z re¬
attempted to be solved, and the future
state of A1 throughout interval Ti is the head of
the simulation clause, and we back to step 4.
lation

4.2

are

Representing
Agents

Interaction

Between

state 1

state 2

state k

Figure 2: Interaction between agents Ai and Aj, where
the OP of Ai get the list L of values of Attj during a
period k units of time.

As NatureTime offers mechanisms for

specifying
working at different levels of time
granularity, and ecological systems usually involve en¬
tities acting on their own clocks, then an ecosystem
modelled in such a logic is a straightforward repres¬
entation of an agent's behaviour in the sense of multiagent systems (MAS). Such a view is the same as in
[18]. In what follows, we consider that agent's attrib¬
utes which depend on processes specified at a certain
scale of time will have their state changed only at that

its

behaviour, and also

teracts with other

dependency relation between
by using the
predicates scale(time, Agent, Process, C), where C is
a MTC, and
depend( Attribute, Process).
In this way, we extend the language by introducing
a builtin predicate which is specified in the level of the
meta-interpreter. This is the predicate progress/A for
representing the progress observed of the value of an
attribute Att of an agent Obj, from a given temporal
entity T during a given period of time P, and the
progress will return in a list. A simple specification
of the progress/4 predicate can be, for example, as

result of this interaction is that

follows.

simulation models

level.
If

an

agent Ai acting at a coarse level of time in¬

Aj working at lower level, and the
an attribute
Attj of
Aj affects and attribute Atti of Ai, then A, has to find
out the sequence

of values for Atti. For instance, the
model of a tree for the example we gave should find
out the sequence of values for the bug's position dur¬
ing the period of time in which its attribute is assumed
to be constant.

a

attribute and process. This will be done

progress(value(Att, Obj,V)@T, P,[V\R\) : —
depend(Att, Proc),
scale(time, Obj, Proc, C),
solve(value(Att, Obj,V) @ Ti-),
future(T, P, Tf),
progression(value(Att, Obj,V) @ T,Tf,C,R).

The MAS

approach we are using takes into account
agent may "read", or observe the value of the
attributes of other agents if such information is rel¬
evant to its behaviour. Thus each agent may need a
process dedicated to obtaining such information. We
that

an

will call this observer process (OP). In our case, the
OP will get all the values of Attj, in a list L, during
an

specific period of time of the length of L, and then
Ai will compute the influence of these values
its attribute Atti. This idea is depicted in Figure

the agent
on

2.

Note that the OP needs to know the time scale
of the agent Aj
scales of time.
scale of time of

in order to know how to relate both
Thus, every agent must specify the
the internal processes responsible for

progression(_ @ T, Tf, C, [ ]) : —
next{T, C, Tf).
progression(value(Att,Obj,Vi) @ Ti,Tf,C,[Vj\R])
next(Ti,C,Tf),
value(Att,Obj,Vj) @p(l,C) after Ti
<= value(Att,Obj,Vi) @ Ti & Constraints,
solve(Constraints, _),
next(Ti, C,Tj),
progression(value(Att, Obj,Vj) @ Tj,Tf,C,R).

: —

-i

5

Representing the Tree and Bug In¬
teraction
For the sake of

simplicity,

we

will

assume

eco-agents start their behaviour at the
this way we have the following facts in

that both
time. In
KB.

same
our

This

growthjrate(tree, 0.5).

just shows the behaviour of both through the
a query about the value of the tree's
height at any time we will have the following results,
as expected.

scale(time, bug, movement, day),
scale/time, tree, growing, week).
depend(height, growing).
value(height,tree,6) @ <(1,1,1).
value(pos,bug,G) @ <(1,1,1).
The

specification of the tree's growing
be, for example, as follows.

flow of time. For

|

value(height,tree, H) @ <(10,1,1).
value(height,tree,9A4) @ <(10,1,1)
| : value(height,tree, H) @ <(10,2,1).
>> value(height, tree,11.2) @ <(10,2,1)
:

>>

process can

value(height(tree), H) @ p{l,week) after T
<=

Note that

value(height,tree, Hi) @ T &
progress(value(pos(bug,S), _) @ T, p(l, week), L) &
growth-rate(tree,GR) &
influence(GR, L, RealGR) Sz
(HisHi + RealGR).

two

6

queries were for time values in between
synchronous time steps of the tree's growing.

Concluding Remarks
In this section

we make a brief analysis on the res¬
obtained, the limitations still to be overcome.
Extension of NatureTime avoids re-computation
of pure temporal expressions already computed by the
recursive definition. To our knowledge this is a new
technique for controlling the search taking into ac¬

ults

The

specification of the bug's movement

can as

fol¬

lows.

value(j>os,bug, 6) @ <(1,1,1).
value(pos,bug, PB) @ p(l,day) after T
value(pos, bug, PBi) @ T &
value(height, tree, H) @ T Sz
neui-pos(PBi, H, PB).
new-pos(Posl, H,Pos2) : —
Posl <

H,

Pos2 is Posl + 2.

new-pos(Posl, H, Pos2)

count

a

restrict form of clause.

A limitation of the

progress/3 is that it is assumed
working synchronously rather than
asynchronously. This is depicted in Figure 3, where
the lines for Pj and P2 represent their clock, and each
mark is the time point in which the attributes they
change are updated.
that all processes

: —

Posl > H

a)

Pos2 is Pos 1 + 2

Time
—

The

new-pos/3 simply changes the bug's position

according to its behaviour as specified in the Example.
For this specification we have the following results for
the simulation of the bug's position.
|

:

value{pos, bug, Pos) @ T.
value(pos,bug,6) @ <(1,1,1)

»

|

: more.

»

value(pos,bug,8) @ <(2,1,1)

>>

value{pos,bug, 8) @ <(8,1,1)

|

: more.

For the tree's

|

:

value(height, tree, H) @ T.

»

|

growing process we have.

value(height,tree,9) @ <(1,1,1)

: more.

»

value(height,tree,9A4) @ <(8,1,1)

>>

value(height,tree, 11.2) @ <(6,2,1)

|

: more.

»

value(height, tree, 11.64) @ <(13,2,1)

b)

P1
Time

Figure 3: Interacting process Pi and P2 where in a)
they are synchronous and in b) asynchronous.
For instance, if another agent is introduced at time
<(5,1,1) and needs to know the value of the tree every
week, the PO for this agent would get the list [9] as the
value of the height of the tree. However the correct
list should be [9,9.44] because the new agent was intro¬
duced asynchronously in relation to the other agents.
Although the use of the logic for the specification of
more complex problems sometimes leads to inefficient
local computations, the modularity of computational
logic allows us to think in terms of distributing the
computation over a set of agents, each one with its
own time granularity.
We have already done some

experiments [2] that strengthen our belief in the value
of architecture.
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Granularity of time is

important issue for the understanding of how actions performed
However, it has not
simpler domains of
application we may not need to consider it a problem but it becomes important in more
complex domains, such as ecological modelling. In this domain, aggregation of processes
working at different time granularities (and sometimes cyclically) is very difficult to
achieve reliably. We have proposed a new time granularity theory based on modular
temporal classes, and have developed a temporal reasoning system to specify cyclical
processes of simulation models in ecology at many levels of time.
© 1996 Academic Press Limited
an

levels of time interact with others, working at finer levels.
received much attention from most AI work on temporal logic. In
at

coarse

1. Introduction

Temporal logics and reasoning systems usually treat time
points

or

as a

linear

sequence

of discrete

linear intervals. Such abstract views of time have been used in the develop¬

ment of many

specification languages for real-time systems, databases, planning, etc.

One might expect that temporal logics would be a natural way to represent
simulation models, since these also represent change over time. However,

conventional
when we at¬
tempt to do this we almost immediately encounter obstacles: different parts of the model
may operate at different temporal granularities; processes may operate cyclically; the ax¬
ioms familiar to temporal logicians may be far removed in programming style from those
of simulationists. We encountered all these obstacles when applying temporal logics to
ecological modelling. Moreover, many phenomena in nature cannot be easily understood
m
only one scale of time, and using different scales is essential to their comprehension.
Nowadays, integration of ecological models is an important issue. There are many in¬
dividual models of parts of systems, and people want to solve problems which require
'he behaviour of

'

a

number of different models to be combined. However, there is little

This work and the first author (on leave from Department

of Computer Science, University of
sponsored by the Brazilian Ministry of Education, grant no 01723/93-8/CAPES.
E-mail: {edjardm, dr, smailljQaisb.ed.ac.uk

Wonas-Brazil)
'

are

"*47-7171/96/110665

+ 34

$25.00/0

© 1996 Academic Press Limited

standardization in the combination process. This is critical when the models were con¬
ceived for different levels of time granularity to simulate processes working at different
levels of

abstraction, but which are somehow related.
temporal logical reasoning framework to deal with time
granularity based on an ontology of time called a Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy. Granular¬
ity of time is defined by means of a hierarchy of modular sets and an easy mechanism
for specifying processes working at different time scales and which can also be cyclical is
provided. The logic was used in the representation of seasonal cycles in agroforestry prob¬
lems, and we show how it can be used as a programming language to develop simulation
models working at different levels of time granularities, particularly for ecosystems.
In this paper we present a

2. Motivation

Granularity is very important if we intend to look at the world at different levels of
abstraction, when switching from one level to another may be necessary for the compre¬
hension of the phenomena being observed (Hobbs, 1985). In particular we are concerned
with the representation of processes, cyclical or not, working at different time scales. A
logical framework for representing and reasoning about this kind of knowledge should
deal with the problems of:

(i) Definition of propositions at appropriate levels of temporal granularity.
(ii) Relationships between propositions defined over different time granularities.
(iii) Alignment of temporal domains, allowing events at different temporal granularities
to be synchronized.
(iv) Dealing with the "next" temporal operator. For instance, "next time I will play
football" may have different interpretations depending on the level of time we are
talking about.

address the need for dealing with cyclical events or
time and which may interact. The following example
an ecosystem model, the agents involved, and the effect
(possibly cyclical) actions.

Along with these problems

we

processes, at different levels of
shows how such a need arises in

of their

Example 1: A piece of forest is composed of 10 trees, each one allocated in a square
with sides of 3 m, where the shape of the tree is assumed to be unimportant. Each
tree has a growth rate ri, per some unit of time, which varies according to the
season and the level of nutrients in the soil. The growing process of one tree may
affect the growth of its neighbours because of the competition for nutrients and

light, assuming constant absorption of light per unit area of the canopy of the
tree.

problem of interest in this scenario is to predict the change of height of the trees in
weekly scale of time, and as a consequence their biomass and the biomass of the whole
The

a

sophisticated simulation model for this problem should consider as a relevant
part of the scenario the following processes.
forest. A

(i) The rate of water uptake, based on the features of the soil where the tree is
This rate would be at

as a

placed.

scale of time. Note that the water in-flow of the

change according to the season of the year. So we may need to
cyclical process.

would also
it

some

soil

represent

ature i ime:

(ii) The rate
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carbon (photosynthesis)

be needed for this.

(iii) The influence of the concentration of water, nutrients, etc, in the soil, according
the age of the forest. This will be responsible for stopping the increase of tree
biomass. Another time scale may be needed.
to

(jv) Competition for light, assuming the absorption of light
the trees,

and also its height. Another scale

may

per area

of the

canopy

of

be needed.

(v) External events which change the environment
-

natural events such

fire, storms, epidemics of insects,
production of seeds, etc
trees down, reforesting some areas, etc.
as

new

trees appearing

due to natural
-

cutting

Let us consider

some

the

involving the leaves and the roots of a tree, and make an
intuitive analysis of their effect on the growth rate. The effect of photosynthesis changes
ji a scale of minutes, since the incidence of light changes minute by minute within a
jay. On the other hand, the effects of water uptake and nitrogen absorption by the
loots are more effectively described on a hourly time scale. The processes clearly work at
liferent time granularities and we need to integrate them to represent their influence in
lie growth rate of a tree properly. Due to the great complexity of the processes involved,
iliat is usually done, in practice, is either to keep individual models separately (maybe
iome parameter values or data sets are shared on an ad hoc basis), or one very large
imperative model is built. In the latter case, the control structure of all models must be
adapted.
The work presented in this paper proposes a temporal logical reasoning framework for
problems of this nature.
process

3. NatureTime

In this section

Iota

we

(1994), which

will present
was an

Logic Definition

the hierarchical theory of time originally proposed in

attempt to provide a logic-based language to represent con-

forms of expression used informally in descriptions of
ecological systems. The basic idea of our logic is to separate the task of defining relations
within the model from the task of computing when these relations hold. We view tem¬
poral reasoning as a problem of unification between temporal labels, where the flow of
control of program execution is influenced by this. Although this can be seen as similar
bonification between sorts in order sorted logics, the presentation of our time theory is
»ot
directly based on that approach. We leave this for future work, and any use of the
tan sort in this work does not assume any underlying sorted logic theory.
cepts of time, following closely the

3.1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Our main

provide a logical framework for which the translation of tem¬
knowledge from a complex domain (in our case ecological modelling), is not a too
fcful process. Because the different levels of time are usually expressed by using a label
,0r each
one, such references about scales should be part of the model. For this reason,
"e decided
not to "disturb" accepted ways of representing simulation models using com¬
putational logic, e.g. Robertson et al. (1991). That is, it would be ideal if the temporal
poral

concern

is to
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aspects of the program could be thought as labels for components of Prolog-like clause
programs, so that we could distinguish the task of defining relations within the model
from the task of saying when these relations hold. By taking domain
examples in the
form of English text (Sinclair et al., 1993; Haggith et al.,
1992), we classified the sorts
of expressions that are normally used to refer about inherently cyclical temporal
classes,
and that are hierarchically related. For instance,

(i) "the tree grows faster during the rainy
season" (from the example in Section 2)
(ii) "The effect of photosynthesis changes on

season

a

(say February) than in

any

other

scale of minutes. On the other hand, the

effects of water up take and nitrogen absorption by the roots are more
effectively
described on a hourly time scale. Both processes influence the growth rate of a
tree".
We

from the first

example that it is necessary to talk about things which happen
intermittently through the flow of time. From the second example we have processes which
can also change at different temporal scales. The main issue in these
examples is to merge
specifications at different time scales coherently in such a way that the responses of lower
levels can influence the responses of higher levels. There may exist some cases in which
the opposite effect occurs. For instance, some ecological models consider a forest as "a
big leaf", and the behaviour of the forest may affect the behaviour of each individual tree
over very long periods of time. Another
example from a very different field is inflation,
in economics. It is a property of the overall economy, but which affects individuals in
different ways. Thus, what is needed is a framework of time which allows us to define
cyclical relations and relations at many levels of time granularity.
As an initial step we took actual phenomena in nature which led us to use references
of time as in these simple examples. This is depicted in Figure 1, where we view the
granularity of time as being a hierarchy of modular sets which are related by a kind of
"inclusion relation". At all levels, except one (possibly the highest being considered),
time is closed, i.e. time moments are isomorphic to points on a circle (Poidevin and
MacBeath, 1995). According to this view of time we can understand, for instance, years
as being modular cycles of months, [lunar] months of days, and so on.
The basic mathematical framework to model concepts like "seasons", or cyclical pro¬
cesses and such a hierarchy of cycles is modular arithmetic [also called clock arithmetic
(Biggs, 1987)]. In this way, each cyclical temporal class is defined by one modular set, and
so we permit the succession of time in a cyclical way, where the last element is followed
by the first. The theory is based on the following assumptions.
1.

can see

June 24th, 1980.
"next" operators without ambiguity,
since they will refer to temporal entities at the same level of time granularity. For
instance, "next month" would refer to another month, as "previous year" refers to
Temporal entity (TE)—is

This allows

us

to

another year.
2. TEs are grouped

reference to

a measure

of time,

e.g.

and circularly ordered, forming modular temporal classes (MTC),
December and January are TEs of the class "month", and the last element,
December, is followed by the first, January.
Temporal classes are modularly sub-divided in other temporal classes by what we
call modular values. For instance, 60 is the modular value which sub-divides an
e.g.

3.

a

define the "previous" and
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Solar system

1
©
©

Earth & Moon

O

\
Sub-atomic universe

c

\
figure 1. View of the natural events

we use to

of

hour into minutes. This
the way we

provides

refer about time. Years

days, and

us

with

are

cycles of months, months

so on.

a

facility to subdivide temporal classes in

need.

1. The

specification of one MTC defines one level of a time hierarchy. There may exist
many levels of hierarchy as we want. For instance, one could be interested just
in days and hours, and so there would be two levels where the second (day) would
be defined by the first (hour). This allows us to have multiply nested levels of time
granularity.
as

The number of levels of a time hierarchy must be finite. The highest can be con¬
sidered as the larger interval, and the lowest as the smallest. This is to make the

theory

a

tractable

one,

because without this restriction there would be

no way

to

compute the operations over our time expressions
f The

highest level of the hierarchy is not circularly grouped to form a MTC, but
linearly ordered in an infinite sequence. Thus, for each instance of the highest
temporal class there is one positive integer. In the example of the previous item,
day would be a temporal class with its instances linearly ordered, but not those
for minutes which would be circularly ordered. This is to prevent the flow of time
being an eternal cycle.
it is
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3.2. ELEMENTS
We

OF THE LANGUAGE

logic programming language enhanced with some special symbols,
algorithm for temporal labels. In this work we also allow negation
by failure under the closed world assumption. So, the syntax is basically Prolog-like but
with some special features according to the following definition.
now

present

a

terms, and a unification

3.2.1. VOCABULARY

(i) Alongside Prolog variables, represented here by Cv, there is

disjoint set Ctv of
are variables of Ctv.

a

temporal variables, where Xi,yi, Zi are variables of Cv, Si,ti, Ui
(ii) a finite set Cc of constants.
(iii) a finite set Cf of non-temporal function symbols of the form fn, where n is the
arity of the function.
(iv) a finite set Ctc of special constants defined as {lowest, flowtime, infinity, smallest} U
Tc, where Tc = {c\,... ,Cn}, and each c* is a special constant or names of temporal
classes.

(v)

(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

(ix)

finite set of temporal function symbols £tf — {p2, i2,tn • • 2 , plus2, after2, before2,
of2}, where • • 2, plus2, after2, before2, of2 are all of arity 2 but written using infix
notation. For instance, p, plus, i, t, after, of, and last inp(2, hour) plusp( 37, minute),
i(2 ...3, month), t(17,6,1994), p(l, day) after t(12,3,1995), p(13, month) plus
p(25,day) before £(25,12,1994), day( 1) of week, last(day(2) of week of month(2) of
year(1996)) are function symbols. The meta-term ffi will be used to refer to tem¬
poral function symbols with arity n.
a finite set Cp of predicate symbols pn, where n > 0 is the arity of p, and {subclasses2,
on2, mod-temp.class3, mod-value2, mod-value3, change-mod-value3} is a special
subset of £p.
the set Z of integers is also part of the vocabulary.
the propositional connectives for negation, conjunction, disjunction, and reverse
implication are represented here by -i, &, V, and 4=, respectively. The truth value
for true is represented by T, and false by _L.
a temporal connective @.
a

3.2.2. CLASSES OF EXPRESSIONS

By using these symbols we define the following classes of expressions, where
A, B, C are used for formulae.

the capital

letters

logical term is defined as usual. Examples of logical terms are maize, grass,
height(tree(ti)), biomass(forest(fi)).
(ii) a temporal term (TT) is

(i)

a

-

-

-

a

a
a

temporal variable s G Ctv
temporal constant Ct G 7~c.
temporal function symbol ft G Cjt in one of the following forms.
*

a

period, which is recursively defined as
•

a

single period p(s, m) where s G

Z+ and

m

gTc-
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composite period, PplusP', where P is single period, and P' is
period term at a higher scale than P.
a

a

cyclical interval i(s ...t,m), where s, t G Z+ and m € 7c
a smallest
temporal entity £(£i,... £&), where for n as the number of ele¬
ments in 7c, then k < n, each £j G Z+, and each i
corresponds to exactly
one element of 7c- This can also be seen as a moment of time.
a linear interval si...
S2, where si and S2 are in the form t(t\,..., £*,).
a

,

*
*

a

collection interval
•

•

a

where

a

G

Tq.

ft(n), where ft

Ctf, and n 6 Z+, and ft is some a G 7c- For instance,
symbol of week( 1) corresponds to week of 7c
a(n) of S, where ft G Ctf (same as previous item), and n G Z+, and S
G

the function
•

is

a

collection interval.

A

ground temporal term is a TT with no variables, e.g. i(2... 2, month) is a GTT
i(2... x, month) is not. Examples of TT are p(S, month) plusp(2, day),
i(10... 3, month), £(15,2,1994),... ,£(3,4,1994), minute( 43), day(5), week(3),
year( 12), minute (AS) of day, minute(AS) of day(S) of week, day (1) of month of
year(199A). Note, that collection interval is more general than cyclical interval
in the sense that it may define cyclical and non-cyclical intervals. For instance,
day(2) of week of month is intended to represent all Mondays of all months, and
so is cyclical. However, day(2) of week of month(2) of year(1996) is not cyclical be¬
cause it represents the finite sequence of days 5th, 12th, 19th, and 26th of February

while

1996.

(i)

a first and last TT of a collection interval are represented by first(X) and last(X),
respectively, where AT is a collection interval. For instance, suppose X is day(2) of
week of month(2) of year( 1996)), then first(X) corresponds to exactly the temporal
entity £(5,2,1996), while last(X) corresponds to £(26,2,1996).
(ii) a pure temporal expression (PTE)
-

-

if s is a TT, but not a period term.
p after s, where p is a period term, and and
s,

s

is

a pure

temporal expression.

Examples of PTE are p(S, month) after £(10.. .11, month), p(2A, year) after
£(17, 7,1970), hour(A) of day( 1) of week( 1) of month(S). We say that one of the TT
are canonical forms of PTE.
fit) an atomic formula (AF) is
-

-

-

H

T and _L

are

atomic formulae

if x\,... ,xn are
formula

logical terms and pn G Cp, then p(x\,... ,xn) is an atomic

if A is

is -*A

an

AF,

so

classical atomic formulae

can

operators
, which means
whole interval, i.e.
-

-

PTE by using the temporal
classical logical formula is true throughout the

be annotated with

that

a

a

A, if A is an AF, then it is an atomic temporal formula (ATF).
A@T, where A is an AF and T is a PTE, is an ATF

Some examples of ATFs are,
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—

time-between(i(2.. .4, month),p(3, month)) which

means that the period of
February and April, including both, is always equal to 3 months
harvested (maize, highlands) @ i( 12... 1, month) which means that maize is har¬
vested in the high lands throughout the whole interval from December
up to
January.

time between

—

(v) body is in one of the forms A&zB, AVB, or C, where A and B are bodies and C is an
ATF. A typical example of a body is timeJ)etween(i(2... 4, month),p(3,
month)) &
harvested(maize, high .lands) @ z(12... 1, month).
When

representing different propositions A and B which are true at the same time
T, it will be required to write (ASzB)@T rather than A @ T & B @T.
well formed temporal formula (WFTF) is

interval

(vi)

a

—

if A is

a

positive ATF (non-negated ATF), then A is

a

positive ATF and B ^ T, _L, and B is a body then
B is a WFTF, and A is called the head

a

WFTF with

an empty

body
—

if A is

A

■<=

Note that

a

WFTF where its head is

formulae
An

corresponds exactly to
example of a WFTF is

a

AF, and body is formed only by atomic
Prolog clause with no temporal contents.
an

harvested(tomatoes) @p( 6, month) after T
Which

means

if tomatoes

are

<=

planted (tomatoes) @T.

planted throughout

an

interval T, then they

are

harvested 6 months after T.
3.3.
The

THE LINEAR-CYCLIC HIERARCHY STRUCTURE

temporal structure of time, called Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy, is a A-tuple CCh

non-empty set of temporal entities (or units of time), -< is
binary relation of precedence over the set of moments of time in £, Th is a finite set

(E,^,Th,>~), where £ is
a

—def

a

t

.

.

.

{ci,...,cn} of modular temporal classes, and >~ is a partial ordering relation over ThThis relation induces a special set Tmh Q Th, {mci,..., mck} and k < n, called the main
time hierarchy (MTH), defined by a sequence of relations as follows.
mod-temp-class(flow-time, Ck, infinity), where Ck eTo
mod-temp-class(ci,Ci-\,mv), where 1 < i < n, Ci,Ci-\ G Tc, and mv G
mv = x... y and x, y G Z+ and x < y.
mod-temp-class(ci, lowest, smallest), where C\ G Tq-

Z+

or

pair Ci,Cj of % such that Cj >- Ci holds is related by mod-temp.class(cj,Ci,mv)
and mv is called the modular value of the modular set of cl which defines Cj. Each c% is
called the name of the class. As
(properties are in Appendix A is a partial ordering
relationship, there will be some MTCs of the set Th which will not hold such a relation
between them. Note that the set £ is a set of temporal entities which are the forms of
TT we have presented, i.e. moment of time, cyclical, linear and collection interval. In the
final case, these classes are out of the MTH and are said to be disjointed.
Each
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There are two things worth noticing. First, flow.time is defined as a special MTC

nhich in fact does not belong to the hierarchy, but it is used to say that the class cn
jthe highest class, and that the flow of time will be associated with infinite instances
jjc,,. Second, the fact that the lowest level of the hierarchy is defined in terms of a
jmporal constant symbol, i.e. lowest, allows us to interpret this structure as a hierarchy
[discrete intervals. However, such an assumption is not necessary since we may consider
|e lowest level as belonging to the set of rationals, which would give us a dense model
[time.
In the case that a non-regular MTC is defined, i.e. the modular value mv is a range
Iher than a single value, then we need to specify the subclasses, the modular value for
jdi one, and any relationship between them and other levels. Such a kind of MTC is

seful for solving the problem related with the irregularity of the real calendar. This is
one as follows.

(i) subclasses(c,l), where c is a irregular MTC and c is a list of constant symbols
representing the

of the subclasses of

names

(i) mod.value(c,m), where

c.

be an element of a list of subclasses, as defined in
Z+.
ii) change.mod.value(ci, Si... S2,p(d, Cj)), where Ci is an irregular MTC which has its
modular value ranging between si and s2 (positive integers), at every d units of
time at the level of Cj, and Cj is a MTC defined by Ci.
») mod.value(ci, ICj, 2), where Ci is an irregular MTC, ICj is an instance of the MTC c3,
the

previous item, and

which is defined

by

c%,

c must

m G

and

2

is the modular value of

cl

according to the following

recursive definition.
-

mod.value(ci, z) iff there is some Z G Z+ such that mod.value(ci, z).
mod.value{ci,Ic. ,z) iff both change(ci,S\... S2,p(d,c3)) a,nd7Z(ICj,d,si,S2,c)
hold, where H is a meta-predicate to represent a temporal relation between
ICj,d,S\,S2 that will compute 2.
.,

-

For instance, the real

calendar

can

be defined

as

follows.

'i.temp.class (flow.time, year, infinity).
'i.temp. class (year, month, 12).
'i.temp.class (month, day, 28... 31).
i.temp.class (day, lowest.level, smallest).
Masses (month, \january, february, march, april, may, june, july,
august, September, October, november, december}).
'i.value(january, 31).
Jother cases until mod.value(december, 31).
:^e.mod.value(february, 28
29,p(4, year)).
i.value(Class, Z) <=
nod.value(Class, Z).
...

.,

i.value(Class, Year,Z)

<=

change .mod .value(Class, Z1... Z2,p(MF, year)) Sz
Leap Year is Year mod MF &
[Leap Year = 0 &
Z

=

Z2
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year(1)

year(m)

Figure 2. A view of the Linear-Cyclic Hierarchy of time. The inner circles represent lower levels of
time granularity like day and month, while the outest circles represent the highest level, like year.

V

Leap Year > 0 &
Z

=

Z 1).

A view of this

hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2.
temporal entity which we can represent through the MTH is the smallest interval
t(xi,..., xn). In the calendar defined above the term t( 1,1,1996) represents the first day
of the first month of the year 1996. Along with these MTC we may define other types
which do not belong to MTH, e.g. week. This could be defined, for example, as follows.
The

modJemp.class(lunar.month, week, 4).
mod-temp-class(week, day, 7).
mod-temp-class(labour-week, day, 5).
temporal entities of this MTCs are represented by collection intervals as described
Although the logic has expressive power to represent such a kind of time
interval, we will not explore it in this work since simulation models usually do not need
such a kind of temporal reference.
The

in Section 3.2.2.

3.4.

past and future relations

first is for linear intervals,
and it is used to implement the usual relations between linear intervals (Allen, 1983; Allen
and Hayes, 1985). As linear intervals are represented by a pair of smallest temporal
entities (moments of time), which is a structure relating instances of all MTCs of the
MTH, then instead of using the less than (<) relation directly, as in the case of a single
time scale, we have the following linear precedence relation.
There

are

two relations

t(x i,... ,Xk) and S — t(y\,...,yk) be two smallest
that R is linearly precedent to S, written as R -< S if, and only if

Definition 3.1. Let R
We say

for the notions of future and past. The

=

Xk < Vk, or

Xi < yi

We also say

and for all
S is

a

Xj,yj

such that i < j < k and

Xj

moment in the future in relation to R.

< yj.

intervals.
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TE in the past with another in the future, and also with
t period of time between them. However, because a cyclical interval, at any level of
similarity, is defined as a closed time structure, then every time "instant" is both before
jdafter any other (including itself). Because of this, we use the expression relative past
mean that a given TE is the past of another one by a specific period of time, because
ft, may exist many others that are also in the past but separated by different periods,
ijalogously, relative future means that a given TE is in the future of another one in
lation to one specific period of time. Both concepts are captured by the predicate
(ire(5", P, T) to mean the future of S after P is T. In the case where both S and T
The

second notion relates

Temporal Granularity in Simulation of Ecosystems

one

smallest intervals the definition is trivial and makes use of the temporal precedence
iation as defined above and the period of time between them. The definition of this
icept for cyclical intervals is defined as follows, where © is the modular sum operation
jnodular sets (Biggs, 1987).
j

Let S, T be two cyclical intervals of
mod-temp-class(ci+i,Ci,m), and P is

JINITION 3.2.

a

MTC Ci, and suppose there is a
period of time of the level i. We

fCdefined as
a
jthat S is the relative past ofT, where the period of time between them is P, written
ijtture(S, P,T) iff S © P = T. We say that T is the relative future of S.
these relations in order to map complex PTEs to canonical forms. This
done by using the operations of up-wave modular sum and subtraction defined in
Sow,

we use

jpendix B.
MNITION

3.3. Let P

ier T is the

i-

p(A,Ci) be

period of time, T a temporal interval. Then P
temporal entity in the future ofT, defined as
=

a

i(si © A
S2 © A, cf), ifT is a cyclical interval i(s i ...S2,Ci)
,s'n)(jJ® P..
... ,t'n)u& P,
ifT is a linear interval t(s\,..., sn)
t(ti,..., tn).
...

...

The

• • •

before is easily defined if we change the up-wave modExamples of how the after operator works are: p(3, month) after
I..4, month) is equivalent to i(6... 7, month). p(2, month) after t(l, 10,1990)...
1)2,11,1990) is equivalent to the interval t( 1,12,1990)... t( 12,1,1991).
converse

of this operator,

isum by subtraction.

3.5. DESIRED INFERENCES

low, we are going to elaborate on the kind of temporal inferences that should be drawn
to using NatureTime for dealing with cyclical events or for the specification of agents
having at different levels of time granularity. In the first case, the mechanism is simple.
;the second case, we will

elaborate on a particular type of agent specification that, to
knowledge, has not been treated so far. This is for the specification of the behaviour
agent is simulation models, specially those used for ecosystems. We will discuss
! an executable temporal (logical) reasoning system is suitable for such a problem,
then what are the problems we may come across and how we can overcome them
NatureTime. Both cases may also be combined as will be shown in Section 5. In
case, the way in which a temporal sentence will being provable from a knowledge
,:se will differ
only in the way the proof is constructed.
1

3.5.1.

temporal unification

Before

describe the desired inferences we need to define the concept of temporal
unification which is the core of our logic. Unification as traditionally understood is the
we

of determining whether two expressions can be made identical by performing
appropriate substitutions for their variables.
Temporal unification is the process of determining whether two temporal entities (inter¬
vals or moments of time) have some temporal entity in common. In traditional temporal
reasoning jargon this is equivalent to finding if they are equal, overlap or one is included
into the other (i.e. during, starting or finishing). Note that we do not mention substi¬
tution of variables, it is implicit that if one (or both) of the temporal entities is
(are)
a variable, then one may substitute the other. A full description of how this unification
works is given in the next section.
process

3.5.2. temporal query and provability
We

give the notion of what one would expect as a correct
temporal query about a knowledge base. Formally, we have.
now

Definition 3.4. Let A be
query
occurs

a

set

of temporal formulae (i.e.

a

want to know if there is an interval t' (possibly
within r (possibly equal to it), such that 0@r' holds.

<f@T

we

The concept underlying
defined as follows.

the

Definition 3.5. Let A be

a

process

of proving

a

given

answer

for

a

given

knowledge base). For any
more than one), where t'

query

is temporal provability

of temporal formulae, 0@r a temporal formula. We say
cj)@T is temporally provable (or temporally derivable from A, written A ht f)@T if
by systematically applying modus ponens, along with standard and temporal substitution,
to the set of temporal assertions and temporal logical axioms of A we can find a temporal
substitution r' for r such that we can derive the formula 4>@t', written A \~t 0@r'.
set

that

goal, the interpreter we are going to present in the next section searches
systematically for derivations of temporal formulae according to the above definition.
Because it is well known that provability intuitively suggests how logical implication
can be automated, then we may say that A bt (j)@r is equivalent to say that A \=t
i.e. (f)@r temporal logically follows from A.
Given

a

certain

3.5.3. reasoning about cyclical events

Any inference about any cyclical event E can be obtained by, first, specifying an atomic
temporal formula involving the event and the interval of time at which such a repetition
happens at a given time granularity. In this case the temporal entity T should be a
cyclical interval, e.g. i(si... S2, <k). Then we write E @ i(si ...S2,<h) to mean that E is
true throughout the cyclical interval si... S2 at the level i of granularity defined by the
MTCci.
Example 2: Suppose

we

have the following sentences in

a

knowledge base
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harvest(corn) @i(5
6, month).
haruest(herb.tea) @i(2... 10, month).
harvest(coffee) @ i(8... 4, month).
harvest (rice) @ I <= (harvest (tea) & harevst (coffee)) @ I.
...

The types

of inference cyclical reasoning about this KB could be:

i|- harvest(corn) @i(6... 9, month).
(.{harvest(corn) @i(6.. .6,month)}
j- harvest(corn) @i(3... 5, month).
1- {harvest(com) @i(5... 5, month)}
harvest(rice) @T.
i- {harvest(rice) @i(8... 10, month), harvest(rice) @ i(2... 4, month)}
j. harvest(corn) @t(xx,x2,x3).. .t(yi,y2,y3)
!■ harvest(com) @ £(1,3,2:3)... £(31,5, t/3)
Note that the last query

is more specific in the levels of time required. This will
useful when we have processes involved at different granularities. The process
(reasoning is standard backward chaining. As shown in Mota (1994), it is suitable for
presenting entailed events (cyclical or not) of temporal knowledge for ecological domain
id for reasoning about when an implication holds in a given knowledge base, i.e. for a
»wledge base A we may be interested to know if A b P —> Q, where P and Q are atomic
iitences. However, because backward chaining involves looking back in time for clauses
ii events, under certain circumstances, forward chaining can be computationally more
Itractive. One of these is the case of reasoning about simulation models of ecosystems
je. simulating the behaviour of some agent), where backward chaining does not seem to
wide reliable solutions for testing more complicated problems as in the case of many
pits interacting at different scales of time. Our next step will be to show why we also
:eed forward chaining, and for what kind of inferences it is useful.
«very

15.4.

REASONING ABOUT AN

There

AGENT'S

BEHAVIOUR

in which the behaviour of certain entities could be

represented by
equations, which is an expressive way of representing the continuity
'their behaviour. But a continuous representation of time is not always the best for
" domain of ecosystems. For example, if we want to represent the behaviour of agents
"kich immigrate and emigrate from one population to another, then it is inconvenient
'represent this using continuous functions.
A more usual way of modelling the changes in the state of such agents is to perform
<®i at the time
step of their corresponding granularity (sometimes with a fine grained
tonal" time scale to approximate continuous change). This yields a discrete approxi%n to continuous models. However, a discrete approach does not usually allow us to
"npute the value of some attribute at a time in between two consecutive time steps. For
toce, if we have the specification of some ecological entity working at a weekly scale
'toe, then because its attribute would be updated only at every week we could not
"to its value separately within a week. To overcome this, an additional mechanism
*ns to be needed beyond the standard way of proving a sentence,
to way of obtaining such a value is to assume that the attribute changes in a linear
tsans

are some cases

of differential
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fashion, and then using a linear equation to estimate it. For more complex processes a
non-linear behaviour might be assumed and the value would be
computed in the same
way. When doing this, we have to assume that the process does not interact with other
processes (possibly of other agents) that may affect the attributes in question. The reason
for such an assumption is that the function used to estimate the desired value needs
the
values of the attribute at the end points of the interval between the consecutive time
steps,
i.e. the previous and the future values. However, if there is such an
interaction, then we
cannot estimate the future value because it may happen that the other
process(es) have
influenced

much that the effect

the attribute

be much

than the expected.
Moreover, to estimate such a future value it is needed to know the wanted value which
leads us to a situation of "deadlock".
For

so

simplicity

over

can

more

avoid interpolation between time points. In this case every entity
specified at a coarser level will have its state changed only at that
level, i.e. any query about its state at any time between two consecutive time steps will
always give the computation for the last one. Based on these assumptions, the temporal
reasoning system should reason about queries like:
we

with its behaviour

1. What is the value of

attribute of

entity at any given time?
entities (no relation between them) have the same value?
3. What is the value of a given entity at a given time which interacts with another
entity which works at different time scale?
an

an

2. When will any two

There

two

important components to this problem. First we want the deduction
process to be able to search for a value which satisfies one query, but this value should be
determined by a given temporal entity. This time can be synchronous or asynchronous
in relation to the updating time steps of the attributes of the ecological entity we want
to know something about. Second, the computation of the value of an attribute of an
agent at a given time i depends on the value at time i — 1. Because of this, a simulation
model can be interpreted as being a relation between the state of the agent in the past
and its state in the future ruled by certain conditions of state transition.
This idea of constructing the future state based on the past is known as declarative
past and imperative future (Gabbay, 1989). In this view programs should be expressed
in a temporal language which could be read in a declarative way, and when the program
runs it should construct a model for the temporal sentence it is intended to represent
(Gabbay and Reynolds, 1995). Relating it to the usual simulation models of ecosystems
are developed, this is equivalent to describing the behaviour of agents using a temporal
logic. The simulation of the behaviour of the agent through the flow of time corresponds
to the construction of a model, or running the program for a temporal sentence at each
time step. As our language deals with explicit representation of time, the usual way of
representing past —» future in this work should consider the length or period of time
between past and future (or present). As far as simulation models are concerned, such an
imperative formulation can be represented in NatureTime as in the following schematic
are

way.

A' @ P after Tp <=

A @TpSz K(A, A').

previous time,
predicate P is
of formulae which involves A and A' to produce their

where A represents the information about an ecological species, Tp the
P is normally in the form p(l,C), C is an MTC, and the second order

intended to represent

the

sequence
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not to use
upon resolution and refutation. In this paper
assumption. If A and A! both simply refer to the same
and A! is value(a, X/)), then we do not have to worry
proposes

ktraditional execution mechanisms based
({do not need to make such

an

jedicate (e.g. A is value(a, Xp)

lout branches in the search space. We simply follow a single chain of conclusions until
j have reached some desired (possibly the final) time.
For instance, suppose we have the following hypothetical agent specification.
■

■

value(a, 100) @t(l, 1,1).
value(a, Xf) @p( 1, week) after Tp
value (a,

Xp)@Tpfo

Xf is Xp -f-1.
The execution of this program

would generate the value of a for every week, but without
jag the traditional combination of backtracking and recursion until the initial state,
stead, the generation of the model for the sentence should get the previous state of the
mputation (past) in order to produce the next state (future). For this example we have
(following table with the first steps of execution for a goal value(a, X) @T, showing
(present state of computation, the sentence being matched for each backtracking step
ithe generation of the future state. After the initial state the sentence used is always
(second, and to compute a new state it is not necessary to reach the initial state again
backward chaining would do.

Sentence matched

Future

1

value(a, 100)@ t(l, 1,1)

value(a, 100) @ t( 1,1,1)

2

value(a, 101)@ t(1, 7,1)

value(a, 101) @ t( 1,7,1)

2

value(a, 102) @t(l, 14,1)

value(a, 102) @ t( 1,14,1)

2

value(a, 103) @ t( 1,21,1)

Present
—

4.

The Enhanced

In this section

we

Meta-interpreter for Temporal Reasoning

will show the

specification of the simple meta-interpreter of the
of the extended temporal meta-interpreter,

stureTime system. We will show the clauses
ib an explanation for each extension.

4.1. A META-INTERPRETER FOR NATURETlME

the meta-interpreter is an extension of the one presented by Sterling and Shapiro
l>). Because we are interested in problems where the specification of the behaviour
'gents through the flow of time is basically a clause where the state of the agent in
'past is related to the

(present or) future, then we also allow the meta-interpreter to
''efficiently with this kind of clause. This will be presented in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1.

EXTENDING A STANDARD META-INTERPRETER

The extensions

basically twofold. First, the predicate clause must also identify welltemporal formula as specified in Section 3.2.2; second, the introduction of a special
unification for PTEs. Note that most of the unification will still be done by standard
Prolog unification, except when involving PTEs. However, as we treat temporal reasoning
as a problem of unifying PTEs, then we need to control the part of the unification which
deals with it. Because of this, the standard solve1 predicate (Sterling and Shapiro, 1986)
is changed to be a binary relation solve2. The meta-interpreter accepts queries which are
temporal formulae. It succeeds if the query holds throughout some interval within the
given PTE as specified in Definition 3.6. So, the first argument is the temporal formula
to be solved, and the second the result of the computation for the first argument be true.
In what follows, system(X) succeeds if X is a system predicate but not a negation. The
meta-interpreter is defined as follows.
are

formed

1

-

solve(X, X)
-i

: —

temp-formula (X),

(clause(X <= Y),
solve(Y, _)
J

2

-

3-

4

-

system(X),
call(X)).
solve(->X, _) : —
-isolve(X, _).
solve(A@Tl,A@T3) : ~^A = (-&-),
clause(A@T2),
temp-unify (Tl, T2, T3).
solve(A @T,A@ RT) : —
A = (AlkA2),
solve(Al @ A1 @ Tl),
solve(A2 @ A2 @ T2),
temp-unify(T1,T2, RT 1),
temp-unify(T, RT 1, RT).
solve(A 8zB,Al&c B1) : —
solve(A, AT),
solve(B, B1).
solve(A V B,R) : —
(solve(A,R) ;
solve{B, R)).
solve(A@Tl, A@T3) : —
clause(A@T2 4= Body),
solve (Body, _),
temp-unify(Tl, T2, T3).
_,
-,

5

-

6

-

7

-

The first clause deals with classical formula in the

usual

way.

The second implements

negation by failure as using the standard way of negating if it cannot be
The third clause consults the Knowledge Base (KB) to check whether we can
the

proved.
directly
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itch A@T 1 to some unit clause or not. The fourth clause deals with composite events,
tie we want to know if there is some time interval throughout which they can happen

together. Clauses 5 and 6 are just another way of re-writing the standard clauses
logical conjunction and disjunction, and so do not need any detailed explanation,
(last clause is the clause for logical implication, which gives an alternative for the
j two clauses if they fail. To understand the clauses of the meta-interpreter we need
jnderstand the declarative interpretation of each
jows.
■

one;

they should be interpreted

as

A is true

throughout T 3, if A is not a composite event, and A is true throughout T2,
temporal unification of T1 and T2.
A is true throughout T if, A is a composite event consisting of Al & A2, and Al
is true throughout T1, and A2 is true throughout T2, and RT1 is the temporal
unification ofT 1 and T2, and RT is the temporal unification ofT and RT 1.
A is true throughout T3 if, the A@T2 is the head of a temporal Horn clause with
body Precondition, and the body can be solved, and T3 is the temporal unification
and T3 is the

■

•

ofT 1 and T2.
ithe first

(1) and in the last clause (7), when the Y and Body

solved, any
temporal entities within them will be substituted by standard unification.
value computed by the second argument is ignored here. This can give unsound
its if there are shared variables present. We restrict programs and queries to avoid this
at ion. The ideal solution is either if the solver carries a list L of temporal variables and
Is them only after solving all temporal formulae in a wftf, or having a sort of memory
storing operations over PTE and combining those stored with the new one during
process of deduction. This is similar to the idea of environment (van Emden, 1984)
1 in the implementation of Prolog machines. However, this would require a more
iisticated meta-interpreter, and for the purposes of this work this simple solution
tides a powerful mechanism for a significant subset of temporal problems.
urrence

are

of

>

12. DEALING WITH SIMULATION MODELS
is we

have discussed in Section 3.5.4 it is

different way.

interesting to deal with simulation clauses

The process of reasoning should be Forward Chaining rather than
ward, and we also want to obtain the state of agent at any time in between two
iecutive time steps of its behaviour, i.e. asynchronous information. Although the
(extension defined in the last section can be used for the specification of simple
ilation models (Mota et al., 1995a), we have shown (Mota et al., 1995b) that for more
plicated models, where it is needed to obtain asynchronous information, the solver2
j not offer mechanisms for this. In this work we will
provide the meta-interpreter
'Such a facility. Because we are considering discrete models, then every entity with
diaviour specified at coarser levels will have its state changed only at that level, i.e.
query about its state at any time between two consecutive time steps will always
the computation for the last one.
ir a given goal A@T the solving process should first check if the time requested is a
I time. If it is the case, then verify if this formula can match with part of the body of
■iporal formula like the schemata given in Section 3.5.4, which we call a simulation
After this, instead of using the meta-interpreter as above (which would apply
■
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backward

reasoning), the search should

re-use, at every time step, the last value for the
entity in order to reason forwards.
What if the time in the goal is not a ground temporal term? We will use the same
solution, except that the searching process does not need to check the next time with
the previous one in order to stop the search.
In the more complicated case, the searching process basically checks if the solution
found is that of the specified time. If it is not the case, then if the given time T is
the future of Tp and the PTE P after Tp is not the future of T, a new instance of the
simulation clause is used to continue the search. More formally we have.

state of the

Definition 4.1. Given
a

goal A\ @T,

(or

one

an

more

C

=

temporal assertion A{@Ti (or the initial state for A),
mutually exclusive) simulation clause schemata

atomic

A' @P after Tp <=

A@TpSz Constraints,

A, A', Ai and A\ have the same predicate name and arity. Then, the forward
computation which will search for a solution for the goal A\@T is given as follows.

where

ifT is ground temporal term then
reduce T to

T[ = Ti
A'^Ai
while T{
get

canonical

a

PTE,

say

T\

then

x T\
a new

instance C' of C, matching A@TP with

A[ @T[, and

future(T(,P,Tj) holds and
if ti x Tj holds then stop the search, otherwise
if -> ti x Tj holds and Constraints is found to be true by the solver clauses
then

T[
if T is

a

get

=

T'j and A[

=

A!

temporal variable then

a new

instance C' of C, matching A@TP with A[

@T(, and

future(T(, P, T'j) holds and
Constraints is

T(
return

=

found to be true by the solver clauses then

T) and A!i

=

A!

A!i @ Ti

algorithm is guaranteed to terminate, in the case that T is a ground
TT, because of the fact that the condition T/ -< T\ will eventually fail, or T\ x Tj
will eventually hold. If more solutions are requested, then backtracking over the clause
selection strategy is possible to find another one only if T is not a ground TT because
there will always be a Tj such that future(Ti, P, Tj) holds. But in the case TI (the
form of T) is a ground TT, then once -iT/ X T\ holds the computation will never get
new instances of C, and so no more solution will be found.
Note that this

reduced

4.2. general unification algorithm

specialized unification algorithm we developed to treat PTEs consists of two steps.
First, every complex PTE is reduced to a canonical form of temporal entities. Second, as
The
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jonical forms of a temporal entity are in fact intervals of time, or collections of them,
ai they are unified according to the usual relations between time intervals. These are
sed on the future and past relations, and also in the relation between periods of time at
lerent levels of granularity. The result of a unification between two temporal entities is
Itheir most general unifier as is traditional, but rather the canonical form of temporal
jty which is the result of their matching, and this can involve more than one temporal
aty as an example will show. The temporal unification is defined as follows.
Let t\, £2 and t be three PTE. We write temp-unify{t\,t2,t) to mean
unifiable and t is the unified term iff either

■FINITION 4.2.

iifi and £2 are

£' and t is the reduction oft', written reduce(t,t'),
£1 7^ £2; and
£1 is reducible to rt\ - reduce(£i,r£i) and
£2 is reducible to rt2 - reducefo, rtff) and
t is reducible to t'
reduce(t,t') and
t' is the matching of rt\ and rt2 - unify.units [rt\, H2, £')•

»£1
1

=

£2

=

or

-

for instance, suppose we want to

unify i(2... 10, month) (or all intervals from FebruOctober) with i(8.. .4, month) (or all intervals from August to April). In this
s there will be two different instances of the canonical form of cyclical interval, i.e.
I„.4, month) and z(8
10, month). How unification works is related to the unification
emporal units as defined in Section 4.4.
;to

...

4.3. REDUCTION OF TEMPORAL TERMS

algorithm is divided into two groups of clauses. The first consists of
temporal expression. The second, deals with
iplex forms. First we introduce what we mean by temporal variable: a term £ is a
iporal variable if it is a logical variable, i.e. if £ € Cv, or a canonical form of PTE
ire all its elements are logical variables. Based on it we have the following reduction
Ike reduction

clauses to deal with canonical forms of

orithm.

FINITION 4.3.

I,
1
1

1

Let £1 be a

written reduce (£1,

PTE, and £2

a

canonical PTE. We

£2) iff one of the following holds.

temp.var(t\).
-^temp.varfti) and is in the form t(x 1,..., Xk), so £2

h
£1

=

t2, and t\ is a temporal variable,

and £2 = rsi... rs2 where
is reducible to rsi and
is reducible to rs2

= si...
s1

S2
1

£1

=

1

ii

=

S2>

■

i(s... £, c)
£ after A and
£2

=

t\ is reducible to rt\ and

£2 is reducible to rt2 and

future(rti, A,rt2) holds.

=

£1

say

that £1 is reducible
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ti

•

—

t before A and

t\ is reducible to rt\ and
t2 is reducible to rt2 and

future(rt2, A, rti) holds.
For

instance, p( 1, week) after (p(l, week) plusp{3, day) a/£er £(14,2,1994)) is reduced to

£(1,3,1994).
4.4. unification of

The unification

time units

the level of units is

just the matching of temporal entities. This
cyclical intervals, and also intervals of both types. The linear
unification is based on the -< ordering relationship of the bounding temporal entities of
the interval, and the modular unification is based on the matching of circular intervals.
In both cases we use the relations during and overlap (Allen and Hayes, 1985) taking
into account that the "last" element of a modular set is followed by the first. Because of
this, the linear match has four different cases, and the modular case six as described in
Appendix C.
on

has to deal with linear and

Its definition is

as

follows.

Definition 4.4. Let
the unit

s 1,

matching from

and s3 be three canonical forms of PTEs. We say that s3 is
and s2, written match-units (si, s2, S3) if one of the following

s2

s1

holds.

•

si = s2 = S3.

•

Si

•

s1

cyclical intervals of a MTC c, and
mod-temp-class(c',c,mv) holds and
S3 is the cyclical interval from the modular matching between

be

more

•

s1

•

si

cyclical interval and s2 is a linear interval and
s'i is a linear instance of s 1, written time-instance(s\, s[), and
S3 is the linear matching between s'i and s2
is a linear interval and s2 is a cyclical interval and match-units(s2, si, S3) holds.

and
and

is

s2 are

linear intervals, and

s2

is during S\, S3

—

s2.

s2 are

than

one

Si

and

s2.

(could

matching)

a

Note that time-instance creates

a

linear instance of

a

cyclical interval. As

a

cyclical

interval represents a collection of linear intervals, there may exist many instances of it
in the level of linear intervals. For this reason, this is one of the most important features
of the logic because without it, the concept of cyclical interval would be useless. In a
pure linear model of time, it is necessary to introduce some "expert" computation
recurrent representation, in order to obtain reasoning about cyclical events. In our

work,
represent and

of

cyclical interval provides an easy and elegant mechanism to
reasoning about cyclical events and processes, since this new type of
represents many instances in the linear level.
the

use

obtain

Example 3: Suppose

over

we

have the following sentences in

a

knowledge base

interval
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harvest(corn) @i(5
6, month),
harvest (herb.tea) @i( 2... 10, month).
harvest(coffee)@i(8... 4, month).
harvest(rice) @ I
(harvest(tea) & harevst(coffee)) @ I.
...

In what follows, the symbols

|" and ">>"

represent the query and answer

prompts, respectively, of the NatureTime system. When a query is done the
dialog interface calls the solve2, and shows the second argument of it as the
answer.

| harvest(corn) @i(6 .9, month).
harvest(corn) @ i(6... 6, month)
:
| harvest (corn)© i(3 .5, month).
>> harvest(corn) @i(5
.5, month)
:
| more.
» Sorry, no further solution is possible.
: | harvest(rice) @T.
» harvest(rice) @i(8... 10, month)
:
| more.
» harvest(rice) @ i(2... 4, month)
:
| more.
:

..

»

..

..

Sorry,

»

The

more

further solution is possible.

command allows all

eshall show two
!

no

possible solutions by backtracking. In the next section
examples of simulation models specified in our language, and how they

solved.

5.

Simulation Models in NatureTime

This section presents

the application of our logic language to develop a simulation
growing process of the trees of the example of Section 2, and we also present
other example of two temporal entities working at different time scales and which
ieract with one another. After this, we point out the limitations of this implementation
i of the language.
odel for the

5.1. EXAMPLE OF TREE GROWING PROCESS

Usually,

discrete model of the height of
by an equation of the form

a

'resented

Hi(t + l)=Hi(t) +
®re

MAX Hi

a

tree ti at a given time t + 1 might be

riH,(l-j^r-\,

(5.1)

is the maximum height that a tree U can reach, ri is the intrinsic growth
of ti. Usually, rj is assumed to be an average value per
does not explicitly model the interaction among trees,
■ich may affect this rate. The influence on a tree ti by other trees is approximated as
iinction of their height and their distance from U. This is intended to represent how
'acquisition of biomass of other trees affects U. Basically, the taller a tree tj, the more
W it will have on the growth rate of ti, and the further
tj is from ti the less effect
"ill cause. This will be represented by the quantity
kj^, where A; is a constant which
teof ti, and Hi is the height
le unit of time. However, it
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normally be determined empirically, and dij is the distance between U and tj. The
height at every time step will be given as follows.

increase of the

(5.2)
j-1

where rs is the standard

growth rate of a tree if no influence is present, nb is the number

of tree

neighbours of U.
previous scenario, as the scale of time used was week, we could define another
MTC within the hierarchy defined, that is mod.temp .class (week, day,7). The rainy sea¬
son, assumed to be only in February, can be written as season(rain) @i(2 ... 2, month).
So, in every instance of February, within a MTC of year, it will rain.
The height of a tree can be calculated by using the equation (5.1), but we have to make
the growth rate
a function of the interaction between the tree and its neighbour trees
as in equation (5.2). To do this, we first define a predicate to represent the neighbours
of a tree along with the distance between them. The height must be calculated for each
time step. This will be represented by the following predicate definition, where the base
case is the initial height for each tree.
In

our

height(Tree, H) @p( 1, week) after T
height( Tree, HI)
max.height (Tree, MAX) &
real.gr( Tree, T,..., (p( 1, week) after T, RGr)) &
neighbours(Tree, NTrees) &
influences(NTrees,T, R) &
sum(R, TR) &
(Gr is RGr - TR)&
(C is Gr * HI * (1 — HI/MAX)) &
(H is Hl + C).

influences/3 predicate represents the influence of the neighbours of a tree since
sum/2 predicate represent the relation between a list of values and a
number which is the sum of these values. The real.gr/3 gets the supposed "real" growth
rate of the tree throughout the interval of one week. The real.gr/3 can be defined in a
standard Prolog style, for example, as follows
The

the time T. The

real.gr(Tree,T, Gr)
season(rain) @T&
growth.rate( Tree, LowGr) &
(Gr is 1.2 * LowGr).
real.gr(Tree,T, Gr)
season(rain) @ T&
growth.rate(Tree, Gr).
-i
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Or is the growth rate if T is a rainy season and Lowgr is a standard growth rate, then
r= LowGr * 1.2. Gr is the growth rate if it is not true that T is a
rainy season. Note

call the solve meta-interpreter to use its facilities of unification as we saw in
ction 4. The complete knowledge base of our example is shown in the Appendix D.
Below, we show the simulation of the growing process. Note that when the simulation
>aves" the rainy season the growth rate decreases, as expected.

it we

height (tl, H) @ T.
> height(tl, 1) @ £(14,2,1994)
more.

height(tl, 1.01) @ *(21,2,1994)

>

more.

height(tl, 1.02) @ *(28,2,1994)

>

more.

height (tl, 1.03) @ *(5,3,1994)

)

tnore.

height (tl, 1.037) @ *(12,3,1994)

)

more.
>

height(tl, 1.045) @ *(19,3,1994)

nore.
)

height (tl, 1.054) @ *(26,3,1994)

nore
'

height(tl, 1.062) @ *(3,4,1994)
5.2. TWO ECOLOGICAL SPECIES WORKING AT TWO TIME SCALES

Ihe

following example is part of

ilation models of ecosystems

discussion on the granular aspects of time in
(Mota e* al, 1995b).
our

Example 4 The ecological entities axe a tree growing, called simply tree and an
(or a cloud of insects) called bug. The tree has its growth rate affected by
the bug only if it flies on the top of the tree. The height reached by the bug will
depend on the height of the tree, and the height of the tree depends on the time
spent by the bug at a certain position, say 5 m. For simplicity, instead of using
the logistic equation for the growing process, the tree grows 0.5 m every week.
The time scale of the bug's movement is considered to be day.
■

insect

here is

an

interaction between these two entities,

and

we

will

assume

ild get the "progress" of the bug's position in a period of one week.
h behaviour specification there is no need to explicitly represent the

that the tree

However, in the
scale of the bug,
tuse it could be another entity interacting with it. Then we shall use the predicate
Htime, Object, Process, MTC) to specify at which scale of time the process of a given
ty works. In this way we have the following facts in our KB.
th.rate(tree, 0.5).
\time, bug, movement, day).
'(time, tree, growing, week).

!nd(height, growing).
«(height, tree, 9) @*(1,1,1).
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value(pos, bug, 6) @ £( 1,1,1).
Now

need

general way to capture the progress of an attribute of a given agent
throughout a certain period of time. We will use the predicate progress4 to represent the
progress observed of the value of an attribute Att of an agent Obj, from a given temporal
entity T during a given period of time P, and the progress will return in a list of all the
values for Att during T. A simple specification for progress/4 is in Appendix E, and a
more deep discussion on the specification of interacting agents working at different levels
of time granularity is out of the scope of this work. More details can be found in Mota
et al. (1995b). The specification of the free's growing process can be, for example, as
we

a

follows.

value(height, free, H) @p( 1, week) after T
value (height,

tree, Hi) @ T &

progress(value(pos, bug, _) @T,p( 1, week), L) &
growth-rate(tree, GR) &
influence(GR, L, RealGR) &
(H is Hi + RealGR).

The

specification of the bug"1 s movement

can

be

as

follows.

value(pos, bug, PB) @p( 1, day) after T
value(pos, bug, PBi) @ T &
value(height, tree, H) @T&
new-pos(PBi, H, PB).
The

new-pos3 simply implements

Appendix E. For this specification
bug's position.

|

:

a

we

change of the bug's position, and it is also in the
have the following results for the simulation of the

value (pos, bug, Pos) @T.
value(pos,bug,6)@t( 1,1,1)

»

|

: more.

»

|

value(pos, bug, 8) @i(2,1,1)

: more.

»

value(pos, bug, 8) @ £(8,1,1)

For the tree's

|

:

growing

process we

have.

value(height, tree, H) @T.
value(height, tree, 9) @ t( 1,1,1)

»

|

: more.

»

value(height, tree, 9.44) @£(8,1,1)
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value(height, tree, 11.2) @£(6,2,1)

:more.
)>

value(height, tree, 11.64) @ t( 13,2,1)

This just shows the behaviour
ie

value of the tree's height at

through the flow of time. In the case of a
any time we will have the following results,

about
expected.

query
as

value(height, tree, H) @£(10,1,1).
» value(height, tree, 9.44) @ £(10,1,1)
value(height, tree, H) @£(10,2,1).
» value(height, tree, 11.2) @£(10,2,1)

Note that

te's

queries
growth.

were

for time values in between two synchronous time steps of the

6.

Analysis and Related Work

6.1. STRENGTHS

NatureTime is

OF THE

NATURETlME

SYSTEM

comparatively simple logic which does not stray far from the trastyle of mainstream logic programming—yet it can deal with a wide range of
s problems commonly encountered in ecological modelling and simulation. Moreover,
len much of the ecosystem is stable
(i.e. unchanging when events happen) then most
the updating would be redundant. By using a logic we have presented in this paper
only need to deduce changes to the relevant aspects of the ecosystem. Thus if our
lulation needs to include things working at a very small temporal granularity (like a
lie insect) together with things which change slowly (like a tree), it is redundant to
date the state of the tree with every event affecting the insect. Our system does not
five this redundancy as we have demonstrated in the Example 3 of Section 5.2.
In terms of representation, NatureTime has a simple and elegant mechanism for
irepresentation of cyclical knowledge by using the concept of cyclical intervals. This
)ws us to write harvested (coffee) @ i(8.. .4, month), without the necessity of saying
it harvesting can occur every year, since the MTC month is included in the definition
/ear, and year is flow of time. This can also be used to create another MTC which are
nested within the main hierarchy. For instance,
a

lional

Ltemp-class (labour-week, day, 5).
Ltemp-class(labour-month, labour-week, 4)
itemp-class(lunar-month, week, 4).

»this paper we

did not present any mechanisms to deal with more complex cyclical
'vals, and other temporal entities like collection intervals and fluctuation of temporal
ties over other temporal entities. This is basically related to introduce mechanisms
"ference to reason about sentences like "all Mondays of 1996", although it does not

seem

to be useful in simulation models. Such

treatment, here, would distract from the
point of this work.
The temporal operator after allows a more legible reading of some
temporal statements
and it represents well enough the relation between past and future at different levels
of
time granularity. This leaves the user free to write his/her inference rules without
the
necessity of using properties and relations between temporal units. It is just needed to
understand what a temporal formula is intended to mean and how we can map
temporal
knowledge to the forms of expressions of the language. For instance, the sentence grass
is free to grow up 1 month after a certain month X if sheep use the meadow
up to X
can be easily translated to our
logic as follows.
a

main

grow.free(grass, meadow) @p(l, month) after i(X ...X, month)
use(sheep, meadow) @i(Z... X, month).
6.2. LIMITATIONS

OF THE

NATURETlME

SYSTEM

The main limitation of NatureTime with earlier

approaches using traditional com¬
putational logic, is its exponential search requirement in the case we have many agents
interacting. However, because it uses a forward chaining strategy to re-use the previous
computation of a given attribute, then the reduction of search space is considerable.
Another limitation which does not seem to affect the application for the more precise
problems we proposed to tackle, is the lack of a suitable temporal connective for the
representation of sentences like "it rained from 3 pm to 5 pm sometime last week". This
could be the operator O usually known as "sometimes".
6.3.

RELATED WORK

One

early investigation on the representation of time clock on any scale was pro¬
posed in Ladkin (1986a), where interval calculus (Allen, 1983) is extended to achieve
a time framework where different time units (TU) can be specified. This extends the
idea of convex to union-of-convex intervals (Ladkin, 1986b), where there may exist gaps
between convex intervals. The representation of Basic Time Units is a sequence like

[year, month, day, hour,...]. In Ladkin (1987) it was shown that by introducing appro¬
priate relations between intervals such a sequence gives a suitable representation for a
convex rational interval structure. We provide a similar entity that we called smallest in¬
terval which also has as many elements as desired, but we reach this representation from
different concepts, i.e. this will depend on the number of MTCs defined. In NatureTime
it seems to be a bit easier to define calendars, and we incorporate circularity within the
model. Although union-of-convex intervals can be compared to our cyclical interval,
explore the subject of dealing with cyclical events.
approach was proposed in Leban et al. (1986), where the basic idea is to use a
set of primitive collections to specify other collections by using two operators, slicing and
dicing, in order to select intervals from collections of intervals. Each primitive is defined
by specifying the intervals of which it is composed. In this approach, circular aspects of
time can be obtained from the 5-values which are treated as if they were a circular list.
Although this approach was shown to be useful for reasoning about scheduling, it does
not really deal with different granularities of time because it does not seem to be clear
Ladkin did not
A similar
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off we can we specify relationships between propositions defined over different time
tales. Furthermore, the way in which circularity is obtained is very much dependent on
ie implementation of circular list rather than the concept itself, although it gives a close

lea

of it.

Another approach for representing cyclical events was proposed by Koomen (1989),
tiich is based on Allen's system (Allen, 1984; Allen and Hayes, 1985). The idea is
i define a recurrent event e by stating explicitly that it is true repeatedly over an
iterval 7, i.e. RT(7, e). However, it is not clear whether the interval 7 is convex or not,
id it is not obvious how to use the mechanisms of inference to model cyclical events in
"natural" way to obtain appropriate inferences. As this approach does not deal with
letric information, no representation of propositions at different time scales is possible.
A more pragmatic approach for dealing with time granularity was proposed in Dean

1989), in order to speed

up

the information retrieval

on a

large temporal data base

aintained by the time map system. This work proposes a hierarchical framework of
me such that events at different levels of abstraction can be easily represented and
trieved by using a structure similar to the usual calendar. The hierarchy over a linear
mcture of time is obtained

by the concept of a partitioning scheme, which is a sequence
:partitions P\, P2,
Pn of the set of reals, in such a way that for each i < n if an
terval 7 belongs to a partition Pi, then there is a set of time intervals in P{+1 such that 7
partitioned by it. Although this approach shows to be very successful in the context
data base maintenance, the aspect of representing and reasoning about cyclical events
as not explored. Moreover, it does not seem to be a suitable approach for modelling
ore complex problem in the real world. As we often want to obtain some prediction
a inference rules, and not only retrieve assertions about temporal knowledge, then this
iproach is not suitable for the type of problem we are dealing with.
A more recent approach (Ciapessoni et al, 1993; Montanari, 1994) proposed a manyrted first order logic augmented with temporal operators and a metric on time to deal
ith time granularity. This is achieved by introducing contextual and projection operions into topological logic (Rescher and Urquhart, 1971) (i.e. standard propositional
jic added with a parameter operator Pa, where Pa(p) is intended to mean "propoion p is realized at the position a"). The first identifies the domain or level of time
anularity at which a given formula has to be considered. The second is used to coniain formulae to different domains. The hierarchy of time is a linear structure called
! universe of domains, where a
granularity ordering relationship is imposed over this
iverse. Also a partial ordering of disjointedness is provided to relate domains at dif:ent levels of granularity. This is similar to the partitioning scheme of Dean's approach
p. cit.). Temporal domains are related to our concept of modular temporal class. Their
icept of locally temporally valid is related to the meaning of the throughout temporal
mective. Finally, because we define grains of time based on modular chain of modular
Is, cyclicity of events happening at different granularities is more easily obtained.
In the context of reactive systems specification and reasoning, Fiadeiro and Maibaum
194) proposes a hierarchical (vertical) decomposition (or abstract implementation), of
ject specification in temporal logic. Such objects are seen as building blocks of the
sign process of reactive systems. At each layer of such a hierarchy there is a logic
iling with a single time scale, isomorphic to the set of natural numbers, and there
1 collection of
objects that may be used for composing complex objects (systems)at
?her levels of abstraction. In this way, temporal execution of an abstract action is done
the temporal execution of concrete actions of the level below. The interface between
■ ■.,
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both levels is

executed

or

given by axioms which

says

when the concrete actions start,

are

being

have finished. This work does not intend to represent or reason about time

explicitly. However, close observation shows us that the granularity of time is embodied
specification of actions at each level. We could not see how cyclical processes
might be represented in such a framework. Although it is allowed to represent interaction
between abstract and concrete actions, the opposite direction of relation does seem to be
straightforward. Our approach, though based on explicit reference of time and different
mechanisms, is more general because we allow interaction in both direction.
An approach which allows many granularities in the same logic, for specifying asyn¬
chronous execution of agents is proposed in Fisher (1995). In this work, granularity
(though not mentioned) is achieved by providing each agent with its own local clock
represented by the predicate tick{0). The problems with the "next" operator is solved
by using the auxiliary predicates next-tick(O, X)—which is true if X is satisfied within
the next O tick, analogously last-tick (O, X). No mechanism is proposed for dealing with
interacting agents working at different ticks of the global clock.
The systems we have mentioned so far do not provide mechanisms for representing
events, or actions at different levels of time granularity and cyclicity in the same logical
framework. Only recently, in a parallel work to ours, Cukierman and Delgrand (1995)
propose a framework of time based on the notion of calendars which are regarded as
being cyclic temporal objects, and are related to our concept of MTC. Since TUs are
formally represented in a linear hierarchy, recurrent activities are dealt with non-convex
intervals as suggested in Ladkin's approach (op. cit.). While granularity is obtained by
decomposing all TUs into contiguous partially ordered sequences of other TUs, we take
a more abstract way by defining a chain of MTCs and thus obtaining both concepts at
once. TUs are related to our temporal terms using a different notation, but the set-based
language for specifying TUs generates complex expressions to be read when representing
concepts like collection intervals. They do not explore mechanisms to obtain inferences
about processes working at different time scales.
What seems to be common to almost all of these approaches is that they start from
linear structure, and then try to achieve granularity by imposing a hierarchy among
different time intervals, and cyclicity representation by using the concepts of convex and
non-convex. Although we have not started from the same point, we could interpret our
time intervals in the same way, but we do not need to do that for the understanding of
the principles of the theory proposed here. Furthermore, the basic assumptions of these
theories do not include cyclical aspects of time in their models. Such a need has also been
addressed in Pachet et al. (1995) for dealing with musical objects.
Finally, the style in which we present our logic is very close to proposed in Fruhwirth
(1996), where temporal reasoning is treated as an application of Annotated Constraint
Logic Programming. The reason is because we also view a logical formula as a classical
within the

formula annotated with

a

PTE. Fruhwirth's work

even uses a

notation for time which is

smallest interval. However, there are no special mechanisms
of time and circular time as we have, although it seems to be possible.
similar to

our

7.

a

Conclusion and Future Work

theory of time granularity which can be easily under¬
many levels of time hierarchy as needed. We also showed that
theory is useful in the representation of cyclical processes in simulation models for

In this paper we

presented

stood and used to define
such

for granularity

as

a new
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cosystems. In particular, the theory offers a simple and elegant mechanism to specify
3 many collections of time intervals as wanted, that is the concept of MTC.
As a specification language for simulation models which interact, the NatureTime
jgic was shown to be a powerful tool. It offers a very expressive way to define executable
initiation models to be tested, mainly in the case of ecosystem domain.
Other possible branches of research from this work are:
To

investigate the expansion of the logic for full resolution.
adequate the temporal unification process for different types of temporal con¬
nectives. For instance, the present version would not deal properly with a temporal
To

connective like "sometime".
To propose a more general
To extend to a multi-agent

proof procedure which can deal with PTE.
framework (Mota, 1995).
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Appendix A. Properties of >In what

follows, Cf" means the MTC of level i defined with modular value mi. This
t

relation establish

a

sub-division

relationship between MTCs. The >- relation has the

following properties.
t

The >- relation has the

Cfl,

transitive—if

Qmk
k

following properties.

Cfj and CJfik

are

MTCs and C]fik y

C™j and C?j

>- C™, then

grni
i

reflexive—if Cf" is

a

MTC then C>- C™ (every MTC

anti-symmetric—if Cfi11, C™3

are

can

be subdivided in itself)

MTCs, and i ^ j, and C™3 >- C™1, then Cfin

Cj 3 ■

Appendix B. Up-Wave Modular Sum and Subtraction

p(A,Ci), whereci defines another MTC as mod-temp-class (ci+i ■
t(s\,.. ■, Sk). The up-wave modular sum between P and I, I w© P> IS

Definition B.l. LetP

Ci,m), and I
defined

=

=

as

Iu®P
=

A'

+ A div m.

Si

t{si,...,Si + A, ...,sfc), iff si + A <

m

P'

=

t(si,..., Si © A,..., sk) a;© P', iff

Iu®P
=

=

st

+ A > m, and

p(A', ci+1), where
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0

t

s

Figure 4. Correspondent interval at

Iefinition B.2. Let P

i,m), and I =
Uq P, defined

Wq

P

=

arbitrary interval in the infinte line.

p(A,Ci), andci defines another MTC as mod-temp-class(cj+i,
t(si,..., Sfc). We call the up-wave modular subtraction between P and I,
=

as

IueP
to

any

=

t(su...,Si

-

A, ...,sk), iff A <

t(si,..., Si © A,..., Sk) ojq P', iff A >

Si

and P'

=

Si

p(A', ci+1), where A'

=

A

m.

B.l.

Iefinition B.3. Let S be

diameter function

interval in

Linear-Cyclic hierarchy of time, P a period
\time. We call diameter of time, written 0, to the function which maps S to P. More
'nerally, 0 : S —> V, where £ is the set of all temporal entities and V the set of all
hods, or length of time.
B.2.

an

a

linear realizability of a circular time structure

This section presents

what

was

called Linear Realizability in Rescher and Urquhart

971) in which it

was established a relationship between a course of history in a circular
tucture of time and the same course in a linear time. Consider a temporal structure

lich is one-dimension, finite and closed Cm, where m is the number of elements in the
tcular set C. Then any of the possible courses of history realized in C can also be

ilized on the line. We can see this if
tie Cm as shown in Figure 3.

we

consider the

arbitrary interval

s...

t in the

By putting it in correspondence with an arbitrary interval (with the same size), in the
Unite line, as shown in Figure 4.
Now, at any distance m forwards from s and t in the circular structure Cm in correondence the forwards oints at the same distance from the linear interval s...t; and
ilogously backwards. Thus we put the circle into correspondence over and over again
th an equally long segment on the line as depicted in Figure 5.
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S

4Figure 5. Linear equivalent intervals of the circular interval.

Appendix C. Matching Between Cyclical Intervals
Definition C.l.

of

a

case

MTC
that

Ci.

one

Given the

cyclical intervals S = i(s\... S2,Ci) and T = i(t\...t2,Ci)
Then, the matching between these intervals results in i(t\... t2, Ci) in the
of the following holds.

> t2 and t2 > t\
t2 > t\ and t\ > si
Si > S2 and S2 > £2
t\ > Si and si > S2
S2

In this

case we

a

MTC Ci.

i{t\

■ • •

or
or

or

that T is included in (or is during) S.

cyclical intervals S = i(s 1. ..S2,Cj) and T
Then, the matching between these intervals results in

Definition C.2.

of

say

and t\ > s\,
and Si > S2,
and t2 > t\,
and S2 > ^2-

S2,

Given the

Ci) if one of the following holds

and S2 > t\ and ti > s\,
S2 > t\ and t\ > Si and si > t2,
t\ > Si and si > t2 and t2 > S2,
si > t2 and t2 > S2 and S2 > ^i
t2 >

i{t\...

s2

S2,

or
or
or

Ci) and also i(s 1... t2, cf) if

one

of the following holds

t2 > si and si > S2 and S2 > t\, or
t\ > t2 and t2 > si and s 1 > S2.
In both

cases

S and T overlap.

Appendix D. KB Definition for the Example 1
D.l. neighbours definition

neighbours(tl, [(f2,4.24), (t3,4.24), (t5,6)]).

—

i{t\. ..<2>Ci)
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\tighbours(t2, [(41, 4.24), (43,6), (44, 4.24), (45,4.24)]).

\righbours{t?>, [(41, 4.24), (42,6), (45,4.24), (46,4.24), (47,6)]).
[(42,4.24), (45,6), (48,4.24), (49,3)]).
[(41, 6), (42,4.24), (43,4.24), (44,6), (46,6), (47,4.24), (48,4.24)]).
[(43,4.24), (45,6), (47,4.24)]).
[(43,6), (45,4.24), (46,4.24), (48,6)]).
\tighbours(t8, [(42,6), (44,4.24), (45,4.24), (47,6), (49,3), (410,3)]).
nghbours{t9, [(44,3), (48,3), (410,2.24)]).
nghbours(tlO, [(48,3), (49,4.24)]).
\nghbours(ti,
nghbours(t5,
neighbours(t6,
fighbours(t7,

D.2.

INITIAL AND MAXIMUM

\aght(tl, 1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
nght(t2,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
\eight(t3,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
\eight{t4,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
nght(t5,1) @4(14,2,1994).
\aght(t6,1) @ 4(14, 2,1994).
nght(t7,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
lt»^4(48,l) @4(14,2,1994).
\eight(t9,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).
\nght(tl0,1) @ 4(14,2,1994).

D.3.

HEIGHT, AND GROWTH RATE OF EACH TREE

max ^height (tl, 7).
max-height (t2,10).
max-height (t3,12).
max-height (44,5).

max-height(t5, 5).
max-height(46, 7).
max-height (47,12).
max-height{t&, 6).
max -height
(49,4).
max-height (tlO, 13).

growth-rate (41,0.01).
growth-rate (42,0.012).
growth .rate (43,0.015).

growth-rate(t4,0.0009).
growth-rate (45,0.008).
growth-rate (46,0.011).
growth-rate (47,0.015).
growth-rate (48,0.01).
growth-rate (49,0.006).
growth-rate (410,0.018).

INFLUENCE OF OTHER TREES IN ONE TREE

nfluences ([],-, []).
in/foteraces([y|T], Time, [721 |T7?])
ind-influence{Y, Time, Rl),
influences(T, Time, TR).
nd-influence((Tree, D),T, I) : —
solve(height( Tree, H) @ T, _),
(/ isH/(D* 1000)),!.

:

—

Appendix E. KB Definition for the Example 2
E.l. PROGRESS

AND INFLUENCE SPECIFICATION

The progress observed of the value of an attribute .4 44 of an agent Obj, from a given temporal
intity T during a given period of time P, is represented in a list composed with the values for
U4 during T. This list is computed as defined in the meta-language as follows.

irogress(value(Att, Obj, V)@T, P, [V|i2]) : —
change(Att, Proc),
scale(time, Obj, Proc, C),
solve(value(Att, Obj, V) @T, _),
future(T, P,Tf),
progression(value(Att, Obj, V) @T, Tf, C, R).
'/rogression(-@T, Tf,C, 0) : —
next(T, C, Tf).
frogression(value(Att, Obj, Vi) @ Ti, Tf ,C, [Vj\R}) : —
next( Ti, C, Tf),
value(Att, Obj, Vj) @p(l, C) after Ti <= value(Att, Obj, Vi) @ Tik. Constraints,
solve( Constraints, _),
next(Ti, C, Tj),
-i

progression(value(Att, Obj, Vj) @ Tj, Tf, C, R).
influence(GR, 0, GR).
influence(GR, [Pos\R], RealGR)
P os > 7,
NGR is GR

-

:

—

0.02,

influence(NGRi R, RealGR).
influence(GR, [pos|.r], RealGR)

: —

Pos < 7,

influence(GR, R, RealGR).
E.2. bug's position

new..d(Posl, M, H, Dl, D2)

:

—

Pos2 is Pos 1 + M,
Pos2 < H,
D2 isD 1 * (-1).

new.d(Posl, M, H, Dl, D2)
Pos2 is Posl + M,
Pos2 > H,
D2isDl * (-1).

: —

